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PREFATORY NOTE

Simultaneously with this volume are published two others en‑
titled The- Climax ' of Civilisation and Feminism. The three
form a series, of which this is the second. The Climax of Civili‑
sation is the introductory Part, and the Preface to it explains the
connection of the three and the reason for separating them.
This volume constitutes a work by itself, which the reader can
understand without first reading The Climax of Civilisation;
and yet his comprehension'of the argument running through it
will be improvedby consultation with that book. Referencesback
to that book are here sometimes made in the text currently, as if
the two were within the same covers; and in the notes they are
sometimes indicated simply as to vol. i. The third book on
Feminism is complementary to this, as its subject is complemen‑
tary to the subject here treated.
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SOCIALISM
CHAPTER I.

SOCIALISM AND PEACE

SOCIALISM, so far as it has any pretension to be put into prac‑
tise, is an outcome of peace and plenty. As a mere aspiration
after equality, it may appear at any time, and perhaps most long‑
ingly in the midst of strife. But it is only in the piping times of
peace that anybody can seriously entertain a hope of its realisa‑
tion. For warfare, beside requiring distinctions of rank, makes
distinctions between what before may have seemed to be equals,
elevating the one side into victors and humbling the other into
subjects. Thus socialism is contingent upon the existence of
peace, and upon its continuance, since a renewal of fighting will
destroy the equality which is its essence. It must therefore itself
premise peace, claiming an inherent power in itself to procure
and secure it. It needs plenty also, aswithout plenty there can‑
not be contentment, and without contentment there is temptation
to fault-finding, quarrelsomeness, and discord. Hence the high
promises of all socialists.

Socialism is no new thin in the world, but our modern socialism
has features of its own. reek socialism, realised in Crete and in
Sparta and idealised by Plato, was of the upper classes. Roman
socialism, in the later empire, was of the middle classes. Our
modern socialism is of the lower classes. Neither of those rede‑
cessors was complete, and therefore their ill-success can ardly
be used as a precedent condemning the modern repetition to
failure if it ever completely establishes itself. Yet the fact that
neither of the upper classes could successfully carry out their
socialism, leads to a presumption that the lower classes will be
still less capable of doing it. At all events they are doomed to fail
unless or until they become more intelligent than the eupatrids of
Greece and the popular of Rome.

Unfortunately we know the full, though unfinished, history of
socialism (for it is still in the making) only in modern times, as
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4 SOCIALISM

our information about social doings in antiquity is deficient. In
our times socialism has passed through four periods. Each of
the first two ran through two stages, and the third had another
additional stage. The first stage was fiction, the last public
action. The new stage was private action. The first period was
in the sixteenth century, and began with More in his fiction of
Utopia,1 and ended with the Anabaptist communism which suc‑
ceeded to the uprising of the peasants. The next period was in
the eighteenth century, beginning with Morelly, who again started
the ball rolling with a romance, although a hundred years before
an isolated work of that sort had been written by Campanella.
This period ended with the conspiracy of Babeuf, when in the
seventh year of the French revolution the lowest classes unsuc‑
cessfully tried to imitate the bourgeoisie in revolting, but acted
prematurely and were suppressed. Then, in the nineteenth cen‑
tury, upon the restoration of peace, the third period began, in
earnest this time, and with the new feature of private efforts to
give independence to the hand-working classes, such as were
actually made by Owen and by Cabet, who had composed a
UtOpian fiction, and by the followers of Fourier, who worked out
. a full scheme. Like the previous writers, these would-be found‑
ers were philanthropists of the upper classes‐ even Owen, who,
though he sprang from the labouring class, had risen to be an
employer before he engaged in such undertakings. Their failure
led not unnaturally to the last stage of public action or revolution,
in which the lower classes are to take the matter in their own
hands, though they were urged thereto first by men of the upper
classes, and are to seize the government and employ its agency
everywhere for establishing equality both in production and in
distribution. Such was the teaching of Saint-Simon, who, how‑
ever, believed that the lower classes still needed to be led by men
from the upper classes; and this teaching was carried further by
Louis Blanc, underwhose leadership a stinted and stunted attempt
was made to introduce it in Paris in 1848,which failed hopelessly.
After this, commencing the fourth period, the hegemony of this
party passed to Germany, where it first became distinctively a
working class movement, and immediately split into two factions,
of nationalists under Lassalle, who desired state aid for working
men’s co‐operative societies, and of intemationalists under Marx,
who taught the working men of all nations to unite and rely on
their own efforts. The latter faction ultimately triumphed. A l l v
these originally called themselves “ communists ”; but this am‑
1More gave us the serviceable term. but did no t write the first work of the non.

In antiquity Plato yrote two, as I well known. A still u r l i e r one was written byhekiel. in the fometh to the forty-eighth chapters of his book.
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biguous term was by now abandoned for one still more ambigu‑
ous, the term “ socialism ” beingsubstituted.’ Their Utopia came
later from America, written with some modifications by Bellamy.
Their main doctrine was that common ownership of the instru‑
ments of production should everywhere beintroduced by a sudden
cataclysmic revolution, conducted by the labouring classes, as
soon as conditions were ripe for i t ; but, though Marx and his
followers believed that the time was coming very quickly,‐ in
fact, before the end of the last century, ‐ i t has not yet come,
and the hope for it seems to bedying, and in its place is bein
substituted the idea of a slow siege, w1th sapping and mining and
successive capture of the outposts before the New Jerusalem be
won.
On this account the three sorts of socialists may be best de‑

scribed all as Utopians, that is, as Utopians of three kinds. The
first are the Utopians pro r, who merely dream dreams, without
any intention of seeing em realised, of societies that are both
good places (eutopiae) and no places (outopiae)! More espe‑
cially these are Outopians. The second are practical Utopians,
who plan projects which'they t r y to realise, either themselves
founding societies, or exhorting others to found them, such ason
a small scale will make a beginning and serve as a model for all
the world to follow. These, more or less, are Eutopians. The
third are apocalyptical Utopians,who look forward to anadvance
of the world into a new era, which at most they t ry to accelerate
by proclaiming its advantages, decking it out attractively in con‑
trast with the present régime,which they denounce in unmeasured
terms, and by insistingon its speedy advent. These it may not be
improper to call Atopians, though it will be necessary to prove
that they deserve this denomination of absurdity.
Politically, present-day socialism is a revulsion from plu‑

tocracy, and a threatened uprising of the lower classes. Prior to
the French revolution, throughout Europe the middle class was
recognised asthe third and last estate; for the class below formed
no estate, being of no consideration. The third estate itself had
been reduced to small importance; but after the discovery of
aSee E le ' l account in his preface to the 18 0 edition of the Communist Muni‑

I n t o , whit: was written in 1847 by him and nrx. who pu t In to it many ideas
taken bodily from Victor Constderant's pam hlet '(16 mo., 84 p.) Prma c: du
Social' ‐M¢nifc.rt¢ do In Démocmtie an X Xe Steele, 2d. ed., ans, 1847 the rat
in 1843): see W. Techerkeeofi'e Page: of Somalis: H i s t o r y. New York , 1 9 0 2 , ch. x.
The term “socialism” had first been used by the adherents of_ Qwen about 1833
(see Spu’go. Sedation, t o ) . By 1840 W. Cooke Taylor_ueed “socialist ” currentlsy as
l y n o n o u l with Owenite, The Natural History of Sogwty, vol. I. pp. i x , 66 (6.‐7),
4. , vol. i i . pp. 80-1, 305... in that year it was introduced upon the ontmenticy ud. and quickly came i n t o general use. .
aA l though this pun wu not employed by More, or else he would have named his

original city “0966, no he wrote in Lat in, in which language the Greek to was repre‑
e e n t e d b y y a n d i u u w u the equivalent o f the Greekou. .



5 SOCIALISM
America it began to riseagain,and in the Dutchand the American
revolutions it first came into acknowledged power, and did so like‑
wise in the French revolution, undisputed for a time. Then
loomed up the lower class of the proletariat, as it was called in
France (the manufacturing labourers collected in cities and
towns), as another estate demanding to be considered,-‐ the
fourth estate, as it came to be reckoned.‘ The men of this class
in their turn claimed political power, and in America gained it
during the first two or three decades of the last century; but in
France and elsewhere in Europe, though they once held sway
during a few months of convulsion, they did not come into a fair
share of political power ti l l the last quarter of that century. And
with their acquisition of such power against determined opposi‑
tion, arose the desire to enlarge it and to use it for their own
class-purposes. In America, where the opposition had been
slight, this desire has arisen only after the abuse of power by
those of the middle class who have climbed out of their own
class to excessive wealth, and who, in order to augment still more
their possessions, have used their money corruptly to purchase
privilege. Against the abusive oppression of wealth everywhere,
or of capitalism mistaken for the essential factor, socialism is the
system which the lower classes and their advocates, organised
into a party which fosters the “ class-consciousness ” of the newly
adolescent fourth estate, would by revolution or otherwise substi‑
tute for the present system which permits the evil of oppression.
Instead of correction, reconstruction is proposed.
The advance of civilisation itself, we have seen, has been ob‑

tained by revolutions. Revolutions are the uprisings of one class
against another, of a lower against a higher, with some pulling
down of the latter. In all revolutions a class below Seeks libera‑
tion from the domination, become oppressive, of a class above,
and equality with that class, whose eminence it disputes. It seeks
such liberty and equality for itself primarily, and not for the
classes still further below, except that, at the commencement,
as it needs their aid in the struggle, it makes promises to them,
which it thinks sufiiciently fulfilled by liberating them from the
same yoke of the upper class, though still keeping them below
itself. The_attainment by this class of equality with the former
upper class is eflected partly by pulling down that class from its
pos1tion of advantage and privilege, and partly by raising itself
up somewhat toward that position of advantage and privilege.
The other lower classes therefore soon find that they have but
waf. R. Hover. Die B M W ” 40: M e n Stand“. aded.. Berlin. 1883,
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changed masters, and even though the later masters may bemore
indulgent, those classes in their turn earn for, and finally seek,
similar liberation and equalisation. hen this process reaches
the very lowest classes, there must be an end to the series. If
the very lowest class succeeds in liberating itself (emancipating
its members, they say, as though they still were slaves) from the
rule of the several classes above it and in equalising itself in
political wer with them, then all classes are independent and all
equal. uch political liberation and such political equalisation
havealready in some countries beenattained. This is democracy,
and the revolution by which it is attained is rightly the last in the
political line.“ Political liberty and equality at hand, the various
classes ought to work in harmony for social improvement, respect‑
ing and maintaining the natural differences and subordinations
that necessarily enter into society. But no: such a limited con‑
dition of liberty and equality is not considered enough. Also
desired are economic liberation and economic equalisation. Such
an economic state contains irreconcilable elements, the forced
equalisation of natural differences being incompatible with per‑
sonal liberty; but as personal liberty has not brought much ap‑
preciable enjoyment to the lowest classes, they do not miss it from
their prospect. Equality is the main aim, and all the liberty that
is compatible with it may bemaintained, but no more. The new
party is thus opposed to the old party of the liberals, who make
liberty the first principle, they being of the middle classes, who
desire freedom from interference by the upper classes, and do not
care for equality with themselves of the lower classes. The new
reformers, it has been said, are the fanatics of equality, just as
the economists of mid last century, who guided the liberal party,
were the fanatics of liberty.“ The system underlying these de‑
mands is more than democracy in its old sense of pantocracy: it
IS democracy proper, in the sense of the rule of the den'ws; and
because it affects society aswell as government, it has received the
name of “ socialism " ; or, to indicate its relation to the old de‑
mocracy, as supplementary, it has been denominated “ social
democracy.” T is distinguishes it from the other, purely politi‑
cal democracy, however radical the latter may be. It might also
becalled “ democratic socialism,” to distinguish it from other pos‑
sible kinds of socialism, such as Plato’s, which was aristocratic.
The term “ socialism ” is utterly vague, and would be applicable
to any efiort at social reform. The movement now under way,
5C . T. Erakin , V' flu h ,Political Science if 1213fidmjwaax' r“ France " 9 7 . p.68 (quoted in the l a t h “ ) .
OH. von Sybel. Venn!“ I“ As alt-c. 139.



8 SOCIALISM

primarily a labour movement, which so designates itself, has also,
from its means, been denominated “ collectivism ” ; 7but, from its
end, it would be still better characterised as “ equalism ” (or
“ egalitarianism”) .‘
The last social revolution, then, whether accomplished suddenly

or by slow degrees, differs-from all previous revolutions. Those
are described by socialists asselfish contests, since they were made
by a class for its own gain solely, leaving others out of the bene‑
fits; whereas the impending revolution will leave no one out, but
will befor the benefit of all,“ since the class of labourers‐ itself
sometimes treated as not being really a class even now ‘°- ‐has no
intention of subjecting any other class to itself, there being none
lower than it, but, on the contrary, it intends to absorb all the
previously upper classes into its own capacious bosom, thereby
destroying all classes, itself included.“ The ideal is of a “ class‑
less ” society or state; 1“ for all are to be labourers, and society is
to bebasedno longer onwealth ashitherto,but on labour; where- __
fore a new social organisation will be necessary, and political
power, which is organising as well as organised power, must be
“ i n the hands of labour.” “ Labourers, indeed, are to be in con‑
trol,“ but asall, to repeat, are to belabourers, including women,
all are to be in control; which will be the completest and most
1 Because all instruments of production are to be handed over to “ t h e oollectiyl ."

The term was used at the Congress of the International Worlnngmen's Assoc“ on
at Brussels in 1868: see Laveleye, Le Socialism: contrmpomm, 5th ed., p. 187. cf. 368.
The term, as is evident, is likewise vague. _
3 Some would confine the latter characteristic to communism and thereby from it

distinguish socialism. But socialism dues aim at c ual l ty, and the distinction properly
is that communism aims at absolute equality. w ile socialism aims at relative or
p r o rtional equality. Present-day socialism aims at this. as we shall see, Indefinite
en through an, as we shall see, indefinite collectivism.‐ Collectiviam, of course, need
no t include equalisation of a l l persons in property and station' and so far as ,
as collectivism, is n o t equalism. or has n o t been instituted and conducted on the
princi le of equalism, it is no t the subject of snimadversion in_ this work.
9 Cf. s populariser of socialism, Rev. C. . Vail: “ Socialism is not merely a class

movement. . . . It concerns all classes and wi l l e ual‘lfv benefit all classes. . . . But
the initiative must come from the labourin class." 0 cm Socialism 165. _10Thus Gronlund at the o ening of his %a-aptran‘fls Commanwsnltfr notes Frederic
Harrison to the effect that ‘ the working class is the only class which is not a class."
So also W. E. Wal l ing treats labourers as not forming a class. and describes “ t h e
conflict of socialism" as “ no t in rea l i ty a class-struggle," but “a l t r u le of_the
ruling class against the rest of the human race," The Lo r er Aspect: 0 Somlmn,
p. xii. .“ It is , " says Ghent, “ the Social‐minded Mass a r r a ymg itself as flat the un‑
social-minded classes," Max: and Class, 245. ' _
11This Hegelian destruction of a thesis and antithesis by their synthesis was firstgroggunded in the Communist Manifesto of 1847 (Sect. I I . end) . and was originatedarxuaocordinfi to Engels in his reface to the 1883 ed. of that nper. See also
arx’s V i e w s in ae's Contempory scratch», 3d ed., tpl. r o_. Sue , however, had

already been declared to have been the urpose of e 1rd estate at the time
of the French revolution, by Max Sdrner, er E m : Md rein Erasmus, Reclams
ed., 124. 141, which was ublished in 1844. .12Morris Hillqsuit, Socialism in Theory and Practice, 63. 131 ; “a society of in‑
du'iafilatl iqiiah'" 7'7'1- Eth ' f F than M 8-91 ar earson, c we rec , . , c . . . _14One of the complaints of the socialists? voiggd i337?" I; n?3m of the Socialist
League, adopted at the General Conference held in London, u l y 5, 1885; is that
“ the workers. although they produce all the wealth of aoci ve no control over
its production or distribution, ’ p. s of Bax’s and Morris’s
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feet democracy. The impending contest, then, is to be the

g] fight for the complete liberation and equalisation of all man‑
kind by the abolition of all classes “‐ the very last of all revolu‑
t ions;“--‐ for after its attainment there can be no more revolu‑
tions, since there is no lower class that needs liberation and equal‑
isation, nor will there be any oppressed class that may seek to
regain power, all the rest having been suppressed. The whole
people will form one fraternity, and everybody being free and
equal and happy, there can be no more contention. Also, it
being supposed that all countries will follow suit when any
one leads the way, there will be no more wars between them,
as the fraternalism of the parts will spread to the whole, and all
the world will be one eat union, knowing its true interest, and
therefore atpeace witfitself." In the meantime, even, it has
been maintained, the working classes of all nations well perceive
that their only enemy is the class of their exploiters, against
whom they will wage one last social war, but will not permit any
war between their own and another nation, which would be fra‑
tricidal,1°-‐a resolve which was flagrantly broken in 1870 and
again in 1914.“ The prospect of fratemalism, however, is still
dangled before the eyes of men who feel anything but brotherly
love in their hearts, and the claim is still made that when the
socialistic scheme shall be put into execution, it will form a new
era in the wo r l d ‐an age of industrialism contradistinguished
a? Hafi'lé',fl'bfi"sf§fiiéf”§?aéfiéj ‘fog‘i‘ifim‘iikfit 351'23."‘ ‘ 93 ‘ c m " Ml"
10BebeiS I?“ ran and def Signalman, 3 a; Groniund, Comparative Commonwealth,

m. T at the revolution which was to ollow the French revolution, meaning the
uvist uprising for com lete e uali would be the l t. ’ ' ‑

" i n Maréchal in his Mani mo 0? my}; as "' ‘md m "96 by'syl
s c i .
11 Bebe], D i r Fran, etc. 353.
18‘Ehus the Brussels Con ess of the International Workingmen’s Association in

1868_protested against war with the greatest ener ’; invited al l the sections of theassociation to act With the greatest actiVity' in eir respective countries, so as to
prevent a war of people With people, which to-d can only be considered a civilwar’; recommended_to the workingmen “to cease al work in case wa r should breakout in their respective countries'; and finished by urgin al l world en to sustain
‘this war of the nations aga i n s t war, " ’ E. Villetard, {story of t International,
Susan M. Days translation, New Haven, 18 4. p. am. The same attitude was main.
tained till recently. In 1307 Gustave Herve in his s eeh on Antipatfiots'sm ( blished
in English by the New ork Labor News Companygeavowed that “ f o r us tbg world
contains but two nations: that of the_fsvored. of fortune. and that of the dispossessed."
p.8 i 6 ; and proclaimed that the socialist “ war-cry " is “ Rebellion sooner than war," p.
a

G M : see Sudre. Hilton's do; Communist)“,

10In 1870, says Villetard, the German members of the International “recognised
ld ly the necessity of defending German territory against the aggression of France.

The only condemned it when it had changed its character and become on the par truns a war of conquest," of. a t , 227. The conduct of the German socialists is
precisely the same to-day. " Their rotest " Villetard continues, " had no other effectthan to cause_the arrest of those w 0 had written i t ; and we have never heard that
a Single soldier deserted or refused to fight, in order to remain faithful to the
theories of the association c o n c e r n i n g wars between nations.” So again to-day. Itishyiery. clayey of thghGermansl to get_lthe socialists ob 01mg] nations to oppose war,
w 10.11] e i r own e compu so_ry m i i t a se r v i c e a s o n revents on

from putting his theory in to practli’ee. y p y
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from all the past, which has been anage of militarism; and asit
contains no submerged element of disafiection that may upheave
and overthrow, it Will last t i l l the end of time,” and constitute the
second great half of human history. We are now going out of
the back gate of the first half and crossing the way to the front
portal of the second and last.
Such are the hopes entertained by the socialists. They even

invoke miracle: men may now be unequal in their capacities, but
that is due to their unequal treatment; when they are all treated
alike, they will become equal in their bodies and their minds.’1
If somuch astheir mostmoderate expectations were realisable, no
one with a spark of humankindness and of good will toward men
could wish them nay. Yet we may all of us feel misgiving lest
nature does not vouchsafe to mankind such felicity here below,
and even if such peace and prosperity were permitted, she would
not grant contentment. The promises about this termination of
history remind us too forcibly of the old-fashioned ending of
nursery tales, which told that the hero and the heroine lived in
happiness forever afterward; wherefore no details were called
for, because such a continuation arouses no interest. Heavenmay
be constructed on a different plan, but this world seems to be
dual,” needing cold to offset heat, darkness to display light, bad‑
ness to distinguish goodness, and unhappiness to appreciate happi‑
ness. We attain pleasure after pain, and reach joy through sor‑
row. The contrast may be vicarious, the excess of misery in the
lives of some serving asa foil to the excess of fortune in others,
while the prosperity of some turns the want of others into bitter‑
ness. In moments of depression we feel like complaining and
rebelling, and those who suffer most may cherish such feelings
constantly: but complain and rebel against what? against whom?
Where the cause lies in another person or in society at large, we
should seek to rectify it. But when it lies in nature,either man’s
or the world’s, especially if in our own, we have been well advised
not to kick against the pricks.
Now, if the principles laid down in this work be true, there is

no prospect of socialism introducing a new and perpetual era of
peace and plenty in undisturbed industrialism, making of the
future a pendant to all the past. The ever-recurring rounds or
cycles of civilisation forbid. A future cycle, thousands of years
hence,may bemorally better than ours, perhaps because it will not
soGronlund, Co-operan'w Commonwealth, 108.
n . Bebel. Die Frau, 185. A similar expectation had been entertained by Proud‑

hon. ourier expected still more marvelous change. of nature. On the comingequality of women with men more later.
a : C . B a u m - r , XXXVI. ( o r X XX I I I . ) 14-15, also XI. 1 4and XLII . 24.
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besomaterially well off ; and in it perhaps socialism may be, not
the anti-climax, but the constructive princxple. This is not merely
a hope,but apossible outlook. But our cycle has been constructed
differently, and now socialism brings with it only the germs of
dissolution. I ts promises are nugatory. Above, the admission
has been made that the socialistic revolution is the last in the
series of class revolutions,‐‐ in fact, is going beyond what ought
to be the last in that series. But when the socialists infer from
this, that it must be and will be absolutely the last, they talk non‑
sense, in that they overlook the possibility, and the likelihood, of
new classes forming within the homogeneous mass to which they
would reduce all people, the leaven of natural distinctions therein
fermenting and starting again the course toward heterogeneity
by raising some above the common level, who will find allies in
those who have fallen below i t ; after which may take place
another series of revolutions. As for the promises of peace and
plenty, wehave seen that nature will before longcease her bounti‑
fulness and the pressure of want will again become heavy. The
socialists talk of economies to be effected by combination. We
shall come upon this again, and here need only remark that
economy is saving only, not creative or extractive. There is no
probability that all nations of the world will adopt socialism at
one and the same time, or even all the civilised nations. Those
which do adopt it , if any there be, may wish to live in peace; but
though they may have pOWer to refrain from attacking, they can‑
not prevent themselves from being attacked. It takes two to
make a quarrel, says the proverb; but one alone cannot keep the
peace, unless he be willing to submit to insult and oppression.
If ever socialism is to be attempted, it should be when the power
of defence is superior to the power of attack, and not when, as
now, the power of attack is immensely greater. The nation which
first accepts socialism and introduces equality among all its citi‑
zens, will be at a disadvantage in maintaining a disciplined army,
with its gradation of ranks, and if it really fulfils the expectations
of its reorganisers, its wealth and its weakness would but expose it
all the more to attack from the unsocialised and evil-minded na‑
tions by which it is surrounded. Wars can never be stopped by
one set of men incapacitatingthemselves from fighting; and peace
will not beon earth till the whole world bemoralised; which may
take ages yet to achieve. Nor is it advisable that peace should
come untilmankind beperfected; for in the way which nature has
instituted, strife is one of the necessary instruments of improve‑
ment.”
i l “DepIore i t u v. may." the mild and gentle socialist Kirlmp admin. “force.
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Still another disintegrating influence of socialism remains to

be mentioned. Socialists talk as if in the coming revolution the
lower classes are to be levelled up to the upper classes. This, in
fact, constitutes the chief charm of their dream. But it is delu‑
sive, because all that the equal distribution of products, which is
the aim, can do, is to reduce all levels to one level, which is at
the general average; but on account of the vastly greater number
of the poor compared with the rich, the average is much nearer
to the level of the poor than to the level of the rich. This means
that the pulling down of the few will go much further than the
raising up of the many. It has been calculated by geographers
that i all the mountains on the earth were to be leveled down,
the plains would beraisedonly a few feet. So it is in economics:
the raising of the many “plainpeople ” might be hardly apprecia‑
ble, while the destruction of the few eminences and summits
would leave a glaring void. As civilisation is mostly carried on
by the upper classes, or by those who rise or would rise thereto,
their wiping-out would be a blow to civilisation itself. For this
reason socialism, if adopted at the height of a cycle, can only
hasten the decline and fall. If ever adopted at the beginning
of a new cycle, it is possible that an aristocracy of merit may take
the place of an aristocracy of means; but when a cycle has been
launched on the principle of means, it cannot make a sudden
wife-face.
Such socialism as is now advocated we have in fact seen to be

a germination of the seeds of decay. It is an outgrowth of the
excessive individualism which results upon the removal of the
binding pressure from the outside, which comes when the most
highly civilised nation or nations have established themselves in a
position of safety founded on supremacy. Socialism, as collec‑
tivism, is often contrasted with individualism; but it may be cited
as an instance of the cases noticed by Plato and by Cicero," of
too much of a thing swinging over too far into its opposite.
There is the spirit of combination always, and always the spirit
of individualism. In the rising period of civilisation it is com‑
binationof individuals for the common good of all, for their safety
against others. In the culminating period combination is less
important,except for private ends, and individualism comes to the
front. The evils of this tend to lead, in the descending period, to
combination of all for the separate good of each. In the first,
the whole uses the parts; in the last, the parts use the whole.
violence, and war are potent factors in the real development of mankind," An In‑
qm'ry mm Socialfinn roz. . . .n The 12mm. VIII. 5632; D. R: m m , I. xhv. as.
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The welfare of the whole is no longer the main object, nor is at‑
tention paid to its continuity. Every one is looking out for him‑
self and for his present life on earth or his future life in heaven,
without regard to what may happen afterward to others on earth.
Combination is made because the greatest number of individuals
believe they can improve each his own condition thereby. It is
really the individual and not the collection that is cared for;
wherefore it cannot surprise if strangely perverted ideas are enter‑
tained on the subject. In reorganising society every one seems
to think not so much of contributing as of receiving, of being
supported by the government rather than of supporting the gov‑
ernment, and instead of fighting and working for others, of
fighting not at all andworking as little aspossible. Somehow it is
expected that where every one puts in a penny he shall draw out
a pound. Such views can only lead to the depletion of accumu‑
lated stores.
We may now turn to examine the tendencies to deterioration,

disintegration, and impotency, that are inherent in socialism.



CHAPTER I I .

INHERENT TENDENCIES T0 DETERIORATION

THE beginning,middle,and end of socialism is equality. “ The
equal right to enjoy ” is the principle; “ equality in enjoyment ”
the aim; “ equality in the social conditions of existence ” the
means.1 Therefore the object sought being the completest social
and economic equality possible, systems of socialism are dis‑
tinguished by the amount of equality they allege to be attainable
and by the means whereby they would. attain It: To-day the
socialism that is a power in the world, bemg organised in a party
in several countries (and a party which pretends to be the same
everywhere), is a socialism which would attain i ts end by g i vmg
to the public the ownership of all the sources and instruments of
production (including distribution and tran rtation) available
for a livelihood. Among such are land, at east all that is not
actually covered by dwellings, and the mineral deposits in it, as
also the sea and its fisheries, and all factories, ships and railways,
and all machinery and tools that are used in industry for the pur‑
pose of gainby trade. This is the socialismof KarlMarx,whose
followers now everywhere (or until recently in Germany) have
the field. Henry George, who was preceded by Patrick Edward
Dove, has taught that it is sufiicient if the sources of production,
namely land and all its contents, be taken over by the state, which
he shows may be most easily and practically done by the state
allowing nominal ownership to continue asat present, but putting
all taxation upon land only, and taxing all land up to, or nearly
up to, its full rentalvalue. This is only a semi-socialism,and need
not be socialistic at all. Full socialism goes further and enjoins
that all the instruments by which the land is tilled or mined and by
which his products are worked up into completed articles and
brought to the consumers, shall belong to the state or whatever
other public representative be settled upon,’ which shall make the
1 Cf. Bebe], Die Frau 87.
a Socialism in defined y Pearaon aa “ the ante owneuhi of land and capital, and

the state control of labour,” The Chance: of Death and at or Studies in fictialirm, i.
'"-hif-dfh'..f'trfbzf-‘Fzz'zwfz'ms,P‘Mt‘éfi' let.em? {first i“
get?, o'f the. eta ,”_and go lzhe distinction he attache'd considerable yim'portziu:e.pD116:
Fm mud _dn Semi-Emma, 294. Bebe], an we shall l e e , would abolish the state.
Yet Hillquit. who would retain i t , likewise denies that “ what the socialist. demand"

14
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distribution to the consumers. Yet this socialism also has set
itself limits, and it does not go so far as does out-and-out com‑
munism, which communises all possessible things, including all
articles of consumption; for it permits the private ownership not
only of such articles as are employed for immediate gratification,
but also of small tools like needles and even sewing-machines that
are used in the household and by individuals for their own im‑
mediate purposes. Some socialists to-day, by a wise opportunism,
would tolerate ownership of land cultivated and of industries con‑
ducted for profit, provided they beonasmall scale.3 The idea of
public, in distinction from private, ownership of all or most of
the sources and instruments of production for common use, is a
clear and, except as to its extent, a definite characteristic. Yet
there is some haziness, admitting of different opinions, as to the
public that is to be the new owner, and as to the amount of
equality in the distribution of the benefits that the individuals are
to enjoy. Likewise the methodof transition by which the private
ownership of to-day is to become the public ownership of to‑
morrow, has not been accurately settled. This last is something
to be hit upon according to opportunities as they occur. The
other differences it might bebetter to decide in advance; and yet
socialists must not be too much blamed for willin ess to leave
what they consider petty details for determinationw enthey come
to face them after realising their general plan. Constitutions are
usually made after revolutions. Yet sometimes revolutions are
shattered by the inability to make the constitutions that are to
clinch their results. Details are difficulties causing complexity
and perplexity as well to the advocates as to the critics of new
schemes.
On the establishment of socialism, in the intent of its advocates,

the world would go on very muchas it does now in some respects,
and in others it would be very much changed indeed. There
would be ships sailing the ocean, carrying cargoes, passengers,
crews, and officers. Trains would run on the railways, likewise
with freight and passengers, and handled by conductors and en‑
ls_“lgovernme.nt ownership.’_' nflirmin that it is “collective" or “publ ic owner‑
ship, which includes municipal as w e l as national and other kinds of ownership in
common, Socialism in Theary and Pram“, a 287 cf. 87, i . l§4, 320. ' .
BKn-kup: only the largest industries needa hlsen over, nqmry onto S p u d “ ,

38. S argo : ‘tSoc'i’slism. by no means involves .tho.s.uppreuion of all fl u t e in‑ustris. enterprises, Somalis-m, 296. cf. 282‐4, Hi l lqu i t . n vane of in nstrles of
an individpsj nature, 39°13. as the vsnops arts_ and crafts. must 0 pecessi? remain
purely indmdusl pursuits, and other industries, such as small fanning. wil , at l o l l
for many years to come. not be proper objects for socialisation." op. c i t , 33. n . In
Eurppe peasant p ro netorship has caused trouble. In German at the Social bemo‑
c r l t i c Congress of Frankfort in 189 the question was left on pended; but in France
in the some year at the Congress oi Nantes the socialists decided in favour of con‑gutting ”gist-Tit the peasants toown their m l ] holdup: see Ru. 0 m m
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gineers, and superintended by station-masters and from central
ofiices. Factories would beoperated by workingmenandwomen,
under foremen and managers, with bookkeepers, gate-keepers,
floor-sweepers, carters, etc. There would bewholesale stores and
retail shops, with salesmen and customers. A l l the multiplicity of
modern industrialism and commerce would continue, with only
the difierence of a lessening of both the most costly and the
cheapest articles and of an increased use of medium qualities.
There would be municipal and state governments or administra‑
tions, under new constitutions of the most democratic pattern,
with popular election of all the officials, appointments beingmade
from below, and only dismissals from above, according to one
draft.‘ There might even be policemen walking the streets, at
least to guide the congested traffic, and perhaps a few soldiers
garrisoning the forts, though this is a disputed point.“ Some
socialists say the state would be abolished; but that is really the
position only of anarchists, and in the mouths of socialists it is
merely a quibble, since the very minute administration they would
inaugurate, would be a state government, however different its
functioning from that of present states.e Yet the same difficulty
about the public or collection that is to own the property, would
go over as to the size and extent of the new states or central
administrations.
In all these occupations the novel feature would be the fact

that nobody would live on dividends, interest, or rent, or even on
wages or salaries received from another or from a private cor‑
poration: the wage-system is abolished, and all laborours are
liberated from subjection to other men as their employers, who
live, as is said, on their labour; but everybody except the young
JGronlund, Cooperative Commonwealth, 186, 198; followed by Vail, Modem So‑
i r m , 75. n . _
5Bellamy says: “ We have no a rmy or navy ; but he leaves the police system.

Looking Backward, ch. xix. .
8Thst the state would no longer enst. was asserted by Engels, Hrrrn_ Eugen

B i k i n g : Umwfilmnz dcr Wisrcnrchaftm, 367‐8. and Eurmdzelung dc: fipnalu‘mus,
4 0 ; who was followed by Bebel. because of‘ a special (and false) _definition of the
state as the guardian of private property, Diefirau and def Sanc tum“ , 263-4, and
on the ground that an administration of things Will then-take the place of the
vernment of persons. 316-1 (as if the former could be without the at te r ) . Thisflit also b Ernest Belfort ax , Essays New and 914 L‘ondon. r906, p. 6; and

similarly ronlund, though he l e f t the state said ‘ T e whole people.' oes not
want, or need, any ‘government' at all. t simply wants sdmtmstration~good
administration,’ op. cit., 181. Already in 1844 Marx had expressed the same v i e w
about the abolition of the state, and he and Engels _(in the. Communist Mamifisto, Part
111.) about i ts " transformation into a mere administration of reduction. ; and it
was repeated by Liebkneeht at Halle in 18 0: see G. Adler, 3 Evolution of the
Socialist Programme in Germany (1863‐90). n The EconomrqJournal, Dec.. 1891, p.
706, who says “ t h e point is only a verbal dispute." Hi l lqui t admits there must be
coercion under the socialist administration, and therefore comes to the W150. con‑
clusion that there wi l l be a “ Socialist State,".op. gm, i o o . ‐41! this had previously
been suggested by a liberal, E. Baur, who_said " in a republic there_ 13. no govern‑wntkut orgy an executive power ”; according to Max Snrner, Der E m : and rm

as m, z 5.
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and the old and the crippled will have to work for his living, and
all draw their wages, or rather (so it is hoped) salaries, or their
pensions, from the public owner. There are no banks or broker‑
age exchanges; and- new enterprises would befinanced by the pub‑
lic owner, who would withhold some labour from production for
revenue and apply it to the production of capital. Nor are there
any insurance companies, asthe state itself is to be n'othingbut “ a
general insurance company.” 7 The central management (what‑
ever or wherever it be) would issue all the money, which would
be given to labourers and pensioners and be received for goods.
I t , the representative of the people, would be the sole employer,
and it would give employment or support to all the people equally.
There would be no difference of interests, as now, between em‑
ployers and employés or between rival industrialists,‐ there
would be no political parties, and for instance no “liquor inter‑
est” interfering with legislation, since no one would much care
what industry he was engaged in, and the question of temperance
or prohibition could be settled on its merits. Nor would there be
any dissension about free trade or protection, since foreign trade
would be a transaction between the state asa whole and others as
wholes, each state assole owner of all capital being the first owner
of all products. Individualswould own property only asthe com‑
mon products are distributed to them for consumption, and this
distribution would aim at equality. Here is where would arise
the great contrast with the present world, that for which the
change is chiefly desired. The incomes of all men and women,
consisting of their salaries or their allowances in youth or their
old-age or sick pensions,would beabout the same. The president
of the United States would have little or no more than his cook
or coachman; the captain of an ocean-liner little or no more than
a steward or stoker; the manager of an industry little or nomore
than the hand-labourer who tends the machines or the charwoman
who scrubs the floors and washes the window-panes. Babies and
young children may begiven considerably less, because their needs
are less; but the infirm and the aged will receive nearly if not
quite asmuch asthe workers, as long as their sensibility is unim‑
paired. _All the able-bodied adults will be required to work
equally, or nearly so.
This stupendous change means the end of competition. Com‑

petition, according to the socialists, is the bane of the present
arrangement of things. I t , say they, is the cause of the depres‑
sion and misery of the many and of the exaltation and exultation
1Gmnlund, ca.” c i t , 113; similarly Liebnecht, WA: 44. S o Mm o k mm shut

and was a": not . rest. p. 18.
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of the few; whereas all ought to beequally fortunate or unfortu‑
nate. Outsiders hold that competition is only the means by which
natural differences effectuate themselves1nsocial differences, and
if they do so unduly or perversely, this artificial inequality needs
correction, but not that which is owing to nature’s arrangement.
There can be no doubt that nature does make inequality; and
socialism, instead of trying to rectify our disregard by enhance‑
ment of that inequality, in trying to disregard by nullifying that in‑
equality, seeks to reform nature itself; which we may be sure
nature will not permit; wherefore socialism will never be prac‑
ticable.
The abolition of competition, by which worth may make its

way in the world, thou h it is the boast of the socialists,is the
very worst feature o f t eir system, violative of nature’s law for
the improvement of the race. Try as they will, we may be sure
they will never succeed in bringing it into complete and lasting
execution. But let us suppose that they do succeed in getting it
in working order for a while: let us examine what will be the
consequences.
In a socialist state the young are supported because they will

work, the old because they have worked, and the sickly a n d1n ‑
capacitated because they cannot work through a natural infliction,
for which they are not to blame. Incidentally it may beremarked
that perfect equality of treatment cannot be attained, because
children who die before reaching the age of work make no return
for what they have received, and workers who die near the end
of their period do not get back all that they have contributed,
while those who live to extreme old age may et back more than
they contributed, and more, as is evident, an those who die
younger. All, however, may be willing to take their chance at
this remnant of life’s lottery. Especially the weak and those who
are likely to die early, will bewilling to take this chance; for they
are to retain all their present privileges of being taken care of and
are to acquire the additional right of taking part in directing how
they are to be taken care of. Also the lazy will approve, because
they will be resolved to keep their present privileges of laziness
with the additional right of sharing in the produce of those who
are diligent. And it should be remarked that though idleness is
more common among the rich under present conditions, laziness
is pretty equally disseminated among all classes of mankind, if
indeed it is not more common in the lower classes, many of whom
are down simply because they lack energy‐they and their an‑
cestors before them, from whom they have inherited the char‑
acter.
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The last cause of continued inequality is what concerns usmost.

There are able-bodiedpersons who will refuse to do their share of
the work. That any one should refuse to do any work at all, is
hardly likely; and it it should happen, socialism would simply
leave him out, excommunicate him, let him go away or starve,
unless hegives in and pleads to beallowed to take his part.“ This
is not the evil to be feared. The evil to be feared is that many
will pretend to work and yet work slothfully,‐and there are
innumerable degrees not only of natural incompetency but of lack
of diligence. What is to be done with these? Gross carelessness
and flagrant shirking may be punished by putting on a shortened
allowanceor shutting up in aworkhouse. Buthow about ordinary
listlessness or mere plodding, become general? To prevent that,
nothing can be done, except to introduce distinctions of reward;
but this means the restoration of inequality. As long as equality
is maintained, want of energy will becommon. Human nature is
such that most persons will be content to be ordinary sailors,
ordinary train-hands, ordinary machinists, ordinary workmen of
every sort, if their recompense is to be no greater for applying
themselves to acquire skill and knowledge and for devotion to
their work. Not only the minor positions will be filled with in‑
difierent workers, but what is still worse, it will be almost impos‑
sible to find persons who have fitted themselves for the higher
positions. If the distribution of the commonproduce be abso‑
lutely equal to all, so that incomes are exactly the same whatever
the position one occupies and whatever the quality of the work one
rforms, there is certainty that the labour of productionwill be
adly guided and badly rendered, and that production will fall
OEand poverty increase.
Yet this absolute equality of distribution is the demand of some

socialists, perhaps most insistently made by Proudhon; but of
late, in its extreme form, it is mostly confined to dilettanti like
Bernard Shaw, while others allege merely that, in the words of
Spargo, “ approximate equality of income is the ideal to be ulti‑
mately aimed at." ° In the case of the most disagreeable kinds of
work, instead of increasing the pay, as had been recommended by
Fourier, or rewarding with higher honours, as seems to be sug‑
gested by Karl Pearson,lo Bellamy would achieve an equalising
8 Pearson: “ ‘ You must either be workin for the communi or leave it, ’ is the

ultimatum of the aocialistic moral code to each and all ," Eflu‘c oyb'ruthought, 309‐10
cf. 311 , 416' Kirkup, Inqu i ry, 81 149-50: Bellamy. E “dilly,“4l, 4c . They are ion
of quoting I'I. Thumlom'an: _II . r o : e.g., George arks, n. ; gpargo. 501.101”,
86. According to Bebel, file Frau, 267, their ormuln i t : 0 work without en‑
,oyment, and no enjoyment without work.
oSacsaIu-m, 313.
10 For he declare; i t possible to assert that " the more irhome form} of labour

are the more honourable. beau-e they involve the g r a t e r personal sacrifice for the
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inequality at the other end by diminishing the amount of such
work prescribed, so that from miners and scavengers less labour
would be required than from drivers and agriculturists.u But
Bellamy, too, saw little difficulty about the quality of the labour
that would beperformed in the various labour-times of the differ‑
ent occupations. He relied on a system of rewards by honouring
those who work best and most beneficially;1’ though it is not easy
to see why for a gift of nature they deserve more of an imma‑
terial than of a material reward, and though it seems to be over‑
looked that hitherto one of the reasons renderinghonours effective
as rewards is that they increase, or better secure, the recipient’s
means of subsistence. Kautsky returns to Fourier’s position, em‑
piricising i t ; for hewOuld reducewages in occupations that are too
muchsought after and raise them in those that are shunned; 1’ but
in that case a similar inducement of higher wages for the more
arduous labours of the higher positions, would also be in order.
Some of the extravagant socialists, beginningwith Babeuf, going
through Louis Blanc, and endingwith the anarchists Bakunin and
Kropotkin, and including even Marx himself in his view of the
ultimate goal, as also the Gotha programme soon abandoned, and
many others, would have the distribution made according to
needs.“ This would bemuchworse, asthemost remiss labourers
are usually the most needy,and the less time one devotes to work‑
ing and producing, the more time one has for playing and con‑
suming. Others, from Saint-Simon to Rodbertus and Lassalle,
better inspired, have recommended the formula: From all ac‑
cording to their ability, to all according to their work; which
means that everybody should receive in proportion to his contribu‑
tion.“ They are, however, unable to tell how the value of difl‘er‑
need of society," op. c i t , 340. But his position is that “ a l l labour is equal! hon‑ourable." 339 , 340, “ and therefore deserving of equal wage." 341, and similary 342.
35°~ . .. . .11 Looking Backward, ch. v u ; followed by Sprsgue, Sqmlum from Guest: to
Revelation, 376; Vail, Modem Som lum r x; Spargo, Somalis-m, 11 ‐12 .
12cu. ix. His rmciple is that “all 0 do their he“, do e same," and "a re

equally deserving,’ 9 2 , 1 2 9 ; but some " special incentives - are requisite to a l l
ou t the best endeavours.“ the even eman,” 9 . Such a system of honours was a
feature in Cabet’s Icane. It had so appeare in the theorising of Restif de la
Bretonne, who. prescribed that the honours should not be hereditary, according to
Bouctot, His-torn du Communisme et du Samlume, l. 6. .
13He is followed also by Spar , who “ves'more references, Somalis-m, 315‐16.
14E.g., E. Belfort Bax and 111mm o r n s in Note C. to their edition of The

Manifesto of the Socialist League London. 1885; “ The end which t rue socialism
sets before us is the realisation of absolute equality of condition helped by the de
velopment of variety of capacity, according to the mot to , ram each one according to
his capacity, to each according to his needs," . go. Aso H'illquit says this '.old
communistic motto ” generally ap ears to the socialists “ a s the ideal rule of distribu‑
t i o n " ui te l i k e ] to be adopt in time, 09. a t , 117. The original, of course. is
Acts, I . 45 or V, 35. _ , ,15Soalso Pearson, who asserts that “ the reward of any indiwdusl is to dependon the quality and quanti of the labor which he has_contr1buted to the common
stock," op. cm, 324, simxlar, 305. 3:4. 328, 343. According to Gronlund everybody'e
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ent kinds of labour is to bemeasured. Since ProudhonandMarx
it is usual to say that the value of products is according to the
time spent in producmg them. This only brings the matter back
to the original pouit, requ i r ing that all who labour the same hours
a day, as they produce the same value, shall r e c e i v e the same
pay.1° Nor is I t pos51ble to set up a standard of compar i son for
different kinds of labour. Some approxnnation to a correct
measurement ought be made in the case of mere hand-workers;
but between these and the head-workers, who guide and direct
them, it is impOSSible to determine the relative contributions with
any degree of exactness,‐and socxalists, while standing up in
defence of the hands, are inclined to underrate the superiority of
heads. A se r i ous effort to prevent the slothfulness that would
ensue upon granting to everybody the same income, by varying
the i n c ome With an idea not only to penalise slackness in a given
posxtion, but to reward the greater capacity required in the higher
posxtions, must be a tentative one, depending on experience of the
results.“ Soc1alists seem to think that very small rewards, mak‑
i n g but a small mroad in to the principle of equality, will be suffi‑
c1ent.“ But they have no data to guide them, and they cannot
prove but that, as seems probable to outsiders, a great deal of
difierence in incomes, or a system of considerable rewards and
penalties, Will be found to be necessary before accomplishing the
desrred efiect. In that case, this system of adapted and regulated
inequality might be more eaSily and safely reached by amending
the present system of unregulated,haphazard, and often perverted
irregularity, than by gomg through a trial of socialism that might
r u i n ciVilisation before attaining the proper dispositions.
consumption will be “ exactly commensurate with his performances.” Comparative Cam‑
m w m l t h , nol LI. hug 1 2 1 ; and he'takes Bellamy to task for admitting equal wages,
which hecalls ‘ ecidedly unsociahstic." 158m, soalso in The New Economy, 47. 48;
while the doctrine of distribution according to needs he ascribes to communism, in
distinction from socialism, the motto of which is “ t o everybody according to his
deeds," Co-opsrats'ws Commonwealth, 1 1 0 . Yet he seems to expect the equalisation of
wages in the difierent occupations e v e n t u a l ] , 161. Also Spargo seems to vibrate
between the two. In his Socialism he says ‘ the essence of socialism ” is “ equality
of opportunity," 316; and in his last work, Socialism and Motherhood, he repeats that
“ t h e alpha and omega of socialism” is “equalisation of op r tun i ty, " 3 9 , and as‑
serts that the workers are to receive “according to their la ou r, " 11 2 . Yet a ain
he here says that “ a l l our resources and our skill and might would be combine to
meet the needs of every human being,” and speaks of a l l sharing " in the ad‑
vnn es and disadvantages, 4 ‐5. ,10 ence Schaflle in his animus-ence of Socmlism is unable to decide whether
the essence of socialism requires distribution to be according to the work done by each
or according to the labour-time ex ended by each; cf. pp. 8, 2 4 , 3 g , 52, 5 3 , with pp .
so, 18 46 of the Humboldt ed. 0 Bosanquet's translation.i1dronlund even wrote : "Societyl is no t bound to reward a man either in
roportion to his services, no r yet to is wants , but according to expediency; accord‑

i n g to the behest of her ow n welfare," Co-opemh've Commonwealth, 160; for he held
that “ to that end [the general wel fare] the state may do anything whatsoever which
is shown to be ex ient ” 863; similarly The New Economy, 144.
is Cf. Groiilun himself, o-opmi twe Commonwealth, 159-60.
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The socialists, from the time of More, who led the way,“ reply
that at present there is great lack and waste of productivity. Not
only there are rich persons who pass their lives in idleness, poor
persons who live by depredation, and would-be workers who can‑
not find employment, not to omit soldiers and sailors of the navy
whose only function is to fight, but there is useless multiplication
of small enterprises, workinginefficiently, often but half occupied,
"spoiling the goods through inability to find a vent, dissipating
efiort on drummmg and advertising. Under their system every‑
thing will be regulated by public officials, directing production and
distribution not for their own benefit but in the general interest,
and themselves guided by a complete collection of statistics.“
Every industry will be consolidated into large establishments,
working most economically, at the most suitable locations, their
numbers being adapted to the demand for their products, which,
being stored in large magazines, with samples only in the shops,
will be delivered upon order to the consumers. Our present
“ trusts ” are pointed to as introducingmany such economies, and
it is expected that the socialist state will carry them still further.
The idea is that these collective economies will be so great that
they will far Overbalance any shirking of work on the part of
individuals. Indeed, so high are the hopes for an immense in‑
crease of produce,21it is intended that part of the benefit shall be
taken in reduced labour. Thomas More represented his Utopians
as working only nine hours a day.” At present the general de‑
mand is for eight hours of labour ( in a scheme with eight hours
of sleep andeight hours of recreation). Some look forward to an
eventual reduction to six and even to four hours a day, without
loss, but on the contrary with immense increase of production.“
There is also another way of taking rest. People will begin later
19Utopia, Arber's reprint of Robinson's translation, pp. 85-6. _
soOn the important réle to be played by statistics, see Bebe], Die Frau, 269-70. .
21Bellamy estimates it at $ 0 0 0 to every adult person per annum, Equali ty, 2 9 , with

many extras thrown in , as. e is followed by F. Parsons, The Phdosoplg of Mutual‑ism, 6, who, however, confines it to_wprkers, and Ill-fills is followed by ail, Modem
Socialism, 131 who adds that " socialism would entirely abolish poverty,” 84.
22Op. cit" ég‐s; on p. 85 he even considers six hours sufficient. .
28Campanella placed it at four hours; Restif de la Bretonne at s i r Gronlund

a ain at four to six, op. c i t , n o , also Olive M. Johnson..Woman and the Saudi“?
eminent, New York, 1908 p. 7; Sparse at s andnn some trades as low as

three, Socialism, 311‐13. 7) anifes-ta of the ocular: League: “ T h e amount
of labour necessary fo r any individual to perform in order to carry on the es‑
sential work of the world will be reduced to something like two °." three hours
dai ly; so that every one will have abundant leisure for following intellectual_ or
other pursuits congenial to his nature." p. 6_. Bebel expects a great reduction
D i e Frau, z 9 an aece ts Hertzlm's calculation that all the present products of
Austria could be roduc by all the men working 21,6 hours every week day. a 5-6.
Under socialism t is may be reduced to two hours. and abundance for al ws l be
procured by all worki three hours a day, and four wil l be the l imit 286. But
these were all surpasse by Godwin, who conceived that half an hour a day of work
b eve body was enou h to supply al l the necessaries. and he wanted little more.
57mm Justice, Book 111., ch. vi. and vii.
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in youth- to engage in industry, and will cease earlier in age.
Bellamy allowed only twenty-four years of industrial service,
from the twenty-first to the forty-fifth year.“ Johann Most
promised his workingmen audiences that they would have to
work only ten years, from eighteen to twenty-eight.“ The
greater part of one’s life is to be spent in leisure, and work itself,
which to the socialist is an evil, to be minimised to the utmost,”
is to be made pleasant and attractive,“ and to be little else than
play, to which especially the education of children will be as‑
similated.“ The world is not to be a workhouse any longer, but
a playground.”

The denunciation of the present wasteful conditions, bad as
they are in reality, is considerably exaggerated. The idle rich
may beaconsiderable proportion of the uppermost class, especially
among the women; but in the whole population they are probably
not one per cent. of the men, or three per cent. of the women.
The extremest among the socialists are apt to treat all receivers of
interest, profit, and rent, as idlers, overlooking that what is re‑
ceived in these ways is generally but a portion of the income of
the well-to-do classes. They ignore the work of superintendence
done by these classes, counting as labour only that which is
done by the hands of so-called “ labourers ” or “ working people."
The gain, therefore, that would accrue from putting to work the
really idle, would bevery small; while if many of those who now
work with their heads were put to hand-labour, there would be
positive loss. At the other end, the idle depredators from
among the poor ‐ t h e criminal c lass ‐ are likewise probably not
more than one per cent. male and a third of one per cent. female;
and though they keep others from productive labour by the need
of police duty, yet the gain derivable from putting all these to
work would not be considerable. To dispense with an army and
navy may perhaps lead to dispensing with socialism itself through
the undoing of the countries that pursue so foolish a course; and
in our country at least the gain would ‘be infinitesimally small,
even if no danger were incurred. The question of unemployment

asLooking Backward, 64, and the women who are mothers still less. =56; on the
economies see ch. xxii. So also R. T r e m l l in his The Rag ed-trouund Philanthrop‑
s'tt-r, 3 4‐5. According to him, too, “socialism is a plan y which poverty wi l l beenabled to live in plenty and comfort, with leisure and opportunity for ampler l i fe , "

03 g'BAceording to Woolsey, Socialism and Communism, n.
20So Bax, who adds: ‘The man who works at his trade, or‘apcumulates more

than necessity compels-him, is n o t s hero, but a fool, from the socialist’s standpoint,"
The Relsgwn of Soguslmn, 94.

21H i l l n i t , 05 est, 1:9.
28 So ebel, is Frau, 271 , 283, l “ .
29And Bellamy found ressonab e fl" clamour of the degenerate populace of

Rome for “ p s n e n i et circenses," Looking Backward, 198. J .

y . ‑
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is more serious. Socialismmay no doubt give employment to all,
but whether it will get effective labour from all, is problematical.
Many of the unemployed are innately slothful, as are most of the
depredatory class; and these will never give honest labour.
Moreover, if they are raised to as good a living as everybody
else, they will probably live longer and beget their kind more
abundantly than they do now. There will be survival of the un‑
fit aswell asof the fit. This is the great evil of giving up com‑
petition and the struggle for existence. In the world as hitherto
and at present constituted there .is unquestionably great waste
from those working with their heads who ought to be working
with their hands, and from those working with their hands who
ought to beworking with their heads; and perhaps, owing to the
greater attractiveness of the labour of the head, there are more
head-workers in proportion to the hand-workers than would be
necessary in a more perfected system. There is much room
for reform and improvement. If under socialism more respect
be paid to hand-labour, there will be some gain; but the loss
may be greater if too little respect be paid to head-labour. And
as the promise is to reduce both, and as the principal incentive
to work now operative is purposely removed, the prospect is
that, while some of the present causes of waste may be cor- ~
rected, inefficiency will be much greater, and will grow con‑
tinually. On the one hand the boasted increase of production
is very doubtful, and on the other it is pretty certain that the
decrease of the hours of labour will be taken, which will aug‑
ment the likelihood of waning production and increasing pov‑
erty.
The socialists rejoin that human nature as now manifested,

needing the spur of want, is a product of past and present econ‑
omic conditions. For, say they, it is economic conditions that
produce character: change economic conditions, and you change
character.”o Therefore the new economic conditions introduced
by socialism, when all will be treated as equals, to none being
allowed more consumption than to others, and from none being
exacted more production than from others, will so improve
human nature that all will work diligently, and apply themselves
to study and to healthful recreation in their leisure hours, and
nobody will try to get the better of others either by taking more
or by giving less than everybody else, or at least by taking
more than he needs or giving less than he is able; and when
80 “ The ethics of socialism," says But. “leeks no t the ideal of society through

the ideal individual, but conversely the ideal individual through the ideal soc iety,
The Ethic: of Somalum, 19.

n‑
a
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all strive equally to do their best, they are all equally deserving,
though their best be difierent. That none will fail to do his
best, much reliance is placed on the fact that everybody will
have an interest to keep every one “ up to the mark,” as the ex‑
pression runs. Yet the mark can be only a general norm for
all, as it is impossible for every one to know each one’s capacity.
Also it is overlooked that every one will likewise have an in‑
terest to keep every one else from overshooting the mark, so
that none may beshamed by the super‐excellence of another.u It
is, however, expected that in timethe ability of all will become uni‑
form, and this uniformity is placed, not at the low average of
present achievement, below which in all probability it would fall,
but on a plane much superior and nearer to perfection. This is
a thought which since Godwin3”and Owen and the earlier French
believers in the omnipotence of reason and the perfectibility of
man, underlies much of the hopefulness of the socialists. It has,
perhaps, been most grossly expressed by Bebel. He holds that
“moral preaching, ever relied upon by the ruling classes, has
helped but little and to all eternity will accomplish nothing.””
He accepts the doctrine that “the forms of government and

\
s1There are further difficulties. The argument is that at present, on any job,

it is not to the interest of any labourer to see to it that his eo- abourers work up to
the mark, in fact that if any one shirks his work, it_is a gain, s i n c e more. is left fo r
the rest to do and to be paid for ; but under socialism every labourer Wlll have an
interest to watch out that his companions be n o t remiss s i n c e that will- diminish thetotal product in which every one shares: so Bellamy, Equality, 389. This incentive
migh t be efl'ectunl, if the workers on every ‘ob, in every facto , received back com‑
pensation only for what they themselves al together produce as in a single co‑
operative establishment competing with others" whence the idea is taken. But the
eollechvism oflpresent-day socialism is much under, and otters little chance for such
mutual supervmon. There are many schemes, as we shall see, but the most gen‑
erally acceptedhand itself the most general, is that al l the roducts of a count ry,
community, or industry, are to be thrown into one mass andJ distributed to all the
.nhabitants. A l l the workers in one establishment may be remiss with v e r y litt le
effect on the total production of the whole. Knowing this. all the workers in a n y
one establishment may be as careless under socialism as now any one individual
workman is apt to be. And as foremen are now needed to keep individual work‑
men up _to the mark ‐o f t en inefiectuallyj so, under socialism, some kind of super‑
V i s i o n will be necessary over every establishment to see that its workers all together
do their share of the country's w o r k , ‐ and they m a y be e ually, if n o t still more,metIectual. If the foremen were elected (as suggested by abeuf and Louis Blane,
accordin to Sndre, Histoirs'du Communism: 354, 3 4 7 , and by Bebel, D i s Frau.
371 an Qronlnnd, Cq-yemtwe Commonwealth 194) by the workers themselves, in
eac establishmentpr in ust ry by its workers, they would have to set as the workersdirected. and nothing would be med. F o r co-ordinstion with other establishmentsor industries, the foremen woul have to be appointed from above,‐- if n o t as n o wowners compet in With one another, then by the representative owner of al l the
establishments: ( B e m y . who criticises the former scheme. Equality 3 5 0 ‐1 , suggests
that the appomtments are to be made by the retired functionaries, like college elec‑tions hi the alumni, Lookm . Backward, ch. xvi i ; in which he was preceded byRestif e la Bretonne, accor ng to Bouctot, lac. c i t . ) If these kept the workers
faithfully to_their tasks the workers would gain little in independence over their
present condition. Or if they did gain anything, it would be in the direction of less
carefulness and less production.

82 Note his statement: “No th ing can be more unreasonable than to argue from
men _as we now find them, to men as they may hereafter be made," Political Justice,

.  x i v .
” D i s F m , 369m This is said to be Tolstoi's error, 384.
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the character and peculiarities of individuals aswell asof classes
and of whole peoples, depend principally on the material condi‑
tions of their existence, and so on the social and economic
relations in which they l ive ; ” whence he concludes, as follow‑
ing with necessity, that “ with improvement of their conditions
of living,men will themselves be improved; ” which heascribes as
a “ discovery ” to Marx, and in a strange fashion mixes up with
Darwinism.“ Yet it rests on the absolutely false assertion which
he quotes from Helvetius, that “ a l l ordinarily well-organised
persons are born with a nearly equal understanding, which is
made different by training, laws, and surroundings; ” which he
supplements by saying that, though they are born with different
talents, all normal men have some talent, and every one under
socialism will work at the occupation for which he is fitted;
wherefore all difference between intelligence and stupidity, and
between diligence and laziness, will cease to exist.“
Most of this is pure imagination. To say that human nature is

the product of economic conditions, leaves us without a be‑
ginning. Economic conditions as they exist to-day can be ex ‑
plained only as a product of human nature re‐acting on its
environment. Human nature, along with the external nature in
which it finds itself placed, is the datum, economic conditions
the result. They, too, may re-act on human nature; but if we
would affect human nature through them, we are choosing a.
roundabout, though to some extent often a necessary, course.
The most effectual and final way to improve economic conditions
is, on the contrary, first to improve human nature. This is the
way all moralists have taken,‐- and great has been the gain.
“Make men wise,” said Godwin stoically, “and by that very
operation you make them free.” “ It is the principle on which
all systems of public education are based. Improved economic
conditions of individuals, in some cases, improve their morals by
removin old temptations; but, in others, they injure their morals
by ofi’ermg new temptations. The effects are mixed, and with
difiiculty calculable. Under socialism no doubt some persons will
be improved; but others will deteriorate. There is likelihood
even of greater deterioration than improvement. It is true that,
if socialism be fully established, much of the old temptation to
grab more than is one’s due will be removed; which the socialists
exaggerate into believing it will obliterate most crime.“ But
it is not true that it will not be replacedby the new temptation to
u 196.
as288‐9 and note.
86Political Justice I V. 1.u E.g., Hil lquit, S‘ou'alism in “ m y and Practice, 64. 37.
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give less than one owes. This will bethe besetting temptation, as
great as is the other under the present regime. Now the old
temptations inspire at least to activity, which is a great point
gained, although it may be, in some cases, of the predatory
kind. But the new temptations will inspire to quietude, which
in the end may be more harmful, although it immediately hurts
no one in particular. That human nature is spurred on to
diligence by want (and by artificial wants, many of which will
be suppressed under socialism), is at least a fact of experience;
and though we know also that without this spur some are diligent,
we have good reason to believe many, if not most, are inert.
Socialism ofiers us a pleasant dream in exchange for an unpleas‑
ant rizality, but still a dream onwhich it will not besafe asyet
to re y.

The attractiveness of socialism resides in its promises, not in
its likelihood of performance. It ictures to us a state of equal‑
i ty, in which all live on a high p ne of prosperity. The real‑
isation can hardly be of a plane higher than the average is at
present. But the average income at present is low. Bellamy
imself admits that in our rich country it does not amount to

over three or four hundred dollars a year per head, “ not very
much more than enough to supply the necessities of life.” “3
This estimate may even be too high. In other countries, except
England, it is still lower. In Prussia it was calculated only
fifteen years ago as low as seventy-five dollars,“ which is in‑
credibly small and must be below the truth. If socialism were
introduced suddenly, the confusion at first ensuing would cer‑
tainly pull down these averages, and they would with difficulty
be restored. If it were introduced gradually, it all depends on
whether the promised economies will exceed the promised diminu‑
tion of the hours of labour and the probable increase of slothful‑
ness. The risk appears great, and all the experience already
possessed that bears on the question tends toward the probability
that, instead of raising the average income, socialism will lower
i t . It will then reduce the whole population of the countries
that adopt it to the condition of boors.‘0 Thus, instead of in‑

asLaokin Backward, 3:6.
39Accord as to Richter, Die In lehnn def Sarialdemokrafie, 16.
“ T h e early socialists even accepted this fate, and thereby showed themselves

more consistent with nature. “A ople," wrote Godwin, “ among whom equality
reigned, would pales! everything trey wanted, when the possessed the means of
mbslatence,” F o r m a l lu lu -e , V. XVI. Further Babeuf: ' S , , _
the c c ! “ of the arts and tire, clinquant of luxury. if .we had the happiness of l i v i ng
under the laws of equality? Puoted by Sudre, op. a t , 356), Resti de la Bretonne
would have lef t only the arts 0 munc and the dance (according to Bouctot. Inc. a t ) .

a : t imer pointed out, we shall al l be “equal rmmufins” ‐ "g le ich0141mm.” Der Bit-nix: find “ i n Eigmtnm, 138‐42.

ould we have need of
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augurating a new era of true civilisation, it will bring the only
civilisation wehave to anuntimely close.
It will bring our civilisation to its close, on the supposition

that it is adopted everywhere in civilised countries; for it cer‑
tainly will not be adopted elsewhere. The barbarians will then
again subdue the degenerates of civilisation. But there is little
likelihood that, if adopted at all, it wil l be adopted by all the
civilised peoples; and if socialists think they must in any one
country wait t i l l it is adopted by all others, this is a confession
of weakness. Those, then, who do adopt it, will fall behind in
competition with those who do n o t , ‐with those who keep up
competition within their own ranks, who are strengthened by in‑
testine struggles and thereby fortified for the struggle with others.
The races that have been noted for their conquests of others,
have been noted also for their civil discords: witness the Romans
in antiquity and the Anglo-Saxons in modern times. This is
Darwinism, and against it some socialists have quoted Darwin.
Thus Mr. Spargo, one of the principal present-day apologists,
of socialism, quotes Darwin as follows: “Those communities,
which included the greatest number of the most sympathetic mem‑
bers, would flourish best; ” ‘1 and he comments that Darwin here
“ shows how, in many animal societies, the struggle for existence
is replaced by co-operation for existence.” " Darwin nowhere
shows any such replacement: he shows only supplementation.
The passage quoted is a brief anticipation of Darwin’s full view,
which is "thus expressed; “A tribe including many members
who, from possessing in a high degree the spirit of patriotism,
fidelity, obedience, courage, and sympathy, were always ready
to aid one another, and to sacrifice themselves for the common
good, would be victorious over most other tribes; and this would
be natural selection.” ‘3 “ Morality,” by which co-operation
seems to be meant, he in the same passage speaks of as “one
important element in their success.” Co-operation is, as has al‑
ways in this work been emphasised, an essential element in the
success of all peoples that attain civilisation. But it is not the
sole element. It supplements, and must be supplemented by,
struggle. Every one knows that in warfare the fighters on a
side must co‐operate. Fellow tribesmen must have a fellow feel‑
ing for one another, that is, sympathy, if they are to win in their
struggles with their enemies. The same within civilised nations;
and in them it is called patriotism‐a sentiment which, as we
41The.Descent of Man, Appleton’s ed., 107. i
42Sacmhsm, 9 .
is The Descent of Man, 132 ; cf. 130.
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shall see, socialists decry, and one which in any one country
without competition and struggle with other races or nations is
apt to die out. Socialism has the defect of one-sidedness. In
concentratin upon co-operation and getting r id of competition
within a nation, it unfits that nation for the struggle with others;
and to get rid of this difficulty socialists pursue the trick of the
ostrich which hides its head in the sand, and shut their eyes to
any struggle with other nations by supposing that all nations will
adopt i t , or that other nations will let the socialist nations alone.
Another socialist, Kirkup, however, keeps his eyes open, but

hardly tells us correctly what he sees. “ There can beno doubt,”
he says, “ that in the struggle among nations which at least in the
immediate future is likely to become more intense than formerly,
the people that first brings its social organisation into harmony
with the new conditions will have an immense advantage. The
country that can first raise its working population to an intelligent
and enthusiastic solidarity of feeling and interest, a compact
nation of free instructed men, would in the scientific warfare
of to‐day have an exceptionally strong position against a govern‑
ment of capitalists dragging after them an unwilling, demoralised,
and ignorant host of proletarians. It would have all the en‑
thusiasm of the armies of France during the first revolution,
joined to the more perfect technique of the present day. If
socialism is the form of economic organisation best fitted to
produce such results, it would have to be adopted. In a time
of highly organised societies,” he adds,‐and it is true in the
time of any organised societies,‐“ it is the fittest type of organ‑
isation that must prevail.” “ It is the type fittest to prevail that
will prevail, and not the type perhaps fittest for some other pur‑
pose. Nothing that Kirkup or any other socialist says, shows
that socialismproduces,or somuchasaims at producing, this type.
Socialism may, conceivably, produce an enthusiasm of solidarity
in the working people who have appropriated all the land and
capital of a nation; but if this seizure of other people’s property
against their will leads to events like the wars of the French
revolution, it will lead to the production of leaders and the con‑
solidation of new ranks, and end in an empire with a parvenu
court. Only without war can socialism be carried through, only
by disbanding the army and navy with their gradations, only by
the continuance of the friendly operations of peace and industry.
After a few generations of such quietude, having sunk into in‑
efficiency and poverty, if a socialised state were attacked for the
« I n q u i r y into Sociah'm, 103.
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sake of its territory, it would succumb almost without a blow.“
Or if it can defend itself, its systemwill soon cease to besocialism,
at least of the idyllic type so pleasantly pictured to our imagina‑
tion.
45Socialism u mean: by the socialist: is here under consideration. Shoe‐weialim

in something else. So for n this has been adopted in Germany! it has in the present
yer phown luperiority over the English hiya-Minions; and if Kirkup had had it
in mind, late events would have borne out has mtement.



CHAPTER I I I .
s o c r A u s u AND THE FAMILY

THE weakening process will be hastened in another way, by
the influence of socialism on the family. Women are, in some
of the theories at least, to have the same income derived from
the public owner, whatever be their work, with the men,1while,
according to others, their retribution will be in proportion to
their contribution;2 but the tendency of almost all socialists is
to regard their contribution, especially in view of their func‑
tion of child-bearin , as clearly equivalent to that of men, and
some even believe t at in time, under the more equal conditions
provided by socialism, just as men are to become equal to one
another, so women will become equal to men in bodily strength
and industrial efliciency.’ This is part and parcel of the general
policy of equality and liberty. Not only the present wage-eaming
men are to become independent of other men as their employers,
but all women are to be rendered independent of men as their
masters.‘ Only children and imbeciles are to be left in any sort of
tutelage, wardship, service, or dependence. Consequently there
will be no more subordination of the wife to the husband; there
will be no one head in a family, and every dissension that is more
than slightly serious will have one termination‐separation.
Marriage, being of equals, will bemere friendly partnerships for
sexual enjoyment, and will be terminable at the pleasure of either
party. Socialists advance varying opinions on this subject; but the
one great fact stands forth that women, in spite of their mental
and bodily inferiority, are to beasindependent asmen, and hence
it will necesSarily follow that not only the wife will not look up to
the husband for their common status in the world, but the husband
1 So especially Bellamy, Looking Backward, ch. xxv. Th will, of course, share in

the ownership of al l property. “ Woman,” says Oliye Mu ohnson “ will be. econom‑
ically as free as man. S e l l pa r t of society, and somety w I own the e c o n om i c p o w e r !
collectively,” Women and the Soc-tam: Movement, p. 48.
zGronlund, op. c i t , 222 .
85 .5 , Bebel, Die Frau, r 5; Bellamy, Equality, 150. In the latter this is evi‑dently.“ afterthought, as in aching Backward, 35677, he acknowledged that women

inferior in strength to men, and further disqualified industrially in specialarewage," and adapted labour to their weakness most conveniently, reserving fo r them
“ e. l ighter occupations,” and granting them shorter hours and more frequent
vacations.4Cf. Bebe! 7 17 -6: for whatever is r ight for workers cannot be for
women. 313 ; bro'nlun . 2:6; Bellamy, Lacking Backward, 367: Equahty', 1331.“
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will have no responsibility for his wife, and neither will feel
any duty toward the other except the good will of friends while
they remain friends. More will be said about this condition of
things in the section devoted to the woman movement, which tends
in the same direction, with or without ful l socialism. Here be it
noted, that socialismor-communismof property has almost always
in fact, and with consistency has always been, because it neces‑
sarily is, connected with socialism or communism of women.‘'
Under socialism children will be provided for by the public

owner of all property. Children, in fact, it is commonly said,
“ do not belong to their parents, they belong to society.” ‘ This
bond of union within the married couples will also be broken,
or at most held fast but a short time. 11some socialist theories
the parents are permitted to rear their children; in others not, but
this charge is taken over by the state; while again in others it
is optional on the part of the parents, or they may do so for a
certain number of years, after which the state takes a. hand.
What the regulation will be if ever any nation actually adopts
socialism, cannot be known, as this is one of the details upon
which socialists themselves have not come to a cement. There‑
fore it is impossible to foretell exactly what the influence of social‑
ism will be upon the numbers of the people. But some specula‑
tions are admissible, which may be based on what is common to
almost all socialists, namely that, because of state aid or the state’s
assumption of all duties, the father shall have no obligation to
provide either for the mother while she is hearing and suckling
the child, or for the child during infancy and youth, and the
mother, too, as is the case with other mammalia, need have no
concern for her ofispring after its weaning‐and, thanks to
the bottle, even before, she becoming by its help half way
assimilated to an oviparous animal.
Among the early opponents of socialism, Malthus, amplifying

the now forgotten Wallace, advanced a criticism which is still
entertained. He believed that “the system of equality” ( fo r
5Cf. Iamartine. Histoire de lo Revolution de 18 . I l ’ , xii. So the American com‑munist J. H. Noyes, in his Bible Communism (ch. I , prop. 8) published in 1848 at the

founding of the Oneida Communi , laid down as a tenet in i t s Social Theory: “We
affirm that there is no intrinsic di erence between property in persons and property in
thin ; and that the same spirit which abolishes exclusiveness in regard to money.
woud abolish, if circumstances allowed ful l scope to i exclusiveness in re rd to
women and children.” (reprinted in his His-tor of American Socialisms, Phila elphia,
1870, p. 635). He rested upon Acts. 11, 14and V, 32: “ they had all things common ”3
for women and children come under ‘ a l l things." Accordingly { i t Oneida where
“complex m a r r i a g e " was instituted (and the term “ free love originated, ch. 638),
whenever a married couple showed signs of becoming permanently attached to each
other, they were separated and made to unite with others: see Nordhofl’s Communist“
Societies of the United States, New York, 1875, pp. 376-7, 292‑0So Grouliind, op. cit" 246; likewise Lycurgus, according to 3l.’liitat'<:h in his Life
of that legislator.
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its present name was not then invented) would loosen the check to
population,which would immediately'inc rease with unusual rapid‑
i t y and very soon outstrip the means of subsistence, reducing all
to misery.’ The great defect of Malthus’s own teaching was
that he did not make a complete analysis of the possible checks
that prevent overpopulation. He divided them into two great
kinds, the preventive and the positive,“ and again into three classes
‐ o f moral restraint, vice, and misery; ’ of which the first pre‑
vents undue births, the last hastens needed deaths, and the second
does both. But under moral restraint he referred only to the
refrainin from marriage until one was able to support all the
children ikely to come, which he reckoned at six; for he de‑
manded chastity before marriage, and did not demand continence
after.m Being a moralising clergyman, steeped in middle-class
English puritanism, he looked upon all other possible restraints
or preventives as immoral or vicious,“ and to them he paid little
attention. Incidentally, however, throughout his work he lighted

11other checks, which he neglected to classify. One great
ceck, not only to overpopulation, but to population itself, thus by
him cursorily alluded to, though not brought into its proper
prominence, may be called the social check, or the check of
prosperity and luxury. The richer become a class or a people,
as we already in this work have had abundant occasion to ob‑
serve, the less likely are they to rejoice in children, who cease
to be a need and become a superfluity. The begetting and
rearing of offspring, we have seen, was one of only three
original or natural sources of pleasure, and as civilisation intro‑
duces and multiplies other amusements, it leads away from this
one, just as it leads away from hunting and warring. Not only
did Malthus notice this tendency of civilisation,“ and too the
destructive efiect of large cities; 13but also so did his critics from
his own class. Thus Alison wrote: “ If it were possible to dif‑
fuse property or industry universally among the poor, and spread
the habits requisite to preserve them, the danger of undue in‑
crease of population would be entirely obviated.” 1‘ This, indeed,

IMal thn Buoy on Population, 365, 374 (c f . £85): 276, 2311183. Similarly
W l , ommms'nn and Socialmn, 3181; Lecky moor an i b m , i i . 68‑0313.23 and Gettelmann, Social ism; . ’ m y 3 '

l E u a y , 7‐8.8, , a 360. 26 , , 0 8 , 1 Under misery belo war. estilence. andfaminefsCI 1l‘ertulliansabggg, i. 1145. 4'Alno Hobbes “Wheyall the pworld is over‑
charged w1th inhabitants. then the-last remedlimof.all is war ; which provideth for
every man, by victory, or death," Lwiotha11,1:

10786 396. 437. 473. sex; 7. 397-8. 403. 404. 4°14. 476. 477. 499: 474. cf 7. 397.
499. an1143n.,386, 316, 460, 396. 398, 512.

12473. cf. 4 4 0 ; see also 540
a1 gs.

u m a p l e s of Population, i i . aoB‐g.
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is said on the supposition of private property and the neediii-each
family to take care of itself, onwhich condition alone wehave had
experience of the phenomenon. The socialists, however, even of
Malthus's day, cut away this condition, and still retained the
conclusmn, aswas noticed by Malthus himself while defending his
own posmon.“ '
But this posmon is still maintainedbyour present-day socialists,

who, beSide condemning Malthus,“ lay weight upon this check,
which they rename a law. For, as they claim that their system
is gomg to r a i s e the lower classes in to the higher classes, they
argue that the populace of the future Will no more overburden
themselves With children than do the patricians now.“ One of
them even says that “ in the co-operative commonwealth there will
rather be reason to fear that the population will tend to decrease
than that it Will ever be too rebundant; ” “‐ and to such
theorisers the fate of the Romanempire yields no warning. This,
indeed, might be a correct inference, were the promise fulfilled.
But we have seen the little likelihood of the promise being ful‑
filed; for conSiderable wealth must be had before this efiect be‑
g i n s . On the contrary, the upper classes will be reduced nearly to
the level of our lower classes; wherefore the tendency may be
toward increase of prolificness, while the communal support of
everybody, though in humble circumstances, will certainly lead
to the bringing up to maturi ty of a great many more children,
and among them the weak and the Sickly. The very bottommost
of the lower classes now, who Simply cannot bear children, Will
then be able to do so, and Will probably take extenswe advantage
of the opportunity. Moreover, asmar r iages Will beeaSily broken
aswell as eaSily contracted, marr iages Will bemore common, and
15285.
to E. ., George, Progress and Poverty, Book I L ; Bebe], Dis Frau, 3153-4, 66, ”0 -1 ;

who, am. ex nnding Marx's cursory and wholly improved observation . t ‘ every
ial historic mode of production has its own laws of population,'_' Capital, 1. 3m y “ ed., Chicago, 1906), useversted that the_ Malthusian doctrine obtains o n y

under capitalism and no t under socialism. Du Frau, 359, cf. 373. Malthus
himself remarke of the predecessors of ou r socialists, citing Condorcet, they
ignored or were contemptuous of the rinciple of population, or placed its operation
in a far distant future, Essay, 263, a 5‐6. So to-dfi, for instance, H i l lqu i t in his
Socialism in Theory and Practice nowhere mentions althus, yet on p. 117 he in
an assertion about the supersbundsnce of produce in the future which is absolutely
defeated by Mslthusianism. Bebel, it may be added, as. 3 every child wil l be welcome.
D i r Frau, 322-3 , quite in the spirit o f the poet Ch. ackay, who s a n g : ‑

" There’s a and time coming, boys,
A good t ime coming;

And a poor man's family
Shall not be his misery
In the good time coming."

11Bebel, Die Frau, 372‐6; Bellamy, Equali ty, end. Gronlund: “ Fortunately . . .
it is misery [only] that causes overpoxulation " Co-operatsye Commonwealth, l 9. C .
Marx, Capital, i i i . 28? Recently, . R. sllace, Social Enwoument on
Progress, i58 163. ., as to the principle, Lester F. Ward, Pure Sociology, 388.ll Gronlund. Op. c i t , us.
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will be entered into earlier; 1°and marriages at least tend to the
begetting and bearing of children, especially if there be no other
scruple than the travail-pain of the wife to hmder, the husband
having absolutely no reason for continence or carefulness. And
yet, even so, early abortion is less incommoding than parturition,
while the various methods of contraception, always a favourite
with socialists, are still easier. Furthermore, easily contracted
and easily broken marriages mean little else than free love; and
free love is not conducive to prohficness, since couples do not
care to have children if they anticipate separation. This, how‑
ever, is a result observed under present conditions when the
support of children is thrown upon the parents. When the sup‑
port is taken over by the state, even free love may be prolific,
although, again, there is a physiological tendency of promiscuity
(when excessively mdulged in ) toward barrenness.2° On the
whole, therefore, it is almost impossible to foresee the result,
we having too few.data to judge by. It may happen that popula‑
tion will regulate itself in satisfactory numbers. And it may be
that state regulation will be found necessary, to check either
overpopulation or underpopulation.’°" If things go wrong in
these respects, it Will certainly be the state’s duty to t ry to restrain
the evil, to which it will have the right because of its duty to pro‑
vide for all the mouths.n It may be that its regulation will be
effectual, and it may be that it will not. We cannot tell without
experimenting. ,
We can, however, tell in advance that when the support of

children, as also of wives, is taken over by the state, a great
incentive to prudence and diligence will be removed. Under the
old conditions a young man is spurred on to improve his earning
capacity and to amass capital, that he may support a wife and
children; and when he has them, he is still spurred on by the
19“The irremediableness of marriage. as it ig_at present constituted," since it

“undoubtedl deters man from en te r i ng into this state " is one of the checks in‑
cidentally al uded to b althus, Essay, 374 ; while for éronlund one of the objects
of socialism is to enab e every one to marry, and to marry early, 09. cm. 336-7.soAs noticed by Bebel. Die Frau 375.
s o ;The small-scale experience of some American socialist communities points in

this direction. At Bethe], says Nordhoit’, “ a s their future is secure, the people
marry young," op. cit. 39. At Amana, to prevent too early marriage, an arbitrary
rule forbids marria e ore the age of twenty-five. 36; cf. 403.Cf. Mi l l : “ very one has a r ight to live. We wil l suppose this granted.
But no one has a. r ight to bring creatures into l i fe, to be supported by other people.
Whoever means to stand upon the first of these rights must renounce a l l pretension
to the last. . . . It would be ossible for the state to arantee em loyment at ample
wages to all who are born. gut if it does this, it is und in sel protection . . to
rowde that no person shall be born without its consent " Political Economy, I I . xii. a.
s. is spprovingly quoted by Pearson one of the few socialists who accept Mal‑

thusmnism in his Ethic of Freethought “and.“ To the some efl‘ect the oppones:
ClRitchie, Natural Rights, m; who t the state must then choose

mothers, 133-4, aoa.
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desire to provide for them. It is true that at present these con‑
ditions are breaking down: women wish (at least some of them
say so) to support themselves, and both they and men wish to
spend what they cam on themselves. But much of the old spirit
still remains, and it should be the policy of reformers to try to
retain it, and to dampen the new spirit of evil that is threatening
to undermine our civilisation, as a like spirit has done so many
others,‐at least to counteract it and ward it OE as long as
possible. But socialism opens its arms to it, draws it to its
bosom, and thus cherishes its own destroyer. Under socialism
there can beno such thing as the bequeathing of property (except
little things like household effects) to one’s wife and children.
The abolition of this is desired as a sure improvement. Be‑
queathing perpetuates capitalism, handing on capital from genera‑
tion to generation, and giving a chance for its gradual and
steady accumulation. When a man through middle life makes his
fortune and then in old a e lives on it in retirement, few con‑
sider this unfair: it is precrsely what the socialists wish all to do.
But when he can leave his fortune to his descendants, and these
on from youth up and forever live on it in idleness and plenty,
this is considered unfair, and it is one of the things the socialists
wish to cast out.” Soprominent is it among their reforms, that
some semi-socialists would be content if the right of bequest were
taken away, or considerably diminished. Yet this right is one of
the principal incentives to the maintenance of capital. Without
it a man who has made his fortune in middle age, would try to
consume the whole of it before the time he expects to die; and
he would not in the first place lay by so much if he intended
afterward to draw upon it and not merely live upon its in‑
terest.” Under conditions of private property, therefore, it
would be suicidal to take away the right of bequeathing; and to
restrict it without doing harm would require great circumspec‑
tion and a nice balancing of muses and consequences, and of
their relative merits. It is one of our problems, but not neces‑
sarily to be solved with the Gordian stroke in the way our social‑
ists would solve it.
But under socialism, with its public ownership of all capital,

private accumulation of capital may be replaced by public. “ It
is not for the individual citizen to save,” boldly asserts Gronlund,
- a a " I t in antisocial"‐and hence immoral,‐aaya Pearaon, “ f o r the able-bodied
. . . to receive interest on accumulated property, ‘ op. cm, 416. As well a di‑
reetly that it is immoral to save and to lend money to persons who need it an can

a good use of i t . Of this moral aspect of the question. more later.
asThis ll laid on the lumaition that the prohibition of bequeathing in effecting!

carried out. reventing distribution of operty befo e death. . fterthauuuneniyymgtedwlmbyhhdauthmgmmhukexcepfigdff .
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“bu t for society.” " But will society save as resolutely as in‑
dividuals? What is everybody’s business, will that be as well
done as what is each one’s own busmess? Then all saving will
require self-denying on the part of the generation that does it.
Now much savmg, on the part of men who make great coups, in‑
yolves no self-denial at all. Then every work of great public util‑
i t y, taking many years to construct, and to last for the enjoyment
of many generations of posterity,must bepaid for at the time by
diverting labour from objects of immediate enjoyment. Now,
by the system of credit, the expense may be thrown upon the
future generations that profit by it. Perhaps some of this throw‑
i n g of the charge upon futurity is an illusion; but it is an illusion
that influences opinion that leads to action. Now, whenever such
a work is contemplated, there is great clamour for it , not only by
those who expect to use it, but by many who have already made
savings and desire for them a safe investment. Under socialism
this latter clamour will not arise, and a considerable incentive to
public works will be missed.“ Each generation will wish rather
to consume and enjoy than to abstain and produce for future gen‑
erations. Socialism, in fact, has ever made its appearance in the
world, seriously, only when and where already exists a great ac‑
cumulation of capital for it to take over and draw upon. It is
consumptive rather than productive.”
Many may now make savings without any self-denial. This is

a matter of some importance. Such savings are made by persons
of exceptional ability. Socialists are fond of repeating that in the
brief space of one life-time no man can amass a million dollars
honestly‐no man can create that amount of produce, no man
can add that amount to existing wealth.“ In reply, let us take
24Cow-operative Commonwealth 14 -4 . The individual may “save," but no t “ i n ‑

vest," he says elsewhere, The on: c o u n t y , 45. Thr i f t (= labour and saving) on
the pa r t of individuals is deprecated by other socialists, as encouraging labourers to
0 over to the side of the ca italists: see quotations from John Burns and Hyndman
Leeky’s Democracy and L' c r t y, i i . 386‐7.
25This disadvantage of socialism may more than ofiset an advantage of a some‑

what similar sort conceded to it above p. 17) about avoiding the interference with
legislation by the " liquor interest," an others like it. in possible detraction from
the public weal.
26The reference is to democratic socialism; for no t such was the Cretan and the

Spartan. Yet even they are hardly exceptions, as they were established b . con‑
guerors,_ who found s civilised count ry read _to their hand, and who merely_ Vided
it and ”its workers amongst themselves. Similarly the Incas were a s u p e r i o r race
who made use of the Peruvians, whom they organised: as also did the missionaries
with the Paraguayans. In al l these cases the managers took the lion's‘ share. andit was to their interest to make the others work industriously, Socialism was i n ‑
stituted once even in China, in the eleventh centu ; but _its circumstances are _too
little known, and at all events it did no t last. Sue soctalism_as has been_put intopractice in Germany to-day, we ma y repeat, is state-socialism, which is a b ig
ugaboo to the socialists roper. ' ' ,
215.5 , Bellamy, E q u i t y , i i z ; Vail Modem Socialism, 87; g. Gronlund, Co‑

oker-alga gflommzawsolth, so, The New Economy, 84; also George, runs: and Pov‑
, . en
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a simple case, that of a famous si er, male or female. So
rare is his gift, and so delighted wi it are people in a rich
country, that they throng to his performances, paying high prices
of admission with perfect voluntariness, many going over and
over again, showing complete satisfaction with the return they
get for their money. In a single decade hemay acquire a million
dollars, which have almost literally been showered upon him.
Surely no dishonesty need have entered here: nobody has been
defrauded or despoiled; for to say that those who pay him have
defrauded and despoiled others, is not to the int. In fact, if
many men of genius do not receive a million ollars, it is rather
because they are themselves cheated. Or do you say that he
ought to have shared the proceeds with his assrstants, including
those who have done the hand-labour at his concerts ‐ t h e ticket‑
sellers, ushers, door-keepers, the sweepers and scrubbers, even
those who in the first place built the halls in which he performed
‐ t h e masons and carpenters? He has, in fact, given employ‑
ment to many such hand-workers, and paid them their usual
wages, and as a competitor in the market for their services has
contributed to keep or to raise the customary rates. To say he
ought to do more and is dishonest for not doin more ‐ that
he has robbed them, ‐ is absurd. If he shared is gains .with
them, it would bea pure donation of what was paid to himself and
for himself alone.” And if he were to be required to give
away his earnings in charity, as well say he should give alms
to others as to his work-people: perhaps better say that, asothers
may stand in greater need. The proper time for charity is after
making one’s money, not while making it, since undue zeal may
impede one’s gains and ultimately diminish one’s capacity for
giving. Charity should come out of revenue, -or out of capital
devoted to revenue, not out of business. This is said without
detracting from the need of goodwill and kindliness. which all
employers ought to entertain for their employés.
But has such a child of fortune created a million dollars worth

of wealth. By his own labour he has not created an atom of
material wealth, but he has, in their own estimation, given a
million dollars worth of pleasure to thousands of individuals, and
has rendered service to._society in providing a healthy and perhaps
soul-stirring recreation. This is wealth, though the materialists
may ignore it. You may say he has not added anything to the
as If an employerFpays more than is customary “ f rom any other view than his

own interest," on s . A. Walker, “what he thus ays is no t wages, but alms dis‑
guised asynges,’ The Way ; Question, n o . S imar l y H. George: " The surplus
that the r ich employer thus g i v e s above what he is compelled to sy is not in realityiii?" it is essentially alms," The Condition of Labour ‐An pm Letter to Lee

1. (Works, i i i . 92).
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existing wealth, because what he produced was evanescent. But
note th isz ‐he has collected a million dollars in driblets from
rsonswho, if they had not spent it on his entertainments, would
ave spent it on other things, and have consumed it as revenue.
He has piled it up in one store, and as it is more than he can
readily spend as revenue, he uses it as capital, either buying land
or stocks, thereby liberating an equal amount of capital for other
uses,or loaning it out in new enterprizes. Thus he does add even
to material wealth, by mopping up wealth that would have been
scattered in revenue, and converting it into capita F“
The same is the case with many other professions. A doctor

may sit in his office and give advice to those who come to consult
him, who voluntarily pay him at perhaps the rate of a dollar a
minute, and who do not think they are cheated, while he has not
spare time enough in which to spend what comes to him. An
editor of a newspaper or of a magazine may provide just what
millions of people want, who voluntarily subscribe and advertise,
and fill his cofiers with millions. This one may have a great
many employés, and he does them a benefit by giving them work,
rather than he robs them by not dividing with them all his profits.
As a rule such a successful man pays more to his subordinates
than they can get from others, it being his policy to employ the
best workers; and it is only such workers who can get this better
pay. So also lawyers and others may merely take wealth from
others, but they may not only enable others to make more, but they
themselves by accumulating may convert into capital used for
production what otherwise might have gone up in smoke. Simi‑
larly a statesman may benefit the people of a state to an enormous
extent, and if he receives less than a million he may in fact be
underpaid. It is one of the defects of the present system of
the world that many are underpaid, as also that many are over‑
paid. Its grand summary departure from justice lies in the fact
’ that most are not rightly paid. But it is no correction of this
fault to require that all should be equally paid. Another bad de‑
fect of the present system is that many successful men acquire
their fortunes through dishonest means. This is the fault that
first needs correction. Socialism promises to' correct it also. In
that it may prevent anybody from being successful, socialism may
beallowed to do so. But it is not a helpful way to cure a disease
by killing the patient.
” T h e last remsrk does no t apply to little singers and other entertainers, who

make no more than they can themselves spend as revenue. Whether these are useful
members f society, de ends on whether they provide healthful _recreation and do
not luro o excess i v e i leness. I f the do the latter, the fault i s shared t h h the
people who give in to the lure and in eir t u rn encourage the lurers.
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Socialism would prevent the great acquisitions made by, or

more literally “ven to, the accomplished musician above used
as a model of onest success. Yet socialists profess that under
their system such a one would still receive all he deserves, and
that he would be listened to by many more than can now afford
to pay to hear him. They forget that what is called his gift is
not wholly so, but it needs to be developed by an immense and
intense application of study and practice, which would not be
devoted to it but in anticipation of the superior gains that may
now accrue. Under their system a Paderewski would no doubt
be a good player, but hardly the supremely excellent player he
has made himself. And so in all departments, most of the ex‑
cellence that is due to unsparing labour would be cut OEand
never appear, any more than it is seen among uncivilised peoples
who do not appreciate it. There may have been hundreds of
menwith the genius of Edison,and there may have been hundreds
of women with as good a voice as Patti’s, but they have not
laboured to capacitate themselves to make so many inventions or‑
to give somuch enjoyment, because they had not the inducement
of the prospect of so much gain. Under socialism, at least in
some of the theories,’0 everybody, man or woman, will have to
do hand-labour of some materially productive sort, a few hours
every day, to pay for the material things they consume, and they
can work for their own self-culture only in their leisure hours,
and need not do so if they do not wish to. Under such condi‑
tions there can be in the higher professions nothing but dilettant‑
ism. Even i f , as in some of the theories, the gifted men and
women may be permitted to earn their living by their profession,
and to devote all their working time to it, nevertheless, as their
livingwill not be better in consequence of their performance being
better, their professionalism will little differ from amateurishness.
Amateurs to-day have the inducement of honour and admira‑
tion, which is all that is left in socialism and upon which social‑
-'ists count so much; and yet with the fewest exceptions, even in
matters of play, like billiards or golf, do they ever rank in ex‑
cellence with those who have the stimulus of gain to urge them
on.
To-day, also, much of the excellence due to untiring labour is

encouraged by the ability not only to receive and to own what is
thereby earned, but to save it, to invest it and use it as capital,
and to bequeath it to whom one pleases, instead of squandering
it. To the rarer gifted these things are a useful incentive. To
the ordinary workers and plodders they are a needed spur. After
008.5, Bebel'l. in Die Frau, 284.
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all, probably the greatest amount of savings, the greatest ac‑
cumulation of capital, is made in small sums by the m a j o r num‑
ber of ordinarily endowed persons, who in their several occupa‑
tions make an ordinary living. The savings of these require self‑
denial, and their self-denial in the present needs the fear of want
in the future. And this fear of want in the future is increased,
and its influence is greater, if the prospect includes the worker’s
wife and children. In truth, the real saver is not the individual,
but the family, since the individual has but a short future life
before him, but his family reaches on without visible termina-.
tion. Socialism takes away the connection between the individual
and his family, since it permits the other members to be left in
no sort of dependence on him,but only on society. In fact, many
socialists boast that they will make society one great family; and
this family, society, we have seen, is to be the only saver, the
only accumulator, the only owner of capital. But it is only a
sham family that can bemade out of society, dilated to evanish‑
ment, while all t rue families are destroyed. Some socialists hold
back and deny this, saying they do not intend to destroy the
private families, asserting that they will preserve family life and
the home: society to Spargo, for instance, is to be only “ a great
Over-Parent,” supplementing the natural parents.81 But they will
find themselves vainly trying to stem a current they have them‑
selves let loose. Many socialists would leave to the family little
else than rivate apartments in vast caravansaries, though Bellamy
allowed em separate cottages, their meals being taken in com‑
mon, like the Spartan sussitia. The many little private kitchens,
says Bebel, like the many little workshops, will disappear, giving
place to a few large establishments economically managed by the
community,” The wife will have no domestic labours, woman’s
work being undistinguished from man’s.“ The wife as well as
the husband will labour in the occupations which she has chosen
or which have. been assigned her.“ Each will retain his and
her own indivrdual interests, as well together as apart. The
81Socialism and Motherhood, 6a.
88Die Frau, 339‐40, cf. 294. .
ss “0hne Untersclned des Gesehlechts" is a frequent emphasised asseveration in

Bebel's work. 173, 267, 368 a 1.
“ A c c o r d i n g t o Gronlund. owever, most married women will no t “earn their

own living," as he holds " that it is the husband’s province to provide for the neces‑
sities of his family (much more so in the c o m i n g commonwealt . where it Will be so
much more easy to do i t ) , and that the wife has done her fu l l share of the common
labour when she manages her household properly." But he wants socialism to pro‑
vide opportunity fo r every woman “ t o earn her own living honourably and pleasantly
whenever she chooses so to do," either before marriage or after divorce, such ability
being essential to the dignity of woman, Co-o c r a m } : Commonwealth, 228‐9, 224‑
followed by Vail, Modern Socialism, 134‐6. ( f. M i l l , Sub'ecu'ou of Women, 89.5
That the married man is to be paid more than the unmarried, ronlund does no t allow.In all probabiliti. then, asthe labour for the community is slight. married women
continue so was outside, since it would be just so much clear gain.
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family will not be the serious combination it has hitherto been.
It Will be merely a u n i o n for pleasure.
As such, family life Will be merely a private afiair. Some

sociahsts carry out this scheme, and recognise that marriage will
be an ordinary contract, not requ i r i ng the intervention of any
public functionary.” The ful l consequence would be that such
contracts, like other partnerships, may be entered upon for defin‑
i te periods‐a year, a month, a weak, or less; “ and nomatter
how longor short they be,when they are broken by one party, the
other party Will be set free: in fact, it has been asserted that
when disinclination to the u n i o n a r i ses in either party, morality
requires its e n d , " ‐ in other words, that divorce is then a duty."
Few socialists in England and America, however, are hardy
enough to go so far, though it is the necessary consequence of
their premises.” But they all allege that there will be no more
prostitution; which Will bevery natural, when such easy ma r r i a ge
is sohandy a substitute,‐and what is prostitution but a contract
of suchmarr iage for a few hours?‘° Marriage,beingonly a tem‑
porary afiair, might almost as well be dispensed with altogether.
As it has hitherto exrsted, the regulation of mar r i age has had a
close connection with the regulation of private property, in i t s
successwn to heirs. Not all soc1alists perce ive this, but it was
understoodby Bebel, who accepted the conclusion that when there
is no more private property to hand on to heirs, there be no
regulation of succession, there need be no regulation of marr iage.
He therefore tells us that under socialism people Will not bother
themselves any more about the legitimacy of children, since legi‑
is 9?"st Fm! 342"? at r r i f ertai legal! Sti lateds ‘ i e ' w i e i n ersiais en i nn i a o r a c n u

period, whichgmay va ry from one hour to ninety-his: years," Wutermarci. TL Hil ‑fog fifleuman Marriage, 519 ( f r om Polak's Persian).
e e , .asSimilar 43Gronlund, fol lowing Fichte, holds that in many cases divorce is prefer‑

able. op. c i t , 3 3 1 ‐ 2 ; and yet he says: " Because socialism will facilitate divorces, it
follows n o t at al l that it favours them," 230. It matters no t at al l whether it
“ favours " them or not , so lon as it facilitates them.
soYet thus a eak Bait and orris: “ Under a socialist system contracts between

individuals wou d be voluntary and unenforced by the community. This would app];
to the marriage contract as wel l as others, and it [the marriage contract] would
come a matter of simple inclination [voluntary as to its observance alsol] . . . Nor
would 8 t ru ly enlightened public opinion, freed from merely theological V I CW I as to
chastity, insist on its [the marriage contract's] permanently binding nature in the face
of an discomfort or sufl‘ering that might ensue." Note F. to their edition of The
Man" “ t o of the Socialist League. p. r e . Observe that any inconvenience is to
avoided by the individual. at whatever hazard to the race. _ .
40Finch in his Primitive Love and LOW‘S'MGS, 641‐2, quo t ing from Lewin’s Wild

Race: of South-Eastern India, remarks that, as “ the reason why there are no harlots
is that they ‘a re rendered unnecessary by the freedom of intercourse indulged in and
sllowed to both sexes before marriage,’ we see that what at first seemed a virtue is
really a mark of lower degradation. Some of the oldest legislators, like Zoroaster and
Solon, already recognised the truth that it was better to sacrifice a few women to the
demon of immorality than to expose them all to contamination. The wild tribes of
India,” he adds, " have not yet arrived at that point of v i e w "; and our socialists are
now abandoning t.
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timacy is needed only to determine heirship.“ This means that
fatherhood will no longer be a relationship to be respected, and
children will have only mothers for recognisable parents. Com‑
munism of property, as has already been noted, and communism
of women, or promiscuity of sexual intercourse, have a necessary
connection. When women are economically independent, they
are sexually as free as men. When children, too, being at the
charge of the state, are economically independent of their parents,
the last bond is broken. Men now bind themselves for the sake
of women and of their children. Then there will be no occasion
for their sodoing,‐ nor on the part of the women either." Ac‑
cording to Bebel, also the gratification of the sexual impulse,
equally by men or women, is entirely a personal afl'air, like that
of any other impulse, and one with which nobody else has any
business to interfere.“ He here seems to go too far, and to
forget that from this kind of indulgence children may come, who
are others very vividly afiected,‐unless he relies on preventive
measures. On these, however, socialists do rely; and for non‑
child-bearing unions Pearson agrees with Bebel.“ Such prin‑
ciples would lead still more readily to the sanction of Lesbian
love and of pederasty.“ Dissoluteness will then almost become a
principle; for actions which are now regarded as dissolute will
41Die Fruit, 46.
438Cf. Hasenfilever and Joriasen, quoted in Woolsey's Communism and Socialism

a .sisDie Fran, 343.
« E t h i c of Fur-thought: “ With the sex-relationship. so long as it does not result

in children, I hold that the State of the future Will in no way concern itself," 4 2 4 ;
" Children apart, it is nnendnrable that church or societyr should in any oflicial form
interfere with lovers," 4 :7 ; similarly 4.26; cf. in“. 439. So also Bertrand Russell,
Marriage and flu Po liaison n a t i o n , in The te rna t iona ] Journal o f Ethics, July.
i g i fi . pp . 45 . 461. 'li:ewise are], The Sexual Question, 361}; 478. 506‐7; who as s
that in all this sub'ect. except on some scientific points, he in accord with r is
ideal of Bebel," 5: .‐ With regard to Bebe], the a logist Spar-go would have it that
the above are some of the paasa es referred train. e refaee to Die Frau as merely
the expression of Bebel'a persona opinions. Socialism and Motherhood, in n. , and him‑
l e l f asserts that “ it is probable that not one per cent. of the socialists 0 America orof the world for that matter, agree with ” Bebel here. 104, r . um.but he candidlyquotes Mor r i s and Bax to the same effect asBebe], loo-8. ee their j o i n t Socialism
in i t s Growth and Orin-me 239‐30. He might have cited a o H_yi_idman's Historical
Bil-lit o f Socialism 453. Cf. also Grant Allen, to he cited in Femin ism.) Span-go also
employs what in logic is called the fallacy o_f the hen . to prove that extension of
the assumption of industries by the state, which is soc alisin will n o t result in free
love, n a ‐ i s . He holds that monogamy will still. bemaintained. n o , no i a o , ‐ i t s
form. to hesure but headds “ stohahly divorce will bemade more eas an the cessa‑
tion of love he reely recognise as a sulficient reason for the diasolu _nof marri
ties. eapecia ly when there are no children concerned}: i s } . “There is no socialist
theory of man” e" is his main defence. Marriage is . in fact. one of the social
ints on which e socialists cannot agree in advance, and might not afterward agree
dltl’erent countries. But it is not the-lean dangeroospii that account. Among emit is only the so-called " Christian socialists." a very m i n o r sect, who resolutely oppose

these re-(and de-)morallsing views, ‘
as Forel, in fact, does no t shrink from tolerating these things, and would e r im t

even the “ marriage " of homosexuals: nor would he pnnjah may. The eras]
Question. 3 . 400-1, 404: 378, 443. 484' 256, 400. He thinks that. as these u n i o n s
are sterile. the hereditary tendency to such Vi c e s would then die out. He does n o t see
that the open permission of them might lead also to indulgence in them by others.
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then benormal. True, it is only excess that is largely injurious.
But against excess the only expectation of a prophylactic which
the socialists ofier, lies in their belief in the perfected character
which will suddenly be induced in all people when they are made
equal and are freed from struggling with one another for exist‑
ence. No longer needing to injure others, nobody, it is believed,
will injure himself. Or if such continence is not at once acquired,
the future society may, as is now done, make regulations to
check excessive indulgences that amount to vices.“ Policemen
and reformatory establishments will in that case still be necessary.
Only the socialists fail to see that with these changed conditions
new temptations would arise, which may overpower all their
resistance, as much as the old temptations defeat our present‑
day efforts.

It is true that many of-the evils here attributed to socialism
are outcroppings of advanced civilisation, that have already
made their appearance and are not unlikely to go on increas‑
ing. But, for the reason that they are evils, it is our duty
to counteract them. That they are products of civilisation, should
in no wise be considered a recommendation of them, any more
than the diseases of old age should be praised on the ground
that old age is an advancement upon youth. The error of social‑
ism is that it tries to foster these very evils. I ts ideal life is,
in fact, the life of sterile, ease-loving senility, rendered worse by
retaining some of the ardors of youth, and incapable of holding
back from the descent into the grave.

The last hope is that the free conditions, by giving free choice
for the marriage partnership, will introduce sexual selection
for the improvement of the race. The pleasant process of sexual
selection is henceforth to take the place of the painful process
of natural selection, and is to carry the work of improvement
to a far higher level. Women will no longer have to choose their
supporters, or take the first one that offers, as of old from
among the brutally strong, or asof late from among the fraudently
r i ch , ‐ from the energetic or the idle; but, being independent,
they will wait t i l l they are courted by, or will themselves court,
the man of fine physique or intellect whom they admire. Were
women economically free, said the late J. Keir Hardie, they
would have “ a free choice in their selection of a father for their
children,” the less fit would get left, and “ the race would begin
to improve straightway.” ‘7 For there will only be love-matches;

to “ It wil l see to it." any: Gronlund, “ t h a t there.are no giddy young girls running
d th treete b themselves at night," op. can, 23 . . .”2:17:03. sir'gm to’Som'alism, London, 1907. ch. vb. 12. Soclelum and the Woman

n a t i o n , "  p .  .
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and it seems to be imagined that only the fair, the true, and the

d will be loved, and only they will marry. The old saying _
is to tten, that every man and woman can find his or her mate.
Ii ba , faithless, and ugly men cannot find good, true, and beau‑
tiful women tomarry them, they will at least find women of their
own type, who, being rejected by the good, true, and handsome
men, will be on] too willing to marry the left-over men like
themselves, if indeed they do not prefer them in the first place,
since like likes like.“ The fact that all marriages will be love
afiairs, says Bellamy, “ means that for the first time in human
history the principle of sexual selection, with its tendency to
preserve and transmit the better types of the race, and let the
inferior types drop out, has unhindered operation.“ Let the in‑
ferior types drop outl‐sexual selection has no tendency what‑
ever to do that: to do that is the operation of natural selection.
Most strange is it that the naturalist and socialist, the late Alfred
Russel Wallace, who rejected Darwin’s doctrine of sexual selec‑
tion at least as applied to animals always and to mankind in the
past, and who claimed to be a co-discoverer of natural selection,
upon which he placed the greatest stress, yet in his last work re‑
verted to such dependence on a kind of sexual selection for man‑
kind in the future under socialism. Then, he says, “a special
form of selection,” “ free selection in marriage,” “ will come into
play.” Children being better cared for, there will come to be
more men than women, which “ will lead to a greater rivalry for
wives, and will give to women the power of rejecting all the
lower types of character among their suitors.” 5° To what
women, pray? “ The idle or utterly selfish ” men, he says,
“would be almost universally rejected,” as also “ the weak in
intellect." But there are similar women, and if they find no
suitors among the perfect men, will they not put up with those
others, or even choose them? At best, but a trifling excess of
males at the bottom of desirability may be cut off, but there is
nothing presented to prevent all females, even the lowest, from
marrying. Mr. Wallace, moreover, postulates that there will be
“ noway of gratifying the passion of love but by marriage; ” and
seems to assume also that marriage will still be, like marriage at
present in England, an irremediable step, as he expects that
4! L A , those on the same mental, moral, and social level; fo r as regards personal

idios crasies, the unlike like each other.so aqkinz_Backwardl _267. A similar opinion is expressed by Finek, who is far
from being either I. socialist or s feminist, in his a n t w c L o w and Love-Stones, 819‑
3 0 . Not quite accurately as to the first appearance in human history of. sexual selec‑gczt'ibif ancient historians may be believed: see above, p. 87n. of The C h m of Cm!‑
50Social Environment and Moral Progress, 146-8, 153. 163-4.
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women will tarry long before taking i t , ‐ -and upon this delay of
marriage he relies to prevent overpopulation. He relies, too,
upon the moral sentiment that will lead people to become “ thor‑
oughly acquainted with each other before undertaking so serious
a responsibility as marriage usually involves.”1 He is again
. retaining present conditions, when marriage involves serious re‑
sponsibility, in a changed state, when marriage will no longer
involve 'any responsibility whatever. Or if he refers to the
moral responsibility not to produce inferior offspring, he over‑
looks that it is precisely the inferior men and women who are
least scrupulous in this regard.
As a matter of fact, there is a small, though unsatisfactory,

amount of sexual selection by marriage in the present regime, as
is proved by the well-known fact of the greater longevity of
married persons compared with the unmarried."2 For this is
due to the fact that women are afraid to marry weak men for
fear of their inability to give support, and weak men also being
afraid to marry weak women, many weak men cannot find
wives, and a corresponding number of weak women must go
without husbands.“ The astonishing thing about Wallace’s argu‑
ment for socialism is, that it is precisely socialism that does away
with this kind of restraint, since the weak and inefficient will
then be supported by the state as well as the strong and the effi‑
cient. To be sure, in our present regime, some weak men with
money obtain wives on account of their money, while some
strong men who have no fortune corresponding to their station
in life are left in the lurch; and this is what the socialists
object to. But the number of such persons is comparatively
small, as is proved by the fact, notwithstanding, of the superiority
of the married over the unmarried. Socialism, however, will
throw open marriage to all the weaklings, unless positive measures
betaken against their marrying,‐and such measures can just as
well be taken now.
Sexual selection alone cannot improve any species as a whole.

What it does, is to cause difierentiation, splittinginto an improv‑
ing and a deteriorating section, but leaving the general average
untouched.‘ The best specimens mating with the best, and the
worst with the worst, or those endowed with some peculiarity
choosing their similars, and those endowed with some other
peculiarity choosing theirs, in the course of ages the divergence
of the sections may become so great that they constitute two
51 . c i t , r48; 158‐60; 10 .n C. Saleeby, PumthoodsmRanCult-n. e r g - 3 4 .
n f. Spencer, Study of Somloxy, 93-6.
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species, only one of which will be on a higher plane, but coun‑
terbalanced by the other on a lower, it that continues to exist.
This is the way sexual selection, abstracted by itself, contributes
to the Darwinian theory of the origin of species. As for the
improvement of species, that is accounted for, in Darwinism,
only by the cutting ofi of the worst specimens before they reach
maturity, or by cutting off the oflspring of those who do mate;
which is done, in nature, by natural selection consequent upon
excessive numbers and their struggle for existence with each
other or with their environment, and which may be done, in
domesticated animals, by human selection, and is so done com‑
monly by breeders, who destroy or keep from reproduction the
unfit. In the human species itself, sexual selection alone would
have the same effect as just described in animals and plants.
It would lead to a gradual difierentiation of mankind into a supe‑
rior type and into an inferior type, which in a million years or so
might constitute two species. But long before, the divergence
might become so marked that all brotherly feeling would cease
between the two sets, and very possibly the condition would before
long come about which was taken for granted by Aristotle, when
he held that some men were fitted by nature only to be slaves,
like beasts of burden, and others were fitted by nature to be
their masters.“ I f , therefore, under socialism, natural selection
is to be done away with and nothing substituted in its place,
the tendency of an untrammeled sexual selection will be toward
a condition in which democratic socialism will no longer be
possible.
This is said on the hypothesis that socialism is found to work,

and that the higher type of mankind will be as prolific as the
lower. But as the lower type will probably be more prolific than
the higher, socialism will come to an end even before it can be
well shaken down and described as successful. To prevent this,
and to give socialism any chance to get under way at all, it
will be necessary to introduce the breeder’s kind of artificial
selection, to take the place of the natural, which socialism cuts
off. In other words, regulations will have to bemade to prevent
the inferior men and women from procreating children, or to
do away with their offspring after being conceived or born, while
the superior are encouraged, or required, to bring forth children
for the state to rear. It is a curious reflection that two thousand
years before Darwin this solution was recommended by Plato in
his ideal commonwealth.” Our modern socialists are more ten‑
54Politics, I. ivbvi.
u Rmbhc , V. 459A-GoB, 461C.
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der-hearted, and shrink from the negative side of the undertaking.
A few have faced the problem;andnow that they are backed upby
some of the eugenists with their plans for the segregation or the
sterilisation of the unfit, it may be expected that their numbers
will increase.” Others only hint at i t . “ But they all are con‑
fronted with the dilemma: either they must, by stringent regula‑
tions, employ artificial selection, or they must give up socialism
asutterly hopeless. And if they do adopt the first horn, they gain
nothing over our present régime, which is equally, if not more,
capable of adopting the eugenic scheme; and all the other objec‑
tions to socialism will still remain.
The last defect of the socialists’ arch-enemy, Malthus, was

that he knew nothing of Darwinism. It is well known that
Malthus gave to Darwin hints about the “ struggle for existence ”
and the “ survival of the fittest,” 5“though the name for the latter
came from Herbert Spencer, whence Darwin developed his full
theory about those and “ natural selection.” But Malthus him‑
self did not develop his premisses, and had no suspicion of natural
selection and of the service rendered to it by the struggle or com‑
petition of men necessitated by their crowding on the earth and
pressing upon the limits of subsistence. Had he anticipated
Darwin, it is possible he would not have insisted so much upon
the slackening of this pressure. Still, from the point of view of
Darwinism, Malthus’s doctrine would have been very serviceable,
had it been observed exactly as he taught it , and not in any other
way. For if he had really been able to persuade all men to re ‑
frain from marriage and from sexual intercourse until they were
able to support a large family, only the most competent workers
would attain the ability to propagate their line of descent, while
the indolent and incompetent would be cut ofi’ without ofispring.
Malthus never expected to reach this end'by mere persuasion.
Nor would he employ governmental regulation. He would use
the hard school of misery, by keeping government from aiding
intestine:3:32izdthszfizrmndmszm.°.‘. unusual?amt
3 4‑51Bebel seems to do so. He_nowliere makes Bellamy's and Wallace's foolish state‑ment. All he says on the subiect is that, since we are thinking beings, unlike theanimals, it ll our. business to up ly gill scientific knowledge, and especially Dar‑
winism, to our political, social. an religipus conditions, and to reform them; which
work l l , of course. to heperformed. by socialism, and only by socialism, Die Frau, i98.igs‐6. cf. 347: _Cf. also is definition of socialism as“ science applied to all provinces
0 human BCtlYlty' With. clear consc i ousness and fu l l knowledge," 376; which. by the
way, is a plagiarism. like so'much taken b the fourth estate from the early ( and
discarded) teachings of the third s i n c e libera ism was defined h some one as “ nothingelse but rationiil knowledge applied to our existing conditions ' : see Max Stimer. Der
Emu s_and um Eigentum, 126.
58 in t s of the former may be found everywhere in Malthus's_£uay. and of the

letter on pp. 2, a 7, 368, 370 , the first being taken from Franklin, and the second
1 quota t ion from . Strong.
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the poor, and by prescribing circumspection to private charity.
Some of the incompetent would sufier from their improvidence,
and much of their progeny perish; and others of the incompetent
would be frightened by their example and abstain, leaving none
of their kind. It is this Darwinian element in Malthus’s teach‑
ing that lends to it its value. But it was contained in his teaching
accidentally, and another complementary element was lacking.
He taught the poor and unsuccessful to abstain, but he did not
teach the rich and successful to propagate their kind. This lack
may likewise have been accidental, as in his day the English
upper and middle classes were fruitful, commonly having large
families, and he did not anticipate any change. Yet, though he
directed his instruction to the poor, it was accepted mostly by the
rich, who have taken to themselves what was not intended for
them. And it has affected them, as also the only poor that it
has reached, mostly in the form of the Neo‐Malthusianism of
Bradlaugh and Annie Besant, which inculcates, not abstention,
but prevention. Certainly the phenomenon of small or childless
families would have appeared at the stage of civilisation at which
wehave arrived, without Malthus’s aid; but his teaching has made
conscious what otherwise might have remained unconscious, and
has no doubt enhanced the tendency. But it is only in civilised
countries, and there mostly in the upper classes, that his one-sided
and misapplied lesson has been learnt; and they have almost
ceased to multiply their kind and to send them forth to possess
the unoccupied parts of the world. The less civilised and the un‑
civilised have been unaffected, and they are now the principal
ones that follow the natural injunction to generate and to go
forth and replenish the earth. Malthus’s doctrine, entirely con‑
trary to any intention on his part, thus cuts off competition in the
upper classes and in the superior races, while leaving it only in
the lower. The problem of overpopulation is not solved, but to
it is added the more serious problem concerning the proper
sort of re-population. If the best fail to do their share, the
world will be left to the worst. The poor, it seems, and those of
poorest stock shall inherit the earth."
59Cf. Galton: “ If this doctrine [Malthus’s] influenced all classes alike, I should

have nothing to say about i t , . . . but. as i t is pu t forward as a rule of conduct fo r the
prudentdpart of mankind to_ follow, whilst the imprudent are necessarily left free to
disregar. i t , I have no hesitation in s a y i n g that it is a most p e r n i c i o u s ru le of c om
duct in i t s bearing upon race. I t s effect would be such as t? cause the _race of the
E3??? 313532? ii’f'iépffmefii““.’§'i”n“i§°d‘ééifl‘lflll‘fiffi'lii‘¢L“f§23§“¥n?§r“All;
u on the breed of any country. where the doctrine prevailed. I protest against the
a ler races being encouraged to withdraw in this way from the struggle fo r existence.
It may seem monstrous that the weak should be crowded out. by the st rong; but
it is_ still more monstrous that the races best fitted to play their pa r t on the page
of l ife, should be crowded out by [rathen give way to ] the incompetent. the ailing.
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Yet the socialists, though they despise Malthus, do nothing
to cure the evil in his defective teaching. In fact, they take out
of it the little good it contains. No more than he admonishing
the competent to procreate, they do not adVise the incompetent to
abstain. Leaving every one to his own dev1ces, they would in‑
troduce a scheme in which the competent are provided with no
inducement to propagate their kind, and the incompetent with no
hindrance to propagate theirs. On the contrary, what little
hindrance now impedes the incompetent, and what little induce‑
ment still encourages the competent, they would take away.
Shutting their eyes to these consequences, they place their re‑
liance on the natural instinct or impulse in mankind as in all liv‑
ing beings toward the love between the sexes and toward the love
between parents and offspring. They forget here, what they
harp upon elsewhere, that mankind are unlike other animals in
possessmg intelligence, whereby they can divert nature from her
course, and do variously divert i t , semetimes for better, some‑
times for worse.” If they would employ regulation to make
the diversion for good, this legislation could hardly be so effec‑
t ive in a system where e c o n om i c conditions counteract it, as in
our present system where, as in the past, economic conditions
would second i t , and where, nevertheless, such legislation has
been little effective and is one of the most dubious undertakings
the legislator can attempt.“1 Moreover, their system, if intro‑
duced at all, will be introduced first, and last. among the most
advanced nations and races, where alone it has a footing. If
it acts as there is every likelihood of its acting, it will weaken the
strong element in them and pull down the average ability and
vigour; while it will leave the other nations and races unaffected.
The overpopulation of the latter Will overflow the bounds and
d the d d‘ ." H d’ta 6 ‘us, . ‐Ev e n the Neo~Mslthusisn, W. I.algobinson,egggnmgonfide‘zze'id’thenziturgsmin care of itself has been noted

(above, 1. 89), has to admit that “ it wil l n o t 0 fo r one count ry to preac andgactise extreme limitation of ofispring, when other countries breed unrestrained] ."
ut the remedy, he says, “ is no t to 've up reaching limitation of offspring. ut

preaching it in all countries.” The Liomtati‘on 0 011397151, 60. Meanwhile. however,
it is preached in some civilised countries, and it is no t preached. and there is no
prospect of its being preached, in all countries: And here, too, in our country, the
rohibition of instruction about the means withholds the teachin of it from the
ower classes, while no t keeping i t from the upper. So the promot ion o f “ reversed
selection " oes merri ly on.60“Intelfig§nce and fecundi vary reciprocal] " accordigg to the lover in H. G.
Wells's The i f : of Si r Isaac amass, . 385 ( ew York . ) ; cf. Lester F. Ward,
Applied Sociology, 323, both followin pencer.61The reference is to regulation 0 marriage, yhieh is better regulated by lpublic
opinion, a n ht public 0 inion on the subject being one of the desiderata o iglier
civilisation. f course egislstion preventing inebristes, mrootomaniscs. exile t ics ,
feeble-minded persons. some kinds of sexual_perverts (especially nudists) t e ope‑
lessly diseased, f rom propagating, by segregating or steriluing them, can be rendered
efieetive,‐ and for this, socialism _is no t necessary.. Nor is spcnlim necessary for
the recommendation of contraception to the ractically deficient and incompetent.
who, if they agree to employ it. need not be orbidden to marry among themselves.
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meet with an enfeebled resistance in the state of the population
in the civilised nations. As the backward races are now adopting
from the advanced the springs of strength, it is not pleasant to
contemplate the probable result.



CHAPTER I V.
THE IMPRACTICABILITY or socmusu

IT has been shown that full socialism would lead to the destruc‑
tion of the civilisation of those who adopted i t , on the supposition
that they could successfully bring it into operation. It Willnow
be shown that it can never-in our day, or in our cycle of ciVilisa‑
tion, be successfully brought into Operation, and that those who
should try to adopt it , would fail in the attempt, causmg mean‑
while much confusion and injury.
The earliest socialists, aswe have seen, were idealist philosoph‑

ers. Then appeared middle-class philanthropists, who wished
to raise the lower classes into close partnership with themselves.
Lastly came agitators, who incited the lower classes to take the
matter into their own hands and fight for equality with the
middle classes, as the middle classes had fought for equality
with the upper classes. Greatest among these was Marx. He
and Engels in 1848 beat the tocsin of “ the proletariat revolu‑
tion.” 1 And when Marx later turned to the elaboration of
economic theory in his work on Capital, of which the first
volume was not published ti l l 1867, he still, in a very short chap‑
ter buried in a very long book, repeated the doctrine of his and
Engel’s Communist Manifesto. The evils of the present condi‑
tions are to go on accumulating, the big capitalists killing off thelittle ones, their numbers decreasing, while grows the mass of
misery, degradation, and slavery below them, but at the same
time is improved the discipline, union, and organisation of the
workers, until at last, the former waning, the latter waxing,
they become incompatible, “ the knell of capitalist private property

A] d . s . . .. . ,
snlguii‘sn’fiz iEfiglEh‘ggnilfiog‘i‘iiligg,minim25if?{Kri l l 3236?
which, placing the blame for everything on the bourgeoisie, pp. 63 n . , 69, 82 with
consequent exculpation of the proletariat. 76-9, was one long incitement to hatred
and revolt, especially pp. 5 9 , 76, 77, 79 , So, 142. 195. Here he said that “ the
eedy collapse of the hourgeoile regime is as certain as a mathematical or mechanicalemonstration." to be brou ht about in a revolution compared with which the French

revolution would a ear li e “child'_s play," p._ 144 as. 150“. i74 . 398, also 142 iv.Soin a s eech at l erfeld reported in the Rhemisehe ahrbucher fu r gcsellsehaftlic e
Reform, _ rmatadt, 1845, p. 79: “ With the same certainty with which from given
mathematical p r em i s s e s we can deduce a new equat ion, we can infer from the existin
economic conditions and the rinci lea of litical econoin an impending
revolution." p 1) pa y m
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sounds,” and “ the expropriators are expropriated.” For “ capi‑
talist production begets, with the inexorability of a law of Nature
[he meant a law of Hegel] its own negation; ” and the synthesis
is the union of the capitalists’ centralisation with the working‑
men’s organisation, in the socialisation of production.2
This is Marx’s celebrated “ materialistic conception of history,”

which is one of the two great “ discoveries ” set down to his credit
by his obsequious followers. The other is a pure theory in
political economy, which will call for examination later. ”This
one may here be subjected to a few animadversions. It should
“rather be considered as an “ economic interpretation of history ”
(a term due to Thorold Rogers, but often erroneously ascribed
to Marx), and in its larger aspect it is true enough as to a main
statement that economic conditions are a tremendous factor in
the determination of human opinions and of Consequent institu‑
tions, and need to be taken into account in any interpretation of
history that would be at all fundamental and complete. But
Marx’s own new philosophy of history was wrong, being by this
time (only fifty years after it was propounded) disproved by its
false prophecy,a and having been ill-founded through his going
back for his starting point no further than the middle ages. His
induction to the future was that the people of his day were soon
(now already) to enter into an entirely new social system. He
recognised that the existing system of capital is itself a new
system; but, like many other thinkers, he mistook it for an
entirely new system making its appearance recently for the first
time in the history of the world. And he was perhaps right in
considering it a temporary system, though not in considering it
merely transitional and soon to end. In truth, though our pres‑
ent system is new in modern times, and though it contains some
entirely new features of a minor sort, and some old ones carried
to a higher degree than ever before, yet in its general outline or
essential nature it is not new in the history of the world, some‑
thing analogous to it having appeared in every civilisation, and
having proved itself the culmination of every civilisation hitherto
and precursor of its decline.‘ The past, then, yields us, and the
2Capital. i. eh. xxxii. He here quotes, in s foot-note, from the Manifesto: “ T h e

bourgeoisie roduces. its own grave-diggers." See also the Preface to his Kril ik d"
polimchsn eknnomu.
8 It is, f rom this standpoint, u t t e r ] demolished in V. G. Simkhovitch's able work

Marxism venus Socialism, New Yor , r 13.
4 Man : himself, however, later showed signs of being aware, that " a slave economy,"ashecalledithtook place well onin apti uity. “_glevoted to the production of surplus‑value." and u s i n g money “ a s capitfll,’ crystal, i n . 390-1. 27, 98. .It ls_ remarkable

that the analogy between that and our present regime d: no t strike_him whence
he might have inferred that the system now destined to follow will llkevise he as
“ historical," a n , f‘trsnsito ," as was the system which followed that. and as our
own is by him said to be. . 283, 393, 304-5, 309.
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past alone can yield us, a guide to the future; for if the future
is to be entirely different from the past, it cannot be foretold
except in revelation. Though a temporary system, like every‑
thing sublunary, the culminating period of civilisation has rarely
been a short one when extended over wide territory, b u tin length
has generally compared well with its predecessor, which in our
case, barrin a period of transition ( in England),wwas the feudal
system, itse f but a form of the period of status, which has al‑
ways existed in a civilisation rising from primitive rudeness;
wherefore, having come to maturity within the last fifty years,
our period is likely, in our slow-mov cycle, to endure for
several centuries yet. Marx, however, epicted its quickly ar‑
riving end after the manner of the end of the ancien régime on
the continent of Europe ‐by another French revolution. He
forgot that it took hundreds of years for the feudal system to run
to decay, and only when it was thoroughly corrupt and bankrupt
was it overthrown. So our capitalist system will, in all proba‑
bility, not become bankrupt for some centuries y e t , ‐most likely
not t i l l coal and iron become scarce; and not ti l l then, in conse‑
quence of the senility and debihty of the system, will there be
force enough1nthe lowest classes or in outsiders. to destroy it.
In all probability, it is here said, for with regard to the future

we can never becertain, and the more definite are our propositions
about it , the less sure can we be of them. Marx was dogmatic,
and dogmatism about the future is akin to fatalism. He said
the present capitalist system is bound to give way to collectivism.
Such teaching leads to quietism, as it takes away the need of
action on the part of the advocates of collectivism, and also the
need of resistance on the part of the beneficiaries of the existing
régime. If he had said that collectivism is bound to come if
its advocates do so and so, or unless its opponents do so and so,
and that its advent may be hastened by certain doings of the
former or retarded b certain doings of the latter, or retarded
or hastened by mista es committed by either of the parties re‑
spectively, he would have talked at least sensibly. Science makes
predictions only thus conditionally. Yet Marx and his followers
thought he was establishing socialism on a scientific basis‐on
its future necessity growing out of the present state of things, no
matter what men, when they perceive the direction of the cur‑
rent, may do about it. He only talked like a Turk. But while
he was writing, the tide was turning, laissez‐faireism was being
abandoned, factory-legislation was being put through, the con‑
dition of labouring people was being improved, as he himself ad‑
mitted (in 1864), and consequently the need of the social revolu‑
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tion was being shoved 05.“ He believed also that industrial crises
were becoming more frequent and more intense, and would go
on increasing, ti l l at last a tremendous and universal one would no
longer be endurable, and then the revolution would take place.“
Instead, however, such crises have, since he wrote, become more
amenable to control, and have diminished both in frequency and
in intensity, offering little opportunity for the revolution desired.
False also, because without precedent, was his conception of

what would follow. The revolution, he said, would be the last,
because the class of the proletariat, really the mass of the popula‑
tion (Lassalle reckoned them at 96 per cent.’), would draw into
itself all classes, wherefore there would be no more classes, and
no more wars of classes. To be sure, in the past the upper
classes have not been able, and knowing their inability have not
attempted, to draw the lower classes up into themselves. On
the other hand, it is within the range of possibility for the lower
classes to pull down the upper classes and reduce all to the same
low level. Yet they could not keep them there. In socialism
itself, thus introduced, there would be commotions, ti l l some few
again rose up superior to the rest. Such an overthrow of our
upper classes, by confiscation of the capital which they have
produced or somehow acquired and accumulated, and which is
now their support, would indeed bring our civilisation quickly
over the brink of its culmination into the down-grade leading to
its end, without the power of substituting a new civilisation in its
place ti l l the present cycle should have passed away. The very
problem before us is with all our might to put off as far aspossi‑
ble such a decline into the abyss, or at all events to avoid such a
catastrophe.
From the Marxian exposition of the almost immediate future

and of social policy meanwhile, several items impressed them‑
selves so deeply upon the minds of his followers as to appear like
events and precepts of nature. One was that conditions were to
become so intolerable that a major part of the population would
rise up in execration of them, and, against the resistance of the
few beneficiaries of the present régimeand their underlings, would
demand and execute its overthrow.“ Another, that the best policy

:7§li£kggznitnihbg.bgfiifexfiznjséth German ed., pp. 13714; Engels, Condition of thy
Working Clan, in. England ' 6 59 , 82._ limb r? (strike;Gianni the “gaming-6mm:
EflTfigsf‘l‘lfifiméikexisighn135i 9:33; iiieéze‘ttflziii. 5'7 n.°"' ° " “ ' '°1Gummérkr, i. x, 39. Rather curiouaiy Siey a had emplsoyed this same figure
of the pea le whom t e assembly of the tier: Mat represented, June 17. 1789 (Dumy,
H i e n i n e France, i i . 47rd). “ . _8Bebel, Du Frau 262. ronlund. I know it [the'present regime must become
a great deal worse than it is before it can become better, Co‐opcram/e ommonwcnlth,
so; cf. Bellamy, Equality, 329‐30.
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was not to resist the prime cause of the evils, the continual con‑
centration of capital in large corporations or trusts, but to welcome
this operation both as quickening the opposition to private capi‑
talism thus magnified and as facilitating the final transition to the
single state-monopoly of all the sources and means of production.’
Then, that the initial success of socialism was to be brought about
by revolution. “ The distin ishing trait of socialists," wrote
Gronlund, “ i s that they boldy aim at revolution, and care not a
jot about reforms.” 1° 'Again, that this revolution was destined
inevitably to take place,u somuch so that, according to the same
Marxian writer, here exhibiting the inherent fatalism, the pres‑
ent social order is already “ tottering,” and “ socialists might
simply fold their arms and calmly await its dissolution.” 1’
Lastly, that, preceded by the hasteningevils, the revolution was to
happen soon. Marx himself was shrewdly non-committal; but
Bebel published the belief that it would practically beover before
the end of the last century.“ Gronlund modestly said there was
little probability of its occurring in that century, but he believed
it was already under way; 1‘ and Bellamy placed only its beginning
at the end of that century and its end at the beginning of the
present.“ ' Others are still expectant.1° Incidentally it may be
remarked that Bebel thought that Germany would take the lead in
this “ giants’ battle of the future ”; 17but Gronlund was sure the
9 5 5 , Gronlund op. c i t , H z , The Nets: ficonomy, so, 363: Bellamy. Looking

Backward, 55‐6} Kirkup, Inqu i ry into Socialism, 169. According to Engels, their
" mission " is ‘ to see to it that the little fish are swallowed by the b ig fish still
more rapidly than before," in Marx’s Ca ' ii], i i i . i43n. _ .
10Co-o native Commonwealth, 2 i. “ ocial democracy is essentially revolutionary."

in op osition to " state socialism,’ which is.“conservative," said Liebknccht at the
Socia Democratic Congress held at Berlin in November, i892.
11Gronlund, op. c i t , i58, aor. _
12 Op. c i t , 68 69 cf. i26. Gronlund also treats the future co-operative common‑

wealth as a natural growth out of the present‐the evolution of a new organism,
no t indeed the slow develo inent of a new s ecie_s, but the quick genesis of the
butterfly ou t of the caterpil ar, when the time_ ‘ r i p e for the transformatson. This
is a reason. too, why socialists of his naturalistic type ( o f “ the German school )
wi l l not plan about the details in advance. as did the earlly French architypal socialists,
since “men are not in the-habit of planning the deve opinent of a dog or a rose‑
bush," lo ‐6. S im i la r ] Vai l , Modem Socialism, 1611}. . .13Die m i , 352. c . 347, 377: also as; from inlinder. The first edition of
this work was in i878, but the proph is retained even in the thirteenth so late
as 1893, when o n ] eight years were is t f o r i ts fulfilment. Marx himself, however,
in one mood, in i so, seemed to think fi f t y years would be needed for preparat ion:
see S argo, Socialism, 327. _ ‘ . nis 8p. c i t , 299. Society, he says is already “ suflering the pangs of childbirth, . 1:8.
“ The new order [no t only is fast ripening,but] _is ainoiifst us and asser t ing itself
vigorously," 106. “ Everything is ripe, especially in the nited States, for the great
ehan e, except leaders "; and he expected soon to see " an enthusiasm rival ing that
of t e first crusade." p. v i i i . _ . _ .
“ E q u a l i t y , ch. xxxv., see aso p. 383. More particularly be dated i t s beginning

from 1873. Lassalle had date this from 1848, in his Arbut t rprogmmm i86z‐3.Cantata/trite, l. i87, ip8). . _ _ ' _
16Thus Hillquit, wr i t ing in igog, as s i g n s twen -five years as a period within which

socialism “ma y quite conceiva l y h e establishe i n some o f the most p r o g r e s s i v e
countries," Social im in Theory and Practice, m g .
11 Die F m , 377, 383. '
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United States would “ inaugurate socialism first of all,” 1" and
Bellamy so depicted the event.“ .
Too much ridicule must not be cast upon the socialists for the

false prophecy of their leaders. It is characteristic of enthusiasts
to be overconfident. But the overconfidence of the socialist
leaders is a proof that they were enthusiasts, with muchof the en‑
thusiasts’ proneness to delusion and blindness to reality. It is
probably true, asall along shown in this work, that economic con‑
ditions will, in the times approaching, with ups and downs, grow
worse; but this process will, as always before, be slow, and it may
be hundreds of years before things become so intolerable as to
warrant anything like a revolution. Meanwhile there will be
counteracting causes at work, and periods of reform will occur,
such aswe seem at the present moment to be entering. Concen‑
tration of capital has been going on tremendously since Marx
truly, but without the need of any unusual foresight, prophesied
that it would do; but the middle classes are still holding their own
through the very nature of the present corporation system, by
which ownership is widely distributed among millions of stock‑
holders.” Muchneeds to bedone to check the evils of excessively
centralised direction of industries; but political activity is already
aroused to grapple with this monster. Even the undue concentra‑

. tion of land-ownership in our country is a danger of the future
rather than of the present, although the tenant system of farming
has already grown to an alarming extent. But this slow march of
events is essentially difierent from the rapid deterioration which
was expected. That rapid decline was counted upon to disgust
people used to a better state, and to incite them to a radical re‑
sistance. A slow degradation has the effect of accustoming peo‑
ple, to the poorer conditions that almost insensibly follow one
another, and stifles any propensity to rebel.
Present-day socialists, therefore, have changed their tone. As

the world is not at once going to the dogs, they admit it is well
to make the best of it. In Germany they are “ revising” their
Marxism, and are becoming rather social reformers. Especially
in England and America revolution is frowned upon, hope being
placed in evolution.”1 The “ reclaiming ” of the sources and in‑
1 8Op. c i t , oo.
19Looking ackwnrd, r a g ‐ 4 0 .
20Marx, says Simlrliovitch, “ obviously overlooked the significance of the joint‑

stoclg company,” op. a t . 92. The socialist Bernstein (quoted ib. p6) admits. however,
the i n c r e a s e of the middle class, and would modif socialist poicy accordingly.
21Thus Pearson, Ethic o f Fus though t , 3 -8 , c . 317‐i8, 3 5 2 . ‐ first H. . Wells

in _a " looking backward " sort of Utopia, he World Set Free, still thinks a revo‑lution (coming from above, however), with the establishment of a world-republic
Will be rendered necessary, before man; more years, by the increasing wer o
man over nature. which involves irresisti le power of destruction. On this _e places
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struments of production will not be pressed till a majority of the
people in numbers and in power clearly demand it, and then the
process of taking them over by the government will be gradual.
“ There will benocoup deforce." 2’ At most the idea of a“ gen‑
eral strike ” is retained‐of a strike sometime to be perpetrated,
when all labourers in a country, or in several countries, will at
one and the same time quit work and bring every industry and
means of transportation to a standstill until the capitalists give in.
Such is still the expectation of many of the working classes; but
no sensible person can believe that there will ever, in our range
of vision, be such an agreement among the scattered and ill-in‑
formed labourers of any but a very small country; and it is plain
enough that the strikers would by starvation be brought to their
knees much sooner than the capitalists. Moreover, no such strike
could be carried into execution without force being exerted by
some workers upon others, and it would soon degenerate into a
bloody attempt at revolution. In default of this they will prac‑
tise sabotage, and nag capitalists into surrender. This, too, will
react worse upon themselves. Not even so much as this is con‑
templated by our kind-hearted socialists from the upper classes.
The process is to be wholly without the employment of force or
fraud. “ Violence,” says Hillquit, “ has no lace in the socialist
programme.” 3“ So it was described by Bel my, and though he
spoke of a great revolution, he meant a peaceful one.“ Pressure
was to be slowly brought that would make it after a while to the
interest of the capitalists voluntarily to hand over their capital,‑
the pressure of the state’s own competition, as had been advised
by Louis Blanc and by Lassalle.” Only Bellamy, like Bebel, ex‑
pected the process to begin too soon. The time set has passed,
and socialism seems as far away as ever. To‐day few socialists
attempt to predict exactly when, or how soon, their projects will
be realised. At most they say the process has already begun; but
the end they refrain from foretelling.
his hopes. The world, he says. “ was in sore need of release, and I suppose thatnothing less than the violence of .those bombs [which singly destroyed whole cities]
could ave released It and made it a healthy world a g a i n , pp. 277-8 ( o f the New
Y‘gzkszgi-Lo, Socialism, 333. He laughs at his own early expectations, 324-5.
3:ggéoiii'iaft’é Bellamy " the labour parties. assuch. never could have accom‑
lished anything on a large or permanent scale." and " the followers of the red
is " did more harm than good, and were probably subsidised by the opponents ofre prm, Lookiu Backward,“ch. xxiv. This Jvas like a red rag to Bebe‘l‘ who charac‑
terised Bellsmys work as sugared water and Bellamy himself as a benevolent
member of the middle class " who could no t bear to think of his own class being
overthrown by the lower class, and who therefore could not become a true socialist,
and was nothing more than a Utopian, Die Frau, Preface to the 9th ed.
as A follower of Lassalle, Hasen lever. had in fact, already described the gradual

formation of “productive associations" and t eir victorious competition with private
enterprises. It is transcribed in Meyer's a n p o fi o u k m p f , s o l ‐ r e .
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Still, one circumstance raises their hopes: their political party

is growing. Rapidly, indeed, has it grown of late in several
countries of Europe and in the United States. But it is signifi‑
cant that the party which is thus growing is apolitical one. It is
striving for many minor improvements beneficial to working peo‑
ple and to communities, and to prevent someof the unfairness and
corruption ractisedby corporations. This explains its increase.”
Things will)be different when its really socialistic nature shows
itself. For if socialists are ever to gain their end, the time will
come when they must decide to cross the Rubicon and attempt to
take over all private capital. Vainly is it said that the prior na‑
tionalisation of telegraphs and railways and municipalisation of
trolleys and lighting plants are preparatory measures. These are
naturalmonopolies,which ought never to have been left to private
companies, and they may be taken back with just compensation to
their present owners. To take over factories and workshops of
every description, all machinery, and all agricultural land and
mines andquarries, is somethingentirely difierent, as it is to create
a monopoly, where no monopoly existed or ought to have existed
before, and it must bedone without compensation; for to give ful l
compensation would belie the socialist principle and spoil its aim,
since the capitalists would still becapitalists; and partial and tem‑
porary compensation, given only to the richest, would bemerely a
slight douceur to placate the most powerful opponents and disarm
their opposition,” and probably would have very little success at
that. When this stage shall be reached, the political party of the
socialists will probably be abandoned by most of its adherents,
continuing to besupported only by those who expect to bebenefi‑
ciaries of the expropriation and appropriation and by the theorists
who believe that all will bebenefitted thereby. Hence there ought
to be little apprehension from the growth of the socialist party as
it is now proceeding. This party is little more than the radical
wing of the democratic party. It should be feared only by the
crass conservatives who dread any kind of innovation.
One hope of the socialists is placed on the divisions existing in

the ranks of their opponents and on their own concert.28 What‑
ever may be the division among the opponents, the advocates of
33Thefifififigflgmcrynpggs‘atigzegy’wle‘ll 331753; by Bellamy, Equality, 37‐6. _It

“ w i l l not war us so ve ry much," says Gronlundhag. cm, 130 (yet he al owe it
1 8-9 and in he New Economy. 33). “ T he socialists are not much concerne

t this issue." Hil lquit, op. c i t , 104. Spar would allow it in the case of great
conce rn ; like the Steel Trust later to be tegze away; Socialism 33377. For _a .
account of the socialist attitude on than queetion. l e e . Brooke, Amman Syndtca sun,
ch. . . . .”xgo Bebe! Die Frau, 235, am . The definitenen of the socialist programme 1:
conceded by firoolu, Tin Sam Unrest, 265.
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socialism are aslittle unanimous aswell can be. They are united,
to be sure, on the great main issues of their creed, but on the de‑
tails they have as many opinions as there are sides that can be
taken. Their fundamental agreement is sufficient while they are
ony a party without power; but if their cause should ever become
imminently practical, then the details would of necessity require
to be filled in, and the disagreement of opinion concerning them
which now exists would lead to dissension of passion and conflict
in acts. Some of the details would, in fact, become the most im‑
portant questions of all. Especially these two: who are to own
the expropriated capital? and how are the products to be dis‑
tributed among the owners? To put off the decision of these
questions beyond the seizure is to invite a quarrel over the spoils.
A warning should be taken from what recently happened in the
Balkans, where the allies fell out after their victory because they
had not beforehand settled the question what they were going to
do with their conquests. But the socialists have not been able to
make up their minds on the above two questions, and probably
never will beable, because their own principles and the nature of
things provide no consistent answer.
In order not to win our point too easily, let us not dwell on the

resistance which the classes to be expropriated will make to any
attempt to introduce full socialism, and which, instead of being
diminished, will be increased by the growth of trusts and the wide
ramification of their share-holding and the immensely concen‑
trated power of their directorates. Let us also not dwell on the
fact that the most intelligent of the lower classes are ascompetent
to take as good care of themselves under present conditions as
they would be likely to get under socialism, and the allied phe‑
nomenon, the constant defection of the labourers’ leaders as they
rise in the economic scale, join the strata above, and leave the
lower classes in a headless state,” except for the “ intellectuals ”
from the upper classes, whom the labourers distrust. Let us
rather suppose that these difficulties have been overcome, and
having won their first victory by destroying the present system,
the socialists are on the point of setting up and imposing their
own system,‐what is it to be? Capital is expropriated from its
present owners, but who are to appropriate it? The collectivity,
says the general theory. But what is the collectivity? The work‑
ing people, say the working people. They are the great body of
the people‐ninety-six per cent. of them, said Lassalle, who also
transplanted Sieyés’s assertion from the third to the fourth estate,
that they, though now treated asnought,ought to be recognisedas
” C f . Brooks, The Social Unrnf, 3 ‐4 , American Syadkalirm. 98-9.
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the whole.” Very naturally to the hand-labouring and wage‑
eaming classes the most attractive idea is that they themselves are
going to own the capital they are using ‐ the capital which they
say they, the labourers, have produced. This is the object con‑
stantly held before the labourers by their organisations and their
orators.“1 “ We workmen,” an English Syndicalist is uoted as
saying, “ will know better how to organise production, i we only
succeed in getting r id of you, the capitalist pest.” “3 He can only
mean that they will organise and manage it better for themselves;
but there is reason to believe they will act like Samson in pulling
the roof down that covers them, although, unlike him, they will
do sowhile believing they are going to make it give better shelter.
But how will they “set about it? Are the work people of each
factory to own that factory, and so in every individual case?”
Or are the workers in any general industry to own the establish‑
ments of that industry in common,“ or companies being formed
for the purpose? “5 Or are simply all working people to own all
land and capital? This is the more usual demand, that of “ col‑
lective ” ownership, without any definition of the collection, seem‑
ingly for the very reason it is the most general and indefinite. But
it, too, will require to be made particular and definite before it
can be applied. '
A l l working people, then, are to own all the sources and instru‑
soGcmmtnlerkt, Lag;
si Thus the Indu Workers of the World ( t he I. W. W . ) in the Preamble

adopted in. their fourth convention expressed themselves: “ The working class and
the employing class have nothing in common. . . . Between these two classes a struggle
must go on unt i l the workers o f the. world organise as a class, take possess i on o fthe machinery of production, and abolish the wage-system. . . . It is the historic ‘
s i o n of the working class to do away with capitalism. The army of production
must be organised . . . to ca r r y on production when capital shall be overthrown.
By organising industrially we are forming the structure of the new society within
the shell of the old," quoted by Brooks, American fivndwalirtgt, 86‐7. For other
quotations from these and other workers to the same e ect. see in that work pp. 79 ,
r ag , 1 r ‐a , l o o ‐ 1 , 1&5-6. . . ' _
sz opied by Broo s from guotations in American I. W. W. literature, op. cat" 25.
as Thus Brooks quotes agitators at certain strikes tell ing the workers that “ at

m i l l " was r ight l theirs, ofi. a t . 2:19: 210 , 337. This, of course, is the.aim of
the anarchists. hus after t e outbre of the alresent war in Euro e. early in 1915,
an International Anarchist Monster-to on the or was issued in ondon, advising
the outcasts of society that “ they should no t par t with their arms unti l they have
settled accounts With their oppressors, unt i l they have taken land and factory and
workshop for themselves," reprinted in Mother Earth, New York, May. 1915.
u Brooks quotes Odon For as recommending the revolution-aim “ he railways

for the railwaymen," op. cst., _198. Gronlund would have " every distinct branch
of industry," tradehand profession, formed into'a distinct trades un i o n . “ m a n a g i n g
i ts internal affairs itself, but 'subject to collective control," Comparative Common‑
wealth, 194. (" The great achievement of the coming commonwealth will be . . . to
make the work ing classes the or me ppwer of society ” 184.) '85Soat the Congress of the nternational at Brussels in 1868, a committee. report
recommended that “ the uarries, coal and other mines, as well as. the railroads,
should belong to the socia collectivity, represented by the state." which_ would g i v e
them " no t to the capitalists, as at present, but to the workingmen's societies: " and
the arable land “ should be given to agricultural companies, as the m i n e s to mining
companies the railroads to workingmen’s companies." while canals, roads, telegrap
lines, and forests “ should remain as the collective property of the society," in
Villetard's History of the International, u s , cf. 1:7.
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ments of production which working people work with or have
made. But as, under socialism, all people whatsoever, except the
young, the old, and the incapable, are to be made into working
people, and as all the old at least, if not the young and the imbe‑
cile, are to be treated on an equality with the workers, this means
that practically all the adult and sane people (not ninety-six, but
one hundred per cent. of them) are to be the owners ‐ the public
at large, absolutely the whole collectivity. But now, apart from
the above questions about the internal division of the ownership,
certain political considerations necessarily enter in, that are based
on questions of geographical distribution. The people are to be
the owners in common‐the people as forming a body, a collec‑
tion. But what bodies or collections of people are there to be?
Are the common owners of all the land and of all that is on the
land to be a village, a township, a city, a province or state, a
nation, a race covering a continent, or the whole population of the
earth, the whole world? Unless the last, there is still property
owned by some to the exclusion of others.“ The principle of
socialism is that all human beings have equal rights, and to equal
things; upon which is based the demand that all should betreated
alike, all should have the same opportunity to labour, all should
be required to perform the same amount of labour, and all should
receive the same reward. The principle is world-wide: how then
can there be any local divisions?” The world-wide principle is
the ideal for the future, it may he replied: still, continuing neces‑
sity sets certain limitations.“8 But present necessity does not
define the limitations, and socialists are left adrift as to whether
they shall be centralisers or decentralisers, nationalists or com‑
munists. In either case their principle of equality comes to grief.
A people occupying and owning one region may possess more
fertile soil, more prolific mines, more convenient routes of con‑
veyance, than a people occupying and owning another region,
so that for the same amount of labour the reward in articles of
consumption distributed to all equally in the former region may be
much greater than that obtained in the latter. Should not the
richer peeple then share their greater wealth with the poorer? If
they attempt to do so in this case, they must attempt to do so in
all, yielding to the still poorer, and exacting from the still richer;
aeCf. W. Cooke Taylor criticisin the Owenites: “ It is a mere delusion, if not

a downright fraud, to tall: about t e abolition of private proper ty, when at mostit is_oply'pro osed to transfer the right~ at: property from an individual to an
association T e Natural H u t o r y of Civilisation, l. 75.
81So 0 old Owen. Fourier advised placing the world-capital at Constantinople.

Wells places it above Brissago among the Alps. The World Set Free, 149‐50. 174,
H 5 , 2 7 . ,
88Cf. Bellamy, Looking Backward, x4x-z.
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and the complete operation would amount to the formation of a
world-state, which has been admitted to be at present impractica‑
ble, and which will not be practicable until transportation be made
many times more rapidand cheaper than it now i s . If they refuse
to do so, has not the poorer people a right, on socialist principles,
to demand it, and on the revolutionary prinCiples of most soc1al‑
ists, to compel its demand by force or by pressure of some sort.
Or another mode of adjustment may be resorted to: indiViduals
from the poor region may migrate and settle in the richer reg ion ,
and join the body of owners of that region, being admitted in to
sharing in the ownership. UnderWidely adopted soc1alisma con‑
siderable tendency might be expected to such migrations in search
of better conditions. It would be the best way also of correcting
the disproportionate populations of different regions, the over‑
crowded ejecting their surplus upon the underpeopled. But Will
the occupiers of the richest reg ions consent to admit every one
from everywhere‐men of different races, too, possibly? Will
the inhabitants of our Pacific coast, for instance, aga in open their
ports to the coolies of China, and having formerly refused them
admission merely as wage-eamers, will they now welcome them
as co-partners and co-owners of all their wealth? If they do,
what security have they that the Chinese will not overwhelm them
and reorganise the country, reducmg them perhaps to wage‑
earners? If they do not, what title can they show to their ex‑
cluSive ownership of that favored region? Will they not be
favourites of fortune, contrary to their principle, which demands
the correction of nature’s unfairness? Moreover, if they or
other inhabitants of rich and populous regions do not admit
imm1grants freely (for apart from racial considerations there
are e c o n om i c conditions that make it undesirable to admit out‑
Siders ” ) , what is to prevent the people of less favoured or over‑
populated regions, whether socialists or not, from coveting their
89Such is the condition of old countries, where natural sources of supplies arealready fully drawn upon, and which have reached the eriod of what economistseall': diimnishiug returns,” where additional numbers, though their labour makes

addition to the a gate wealth, ye t does not do so in the same proportion, so that
the average weal is diminished. Yet it may be to the interest of the poor f rom
a count ry in a still worse condition to o to such a country. It is o n ] a count ry
like ou r own up ti l l recently, where additional numbers, by combining eir labour,
and having abundance of natural sources to work upon. increase the average wealth,
that newcomers are positively welcome. But before many centuries, it n o t decades,
no such countries will be le f t in the world. provided there be no setback to
progress, as socialists believe there will no t be. Already Pearson thinks it a great
advantage of the socialistic state that it can regulate the population by excludin
outsiders, whereas in our regime the capitalists admit them to keep down wages, Ethic
of Freethought, 319 ‐20 , 33 q, 42 ‐ 4 , Chances of Death, i. 137-8. One of the first
acts of the labourers of arm. w en they came into power in 1848, was to expel
foreign workmen: see Chevalier, me sur l'Orgasiiration du Travail, Paris 3848,2p. i' a‐s. Gronlund positively advocates such a course for our country um “ I ! “ ‑“e: t lib a new “ hi lier ethics," as it would be necessary for the esta shment of

1 90137." Tie New Economy, 142-5.
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land and attacking them? Furtherfore, even if socialism were
adopted everywhere throughout the world, it is certain that it
would not becarried out soperfectly in some reg ions as in others,
that is, it would in some reg ions be carried out imperfectly, it
would work badly, and the people there would be discontented,
and might revert to fighting. Or those who do make a good use
of their own territory might Wish to deprive those who do not of
theirs, which, according to the arch-socialist More, they would
have a right to do.‘0 And if socialism is not adopted everywhere
at once, fighting nations or races would be left over, who, for the
same just ( i f this beallowed) or for another unjust reason,might
attack them from the outside. It is seen, therefore, that soc1alism
does not get r id of causes of contention, since it does not, and
cannot, get r id of inequality, leavmg it between reg i on and region,
or between people and people, asnature has arranged.“
This continued liability to warfare in spite of the best that

socialists can do, ought to settle their dispute between communism
and nationalism. The term “communism” is allied etymologi‑
cally more directly with “ commune ” than with “ common.” In
the smallest political divisions (townships, which in Latin coun‑
tries are called communes), the citizens may hold their land in
common, or may go further and also put their produce in common
and share it equa l y. " The latter is perfect communism; but the
, former is socialistic c o mm u n i s m (or communardism). Commun‑
ism of this sort is desired by the socialists that advocate decen‑
tralisation. Bebe], followmg Engels is a good specimen. He
considers the state merely a machine run by the upper classes for
the preservation of private property or capitalism,“ so that in
domg away With such property and with those classes, socialism
does away With the state, whose first proper act is also its last
act. In i t s place is to be set a mere administration or directorate

so “ They [the Utopians count this the most just cause of war, when any people
. holdeth a piece of g roun void and vacant to no good nor profitable. use. keeping
other[s] f rom the use and possession of i t , which [who] notwithstanding by the
law of nature ought thereby to be nourished and relieved," Utopia, 90. It is the same
principle as the socialists adopt in refusing to permit any individual landowner to
continue to hold his land in id eness and exclude others from using i t .
41Hence the fatuity of the assertion attributed to the labour-leader Eugene V.

Debs: “ When the workin pen le own this coun t r y and other countries. there will
be no war," in The New ork imes, March 8. 1917.
42Thus, fo r instance, the tribe of the Vaecaei among the Celtiberians in Spain

according to Diodorus ( V . 34. 3 ) . redistributed their land every year, and divid
the crop equally, punishing with death those who held anything back (as Ananils and
Sapphira were treated).48Fo r this he has some gustification in the principles of so-called- liberalism. or
the a r t y principles of the mi dle classes, first most completely and explicitly enunciated
by £0cke. who said " the chief end of gove rnmen t i s the prese rva t i on o f property,"
and even that “ government has no other end.” _(but who under the term “ property "
included “ lives, iberties, and es ta tes " ) , Of Civil Government, 5! 85. 95; is c . i .Cf. also Linsuet: laws _“ are designated primarily to insure property fights?" {been
dc: Lois do u, w Pmmpes fondammtou do a Socs'été, 1767, p. 195.
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of the processes of production, which, considerably centralised
however, will rest upon the communes, where all the men and
women will participate in the elections for the central directorate
and in the management of their own affairs.“ What the central
committee is, that is, how large a circle of communes it represents,
whether it is confined to or transcends present boundaries, leaving
nationalities intact,“ is nowhere described, though he even speaks
of “ distant provinces." ‘° But the communes are to extend every‑
where, and in them, and between them, is to reign equality and
brotherly love. Now, Bebel knew very well that such communes,
in the form of clans or tribes, were the primitive divisions of man‑
kind," and that within them, though not between them, there
reigned communism of property, equality (of a sort), and
brotherly love (also of a sort, for mutual protection). He there‑
fore described socialism as leading mankind finally back to its
starting po i n t ‐ t o its primitive communism before private prop‑
erty and its guardian state were thought o f . “ Reactionismof the
most radical kind seems therefore to have been his creed. It is
Rousseau’s love of barbarism and of small societies still outcrop‑
ping. Rousseau’s views were shared by many political writers of
his time ‐ by Helvetius, for example, and by Condorcet and other
revolutionaries. Attempts were made in the French revolution to
introduce such an organisation of the nation based on self-manag‑
ing communes; but the logic of events prevented. Prior to that,
it had been introduced into some of our North American colonies
at first, only to beabandoned after very brief experience of its in‑
convenience. FromFrance the Channel was crossed, and Godwin
advocated such a constitution of society.“ It reappears wher‑
ever socialism appears. Our own socialist Spargo rejoices in re ‑
peating that according to Morgan and other sociologists mankind
lived under communism for ninety-five thousand years, and in‑
vented the potter’s wheel, the lever, the sail, and the loom (all
which is questionable), beside the cultivation of cereals, the do‑
mestication of animals, and the smelting of some metals.“ Yet
small and rudimentary was the progress during those ninety-five
thousand years compared with the progress since the institution of
private property and of the state within the last five thousand
1:gift form 2335; iugw'gghziifofi'nyfl'alt'ioifil{fail-31g, The Manifesto of the

Socialist League. p- 3‑
46Die Frau, 296. . _
41It was taught him by his master, Marx, Zur Kri t ik def poktischen Oekan‘q‘mu, n. ,

30. (of.the 2d ed., also p. xix, gmblilhed la te r ) , Capital, i. 366-7, cf. 386m. 111. 9 .
48Du Frau, 347, 348, cf. 26 , 396
“Po l i t i ca l Justice, V I vi '. 1.
soSocialism, 7, 101 . See L. H. Morgan's Ancient Society, 38‐9. where the assum

lion it made 0 a round hundred thousand years of man's existence upon the ant
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years. “The history,” says Maine, of several property and of
civilisation “ cannot bedisentangled.” “
Verily, communism has been tried, and it has failed. Every‑

where it has either been abandoned or it has given occasion, not
only to slothfulness and backwardness," but to oppression and
anarchy. Rarely was this condition peaceful. The communes of
the barren regions invaded the rich regions: the highlanders regu‑
larly raided the lowlanders. When this condition came to an end,
it came to an end because some of the communes turned conquer‑
ing into a trade. Several united and, becoming more powerful
than their neighbours, adopted the system of protecting from
other raiders the communes that submitted to them and paid them
tribute, with so much benefit that others applied of their own
accord for protection, ofl’ering tribute. In this way various ruling
centres were established in distant regions, and, growing out‑
wardly, came into contact with one another as states or nations.
There is no reason why the same process would not be repeated,
if the world again adopted communism. The majority of the
communes might be moral and peace-loving, but if one set of
rufiians should remain, they might ride rough-shod over all the
rest, and the more readily, the more peace-loving the rest were.
There are, however, some regions where remnants of such primi‑
tive communism still exist, to wit Russia and India; and there it
haspermitted the people to beoppressedby others, in India by out‑
siders, in Russia by its own government. In Russia the mirs, or
communes, are self-gaverning little republics of peasants, manag‑
ing their afiairs in common. Above them till the other day was
the most tyrannous government of nobles the world has ever
known, culminating in an autocrat modelled on the degenerate
Byzantine emperor. Such tyranny was permitted because of the
lack of power which the system of innumerable petty and dis‑
tinct communes necessarily entailed. It gave rise to the doctrine
of anarchy as the remedy for such oppression, because in Russia
it was this superior government of the state that was desired to
be got r id of, not the little governments, which are hardly called
such, of the peasants themselves. Elsewhere a similar movement,
going not so far, yet opposes patriotism, and incites to interna‑
tionalism or cosmopolitanism, indulging in gushing sentimentality
about humanity.“ Rid of any superior or national government,

51 Village-Communities in the Bart and Wa t , 230.
52Thus Arnold Toynbee quotes Arthur Young and others to the effect that in

Eu land “ t h e common or open field system " kept agriculture in a wretched'con‑
dition, and that improvement followed upon enclosures, The Industrial Revolution of
the Eighteenth Century in England, i s , 6_9 ( o f the cheap ed.).asLaveleye ( L e Socialism: pommpormu, 204‐511.) quote. an e x t n v nt example,
from an article in Le Revolution politique et local. Apr i l 16, 1871, Muscle. Noam:
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the men of free spirit would be able to hover about between the
little communes, unhampered by any inter-commune law like our
inter-state acts. But the dissolution of any present state into such
communes would only expose them to be sub]ugatedby some other
external power, or by some power a r i smg amongst themselves,
as above described. As we have seen further back, such little
communities, like the City-states of old, can be safely formed only
when the defence is stronger than the attack,‐only when i r o n is
rare and dear, and when stone ramparts, and even mud walls,
afford protection. And that condition Will a r r i v e aga in only after
the decline of our civilisationhas well set i n . Meanwhile, reliance
upon a morality that does not eXist and is not likely to exist, is
futile. Our own morality cannot save: whether there shall be
warfare depends on the morality of others. And the fighting
spirit and the spirit of rap ine are still too strong in m e n ‐and in
women too, who Will urge their men on. Yet in a world in which
men do steal and murder indiVidually and collectively, the social‑
ists, each set in their own country, would deliberately weaken and
enervate their own nation, and in so doing expose it to bullying
and to conquest at the hands of other nations.“ They donot even
perceive that fighting is Just as likely to take place between small
communities as between large communities, and if in the former
case it be on a smaller scale, this Will be made up for by greater
frequency. Or if brotherly love may keep small communities
from fighting, it may equally well, and no better, be relied upon
to keep large states from fighting. Not ti l l morality beperfect in
others aswell as in oneself (and in oneself aswell as in others),
Will fighting cease.
The communistic soualists of to-day, however, are not the mere

communists (or communards) of old: they intend to have a con‑
federation of the communes, represented by a general assembly
of delegates. But what the extent, what the duties, and especially
what the authority of the confederation, or confederations, are to
“ L a patrie, un in un erreurl L’humanité, an fait t i n e vérité . . . Les peuples
sont réres . . . La rance est morte. L'humanité la remplace . . . Notre patrie estpartout of: _l’_on vit l ivre, on You travaille." Laveleye comparegwith the last the
' ubi bene, ib i pa t r i a " of ou r upper-class world-"otters: cf. above, i. i i s n . Yesterday
in our count M r. Debs has wr i t t en : “ I have no country to fight fo r ; i n countryis the earth; ama citizen of the world,” in the Appeal to Reason Girard’,’ Kansas,
Sept. i i 1915. He is sti l l merely fol lowing Marx and Engels, who in their Com‑
munist Manifesto, Part I L , said “Workmen have no country." Forel would 1a
down the great commandment to be: “ Thou shalt love humanity more than thyself, ’
The Sexual Question, 45 . He is here coupling the strongest of sentiments with a
v e r y diluted and weak idea. A better adaptation of sentiments to ideas or things,
would be to tel l people to respect humanity, work for the welfare of their coun t ry,
be fr iendly to their neighbours, and love their relatives and companions.
64Thus Bax: “ T h e foreign policy of the great international socialist par ty must

be to break up these hideous race monopolies, called empires, beginning in each
case at home,” The Religion of Socialism, 336. Cf. above, 9. 9, n. i .
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be, they have little to say: these things are to bedecided when the
time comes. We in the United States, however, know that con‑
federations are weak; and especially weak would be one whose
only function is to serve asanadminister of business: little could it
contribute to the defence of the communes, if some on the out‑
skirts were attacked by their outside neighbours, or to the settle‑
ment of internal disputes, if the communes came to blows amongst
themselves, or if one, or a few combining, began to arm for the
conquest of their surroundingneighbours. To obviate this defect,
the centralisers come forward, who would have the nation re‑
garded as the unit. In our country they would go even further
than our unionists, and would obliterate our States. “ The co‑
operative commonwealth,” says Gronlund, “ will only know of a
Nation,with abig,very bigN.”5" Still our country would beleft
with something like a thousand counties, and unless care were
taken to give themnothingbut political power, they would becom‑
munes andwould interferewith the centralisation.“ There would
also be crossings of power, if trades and professions 'were per‑
mitted to regulate themselves, as for instance a railway manage‑
ment might extend from New York to San Francisco. Various
would be the bodies of men whose interests would clash before it
could besettled where power, and where ownership, should reside.
Or let the nation be the sole owner, its ownership would be only
titular, like that of the English king, unless its representative, the
national assembly, took over the management of everything.
This central power would have to use authority, backed up by

force, to constrain the local divisions or communes to dowhat they
ought to do were they autonomous,‐ for instance, to admit
strangers from elsewhere, or if the migrating of individuals were
carried to.excess or to the injury of some communes, it might have
to forbid migration and coop everybody up in his own commune,
as the English poor, when in danger of needing the poor-law
relief, were confined to their own parishes, or asMore’s Utopians
were supposed to be restricted to their own precincts and per‑
mitted to wander beyond the borders only with special license from
the prince." . A l l sorts of regulations would, in fact, have to be
enacted or decreed, so that socialism has become almost synony‑
mous with a tendency to enlarge the functions of government.“
55Comparative Commonwealth, 176.
58It is significant that Vail, who followed Gronlund in most details even on the

subject of government, ye t said: “ A l l socialists work fo r the decentralisation of
government. . . . Local self-government is their watchword,” Modem Socialism, 70.
57 Utopia, 96. That was written long before the foolish poor-laws with their law

of settlement; but there was a model f o r it in the law of 12 Richard I L , which wasmsgqluzlly unjust law made by the upggr classes for their own benefit
is is admitted_by Gronlund,)! wrote: ' “.The owth of state activi is the

true rationale of socialism," op. a t , 107. Socralum. owever, is so defin mostly
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Notwithstanding the declarations of many socialists to the con‑
t rary," its performance must have a trend toward despotism, irk‑
some to men of self-reliant feeling and repressive of full develop‑
ment.“0 There would on the part of the governed be evasion and
resistance; and who knows whether the people in this or that
nation will ever allow such regulations, necessary for the success
of socialism, to be enacted or enforced? And on the part of the
governors, it is quite conceivable that they might not have the
capacity to execute so immense a job, even if they tried with the
best intentions. But'what guarantee is there that from the be‑
ginning or after a while they.would exert their best endeavours to
conduct things properly and Justly for the equal interest and bene‑
fit of everybody? Might they not t ry to manage things for their
own advantage? Enormous power would be placed in their
hands, and immense temptation. Quite possible is it that we
should have the whole gamut of governmental corruption over
again, involving tyranny, and perhaps one of its natural conse‑
quences, rebellion.
This result would be reached not only because of the difliculties

connected with the geographical distribution of ownership and
power, but because of the difficulties involved in the other ques‑
tion raised above, as to the guiding principle by which the power
is to be regulated, that is, as to how the products of the common
labour are to be divided among the common owners of the land
and the capital.
First of all come the different demands: by some that the dis“‑

tribution shall beequal to all, byothers that it shall bein propor‑
t i on to every one’s needs, by others again that it shall be in pro‑
portion to the work performed, measured, according to some, by
time and according to others, by efliciency. When the day ar‑
rives that one or another of these systems must be adopted instead
of beingmerely discussed, will there not be quarrelling over the
selection? Especially between the first and the last, division of

, b . , r ' , 6 , 6 , 6 . C . H _o?’e?’f§2°35'.a¥m’qf thaw“; ffiz’fii‘i', §{°’.'°’"’ " ‘5 3° 3’ f ,
so . ‘ . Bellamy, Looking Backwur , 116‐17; and pargo, who expects social authority

to be re need to a minimum, Soctalism, 28 , cf. 393 as to marriage.
to This has been proved in to the hi l t hy Spencer in his essay From Freedom to

Bondage, which has never een refuted by a socialist, although a weak reply to
his expanded The Coming Slavery was essayed by Frank Fairman in a short pamphlet
entitled Herbert Spencer on Socialism. London. 1884. in which l i t t le more is done
than hurl against Spencer the earlier and cruder views of his Social Staticrz Theon? socialists yvho actually expected to realise their scheme were the consp i ra torsun emBabeuf in 1797, and the pre ared their constitution in advance. Some of
its articles may be found in Su r e s utoi re du Commumsme, 302‐3. Among them
the Supreme Administration was to have authority to send the workers f rom one

' to another and to provide for a deficit in one region by takin from the10031131 _
supe ui ty in another. Only in sexual matters, as we have seen, woul liberty beallowed, and there to noun ‐as a sort of compensation for the absence of it in
econom i c matters.
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interest will show itself ; for the lazy and incompetent will demand
equality of income, or at least payment of labour measured by
time; while the active and energetic, who know that most of what
is accomplished will be their work, will desire inequality and pay‑
ment of labour to bemeasured by efliciency. Who will decide? ‑
the majority? Then it may bedecided one way in one commune,
and another in another ; or must it be a majority of a country?
Then one coun may decide it one way and another another; or
must it be a majority throughout all the confederated socialistic
countries, in some international assembly? And suppose the ma‑
jority be small, and the minority, feeling sore, be inclined to be
recalcitrant? Moreover, how about the non-workers‐ the
young, the old,and the incapable? It is easy now for the socialists
to be good and kind in advance, and to say that these will be
treated like children, like parents, like brothers, and will begiven
the same income as the workers, or at least all that they need.
Butwhen the time comes for the workers, in whom the real power
shall reside, to make the sacrifice, will they do it to the full extent
of the enerous plan they now promise? And will the workers ‑
the migdle-aged competent ones, uponwhom the burden of society
shall reall rest,‐‐will they admit the aged non-workers, the
emeriti, w 0 are retired and pensioned, to take part in the direc‑
tion of the distribution? Bellamy would have the retired old men
and women make the appointments of officers and directors, copy‑
ing the system of some of our colleges, where, in fact, the alumni
often are the supporters of the institution by their benefactions
and patronage. But Bebel would have the workers do all the
appointing or electing.‘1 The former method might yield better
results; but does it appear sojust to those who are doing the work,
and would they submit to it? Should the beneficiaries control the
benefactors?
If these difficulties be settled, there will come the difficulties of

measurements. Some kind of money of account may be em‑
ployed. Then if incomes are to beequal, it will besimple enough
to put to every one’s credit every year the same number of mone‑
tary units. The question will then be confined to the prices of the
products. Now prices are determined by the supply and the
demand in the market, with the ‘result that in any kind of article
a given supply is taken 06 by the greatest number of those who
desire it most and have other articles to give for it, and in the case
of articles the supply of which may be varied the greatest supply
is produced up to a point beyond which more could be gained by
producing something else. This at least is the case except as it
01See above, p. as. n. 31.
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be interfered with by the formation of mono lies. But in the
socialistic system the state, or whatever be e common owner,
is one big monopolist of all things, and its setting of prices can
only beartibrary. The socialists hold that the only principle for
determining prices is the labour-time expended in producing the
articles. On this more will be said when the socialist theory
comes under review. Here be it noted that in many articles
inferior qualities take just as much time and labour to produce
asdo superior qualities, such asthe good and bad apples from the
same of neighbouring orchards, or the good and bad wine from
the same or neighbouringvineyards. If no difference of price be
set upon them, it will be a matter of chance who gets the best,
or those who have the luck of being the nearest will have the first
choice. Perhaps some of these with less fastidious taste will ex‑
change their given amount for a larger amount of the inferior,
and thus get.more than those who are left with the original amount
of the inferior. This is precisely what now happens in the case
of all the produce from the land,and is the cause of rent, somuch
decried by the socialists. Also in the case of different kinds of
articles, cost of production is a false standard, aswe do not value
a work of ar t and a factory roduct in proportion to the amount
of labour spent upon them. f this proportion be forcibly applied
to them, it will have the effect of hindering the production of the
articles underrated. This result will be most prominent if the
system be adopted of measuring reward by labour and requiring
every one to labour the same time; which is one of the schemes.
Gronlund, it is true, emphatically declares that “our common‑
wealth leaves everybody at perfect liberty to work asmuch or as
little ashepleases,or not at all, but makes his consumption exactly
commensurate with his performances.” “3 But elsewhere the.
same Gronlund, after stating that four hours a day of labour from
everybody would produce enough to enable every one to live in
comfort, asks “why should anybody then object to being re‑
strained from working more than six or four hours a day?” ”
It would, indeed be contrary to the socialist demand for equality
to permit any one to work eight or twelve hours a da at a
remunerative occupation, when the state has settled upon our as
suflicient, asthat would enable some persons to earn and to possess
double and treble what the rest have, and would lead to their
acquiring more consideration and power in the state than others.
The socialists, therefore, are almost unanimous in the opinion that
the state, or what takes its place, should regulate the hours of
asCoopnofiv t Comm-nub. no .
C I0 ) . c i t , m .
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remunerative employment, after which everybody may work or
not at his own favourite occupation or hobby.
We have already touched on this subject,“ but a few more

remarks may be made. A man with talent for painting, it is
admitted, may do his four-hour stunt of manual labour every
day, by which he earns the living the state gives him, and after
that he may paint pictures to his heart’s content. But may he
sell them? If others admire and are willing to give him some of
their possessions, or some of their money of account, or claim
upon the common store, in exchange for his by-products, will the
state step in here and prevent? If it does not, this man may earn
more than do the generality of men, and here we have inequality
again. If it does prevent such exchanges for money or for
articles of comfort, it can hardly prevent a painter from exchang‑
ing his superfluous paintings for a sculptor’s superfluous statues,
for a musician’s music, for the fine productions of other artists,
so that talented men will form a clique possessing much better
things among themselves than ordinary men do. Or if the state
goes on and forbids all exchanges, and if it be expected that the
painter in question shall give his paintings away, make them in the
first place for the common halls, or keep on making them for
himself only or for his friends, the expectation that many- men
with talent will be prolific and will carry their skill to a high
proficiency, is probably doomed to disappointment. Socialists are
fond of declaiming upon the advantages of their system in giving
leisure and encouragement for the cultivation of the arts and
sciences; but it is a strange kind of encouragement which takes
away the opportunity of profiting by excellence. ,
Then suppose it is decided that incomes shall be different, al‑

lowance being made for difierent efficiency of labour, as intended
by some of our socialists. Still this plan has reference mostly to
the different efficiency of the manual workers in the public work‑
shops, and includes at most the difference between manual labour
in general and the mental labour of the directors of industry, all
engaged on their enforced daily task of producing for what God‑
win called “ the general bank of common advantage.” °" The
same difiiculty about the disposal of work done outside these hours,
and the suppression of the extra remuneration of the unusual
excellence of genius will still continue, and there will beadded the
further difiiculty of measuring the relative efficiency of the actually
producing work of the hands and of the planning and directing
work of the head. This difficulty we have already noticed, and
64Above, . 40.
05Politic Justice, V. vi.
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have seen it to beinsuperable.“ Only some arbitrary scheme can
be adopted, which, if it underrates the worth of head-work, we
have seen to be frought with great danger to the continuance of
civilisation." Here the point is that, there being no norm to
decide the standard, there will be dispute and dissension between
prospective hand-workers and head-workers, which perhaps will
never be permanently settled, or will be settled differently in dif‑
ferent parts of the socialist world, with different effects upon the
prosperity of the parts. There will not be the plain sailing the
socialists profess to anticipate.
Now, if all these difi'iculties be overcome and some plan be set‑

tled upon, will there be the happy results that are promised?
The labouring classes are egged on with the bait dangled before
their eyes, that when they are emancipated from capitalistic con‑
trol and become the sole class and sole owner of the whole state
and all its land and capital, they will then receive the whole prod‑
uct of their labour, with only “3a slight deduction to pay the run‑
ning expenses of the central administration. Some socialists have
even placed this deduction at no higher a figure than five per
cent.,°' which is favourably contrasted with the estimate roundly
made by Marx and commonly accepted by his followers, that now
they are mulcted of half the value they create. But under social‑
ism itself there will have to be deducted from the products turned
out by the so-called “ workingmen ” or “labourers,” the manual
operatives, enough to support not only the central administrators
and census-takers, but also the administrators of each farm, mine,
and factory,‐ the clerks and care-takers, etc., also the carters and
other distributors, including railway hands and all the running
expenses of railways, steamboats, telegraphs, and the like; not
only these, but by the workmen actually turning out consumable
goods must be supported the workmen and their managers (en‑
gineers, architects, etc.) engaged in replacing old and producing
new capital, as in constructing railways, bridges, cars, locomotives,
ships, docks, factories and their machinery, public buildings, etc.;
beside these, also the young and the old and the crippled or dis‑
abled and the insane and their guardians, nurses, pregnant women
and recent mothers, and the educators‐school-teachers, college
professors, as well as scientists engaged in research, physicians
and surgeons, let alone clergymen, if their occupation is to be
00Above, p. a t .
01Above, pp 4374.asS argo, ocular-m. 315.
09 f. Gronlund, op. cm, 154, 143, 153. Gronlund expected to get most of the

public revenue from rent, or the surplus product of exceptionally good land. Stil l
this will mean that those who work on that land will n o t get the whole, or anywherenear the whole. of_their produce. Hueuklever pu t the limit as high as ten per cen t ,
i n Meyer's E m p a m u k a m p f . m7.
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retained, for lawyers at least will bemostly dispensed with. I f ,
asBellamy expected, the labour-life of workmen were to beonly
twenty-four years, this is but half a life-time; wherefore every
workman, while actually working, would have to support another
person in idleness, in order that when he is idling another may
support him, as each one must replacewhat was expended on him
when achild, and prepare for what is to beexpendedon himwhen
retired. Evidently the deductions from every farmer, miner, and
factory hand,will amount to considerably more than fifty per cent,
and therefore equal what Marx and his followers complain of.
Moreover, i f , as Marx and some socialists admit, the labourers
must bepaid according to their efficiency, and the efficiency of the
so-called non-productive professions, such as teaching, designing,
and supervising, is recognised as higher than that of the manual
labourers engaged in the actual work of production, these latter
will find themselves still at the bottom of the scale, and their lot
will be sovery little improved over what it is at present, that they
will be all the more discontented because of the deception that
has been practised upon them. Al l this is evenon the supposition
that socialism is working well. It is true that much of the
deduction will come back to the hand-workers in public benefits
and future support. But to recognise this requires in the mass
the faculty of thrift, prevision, and perseverence, which is lacking
in so many individuals. It is more likely, then, that productive
labourers will resist such deductions, and taking the whole or
most of their products for themselves, will not leave over enough
for the managing part of the society, while the beneficiary part
(the young, the aged, and the incapable) will,go in want. Capital
will not be sufficiently renewed, and when the old is used up, the
labourers will find themselves appreciably nearer to the state of
nature again. Or if the productive labourers are kept in restraint,
their principal gain will bethat of security; they must besupplied
with work, and if not, they must still be supported, aswell as are
those who are providedwith work. But this fact is just what will
render work indifferent to them, and solittle will beproduced that
all will likewise before long be reduced to poverty. The mutual
recriminations and disputes that will ensue, will only hasten the
decline into misery.
Even apart from this, when the new society is once instituted,

what guarantee is there that the work will be done and the distri‑
bution carried out as intended? In a minor point, if remunera‑
tion bedenied to the private work done outside the hours devoted
to the public, will there not be the same tendency to underhand
evasion, itself fraudulent, and leadingto contempt of law,asexists
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to-day when many governmental regulations are not observed?
As for the public work, on the tendency to shirk labour on the
part of the manual labourers,we have already commented." But
on the part of the mental workers, who plan and direct, beside a
tendency to shirk their jobs manifested by some, will there not be
in others a tendency to succumb to the temptation of profiting by
their position to divert advantage to themselves? For instance,
those superintending the distribution‐what is to prevent them
from distributing more to themselves and their friends than to
others, or from seeing to it that their enemies get the least? A
democratic system of government is relied upon by some, includ‑
ing the recall of all ofiicials upon suspicion of i l l behaviour, to be
effected by the votes of those who are affected by it. No doubt
much good can be accomplished by this measure, but experience
shows that it is in no wise adequate. Political parties, we have
seen," cannot exist in a socialist state already established (estab‑
lished by one triumphant party, ‐ - such is the supposition); but
they can exist while such a state is in process of establishing, and
political factions may also exist afterward. There may becliques
and rings and cabals, which by intrigue and intimidation keep a
corrupt official in office. If the attempt be made to introduce
socialism now, among peoples as they now show themselves to be,
it is certain there will be such corruption at first, and there may
very well be somuch of it as to frustrate the effort to carry the
scheme through. This is a return to the argument of the last
chapter, but it is necessary to repeat it here. In all probability
socialism will go to pieces in the attem t to introduce it. The
socialists will, like Samson, to repeat the i lustration,pull down the
temple of civilisation over their heads, and will not be able to
reconstruct it. Or, to vary the simile, they will be like the
African slaves described by Mérimée," on the ship whose sailors
they had massacred in an uprising to escape from their chains,
and who then perished, amid revelry and in despair, because they
knew not how to guide the helm.
Vain, then, will be‘the great reliance upon which socialists rest

their claim to practicalness, since it will not have an opportunity
to come into play. For socialists maintain that their system will
take away all inducement to evil-mindedness, all incitement to
strife, all temptation to fraud, and driving out competition will
introduce co-operation, and excluding hatred will leave nothing
but brotherly love. Suchindeed is their aim,but they lookbeyond

10Above, pp. 33-3.
11Above, p. 17.
n In his story of To m " .
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their means. Their means, their first act, is to expropriate pres‑
ent owners and to handover their landand capital in to the control
of the working people. Certainly this is not a proper method to
improve these people’s morals. Perhaps, then, they think that
oodmoralsmay come at least in the next generation, after soc1al‑

i s m has been well established. But soc1ahsm cannot be well
estabhshed Without good morals in the first place. Here is an
impassable dilemma for the advocates of revolution. Adm1t, as
some moderate socialists do, that “ Without a great moral advance
seeiahsm may be regarded as impracticable,” 7‘ and you. must
allow that seeiahsm is not for our time. To avoid this concluSion
you must hold that soc1alism itself will bring about this improve‑
ment in morals. This is the position latent in the belief of most
socialists, and boldly assumed by Bebel. Bebel, we have seen,“
derided the idea of morals being improved by the teaching of
morahty, and asserted that men are to be improved only by i m ‑
provmg their condition of existence. This 15but a half-truth.
“ Study the causes of crimes, and remove them,” aga in he says,
“ and you Will remove the c r im e s also.” 7“ This 15the task all
good men havebeen labouringat for ages, and the socialists are to
execute it in a day! But where do they, under this leadership,
place the cause of crimes? “ A l l soc1al eVils without exception,”
he tells us, “ have their source in the seeial order of things, that
is, in capitalistic private ownership,” as it now exists; wherefore
this kind of ownership must first of all be removed," with the
implication that then no soc1al eVllS Will longer eXist." Here is
where the fallacy lies; for all social evils do not derive from this
one source, and must less do all moral evils, although Rousseau
would have had it that these do too, the primal seat of evil being
in human nature itself and in the envxronment to which it has to
respond. Bebel’s argument, moreover, leads to anarchism, since
7sKirkup, Inqu ‘ into Socialism, 159. S im i l a r ] Godwin: “ If by positive institu‑

tion the property 0 eve man were egualised to- y, without a contemporary changein men's dis ositions an sentiments. it would become unequal to-morrow," Feline-oi
Janice vn . i i .74Above. pp. 25-6.3126; Fran, 334.
11gomgthing like this, though not so explicitlby stated. was at the bottom of More's

reasonin , which he got from Plato, Utopia, 1‐8. For Plato, see Republic, 4215.
501A, a out the new citz being the opposite o the .old. But Plato recognised t
such a new ci ty could e constructe only by dr ivmg out from the ex i s t i ng state
all over t en years of age and bringing up the Eoung in the new way, saoE‐qu.
Also Morelly may be cite , who, in 1755, in his ode de In N o w " , ascribe all V i c e s
to avarice, and avarice to the institution of private property, and who. held that
when this did not exist, none of its pernicious conse uences would exist. and it
would he “ almost impossible for a man to be deprave or wicked,” (according to
Sudre, Histos‘re dis Communisme, nos-6). He was followed b Mably Doing: mI’Qrdn lau re l , published in 1768, (Sudre. 317), and b Louis lane, who attributed
c r i m e s to misery, and misery to competition, and there ore demanded the doing away
with competition, (Sudre. 344-5).
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it demands only the removal of the cause of evils, not the institu‑
tion of another cause of good." The cause of good, however,
is supposed to be found in the opposite condition of public owner‑
ship. But it must be public ownership rightly managed. Here
comes in an assumption always implicitly made by socialists.
They take for granted that socialism, if once adopted, will run of
itself. “ Change the social arrangements,” again says Bebel, “ so
that nobody can act unjustly toward his neighbours, and all will
be well in the world.” 7’ But socialism does not take out of the
world the power of acting unjustly. At best it merely takes this
power fromthe private capitalists, byabolishingthem; but it leaves
it in the new owners, who are the people at large. The people at
large cannot manage their property, which is everything, them‑
selves. They will have to delegate the management to certain
oflicials. These will have the same power that the managers of
property now have. They will, too, beendowed with the political
power of the state. Their power for good will be increased, and
their power for evil also. Meanwhile nothing has been done at
the inauguration of socialism to improve their morals. The first
managers will probably be taken from our working classes, who
will have ousted the capitalists. But the morals of our working
classes are in no wise better'than the morals of our capitalists;
and they cannot bebetter, according to Bebel’s socialistic principle,
since their conditions of existence are not sogood.“0 The people
would again, as in former revolutions, change masters; and their
own mastery of the new masters there is no reason to believe
would bebetter than it has been in the past. Public ownership of
all land and capital may be introduced, but the amount of justice
in their management that will follow, will be no greater than the
amount of justice in the people at the time of its inauguration.
At present the amount of justice in the people is nowhere en‑
couraging.
The rejoinder may be made, that a state of public ownership

badly managedmay beno worse than a state of private ownership
badly managed as at present, and may even be better since its
basic principle and its aim are better. This reasoning may be
controverted, as the principle of equality is not the proper prin‑
ciple, and if the aim of socialism be equality, it too is improper,
18So positively Godwin who would leave the.establishment of uality to the

vpluntary action of. individuals obeying reason, Palmcal Jan-nu, 1. i v , I I. v. end, V.
m“ fiv}i¥,ngég’llli'. wAnd Bellamy lpeaks of “ t h e very possibility of corruption”
disappearing with the appearance 0 " the law 3Sabsolute umt‘ormity g o v e r n i n g al l m‑
eomes, Equum . 405. as if the new law woul enforce itself!
so Similarly ugels: the workers, being.treated as brutes, become such, or are saved

only-shyJami-led of the buurgeome, C O M M of the Working Chm in England, 76, cf.
79s 0. n 7‑
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and if it be to institute justice and give every one his due, that
could bemorenearly attainedby amendingthe present system than
by changing it. The chief criterion must beresults, and there can
be little doubt that the results of the present system, badly man‑
agedasit is, are better than would bethe results of socialismbadly
managed, even if we overlook the upsetting that would take place
at the time of the revolution. A l l that lends a charm to socialism
is the contemplation of the happy state of peace and contentment
that would ensue on the supposition of its beingaccurately carried
out. It sacrifices much of the good that exists in the present sys‑
t e m ‐ the incentive to labour, the joy of success, the satisfaction
after attainment, the stimulation to progress of individuals, fur‑
thering the progress of all; and if its one good, which is to com‑
pensate for all this loss, is not obtained, the society that adopts it
will have thrown away its advantages for nothing. We have
seen also that socialism contains causes of deterioration even at its
best, and these will be still more operative if it do not succeed.
There is no need of quoting the old adage about the corruption of
the best being the worst. The failure of socialism to succeed will
beworse than is at present the systemof private ownership, simply
because it is not sogood a system,‐not so practical a means of
attaining the aim of moralists: the improvement of the human race
and the acquisition of general happiness. Let it not be said that
this is a false comparison, on the ground that the system of private
ownership has only failed to attam the common aim, and has not
failed of self-realisation, which is the charge here brought against
socialism as its inevitable fate; for it will be shown by and by
that the system of private ownership has not been realised, and
many of our evils are due to this failure. And yet our evils are
not so great aswould be the evils of an adopted but not realised
system of socialism, because the perfect model of a system of
private ownership would not contain so many deteriorative fea‑
tures as the perfect model of public ownership. The truth is,
that the failure of the worse is not sogood as the failure of the
etter.
The melancholy thing about socialism is the deception of gener‑

ous intentions that would ensue, not only from it if attained, but
from the efforts to attain it. Many well-educated, rational,
benevolent persons, most of the best of them from the middle and
upper classes, from the “ intellectuals ” despised by those whose
benefit they chiefly have at heart, work out what it would in their
opinion be good for the masses to do if the powers of government
were seized by them. Then they assume that if the powers of
government were resigned to them, the masses would do these
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things,‐ carry out the plans which their intelligent well-wishers
have planned for them; and they cherish the belief that the happy
consequences would then very soon follow. They would, in all
probability, be most egregiously deceived. The deception would
not come from finding that the consequences do not follow; for
there would beno chance. It would come much quicker; for the
masses that now exist, or that are likely to exist for centuries to be,
would not put into execution a quarter of the schemes excogitated
for their benefit, and would do other things that would still sooner
lead to ruination.



CHAPTER V.
T H E socmusr THEORY m GENERAL

WHY does anybody desire so im racticable and, as far as at‑
tainable, deteriorative a system? ecause its advocates have a
notion that it will, at least at first ( for they do not look far ahead)
be better for themselves or for most people than are present con‑
ditions, and moreover because they think it is demanded by jus‑
tice, pereat mundus.1 The notion of its benefit is derived, as we
have seen, from the fact that it is the opposite of the existing sys‑
tem, to which all the evils of modern times are attributed. The
error of the premise does not disprove the conclusion; but the
conclusion has not been supported by other proofs. On the con‑
trary, it has been amply shown that there will be no immediate
benefit; and even if there were, the future evils would be enough
to require rejection. Then is brought forward the other argu‑
ment -‐ a moral demand: it must be,whatever the results, because
it is just, and the present system is unjust. The immense inequal‑
ity of fortunes now existing, involving the extremes of millionaires
doing nothing, yet rolling in enjoyment, and of paupers, hard‑
working, or at least desirous of work, plunged in misery, ‐ this
contrast is excessive, and unjust; and the system of private owner‑
ship of land and capital, whichpermits it, is taken to beresponsible
for it (and not any mere perversion of this system), wherefore
this system is unjust. Where the responsibility really lies, or
what is the unjust cause of the existing injustice, is a question by
itself, which will be treated of separately. Now we may inquire
into the exclusive claim to justice of the proposed system of pub‑
lic ownership of land and capital.

That a system which has such evil consequences as socialism, if
adopted in the present state of the world, would necessarily lead
to, cannot be the one and only just system, is enough for our pur‑
pose, provided the arguments whereby its exclusive justice is at‑
tempted to beproved can bedisproved. It will besufficient, there‑
fore, to refute the arguments advanced in favour of the new

1Tha t the possibili of this result d id not ter r i fy one of them, we find expressly
acknowledged. Maréc al in the Manifesto of the Equal: exclumed: “ L e t al l the
arts, if need be perish, provided there remains to us resl'equality." quoted by Sudre.
op. c i t , 301. df. also above, p. 37, n. 40. ~
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system. These have themselves beenmostly,at bottom,arguments
to prove the injustice of the present system, implyingthe corollary
that the opposite system must be just. We shall, then, examine
these fundamentally negative arguments; but shall begin on the
surface, where they appear as positive.
Until the “ scientific ” expositionundertakenby Marx, the argu‑

ments chiefly relied upon were mostly very vague; and yet these
with all their vagueness are still repeated. One is, that all that
we have is due to society, wherefore when society ultimately ap‑
propriates it, it will merely betakingback what originally belonged
to it . ’ Or the same idea is expressed by saying that we are all
co-heirs of the inheritance of the past, and therefore when the
people appropriates everything, they will but be reclaiming their
own heritage.8 Society is treated as an entity, which properly
owns the earth and all that has been produced therefrom. _If it
does not now own the land and the capital accumulated, this must
beeither because it has given them to individuals, or because indi‑
viduals have stolen them from it. In the former case, to show its
right to resume them, the further idea must be entertained that
society inalienably owns what it owns, and cannot rightly and
effectually give away its own property; for otherwise it is not
true that one can take back what one has given away. If society
has alienated anything to individuals, the claimmust be that it has
done so wrongly and ought to undo the wrong and reassume pro‑
prietorship. But the other is the position generally occupied by
the socialists: they hold that individuals have by force taken from
society what they now possess, or (which connects this with the
preceding) have fraudulently induced society to hand it over to
them or to permit them to seize i t ; neither of which operations
conveys rightful title: all does still belong to society, and society
ought to reappropriate it, expropriating the unrightful possessors.
Yet these socialists, too, must hold that society’s ownership is
inalienable, or else society might voluntarily 've it away and con‑
vey rightful ownership to individuals. We ave, then, no longer
Rousseau’s doctrine of the inalienable rights of individuals, which
is understandable, but a doctrine of the inalienable right of an
abstraction, society, to the land which it occupies and to whatever
is produced and accumulated from it.‘ This inalienable right,
however, is confined to land and that part of its produce which is
capital; for the fruits of the earth, consumable goods, must be_
2 Bebel, Die Fray, 296.mg. _ ... .
aBellamy, Lookmg Bat ,. r -6, Equality ch. m i x . on “ the social fund," a

term which had been used by Samt- i m o n . »
4 f. Gronlund: “ It is society, organised society, the statei that gives us all the

rights we have "; “ the state may rec in possess ion of al l the and Within i ts limits "
Co-agcmiw Commonwealth, 83, 84. '
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given to individuals, if any use at all is to be made of them;
wherefore socialists allow their alienation, provided it be made
equally to all, or at least equitably. Land and capital, then, are
to bereservedbecause they can be reserved, since they do not have
to be given away.
But what is society’s title to them in the first place? and why

is it inalienable? Now, if there is any obvious principle (and it
is one all socialists build upon), it is that what one produces one
owns: the producer is the owner of the article produced, and the
original owner, in the case of producible articles, is the producer.“
The socialist doctrine before us can rest only on this, and it in‑
volves the idea that it is not individuals, but society, that pro‑
duces all that is produced‐all capital at least. As for land,
which is not produced, the idea is that it is given by nature or by
God, not to individuals, but to society. Both these ideas are dis‑
putable, to say the least. The latter may beexamined later. The
former has in it the element of truth, that much that is now pro‑
duced by individuals is due to past development and to arrange‑
ments madeby society, especially by the state (society organised in
some locality), the productivity of a man in society being much
greater than his productivity out of society. But this element of
truth is not the whole truth since society does nothing by itself,
and the individualalso is necessary. Therefore, if the individual’s
title to what he produces is lessened by the fact that society can‑
tributes, society’s title must likewise be lessened by the fact that
the individual contributes. Society and the individual are co‑
producers, and therefore co-proprietors; and if society appropri‑
ates the individual’s share, it will beacting unjustly, just asan in‑
dividual is acting unjustly when he appropriates society’s share.
This is all that the principles underlying socialism can prove;'
and it is not enough to justify society in taking, much less to re‑
quire it to take, complete ownership, unless individuals are willing
to give up their share. Specially is this so, as society itself is
made up of individuals, and it cannot be their imperious master.
And the question concerning the relative contribution of an indi‑
e - w . . .games“? gnomeswe
foundation of the Fifht.” prope onlabour, 0 .n ' f, Plrjslnxlm,pp. 9g, t oo .
Of course the some is t ic radical, . 5. Mill. held this . octr ine. e foundation of
the whole institution of frpperty,' n s be, “ i s the r igh t of producers to what they
themselves have reduce , Polmcal t w e n t y , 11. u. i x; cf. 5 s. where it u “ t ho
essential principa of property."
a Gronlund as s that an invention belongs to society because no inventor “ c sn lay

sole claim to i t , ' op. c i t , 84. But the fact that the individual cannot lay sols claim
to what he produces does not show that society can lay whole claim to i t . Hence
the absurdity of his saying on _the same page: “ As against the state, the or m
society, even labour does not g i v e us a particle of title to what our hands
produce."
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vidual andof society in any particular production, is really aques‑
tion concerning his contribution and the contribution of all the
other individualswho constitute the society. Viewed in this light,
it is evident that the individual’s contribution is generally much
the larger; whereas, shutting their eyes to this, the socialists who
admit any contribution by individuals, considerably underrate i t ,
and generally exaggerate the contribution made by society.
The true conclusion is, that individuals may own what they pro‑

duce, subject to the regulations of the contributory society. And
it' individuals my own, they may use, provided they injure not
others ; andone of the uses they maymakeof their products,with‑
out injuring others, is to make them serve for the production of
other things, that is, as capital. Also what an individual owns,
hemay give away to another individual, outright, or in exchange.
He may, then, give it to society itself, if he chooses, and if so‑
ciety will accept it . And society has the same right. Society may
own a roadwhich it no longerneeds,havingperhapsmadeabetter,
and that road it may sell. Societies are constantly thus alienating
their useless property, and nobody can give a good reasona priori
why they Should not. Nor can any socialist give agood reason for
the inalienability of society’s property in general; which principle
of theirs is usually taken for granted, or passed over in silence,
rather than discussed. Furthermore, if the principle of the indi‑
vidual’s inheriting from society be admitted, it is, to say the
least, equally plain that hemay inherit from another individual,
and therefore may also bequeathe. From society no doubt the
individual does inherit many things ‐‐ the public roads andbridges
andother property devoted to public uses, protection, and security,
also the public institutions, fromwhich hemay derive benefit if he
be capable of profiting by them, and if not, the public charities.
But his own position in society in the first place, he inherits, not
from society itself, but from his ancestors or from any one who
bequeathes him his property. So at least it has always been, and
in all these things no injustice can beshown, that is, inherently, in
themselves. Injustice comes in only when an individual appropri‑
ates either what he has not produced or what has not beengiven
him either outright, by bequest, or in fair exchange; and it does
not come in even i f , society permitting, he appropriates what he
finds that has not a prior owner. And society in instituting this
arrangement has not done injustice, and is not bound to change
it. Al l that it is bound to do, is to prevent the injustice of the
acts contravening its arrangement. Yet it is permissible for so‑
ciety to change its arrangements, if it thinks another better,‑
indeed, it is then its duty to do so. This duty is always incum‑
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bentu it,anditisthisduty,tatherthananyright,thatis
inalienaplgle from society. More particularly, it ought to t ry to
undo injustice already perpetrated, if it can do so without more
new injustice. This latter duty is another matter, merely correc‑
tive of the present system. The former involves the admission
that society may introducesocialism, if it thinks it better. But the
men who compose society’s organised agent, the state, should be
careful to prove it to be better before adopting it. And they
should not bemisled by thinking the change required by justice
apart from its consequences.
Another vague argument to prove the injustice of the present

system and the justice of socialism, is a variation of the same
theme. It is said that all wealth is producedby labour,andthere‑
fore should belong to the labourers! More in particular, this
takes the form of a right said to inhere in every one to own the
whole produce of his labour3 (a right which requires that the dis‑
tribution made by society should be to each according to his
works). In its more general form (alone maintainable by all so‑
cialists), the allegation is made in order to show that nobody but
labourers, and those whom they voluntarily support, should be
allowed to live, since nobody can live without consumin products
of labour. Anybody who lives on- rent, interest, or pro t, without
labour (supposed to be taking them from the producers without
retnm of service and at best by their forced consent), is living
on other people’s labour, to which he has no right: he is a para‑
site sucking others’ juices and giving nothing in return. Such a
one ought to be required to earn by labour what he consumes,
and what he claims to own ought to be taken from him, his title
thereto not being recognised. Indeed, no titles of individuals,
even of labourers, to land and capital are to be recognised; but
apart from the young, the old, and the infirm, none but labourers
are to participate in the produce which comes from land and
1This was a doctrine of Rodbertus, according-to Kirkup History 0 Socialism i n .

It has been most cogently stated by Hiyndman in a pamphlet. Socialism Made Plain,
which begins: “ A l l was th is due to ubour; therefore to the labourer a l l wealth is
due." quoted in Mallock's Property and Progress, . So the Knights of Labour:
“ Labour creates all wealth; al wealth belon to use who create it ": wherefore
“ all wealth r ightful l belongs to the labourer. ’ Pol i ty of flu Laban Movement, i . 4,
quoted b Gunton. faith and Progress IS . Cf. above,261,61.
8See K Menger'a The Right to the Whole Product of our, (English translation

b M. S. Tanner, Iondon. 1899). Menger traces it to Ch. Hall.in r 5 and to Wm.
Tyhompson in 1835. The National Convention of the Socialist Labour Party at
Baltimore in 1883, issued a Manifesto beginning: “Labour being the creator 0 all
wealth and civilisation, it r ight fu l ly follows t those who labour and create al l
wealth should enjoy the ful l result of their toil," quoted by.Cathrem and Getteimann,
Somalis»: 84. And when " al l means of production and distribution of oweslt " are“ declared and treated as the common property of all," use The Maui " t o of the
Socialist League, London, 188? p. 6, “every man will then receive the u l l value of
his labour, without deduction or the profit of a master." We have, however,m w h t d e d u fi o u s w fl b e mm a n d u m d a fi m a b o m p p . 731.
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capital only by means of labour. Thus, while the previous argu‑
ment attempted to show that only society or the state has the right
of ownership and employment of land and capital, this argument
attempts to show that only labourers have a right of ownership
and consumption of the produce.
This argument does not rest on the principle above accepted as

fundamental, that whatever one produces he owns; but it rests on
the inverse, that one can own only what he produces; for it pro‑
claims that one may consume only what, or i f , he produces; and
certainly, every one but a thief must own what heconsumes. But
the inversion is false, as is at once evident by the case of land,
which then could not be owned even by society. At best, of
course, the principle, beside applying only to producible things,
canhave reference only to original ownership, since by exchanging
what one has produced one may own what another or others have
produced. Then, too, one may own and consume only either
what he has produced or its equivalent obtained in exchange. To
say otherwise is to set oneself adrift without any principle; for if
you say one may produce little and yet consume much, you might
as well say that one may produce nothing and yet consume
something. Thus what is true in the involved principle, leads
away from, rather than toward, socialism. And there is no
other principle for socialism except a general sentiment that
idlers ought not to consume what labourers produce. But this
is itself broken in upon by the cases of the young and the old
and the infirm. Of course if all labourers are required to give up
their produce first of all to the state, and the same labourers,
having control of the state, are expected to redistribute it, it is
plain that charity calls upon them to give some of it to the
young, the old, and the infirm, and nothing calls upon them to
give any of it to those who might have contributed but have evaded
the task; while what is given to school teachers, doctors, police‑
men, etc., is given for services rendered. But nothing shows why
all labourers are required to renounce what they produce and what
rightfully belongs to them first of all, and immediately to give
it up to the state, except the argument which has been advanced
to prove that society is the only rightful owner of everything;
which argument has failed.
Moreover, there are other principles equally plain. If one may

own what he produces, it is equally plain that one may keep
what he owns, and therefore one need not give it, or any portion
of it , up to the state, and even taxation would be unjust. Thus
only the anarchists are consistent with regard to this principle.
Again, one may use what one has produced and owns, and may
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use it either in consuming it or in exchanging it for something
else which he prefers; and that one may own what he receives
in exchange, and so may own something which he has not
produced. Furthermore, one may use what he owns, in either
of these two ways obtained, by making it serve as capital for the
easier and more abundant production of other things. One may
then live on profit, which is the additional produce that comes
from the use of capital; so far, however, only in case one works
with one’s own capital. But we may go further: if one has
capital which he cannot or does not care to work with, it can
hardly bemaintained that society must take that capital from him:
it is the product, or equivalent, of his past labour; it is his;
in its stead he might have laboured to produce, or by exchange
might have procured, some consumable article, and have con‑
sumed it, and society could not have taken i t ; then why may
society take it simply because it is a spade instead of a pound of
candy or a lathe instead of an automobile? To make this dis‑
tinction, society must bring in some new principle. Perhaps
some new principle may be found that covers this case, but it
should be stated. And is it more just than another principle to
this effect: that the owner of capital may let another individual
use it in return for a part of the profit that comes from the
use of it? In this principle is no appearance of injustice, and
it directly flows from the principle, without which ownership
is meaningless, that one may do what he pleases with his own,
provided it is rightfully his own, which is admitted in the case
in point, and provided the use made of it does no injury to an‑
other or others, which is far from the case here, since the other
is helped thereby. Leasin moreover, is only one species of
exchange, and if exchange 15just, it is not apparent that leasing
is not so too.“ I f , then, what one gets in return for the use of
his capital is sufficient for him to live on without labour of his
own, why cannot he live on it? or why must he be compelled
to labour and produce more, which more he will himself consume,
since it is his? Or if he is to be compelled to use his own
capital, another cannot, and society gains nothing, and may lose,
since the other might make a better use of it. The same is the
oWhen two men make an exchange. each is a rich as the other to the extent of

the exchange. But if A lenses a machine to B on condition that B wil l 1 ) . l i tt le
by little out of the future produce, this s e em to imply that B has no t so muc as A.
a t p r e s en t , ‐ that A gnu _be rich and B poor. Thin, perhaps. i s the ori ‘ n o f the idea
that while exchange is a i r , leasing is un jus t , since A m a y be taking a vantage of B's
necessity. If 99. it ip fo t ten that in exchanges there is equal pouib i l i of dig‑
parity and i f nch A u eel m g bread t o poor B . o n c o n s u m i n g i t ma y b e ef t desti‑
tu te ; hut when B hirel a machine, he is getting power to produce more and perhn s
t: becom‘:£2116“? variou- possibilities connter and the one operation
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case with interest, if money be in use in the state, and in the
case of rent, if the state recognise the ownership of land in-the
individual. In all these cases, from the side of the other person
concerned, the user of another’s property, he is benefitted by such
use. He can produce thereby more than he otherwise could. If
he pay away in interest or in rent the whole of the excess,
hewould gain nothing. But this he does not do. He pays away
only part of the excess, and therefore he as well as the owner
is a gainer by this sort of exchange. And it would not be right
for him to retain the whole of the excess; for that would be
equivalent to his owning the capital or superior landwhich he has
borrowed fromanother,‐wouldbeequivalent to his appropriating
it. Thus the so-called right to the whole produce of one’s labour
is a too generally expressed right: it is a right only to the whole
produce of one’s labour using one’s own capi ta l ‐or land, or
materials.
The principle, to repeat, that because all wealth (except land)

is due tolabour, therefore only labourers can own and consume
wealth, merely overlooks other equally clear principles: that the
producer, who owns what he produces, can produce things for
consumption or things for use ascapital; that hemay abstain from‑
consuming his products and thereby accumulate them, in order to
exchange them for the products of others, and so, though he
produces articles of consumption only, hemay accumulate capital
from them; that hemay use his own ca ital himself, or may let it
to others for a periodic return out o the increased product it
enables them to produce; and that when in this way he gets
enough from his capital to live on, he may cease to labour him‑
self and still l i ve , ‐all without any necessary injustice to labour‑
ers; and i f , further, he gives away or at his death bequeathes
his property to another or others, and thereb enables them to
live without labour, it also is impossible to s ow that injustice
necessarily enters here either. I f , now, you go back to the
admission above made that an owner cannot rightly, and should
not be allowed to, do with his own what may injure another,
and say that the permission to own, to save and accumulate,
and to bequeath, does do injury to others (witness all the evils
of society as it exists); you need to be careful. To do harm,
to give rise to some bad consequences, is not the same as to
do injury, which is to violate another’s right; or else we could
hardly do anything with our own: you could not build a house
because it might interfere with the view from the windows of a
house of your neighbour. The evils existing to-day may be
consequences of the power which the accumulators of property
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have over others, and which society permits them to misuse;
and this misused power may be enhanced by society’s sanction
of injurious methods employed in the accumulation of wealth.
Here there is much to complain o f ; but the fault is in the
misuse, and not in the use, of the system of private property,
and it might be abundantly set off by the posSible m i s u s e of the
system of public property, if ever it were introduced. Or, leav‑
ing out consideration of i n j u r y , you may say_that more harm is
done by private ownership of land and capital than would be
done by public ownership, or more good would be done by
public ownership than is done by private ownership. This, how‑
ever, is no longer a question of Justice, but of expedien : it Judges
not by an antecedent idea of what ou ht to be, despite all con‑
sequences, but it determines what oug t to be by a compar ison
of consequences, and a selection of the best. In this form the
question has already been discussed, and it has been decxded in
favour of private ownership,‐Without prejudicing, however, a
contention that some limitation should be set to excessxve ac‑
cumulation, as by restrictions upon the ownership of land and
the right to receive donations and bequests.
In both the above arguments lurks a common element, which

is, that as only society is the rightful first owner of land and
capital, and as only labourers are the rightful last owners of
consumable products, therefore, if any one whosoever owns land
or capital, and if any one who does not labour gets into his
possession articles which he consumes and lives on, such rsons
are ownmg and using things that do not rightfully beong to
them, that is, they are unrightful owners, or rather, they are
not owners at all, but only possessors, and possessors of things
not theirs, thieves therefore, or rece i ve r s of stolen goods, who
likeWise are thieves. Hence the doctrine that private property
is theft or robbery. This was enunciated by Brissot de Warville
in the form “ exclusxve property is theft in nature,” 1° and by
Proudhon more briefly, and too briefly, as “ property is theft,” 1‘
10In his Recherche: philosophique: no r le Draft de Propn‘été n 10Vol. 1780. He

devived it from n princx le that o u r needs are the measure of our rights to property
He stated a aradox: ‘ The thief in the natural state is the rich men, who hes a
superfluity. n socie the thief is he who despoils this rich man. What an. upsetting
of ideas! " Sudre, iii-Coin du Communirme, z 4) .
11 In his u’ert-ce que la Propriété, 18 o. I-ie claimed it to be his own in his

Systeme dc: Contradiction: éconami “ e s . i t h him it rested on a vague idea that
al l ersons have an equal r ight to la ou r, and on the false rinciple that distributive
justice consists in absolute equality. He went so fa r as to eny all ownership what‑
soever, admitting only possession, to attack the socialism of his day, and to I c e t
anarchism. More moderately he compared property to the r ight of aubaint (tege
sovereign's un'ust claim _to the goods o f a s t r ange r soiourning i n his t e r r i t o r y ) . ‑According to a r x (Capital, 1. 603m) , the statement " proper ty is robbery ” was u t ‑

Bpressed a o by John Watts, in a pam hlet_Fact.r and Fiction: of Politico! ficonomirtr.
published in 1842. ane leye ( L e ocmlsme contmporsin, p. xv i i . ) cites several
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at least for the purpose of the socialists, since they leave land
and capital aspublic property and distributed products asprivate
property.12 But, for the soc1ahsts, Proudhon’s famous dictum
must apply to all private property in land and mpital and in the
fruits thereof until distributed. This is the necessary corollary
of the socxalists’ claim that their system alone is Just and that
the present system is unjust. They do not mean what moralists
mean when moralists tell us that much of the wealth possessed
to-day has been unjustly acquired, by fraud amounting to little
less than downright theft, and therefore is still held by an unjust
title. This has reference to the perverted use of the system of
private property. But the socialists’ position is that in its own
nature all private ownership of land and capital is unjust, and
as such is robbery, the private owners having expropriated the
true owner, soc1ety, or the representative of the labourers. It
has been formulated by Lassalle in his German aphorism “ Das
Eigentum ist Fremdentum geworden”: one's own has come in to
the possesswn of others.“ Hence his and Marx's animus against
the upper classes as a set of thieves, and their revolutionary
doctrine that the expropriators should themselves be expropriated,
and the land and capital be resumed by its rightful owners, so‑
ciety and the producers.“
Now, for this doctrine of certain private property being rob‑

bery neither Proudhon nor any other soc1alist, communist, or
anarchist ever gave any reason that had any appearance of being
conclusive and won any large followmg, until this feat was ac‑
complished by Marx. This he did by his doctrine of surplus‑
value, which term refers to the value that is supposed to be
stolen from the employed labourers by the employing capitalists.
He achieved an appearance of demonstration by confining his
Church Fathers‐Basi l , Chrysostom, Jerome Ambrose. Clement.‐to the some
effect. More _recently, for example Bellamy holds that cripples who are not. sup‑ported by society on an equal footing With the workers are ‘robbed " of their in‑
eritance, Looking Backward, 136.
12Of course, too, it is absurd to weak of roperty in neral being robbery, as
roperty must exist. before i ts proprietors can e robbed o i t : so Max Stirner, Der
s'rui r and “ i n Eignimm, alps. .pl! _tesa96iltwerk¢, i. i97. he term “Fremdentum " be got from Max Stir-oer,

0 . C‘l ., .
14151131139 was still more severe. He indicted the whole bourgeoisie, held re‑

sponsible for the conduct of society as murderers, because they kept it conditions
which they “knew in advance 'f wou d lead to “ a too early and unnatur death ” of
“hundreds of proletarisns, Condition of the Working Class in England, 63-4, 73. This
is based on an entirely inadequate definition of murder. omit t ing all reference to
malice nforethought. It also does not distinguish between causing and let t ing others
die: no r does it consider whether society, as at present or anised does no t preserve
more than would be reserved if it were no t so or anise . If it were possible in
the nature of things, or society to be better or anise and so perhaps preserve all, i t s
members. but soc ie ty does-not y e t lmow the etter organisation. it cannot be con‑
victed even of manslaughter for adhering to its present general scheme. As a mat ‑
t e r of fact, when Enge s wrote! the hon eoisie were engaged in improving the com
ditions of the laborers, and.so in preserving more and more of them. even from the
natural consequences of their own imprudeace.
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investigations strictly to the realm of economics, from which his
predecessors had been distracted by their wanderings into ethics;
and hewon a large following by appealing to the labourers,whose
complaint he was voicing, while his predecessors had addressed
rather the upper classes, whose justice they were impugning. He
devoted his attention almost exclusively to the case of capital,
and in so doing he chose the more difficult task, since capital is
the product of labour, and therefore its producer would seem
to be its owner and to be able to do with it what he pleased, with
sole proviso of not injuring others; whereas in the case of land
the owner is not its producer, and the prior question may there
fore arise by what right he came to own it. Therefore if Marx
can prove his point against capital, we may admit it at once of
land, since the rent the landowner takes from letting it is pre‑
cisely analogous to the interest the capitalist gets from loaninghis
capital, and if the latter comes out of the profit made by the
manufacturer, appropriating the surplus-value created by labour‑
ers labouring with machinery, the former must come from the
profit made by the farmer appropriating the surplus-value created
by labourers labouring in the fields.
But if Marx does not prove his point concerning capital, the

question of the justice of land-ownership still remains. This
question had already before Marx been tackled by Patrick Ed‑
ward Dove in 1850 and 1854, and in the former year by Herbert
Spencer, who afterward, though he never retracted his principles,
repudiated his conclusion on this subject, and soon after Marx
again by Henry George in 1871 and 1879 and thereafter for
many years incessantly,‐and George, when he formed and
formulated his views, seems to have been as ignorant of Marx’s
work as Dove must have been, and of Dove himself, but by
1879 not of Herbert Spencer, nor of the physiocrats with their
impot unique.“ Dove’s work fell flat, and does not seem to have
been known to Marx, at least ti l l late.“ George’s obtained for
a while wider notoriety even than Marx’s, and many were elated
with the prospect of speedy success in the carrying out of his
recommendation." But in the end George did not win so strong
a following as Marx, because his panacea did not appeal so di‑
rectly to any one class.

1:55:32? Elinfiifii °§v§i§3,"¥a.h’fs;?°'c2§f'fi?a§§%‘iaff;fif3§‘f°:nf'¥2 ffie‘é‘f‘gfiiliniilar yiews had been _enunciated b ‘fhomas' Spence in 1775 and by “filliam
0311;va Eexgggt'haiiiiougaigiarldyvgunlit-hfHifiiii'iizfi’if‐cfiice referred to, on pp. 741,a
741? So even Tolsmi. who about 1888 said that “' in thir ty years rivate property in
land wi l l be asmuch a thing of the past as now is serfdom. Brigand. America. and
Russia will be the first to solve the problem." quoted in the Lift of H em George.
514‑



CHAPTER VI.
THE socmusr THEORY ASTOCAPITAL‐MARX’S

THE doctrine of surplus-value ‘ is the second of Marx’s alleged
“ discoveries ”; which we now have to investigate. To reach it,
wemust begin with his principles.
Marx denied the opening statement of the Gotha Programme,

that “labour is the source of all wealth,” on the ground that
wealth consists not merely of exchange-values, but of use-values,
which latter are due to nature.’ In its place he maintained the
doctrine, equally serviceable for the purposes of socialism, that
hour is the source of all exchange‐value, and as far as wealth

consists of exchange-values, it is one of the sources of wealth,8
This is closely connectedwith the Ricardiandoctrine that labour is
the measure of value. But Marx deviates from Ricardo. Ri‑
cardo treated of agriculture, and, perceiving that equal quanti‑
ties of wheat, which have the same value, are at the same time
and in the same neighbourhood produced with different quanti‑
ties of labour, concluded that the labour which determines value
is that at the least fertile source, where the greatest cost is profit‑
ably expended. He thereby also explained rent, which is the
surplus obtained by the same amount of labour from the more
fertile sources, and showed why it is that some landowners can
live without labouring. Of this undesired result Marx says, at
the outset, not a word. He dealt rather with workmen in a
factory, between whose work little discrimination can be made,
and concluded that the labour-cost which determines the value of
commodities is an average of the labour of all the operatives.
This of course, when universalised, is an error; but no matter,
universalised, it is the foundation on which Marx built. He
l T h e term was taken from W. Thompson, An Enquifl into the Dirtribtm'o» pf

Wraith, 1824, p. 167 (according to Menger, 09. can). enger also refers to Sri‑
mondi's “ mleux-valeur."
2 In his Kn'h'k dc: rosialdmkratirchmF r o m m . The opinion had been suggested

by Berkeley in his um’rt 43- and was virtually laid down Is Adam Smith in the
openi sentence of he Wealth of Nations, where hespeaks o labour as a “ fund "
which ‘or ig ina l ly nu lies " all necessaries and conveniences. But in another pas‑

in Book V. ch. 11.) he says “ Land and capital stock are the two original sources
0 revenue.” Marx himself speak! of “ t he soil and the labourer " as “ the
original source of al l wealth,” Capital,i. 556.
aZur Kn'fik d" ”mm-hm Oclgonoms'e, u - x s , 35. But in Capital i. no t only labour,

no . but labour-power. 186, 216, is a “ source of value."
91
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even added an argument for it. ‘ In commodities, he says, that
are exchanged as equivalents, there must “ exist in equal quanti‑
ties something common to both”; whereupon heeliminates useful‑
ness, and concludes that the “ only commonproperty left ” is “ that
of being products of labour,” adding a moment later, “ of human
labour.’ 5 Yet he has to admit that “nothing can have value
without being an object of utility,” ° and that a valuable article,
produced by labour, if it spoils, loses its value.’ It is true, value
is not proportionate to utility solely: this we know by experience,
just as it is by experience we know that value is not proportionate
to labour solely! Utility, however, is one factor in all values;
which labour is not. Marx ought, therefore, to have looked
around for another universal factor, and he could easily have
found it in rarity; whereupon he would have seen that the one
thing common in all valuable things, and proportionate to their
value, is a product of the two factors, utility and rarity, o r,
which amounts to the same thing, a ratio between utility and
abundance; and that labour enters in as a factor only secondarily
to the extent it changes rarity into abundance.8 Instead, Marx
accepts labour alone as the necessary factor, in spite of the uni‑
versal presence of utility and the not uncommonabsence of labour;
and as labour is measured by time, therefore he says the value of
every commodity is proportionate to the labour‐time required for
its productibn,‐not indeed that which any individual labourer
may spend upon it, but that which “ on an average ” is “ socially
necessary,” and at the present moment, so that commodities made
in the past are valued according to the labour now necessary for
reproducing similar commodities; all which he calls “ the general
law and the basis of political enonomy.” ' This is not all.
Labour itself has qualitative, amounting to quantitative, dif‑
ference, asbetween skilled and unskilled. Choosing among these,
Marx takes for his measure “ simple average labour,” which he
thinks “ i n any particular society is given. Skilled labour counts
e l n the first chapter of Capital; for the argument Was no t in the first work,

Zur Krifik d" polifisclms Oekonmm'c, where, 3. 6, the same doctrine in advanced.
5 Capital, i. 4 3 ‐ 4 , 69.‐.Though he departe here from Ricardo, he did not lack I

tzvszswasznasmsrn.’ mam;335.531.1323 “222.39,“3.Bf?“ mcCaps’tal i. 48, 97‐8 225. ' ° 4 ' - ' ' 9'
1Capiyal, i i . 145. ft is. he now says, one of two " essential conditions " for a

commodity being saleable (1.3. havrng exchan -vslue) that it should be useful, the
other being that j t should represent certain la our, i i i . 2:4. cf. 745 , also i. 209. The
last, however simply l l n o t an essential condition, unless " commod i t y " be ubi ‑
t r a r i l y define as, and thereb confined to, objects_ produced by human labour.
8 It is remarkable that win e Man: was connnu i ng to labour at his magnum am

after publishing its first volume, Walras, evens, and Menger were res-founding eco‑
nomic science. But Marx seems to have own nothing about their work. He paid
no attention to contemporary economists. He never referred even to his earlier oom‑pstriotl, Gossen.9 II . 369.
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only as simple labour intensified, or rather as multiplied simple
labour, a given quantity of skilled being considered equal to a
greater quantity of simple labour.” 1° “ Experience,” Marx adds,
“shows that such reduction is constantly being made.” There‑
fore, when two articles produced with equal amounts of labour
have different values, it is because their labours have difierent
consideration paid to them by society,“‐- in other words, because

’ their labours are differently valued! But when two articles
exactly alike, such as two bushels of wheat of the same quality,
have been produced by different amounts of labour, on different
soils, Marx has no explanation for the equality of their value,
since it is known that here the labour is not averaged, and
Ricardo’sexplanation is not relishedby asocialist; and sohekeeps
discreetly silent, until his theory has won much following, and
then his editor, after his death, publishes the end of his work, in
which he virtually accepts Ricardo’s doctrine.12 He himself, how‑
ever, throughout the only volume published during his lifetime,
abides by his principle, and clothes it in poetical language. The
different kinds of labour being supposed to have been, by mul‑
tiplication, reduced to the simple labour everywhere and always
the same, the value of a commodity, he says, is the amount of
labour, or labour-time, “ absorbed " and then not only “ in‑
corporated ” or “ incarnated,” or “ coagulated,” and not only “ ob‑
jectified” and “materialised,” (“ realised” was Ricardo’s ex ‑
pression13), but also “congealed” and “crystallised” in the
commodity; while labour, being thus “embodied ” in a com‑
modity, is the “ substance of value ” in it, or its “ value-creating
substance.” 1‘ _
From this principle everything may be derived that Marx de‑

sires. The value of a commodity, being nothing but the human
labour expendedupon it , cannot come from anythin else but
from human labour‐and not from the straining o? a horse,
for instance, or from the puffing of a steam-engine, though they
do the same work as a man, in turning, say, a mill-stone which.
grinds wheat into flour. The doctrine, very evidently, is er‑
roneous; for value is not a thing created, but a quality that
appears when certain conditions are brought together. Labour,
10Or, as expressed by one of his followers, Gronlund: "The unit [ o f value '

- ‐ ‘ a day’s work ' ‐ w i l l mean the simplest work of average efiicxency of a no rms
working day." Comparative Commonwealth, rsx. So before, Bastiat, Guru-es, vi.
1 v 243- . . .731Capitol, i. 51- similarly Zu r Kn’h'le der patina-chm Oekouomn, 5, 6. Cf. Ricardo,
Work: (McCulloc ’s ed.), i s .
12Capital, i i i . 760, 948, 9&0. _ . .
13 Work:, i t . Bastiat. w o placed value in serv ices, also had spoken of s e n i c e s

being “ incamated ” or "incprporated," G a v i n , vi. 180, 184.
14Capitol, ch. | . , and p a l m .
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or rather labourers, by their labour, create (from pre-existing
materials) valuable articles, that is, articles of greater or less
usefulness1° and more or less rare; but neither labour nor
labourers create value.“ Value comes from the consumers much
more than from the producers: rather it is superimposed upon
articles by the need (itself extensified by their utility and in‑
tensified by their rarity) which the consumers have for them; and
it is precisely the function of the producers to decrease the value
of articles by increasing their abundance. Therefore in reality,
for the capitalist it is indifferent, aslon ashecan produce articles
upon which his customers set a s cient value to yield him
profit, whether they be worked up by human employés or by
animals or by machines. Not so, however, in Marx’s view:
according to his initial assumption (for it is nothing else), the
value of products comes only from the human labour ut into
them. Thus it is concocted from the start that a capita 'st mn ‑
not get any new value from the operation of his machinery or
other non-human instruments, and if he does not labour himself,
he can get it only from the labour of other men. A l l that is left
for Marx to do is to point out the process by which this acquisi‑
tion of value from other people’s labour is accomplished.
Gain of this sort, says Marx, can be made neither in exchange

nor without exchange. Not in exchange, because every exchange
where there is not cheating is of equivalents. Each party, he
admits, may gain in acquiring what is to him of more use~
value; but he denies that either party can gain more exchange‑
value (175 I " ) , ‐and exchange-value, and not use‐value, is the
form in which value manifests itself (43,45, 95n., cf. 57n.). Here
at once a protest must be placed, as his instance of an exchange
of corn for wine by parties who intend to consume them, is not
typical of all exchanges, and for a merchant the greater use‑
value of what he gets consists in its, for him, greater exchange‑
value. Marx shuts his eyes to what goes on between the ex‑
changes, and looking only at the two exchanges, asserts that in
them no gain can be made; for, he adds, if commodities are
“ sold at prices deviating from their values,” such deviations are
“infractions of the law of exchange of commodities.” And
“ where equality exists,” he repeats from Galiani, “ there can be
no gain.” 13 Not being obtainable, then, in a single exchange,
i:Cengarthegémissdfnoitlhiggs'“ inexplicable," as Marx maintains, “ that more value

should come out of production than went into i t , " i i i . 5 x , s i n c e value comes from
elsewhere than from the production of the commodity. _
17 Simple numerals in the text will refer to pages of the first volume of C I.
18 176. The reference is to_ the second volume, p_. 2 4 4 , of Qaliani's Della 0 0 m

(Custodi'u ed.), where Galiani is dealing With camblstry and interest, w a l l :
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new value, according to Marx, cannot be obtained in a circuit
of exchanges; and yet it is not obtained without such a circuit,
or circulation; for all production for profit is performedby means
of exchanges. Here is an Hegelian antithesis, which Marx pro‑
ceeds to synthesize and dissolve; for which purpose he turns
to manufacturing, in which the capitalist, he asserts, deals with
a new kind of commodity now to beintroduced upon the scene.
This new kind of commodity is the labour-power of human

labourers, which has a value of its own, determined by the
labour-cost of producing and reproducing i t , “ and which addi‑
tionally, unlike all other commodities‐unlike horses and ma ‑
chines, as we have seen,‐has the property of being able to
create new value, out of relation with its own value.“ Labour‑
ers, when engaged by an employer, sell to him for a time, not
their labour, which has no value, but their labour-power; and
what their labour-power produces is his, because the producer,
for the time being, is his (ch. vi.). There is something curious
about this idea of a labour-power, itself valuable and always re‑
maining in the labourer, but sending forth labour which has no
value but which on entering an object there becomes the sub‑
stance and creator of its value. There is also much anomalous‑
ness about the conception of this power being a commodity. And
certainly it is not sold, except in the case of slaves, but only
leased by the labourer, and not bought, but only hired by the
capitalist.’u Furthermore, i f , according to the theory, the value
of this power-commodity is determined by the cost of producing
“ two brothers." the one evening up difference in space the other in time. Gain from
money, he says is blameworthy; but it is wrong to call gain from money that whichis added tomalte what is distant in place or in time equal to what is resent here
and now, s i n c e “ where there is equality, there is no ain." This de ence of in‑
terest, much_ emplo ed by our modern economists who ow nothing of Galiani. is
strangely misused z Marx. Had he understood 1 he would have seen that the
profit made by merc ants equalises the value, say, 0 shoes completed in the factorywith the same shoes ut on the feet of the consumer. Instea ,
of interest and remar that what he has said “ with reference to merchants’ capital
applies still more to money-lenders' capital," and quotes Aristotle to show the un ‑naturalness of making money from mone , 183.10This, of course, is wrong, 'ust as in the case of commodities. The value of labour,
or of_ a labourer’s power, is etermined b its utility ( i n this case its productivity)
and i t s r a r i t y . The common-sense of Hob s brought him nearer to the truth, when
he wrote that “ the value, or worth, of a man, is as of other things. his price; that
is to say, so much as would be g i v e n fo r the use of his power: and therefore is
n o t absolute but a thing dependent on the need and judgment of another " (ratherof others). Leviathan, ch. 1 0 .
20As a_fact, of course. the value of articles produced by labourers is in the market

brought i n t o close relation with the value of the labourer's labour or labour-power;
s i n c e the former value is one of the factors that determine the latter value.21“Labo_ur-power," says Marx himself, ‘_‘ is always purchased afresh, not bought
for good like the instruments of labour," i i . 226. He also speaks of the labourer
“continually selling his labour-power," i i . gim‐ continually selling the same thing!
He here commits very much the same fault e condemns in Proudhon, whom he takesto task for saying that loani at interest is "the faculty of always selling the same
article over and over, and o receiving i t s p r i c e again 39d awn. without ever re‑
linquishing the ownership of the things one is selling,” i n . 406.

he forgets it also
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it, so also should be its ownership, and since the labourer, and
consequently the labour-power in him, has been produced by and
at the expense of his parents, the labour-power in him ought to
belong to them, as in fact it did in ancient Rome. But Marx
starts with the labourer already provided full-grown in the
market, and then treats his labour-power as needing to be kept
up by the labourer himself, so to speak, feeding it, and thereby
reproducing whatever of it is worn away in labouring. Also
he knows, of course, that to keep up the labour-market, the
labourer must reproduce himself in children; wherefore the cost
of labour-power includes that of supporting a family. In ordi‑
nary commodities no such need is observed, and it occurs only
in those commodities which are usedascapital ‐ such as“ labour‑
ing cattle,” as noticed by Marx himself ( i i . 441); as it is
only in the case of capital that thought is given to keeping it
intact by repair and by a sinking fund for its replacement.”
However this be, the value of labour-power is held to be de‑
termined by “ the average quantity of the means of subsistence,"
not absolutely or physically, but “ habitually ” necessary (Ricardo
had said “ essential from habit ” as) for keeping in existence the
labourer and the children that are to replace him; which quantity
is “ practically known” “ i n a given country at a given period,”‑
although it varies in difierent countries and at different periods
in dependence “ on the conditions under which, and consequently
on the habits and degree of comfort in which, the class of labour‑
ers has been formed” ( i . 190, 568).
Now, the manufacturer, having hired from its owners (the

labourers) at its “ value ” this strange commodity, sets it (or
them) to work. Besides paying the owners enough to keep them
and their race alive ‐-enough to keep their one commodity
(rather their capital) in perpetual existence,‐‐he provides them
with materials to work upon and with instruments to work
with. These materials and instruments have values equal to the
amounts of labour necessary to produce them, and no more. A
certain quantity of materials are used up every day in producing
a certain quantity of products, and their value, including that
of the necessary waste, “goes over ” into the value of the
products. The instruments last longer, but are finally worn
out, and the value of their use that is “transferred” to the
products every day is determined by their total value, which
includes the value spent upon keeping them in repair, divided
22Marx himself admits that labour-power is capital to the capitalist. but denies that

it is capital to the labourer. i i . 4 4 1 ; which last is absurd, except in the one of
slaves.
asWorks, 50.
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by the number of days they last (cf. i i . 179). These instru‑
ments, or machines, like the materials, are “ means of production,”
Marx admits; but, he claims, again like the materials, they do
not themselves produce ( i . 201, 557): unlike the labourers, or
the labourers’ commodity, labour-power, “ machinery,” says Marx,
“ like any other component of constant capital, creates no new
value,” and therefore such “ means of production never add more
value to the product than they themselves possess,” or “can
never transfer more value to the product than they themselves lose
_during the labour-process” (527; 229, 227), apparently for no
better reason than that like all the forces of nature they do their
work “ gratuitously " (423), that is, are not paid for it. Only the
human labourer who guides the machinery and is paid for so do‑
ing, or only his labour, is productive (201, 558) ; only his labour‑
power (his commodity) is the “ value-creative power ” (cf. 625) ;
only this can transfer more, by adding new, value to the products
than, or in addition to, what it itself possesses. And because he
has bought its creator in advance, it is the capitalist who gets
this new or surplus value. The process is as fol lows, ‐ and this
constitutes the gist of Marx’s great contribution to science.
Marx supposes that the average labourer can be supported, he

and his family, for a certain sum a day, which therefore is the
value of his labour-power by the day. The day of living is
twenty-four hours long; but nothing defines the day of labour.
Marx supposes the normal labour-day to be twelve hours. He
supposes also that the value of the daily wage, accurately set
at the value of the day’s use of the labour-power, may be pro‑
duced in six hours of labour. I f , therefore, the manufacturer
worked his men only six hours daily, their product would be
worth only what it cost him: he would gain nothing, and he
would not engage in such an occupation. ut the labour-day is
twelve hours, and this fact comes to the manufacturer’s rescue.
For in the next six hours of his labourer’s labour, though the
wear and tear of the machinery and the quantity of material
used up are repeated, yet the sum paid to the labourer does not
have to be repeated. Consequently the doubled product of the
whole day’s work, which has double value because of the
doubled amount of labour all told spent upon it, pays as before
for the machinery and material used up, and could have paid
twice asmuch to the labourer, but it does not : the surplus product
produced by the labourer beyond the value of his labour-power
is pocketed by the manufacturer, and becomes his profit, not
the labourer’s. Thus the “ t r i ck ” is accomplished: new value
has been produced both within and without the sphere of circula‑
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tion, being an affair both of exchange and of production and
while it is producedby the labourer, the capitalist appropriates i t . “
This “ appropriation ” by the capitalist (559, 619, 640) of what

hehas bought and paid for, is now treated as“ expropriation of
the labourer” (786, 848, iii. 257, 520, 699) ‐as the ‘ robbery”
so much complained of ( i . 555, cf. 496n.), the stealing of the
labourer’s roduct by the capitalist, who “ excludes” him from
it (584). he“ industrial capitalist ” is the first a propriator,and
he “ extracts ” (241, 326, 618), “ extorts ” ( i i i . 95 , 963), or “ ab‑
sorbs ” ( i . 257, 292, 339) from the labourers labour for which he
does not pay; he “ squeezes out the labour-power of others ” (348,
355, 450, 651), “ pumps out " their surplus-labour (653, iii. 955,
957), “ filches” the surplus-value from its producers (i i i . 910),
and “ enforces on the labourers an abstinence from life’s enjoy‑
ments " which hedoes not himself practise ( i . 651, cf. iii. 520) ;.he
“ exacts ” from them a “ tribute ” ( i . 637‐8, 648) or a “ booty ”
(583,619, 657), which hemay share with money-lenders and land‑
owners (618‐19), and which he “ saves ” only in order to use it
further in the same process.” Al l this takes place not only by a
perversion of the system of capitalism, when an employer cheats
or unfairly grinds his employés, but in the very nature of the
system, whenever a capitalist qua capitalist takes a penny of profit.
The very nature of the wage-system implies “always the per‑
formance of a certain amount of unpaid labour on the part of the
labourer ” (678). “ Property now turns out to be the right, on
the part of the capitalist, to appropriate the unpaid labour of
others or its product, and to bethe impossibility, on the part of the
labourer, of appropriating his own product ” (640, cf. 848).
“ Capital is dead labour that, vampire-like, only lives by sucking
living labour, and lives the more, the more labour it sucks ” (257,
cf. 330, 625). The whole process‐this “exploitation of man
by man ” 2 ° ‐ is, of course, one of “ cheating " or “ embezzling”
(593, 605; 670) ; for it is not a frank appropriation of the
labourer himself, as in slavery (591, 593), and it veils and
hides the distinction between the paid and the unpaid labour which
was plainly disclosed in the corvées of old, when the villein‑
worked three days of the week for himself and three days for
his lord (261‐3, 591, 622‐3), although in our present “ capitalist
exploitation,” which has taken the place of the “ feudal ” (787),
just as truly the labourer works only part of the day for himself
24Ch. vii. Of a l l this the hint seems to have come from Senior. who had lpohen

of the ne t profit being derived “ from the last hour "2 see 2 s .25 4 Originally some ca ital may have been accumulated by the labourer: who
produced i t ; but now capital is accumulated in this way cf. 623 637-8, 6 9‐40.20787. 6.2. “ o f the labourer by the capitalist," 341. his Saint-$imonian 1)rue.
appearing first in the lust-cited passage. is thereafter used at l e n t twenty es.
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and the rest of the day for the capitalist (242, cf. 558). In
short, present capital is not merely stored-up labour but it is
appropriated and accumulated “ unpaid labour ” (624, cf. 585),
“ for which no equivalent is returned.” 3’
Now, all this great discovery amounts to just nothing. Every

savage knew that he could support himself and family by working
a part of the day, and that if he worked more he would produce
more. And the most imbecile hired labourer knows that his
employer is making something out of his work, or else his em‑
ployer would not take the trouble to give him employment; and
any one who has brains enough to make an analysis, could
see that a part of the labourer’s work goes to pay his wages, on
which he and his family subsist, and the rest goes to the em‑
p10yer, who must use some of it to replenish his capital, and can
take the remainder for himself, unless, not owning all the capital
he employs, he has to share some of it with those from whom he
borrowed or rented.“ The only questions that can be raised are:
Does the capitalist (either employer or lender, or both2°) get all
the surplus, correctly measured, of the labourer’s work? and if
not, Does he still get more of it than heought to get?
Marx’s affirmative answer to the first question depends entirely

on his false principles. So perverse are they that they cut the
ground from under his feet. For one of them regulates the value
of labour-power, limiting this value to the cost of maintaining
the labourer; and in his sample case Marx again and again admits
that the manufacturer pays and the labourer receives for the
latter’s labour-power its full value.’0 He claims also that the
manufacturer sells the products for their exact value, according
to the quantity of labour that has gone into them. Then what is
there to complain of? To say that the capitalist gets from the
labourer “unpaid labour” is especially ridiculous, as according
to Marx labour has no value, and it is not labour that the manu‑
facturer either pays for or does not pay for. It is the labourer’s
labour-power that the manufacturer hires or pays for by the day at
the day’s value. If the labourer works for himself, on his own
materials, with his own instruments, he may take the whole sur‑
plus-value that his labour-power produces. But if he first sells
his labour-power to another, thus “ alienating ” it (625, cf. 193,
mfililhfisaéfi‘221i; “53555?’3333351yqfficiiflifxfi"wfii°£fi“§éafiisplit"”£23?
mulated fleecing," Co-o cram/e Commonwealth, 18.
28 To Marx it neeme " absurd at first r ight , that labour which creates a value of

6a. p o s e e u e l p value of 3l. ," 591. The trouble with Marx is that he never corrected .
this “ first " impression.
29The landowner, according to Marx, u we shall see, ge t . only “ m m " surplus,

wherever it occurs and no need no t be considered here.
30See 192. 206. 3:6. $85. 639. 649. 642. 657; ef- 429- 3 2
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258, 588), and his ownership then ceasing (cf. 365), it is equally
right that the other should take the surplus-value produced by the
labour-power which now is his labour-power.“1 Thus Marx’s
own principles seem to give a complete j ustifimtion of the capital‑
and-wage system, even if the labourers were ground down to a
bare subsistence."
Nobody can admit such a result, and of course Marx does not

admit i t . On the contrary, Marx considers it unjust-that the
manufacturer, or at least the capitalist qua capitalist, should get
any of the surplus-value whatever. This is running into the
opposite extreme, into which nobody ou ht to follow him. But
before examining the question of rig t, let us examine the
question of fact. Does the capitalist get the whole surplus‑
value? First of all, does Marx prove what he pretends to
prove?
In Marx’s exposition there is one flagrant omission: he never

shows any reason why the capitalists in selling their products
should get exactly the prices which, equalling the values, yield
profits equal to the surplus-values. And there is no reason why
they should always get these prices, and they do not. And what
is more, in the third volume of his work, published after his
death and twenty-seven years after the first ( in which he as‑
sumed that “ prices = values,” 244m), Marx admits that they do
not, and gives a very good reason why they should not. For if
they did, the capitalists employing little fixed capital and much
variable capital spent on labour-power would get great profits,
while the capitalists employing much fixed capital and little vari‑
able capital would get small profits (iii. 176‐9, 205, 230) ; whereas
the facts are, that the profits in different industries do not diverge
greatly and are near to a general level.” The facts are, that capi‑
tal, migrates from the industries where profits are small, t i l l
through deficient supply the pricesof the products rise,and toward
industries where profits are high, ti l l through abundant simply the
prices of the products fall, in the one case raising and in the
other lessening profits, t i l l they are more or less equalised.“
81And consequently all its products. But Marx treates the capitalist as rightful?

the " owner " only 0 that “ po r t i on of the commodity-product’ for which he a: ,
i i . 465 , ‐ to. f o r the portion reduced by the labour which produces a! t i m e as
was paid, as though in paying or the labour-power at its fu l l value he had no t paid
fogzagnietsoéalfipa,’ complaints is that the capitalist buys his labourers' labour-power.
s srately and then by putting them to co-operste gets a productive ower consider‑
ahgy greater than the mere sum of their individual powers, 1. 365‐8. Bu t if it is
the capitalist who does this, and no t a n y of the labourers. why should not
the capitalist get the gain?_ Noth ing in modern society prevents the labourers from
doing this themselves, and in England there is a law specmlly e m p o w e r i n g them to do
so.a sI I I . 181, 185, zoo 330 245, 712 883, 896.8.4111. 334‐5, ago‐1,343, 'cf. 56-7; 386, 3 : 3 , 331, 754, 883, cl. 326-7.v
a
a
s
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Marx admits all this, but thinks he saves his theory by claiming
that the diverging prices balance around the mean of values,
and the profits on the whole (diminished on the one side as they
are enlarged on the other) are equal to what they would be, were
all things sold at their values,”‐and at least the industries of
middling or average composition sell their products at their values
and yield profits equal to their surplus-values." He nowhere
proves, however, nor can he prove, such an epicyclical assertion;
for it would be a mere matter of chance if all ca italist pro‑
ducers, who are only interested in getting all the pro ts they can,
and not at all in making them sum up to agree with the total
surplus-value (about which they knew nothing till Marx en‑
lightened them " ) , should perform the latter feat; and though it
is true that deviations may balance around a centre, which must
be otherwise explained," it does not follow that the centre must
be the one Marx offers, unless he proves i t , which he nowhere
does, but simply assumes it ( I I I . 185). But even if he had
proved this interesting addition, it would not save his theory; for
the fact would remain that most products are not sold at their
values, but some above and some below, sothat articles sold at the
same prices may some have smaller and some greater values,
and as these articles are exchanged for each other, their ex‑
changes are not of equivalents (cf. iii. 205‐6, 209), though he had
started out, as we have seen, with the assertion that deviations
of prices from values “are to be considered as infractions of
the laws of exchange of commodities,” which exchange of com‑
modities, he adds; “ i n its normal state is an exchange of equiva‑
lents.” 3° This contradiction of the conclusion with the premise
simply refutes the whole theory. Marx’s “value ” is an empty
name for an essence (cf. ii i. 56) supposed to have fixed and well‑
regulated being under a world of changing and shifting phenom‑
ena in only the most distant and general agreement Wlth i t ; and
his “ law of value ” is rather of what should exist (in a social‑
istic and heavenly world ‘ ° ) than of what does exist in our
capitalistic and competitive world, which, in fact, he tells us, be‑
cause of its disagreement with his theory, is topsy-turvy, every‑
85111. 19°. 2:5. 236-7. 4:9. 43x. xooz; 387-8. 195. 196. 236. 332. 712. 750. 880.8‐9.
36 I I I - 3041 336) 343. (307), 4°71 7459 994‑8 1I I I . 50, 199 , 880. 0
as I I I . a n , 2 : 3 , 314 , 231, 323-4, 244 , 0, 4 : 9 , r oo7 , roos. He admits that the

fluctuations of interest do no t have an auc centre,_419,_ cf. 4:6, 437, 30-1.
89I. 176-{; cf. 641. He notices t e diflerence m m. .r a, 194. his shows the

absurdity o Engels'a contention that Marx solved his culty about the avera
rate of rofits “ n o t only without a violation of the law [Marx 's] of value, but y
means 0 i t , " i i . 28. i i i . r s fi . Marx, of courae, had worked it out already when he
published___the first volume: see there 244m, 355.
“ C f . m- 307-8. am. (306-7). 773-4.
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thing therein appearing upside-down.“ However this be, the
fact remains also, which is our present point, that in most indus‑
tries the capitalists do not get for their profits the exact surplus‑
values, but in some cases less and in some mo r e , ‐and whether
all profits sum up equal to all surplus-values, has not been even
attempted to beproved, and would have no significance if it were
roved.
p But we are more interested still with the first volume, and with
its assumption that “ prices = values.” We may even grant that
in industries of average composition (ii i. 193) the prices at which
the products are sold equal their “ values,” " and so yield to the
capitalists profits equal to the surplus-values as calculated by
Marx. Our question is, What of it? What is this surplus‑
value? And in getting it or some of it, does the capitalist get too
much? This is the important question.
Now, Marx’s position, when his assumptions are left for facts,

again discloses its lack of any firm basis resting on reality. He
says the capitalist pays his labourers what is sufficient to support
them according to the prevailing standard of living of their
class. This is a variable standard (cf. i. 429), and so his basis
is a shifting one. Then hemeasures surplus-value by the amount
which the labourers produce above what the capitalist pays them
and in other ways expends in the process of production. Of
course, then, the capitalist gets the entire surplus-value, and he
would get it no matter how much he paid them (since whatever
he, the average capitalist pays, is the customary wage), provided
it was just short of the gross value, leaving for himself an in‑
' finitesimal surplus. In other words, Marx measures surplus‑
value by the profit which the capitalist ordinarily or on the
average gets, no matter what it be, and then complains that the
labourer gets none of i t ! Surplus-value, in other words, is noth‑
ing else but profit differently viewed (its rate being calculated
on the variable capital, while that of profit is calculated on the
total capital, iii. 55) ; and he might just aswell have complained
at the outset that the capitalist gets any profit. No reason has
been brought forward to show why he should not get some profit
except the talk about “unpaid labour,” although according to
g ’II‘IhIi.s9i6:;ovsgs' gist; ii‘ig' aggifiglg': hit} ztsli‘e' inf-ices which give this result are

wholesale or retail rices. a rx decides in favour of the latter, because otherwise
the merchants woul have to sell regularly above the “value,” i i i . 33-7. This, how‑
ever, requires that the manufacturers must re lnrly sell below the ' value "' which he
explains by sayin the merchant does some 0 the manufacturer's work, helping him to
“realise" the vs ue he ( t h e manufacturer ) alone “produces." i i i . 3 4 2 - 3 ; 3 ; c . i i .£5043 iii.' 34§:6, 354. Here Marx merelieshows ignorance of the meaning of the term
pro uet lon , which ( the thing) may for diflerent markets. _But with this we

have no special interest. Mnrxs wor simply bristles with such dificulties made by
his own false principles.
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Marx himself it isnot labour, but labour-power the capitalist
pays for, and according to common sense what he pays for is
the product of labour. However, had Marx used some fairly
fixed standard of living as his standard, he would then have fol‑
lowed the principles of correct metrology, and would have had
some basis to stand on. The only standard of living of this
sort, though its fixity is not particularly stable, is the minimum
amount of produce necessary to keep labourers alive and in good
condition and to enable them to propagate their species. If he
had chosen this, he might have had some excuse for complaining
about the hard-heartedness of the capitalists in grinding their
labourers down to .a bare pittance just sufficient for subsistence.
But heexpressly denies this, maintainingthat wages are a variable
quantity, and adducing the “ physical minimum required by the
labourer for the conservation of his labour-power and for its re‑
production ” as the lower limit of the variation of their wages,
from which “ the actual value of his labour-power difiers accord‑
ing to climate and condition of social development,” depending,
as it does, “ not merely upon the physical, but also upon the his‑
torically developed social needs, which become second nature.”
“ In every country and at any given period,” he adds, “ this regu‑
lating average wage is a given magnitude ” (i i i . 1000). But how
much this given magnitude departs from the physical minimum,
he nowhere inquires. Yet the extent of this departure shows
how much of the surplus-value, rightly measured, is being partici‑
pated in by the labourers.
Whether this participation is stationary, falling, or rising, rela‑

tively or only absolutely, is also a question of importance, inade‑
quately answered. Marx’s principles, after being defeated in the
requirement that it should not take place at all, at least require
that it should bestationary. Marx practically held what Lassalle
called the “ i ron [literally brazen48] law of wa ”, though he
did not use the term.“ For hisfirst principle is, is the socialist
principle in general, that capital takes all the surplus eyond what
is necessary for the labourers’ esupport. Machinery, he com‑
plains, serves only the purpose o f , ucmg more surplus‐val}?
for the capitalists, who live by other people’s labour (i. 405, .
385, 400). And according to the alleged iron law of wages, new
inventions and better methods of production do not improve the
condition of the labourers, their wages remaining as before, but
all serve for the benefit of the upper classes, who live in idleness
48From Goethe’s poem Da : Gamma (cf . Hump } : i n ; Winter): so Marx in aletxir quoted by Simkhovitch, Marxism versus Soaalum 99a. , ,In i t s place he had an “ iron law of proportionality"! i._390'; while his ‘;hwg

of capitalilt production " worked “w i t h i r o n necessity toward incurable relultt.’ 13.
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and yet receive enhanced incomes, althou h the new wealth is
produced by the labour of the labourers. uch are the lamenta‑
tions constantly raised, asif historically proven. Thus more than
, a hundred years ago Godwin complained that though during the
previous three centuries industry had increased perhaps tenfold,
the poor still barely subsisted, and “ they did as much before." ‘5
Lassalle and Marx and Engels fifty years later made the same
complaint that the intervening extension of industrialismhad done
no good to anybody but the capitalists. And after still another
fifty years Bellamy repeated it, say ing that for instance the
sewing-machine had only introduced the “ sweating system,” for‑
getful that the Song of the Shirt had been written Just before
that invention.“ But history does not sanction this pessimistic
claim. Though the lowest and most shiftless labourers, who,
shirking work, are little better than non-labourers, may now be
no better off than their mates were thousands of years ago (though
even this may bedoubted), yet the mass even of unskilled labour‑
ers are now able to feed and clothe and house themselves better
than ever before, and their condition is steadily improvin : they,
too, have shared in the increased production. And w en we
examine the “ i ron law ” asenunciated by its expounders, we find
that even theoretically it is much rather a rubber law, containing
muchelasticity. For Lassallehimself defined it asa law by which
“ the average wage always remains reduced to the necessary pro‑
vision which, according to the habits of the people, is required
for subsistence and propagation.” ‘7 And practically in the same
45Political Justice, V I I I . i i . _
465 us l i t y, 336.‐Hood’s poem was published in the Christmas number of Punch,18 3. owe invented the sewing-machine during 1844. In 1845 Engels wrote: “ The

g i r s who sew neckties must ind themselves to work sixteen ours a‘ day and
receive 4st. a week. But the shirtmakers' lot is the worst. They receive or an
ordinary shirt l%d._ . . : For fine, fancy shirts. which can be made in one day of
eighteen hours, 6d. is paid. The weekly wage of these sewing women . . . is as. 6d.
to as. fo r most strained work continued far into the night. . . . The women must
g i v e a money deposit for a pa r t of the materials entrusted to them, which they
naturally cannot 0 unless they pawn a part of them, redeeeming them at s loss;
or if they cannot redeem‘ the materials, the must appear before s. Justice of the
Peace, as happened to a sewmg woman in ovember 1843. A poor g i r l who got
into this strait and did n o t know what to do next, drowned herself in a canal in
1844," Condition of the Workmg Clare in England in 1844, p. i 4 i . In i846 W. H.Thornton'ssid in London women worked at shirt-making eighteen hours_s day, earnin
four shillings a week, Over-population and its Rmed , 60. In i847 this was reporte
in ew York: “There are now in this c i t y, sceor i n g to close estimates, ten thou‑
sand women who live by the earnings of the needle. On an average. these~women‘
by workin ‘ twelve or fourteen hours a-da , can earn only twelve and a half cents,’
c ted by m C. E. Beecher, The Ev i l : Su ered by American Women and Children, 6.Sometime later, before 1870, Miss Beecher wrote: “There are now thir ty thousand
women in New York whose labour averages from twelve to fifteen hours a day,
and yet whose income seldom enceeds thirty-three cents a day. 0 erstors on sewing‑
machines, and a few others, emo comparative opulence, gaining ve to ei ht dollars
I week," Woman Suffrage and amour Pro/arms, i o g ‐ r o . Since then urther im‑
provement may not have been great, but-it has taken place.
41Gnamtwnke, i. i s . On p. i7 he a s s i g n s the surplus products of lsbour to the

entrepreneurs; who themselves sre labourers!
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terms the law of wages is stated by all the economists of the
liberal school, fromwhomheobtained i t , “ andby Marx himself,as
we have seen, and by most of their soc1alist followers, the refer‑
ence to “habits,” or the customary standard of livmg, being
always included.“ Now, as this standard changes in time and
in different countries, it must at some time and in some countries
be higher than the mere bare subSistence complained of. But
how much higher than the m i n i m u m it now is in any country, or
whether there is any limit to i ts risin , neither Lassalle’s state‑
ment of his law nor Marx’s analysis 0 the relations between the
labourers and the capitalists shows, nor did either of these social‑
ist leaders enter into a statistical and historical investigation of
the subject ; sowe are left in the dark about it. But Marx hun‑
self had opinions on the subject, and they were in harmony with
what hedesired. For Marxwas not'pleasedevenWith the idea of
the stationary state of wages. His eory of value, indeed, pre‑
supposed this; but his “ materialistic conception of history ” could
not rest content With i t , because if it were a law of nature, it
could not be altered, and if labourers had ut up with it in
the past, they might dosoin the future.“ W at hewanted was
that the condition of labourers (the proletariat), starting from a
higher plane in the pro-capitalistic period, should become con‑
stantly worse under the capitalistic regime (as a spech law of this
system), sothat in time their condition should become intolerable.
Accordingly, as, when he first began to labour at his system
(prior to 1850), the condition of workmen had, in one of the
eddies of economic development (under falling pr ices, and after
a sudden and wide introduction of machinery) been growmg
worse, he universalised this,M in spite of the fact that, when he
published his book, there had already been a turn in their con‑
dition for the better. His views are faISified by facts as well as
by their own inconsistencies.
But we are not done With Marx’s inconSistencies. That some

labourers, even mere labourers who possess nothing but their
48Lassalle himself refers to Adam Smith, Ricardo, Malthus, Bastiat, I. S. Mi l l ,

Gesamtwerke, i. 17, of. i i i . 219‐20.
40And Spargo, who makes the mistake of thinking that Marx .did not accept the
iron law,’ because he did no t use, the term and objected to it and to some of

the ways in which the law was stated himself allows that " t h e law of wages is one of
considerable elasticity," Socialism, a 4. Perhaps Tur or, one of the first to ex ress
this so-called law, is the only one of the libera s who as pu t it in the absolute orm:
“ En tout enre de travail il doit arriver, et il arrive en effet, que le salaire de
l'ouvrier se me i ce qui lu i est necessaire pour se procurer sa subsistance " Reflexion:
nor to Formation et la Distribution de to Riches: 5 6. Yet Marx and lingels them‑
selves p u t it in this form in their Communist Manifesto, Part I L ! So stated this
alleged law is false: and as usually stated, it merely asserts that everywhere and
always there is a cus tom wage and that the labourers get i t , without saying any‑
th ing about the amount 0 the wage,‐a.valuable law in eedl
soCf. Simlglioviteh, Marxian worm Socialmn, 99-100.
61Capital, i. 488-9, 709. 836.
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labour-power, get more than the minimum of bare subsistence, is
proved by the fact that Marx,'applying his conclusions only to
simple or unskilled labourers, admits “a hierarchy of labour‑
powers, to which there corresponds a scale of wages ” (384), from
the simple labourer up through the foremen, clerks, and superin‑
tendents to the managers or the entrepreneurs, who stand next
to the capitalists. Their higher salaries hewould explain by say‑
ing that the labour-power of greater skill is “ of a more costly
kind,” because its production has “ cost more time and labour ”
in education, training, etc.; and he maintains also, though there
is no necessary connection between the two things, that because
of its higher value the skilled labour-power “creates in equal
times proportionally higher values than unskilled labour does”
(220, cf. 191, 384, iii. 168). He thus apparently treats the
higher employés like the lowest: they produce a value equal to
what is paid them in a certain portion of the day’s labour, and
of an amount necessary for their maintenance, and beyond that
they produce in the remainder of the day’s labour a surplus‑
value which the capitalists take; and so the best paid officials of
our present-day monster corporations, some of whom have re ‑
ceived a hundred thousand dollars a year, would have as good a
right (and a better, since he tells us the surplus-value produced
by them is correspondingly greater) asthe meanest had-carrier, to
complain that he was being robbed or cheated by the capitalists!
Yet Marx’s principle of cost-of-production does not allow for such
large divergences of wages and salaries, since, whatever be the
values created by skilled workmen and managers, it does not cost
very much more labour to produce these higher hand-and-head‑
labourers than to produce a simple labourer, many even of the
best managers-having come out from the midst of simple labour‑
ers."z Other principles will account for the phenomenon, by
ascribing exceptionally high salaries to exceptionally high talents,
the value of the latter being enhanced by their rarity, and having
a close analogy with the rental power of exceptionally fertile or
well-located plots of ground;58 by which, too, the exceptional
earnings of such superior workers are perfectly justified, pro‑
vided no dishonesty enters in, their exceptional capacity un‑
doubtedly belonging to them. However this be, if Marx holds
that such high salaries are higher than they ought to be, and
their receivers partake of the booty wrung from the simple
52According to the Marxist Gronlund, even salaries of $10,000 I year are too

high, when common employee get no more than ”on. Ca-apenm‘w Commonwealth,3.9, 560. He seems to consider $7,000 a year the limit, The New Economy. 104. cf.
. above, . 2 x , 11. 18.

58C . F. A. ‘x’slker, Political Economy. 55306‐15.
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labourers '(cf. iii. 454), his principles do not account for this
state of the case. Hencehis theory either leads to anabsurdity, or
it runs up against something for which it cannot account. In
either case it is wrong, and being wrong of some labourers, it
may equally well be wrong of all. ‘
The upshot of all this is that we learn nothing from Marx’s

lucubrations that will yield an answer to the important question
before us. After reading his work from beginning to end we
cannot know, from anything he tells us, whether to‐day in any
country the capitalists are gettingmore than they ought to get and
the labourers less, or reversely, since the question is not by him
even theoretically discussedwhat ought to bethe proper division of
the surplus-value between capital and labour.
Instead of discussing this question, Marx simply assumes that

the capitalist ought not to get any of it, however small, and the
labourer ought to get the whole of it. For he complains that
“ wages, by their very nature, always imply the performance of
a certain quantity of unpaid labour on the part of the labourer,”
and even if by improvements this quantity of unpaid labour might
be diminished, the “diminution can never reach the point at
which it would threaten the system itself” ( i . 678) , ‐ that is, in
the capitalist system, the labourers can never get the whole
surplus-value created by their labour, and never can capitalists be
reduced to receiving nothing in return for the use of their
capital. Here is one-sidedness on the other side, as extravagant
in the matter of right as is his position in the matter of fact
that the capitalists get all the surplus-value. That the labourers
ought to get the whole of the surplus product, or its surplus‑
value, subtracting from the total only the value of the materials
and of the machmery consumed in the process, which value the
capitalist is allowed to handle, but without increase for his pains
and his risk, is a claim which, to say the least, needs proof.
Marx, however, has not provided this proof for his socialist
followers. He has merely assumed it , be it repeated, though his
false principles help him to it. But they help him to it only
because he carefully fitted them in advance for the conclusion
he intended to draw out of them. Al l value, he premised, is
created by living human labour, and none by inanimate or non‑
human instruments of production. These latter can only trans‑
mute already created value from one form into another. New
value comes only from the former. Capital, therefore, which
consists of the latter, does not produce any value, and conse‑
quently its owners have not a right to take any new value as
if coming from it.
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The fundamental principle underlying all this has been shown

to be wrong on the face of i t ; but we may further oontrovert
it from Marx's own point of V i e w . What is essential for the
creation of new value (or rather of new valuable things). is
power, and it is not essential by what the power is supphed,
provided it be limited in quantity and appropriable. The free
powers of nature are valueless only because they are unlimited
and unappropriable. Those which are limited and appropriated,
are supplied gratuitously by nature to their owners, but not so
to the rest of mankind, who have to pay for them or for their
products.“ Now, the natural powers in horses, in machines, and
in human slaves, are limited by the need of labour on the part
of the immediate owners or users, in the first place to get them,
and in the second place to keep them in working order. Beyond
this cost, however, they yield an excess of value glreater than
their owners could have obtained Without them. 1115 excess
is surplus-value in any one case as much as in the others. The
muleteer who works his mule may get surplus-value out of it in
addition to the surplus-value which hehimself creates by working
longer than is necessary for obtaining a bare subSistence. So
the owner of the machine. So the owner of a slave. The
conditions precedent and consequent are the same in all three
cases.” A difference a r i s e s only when the slave changes his
status. When hebecomes free, hemay, if heworks for himself,
keep the whole of the surplus-value he creates. And he may do
so even if he works for another, bargaining for his hire while
yet disengaged. By working the employer’s machinery, he may
yield to the employer, who does not labour, the surplus-value
created by the machinery, while taking for himself the surplus‑
value of his own labour, now perhaps greater than before.
To carry out this scheme a measure is needed of the work done

by the labourer and of the work done by the machine. Now, the
work done by the labourer is evrdently what he might do if he
54This is practically admitted by Marx toward the end of his work. where he

says that the owners of n waterfal used to r u n a mill may make “surplus-profit”
above that made by. owners of mills r u n by steam power, i i i . 751. He mere! refrainsfrom speaking of it as ‘fiei'rtra surplus-value" (although this was the de nition of' surplus-profit," aio),. and in te rp re ts the gain asmade b the labour, which in this
mi l l is ‘more roductive " than in the others. 751-3. This is absurd (and for more
nonsense in this connection see i. 682, and c . 404), and is belied by his adding that
the lucky owneruof the waterfall “ owes " t e extra profit " i n the last resort to a
natural power," i i i . 7_5 . and that it " is n o t due to ca ital, but to the harnessing of
a natural power, who .can be mono olised, and has een monopolised by capital,”
£56, or a g a i n , ‘ to a limited natura power, separate from his capita. over which
_ehas command, because he has a monopoly of i t , " 57. In this way Marx's explana‑tion of r en t comes back to Riesrdo's. And it would e true of any communi holding
i ts land in common over a ainst other communities, as much as of individus I holding
land over a ma t other in ividuals.
55Marx imself sometimes inadvertently s of a machine eldinz rofi

398, or of capital creating surplus-value, 883?“ yi . p t. i l l .
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worked without machinery (supposinghim to have access to land
for materials, which is another question); for, as to‐day every
workman can supply himself With tools, these Simple mstruments
may be viewed as incorporated in him. The additional work
which a labourer may accomphsh with the aid of a machine, is
evidently done by the machine. As this factor is prOVided by
the capitalist, the surplus-value produced by it is rightfully his.
The labourer has a right only to what he could produce, by his
whole day’s labour, if unaided by the capitalist,‐but also, if not
interfered With by the capitalist ( for instance, by his appropriat‑
ingall the land).
Marx, of course, recognised that Without some profit or sur‑

plus-value the capitalist would not engage his capital in in‑
dustry. But Marx feared this not, because he deSired to do
away With the system i t s e l f ‐o f capital and o f labour a s two
distinct and mutually excluSive factors. He Wished them to be
amalgamated, the labourer becoming ampitalist and the capitalist
a labourer; for the capitalist as a separate entity, he says, has
become superfluous.“ Yet the distinction would still remain.
What the labourer gets qua labourer, would be short of what he
further gets qua capitalist.“ Present conditions merely separate
in fact what is always separable in idea. Nature, to be sure, does
not produce the condition of divorce between capital and labour;
but far less does she produce the condition of their union on any
great scale. She distinctly does provide means by which some
capitalists need not be labourers, and by freeing them from the
drudgery of manual labour, she has prov1ded the means for ad‑
vancmg Civilisation.
The analysis here made is difierent from Marx’s. Marx as‑

Signed the total surplus-value beyond all necessary expenses to
the account of the labourer’s labour, and none to the energ ismg
of the machine or capital. Still, the fact r ema i n s that the la‑
soI n . 455-6. This is part of his “materialistic conception of history" applied to

the present and the future; for the future is to do away with what is now super‑
fluous. He thinks it proved by the existence of co-operative societies and of stock‑
companies, 457‐8, whic show that both labourers and capitalists can hire at a moderate“I“? superintendents who Will do al l the function of suferintending, 456; which is
simp y not so, and also leaves ou t the question of risk. t is, moreover, a n i c e idea
that, after experimenting with inventions, applying improvements, saving, augment ing ,
accumulating es, m i , this, now that it exist in abundance, should be taken sway from
the owners. e may remember, too, as one of the teachings of history, that many
things thought to be superfluous continue f o r s s.
61Marx shows complete ignorance of the subject he is dealing with, when he says

that if the labourers themselves were “ i n possession of their respective means of
production " and exchanged their rpducts with one another, then “ these commodities
would no t be products 0 capital ' i i i . 207. Capital would enter into their production
jugt as much as it now does. its ownership alone would be altered. Marx obtains
this osition through an ut ter ly wrong conception of capital the definition of which
he ves only toward the end of his w o t as “ d i e menus f rod cti 1 ed b
a certain part of society," i i i. 948. k, 0 p u on e m ) oy ’
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bourer is aided by the capitalist’s capital.“ And for this aid the
labourer ought to pay. There is a service rendered by the
labourer to the capitalist, indeed; but there also is a service ren‑
dered by the capitalist to the labourer. There is an exchange of
services, and, as in every exchange, each side ts, or should
get, an advantage, and neither ought to get the w ole advantage.
And as a fact in the vast majority of exchanges there is an

advantage on both sides, or else the one pa would not enter
into them. But the advantage is not always 0 the same kind, or
measurable with equal plainness in money gained, often being a
gain in money or efion saved. It will not be possible here to
treat of the subject of exchanges. It can only be remarked that
it has not been possible to find any norm furnished by nature for'
the proper or just sharing of the gains." To say it should be
equal on both sides, is unworkable. We may know that if there
is cheating, with deceit, by one of the parties, his gain is unjust.
Cheating may take place after the bargain is struck, and then
its injustice is plain; It may also be applied before, with more
insidious effects. There may be violence and constraint, and
the putting of the other party at a disadvanta . A l l gains ob‑
tained in these ways are unjust. But such gains are not neces‑
sarily involved in the system of capitalism and wage-labour. It
might bebetter if all labourers became capitalists also.“o But the
only right method for their becoming so is by saving,‐not by
appropriating the capital of others.
We must conclude, therefore, that Marx has not proved his

point. He has not proved that the capitalist system is essen‑
tially a system of despoiling and exploiti labourers for the
unearned benefit of idle capitalists. There s taken and does
take place, in actuality, much despoiling and exploiting of labour‑
ers by capitalists (and mostly by labouring capitalistsl); but if
such injustice necessarily accompanies the present system, it may
be only because it is inherent in human nature, and would like‑
wise appear, perhaps to a greater, perhaps to a less extent, in
any other system,‐- and in our system the despoiling of the
capitalists by the labourers is not unknown. Marx’s first volume
(the other two are worthless “) contains much valuable historical
asCf. Grunlund: “ Capital itself produces no value whatever; what it does. is, it

enables labour to be immensely more productive," Cooperative Commonwealth, 18.
Mars: worded the idea thus: “The natural power is not the source of the surplus
profit, but only its natural basis. because this natural basis permits an increase in the
productive power qt labour,” i i i . 727‐8; pf. i. 683. But if machinery enaqu labour
to produce more, it is the cause 0 the increased production. _ _59Thus, 0.x. 'rnes could no t “ find in the maxim: of abstract. justice I } : hey
to the practical problems of the distribution of wealth," Sm Ludw i g PM)!“ of
Politico Economy, 268.sec . C , ib., a , z r.
01E4“;r"1515.7:13-40-"43' 84 89' 3,
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information about the class conflict, especially in England. He
shows how there the two classes of landowners and factory‑
owners played battle-dore and shuttle-cock with the class of
hand-labourers: how the former ousted them from the land
and threw them upon the towns, where the latter, having them
at their mercy, bled them, and then turned against the land‑
owners, desiring cheaper food for lower wages; then how the
landowners in revenge came to the rescue of the factory-labourers,
though still maltreating the labourers they had retained on the
farms; and how at last, between the two sets and by the self‑
assertion of the labourers, their lot was slightly alleviated, as an
earnest (he thought) of how much more the labourers might do
if they took the whole matter in their own hands. In all this
he does reveal much real exploitation of labour; but he vitiates
his work by confusing unfairness and cheating with his idea that
every gain'whatever made by capital is robbery. He has, too, by
this perverted the minds of many labourers, and done incalculable
harm, and threatened ruin to society. There is ample reason
why the present capitalistic system should be amended; but
Marx shows not a single good reason why it should beended.



CHAPTER VII.
r m : s o c r A u s r THEORY ASTOLAND‐DOVE’S AND czonce’s

THE injustice of private property in capital not having been
proved, the question remains about the injustice of private prop‑
erty in land. Land, indeed, may itself be viewed as capital,
in a broad sense of the term, meaning anything used in produc‑
tion or as a source of income. But the fact that land is not
produced while other capital is itself produced, introduces a di f ‑
ference so important that it has been usual to confine the term
“capital ” to a narrow definition, as anything produced that is
used in production, and to set land over a inst lt asanother spe‑
cies of thing. As it is this difierentia w ich causes the distinc‑
tion in the question of property right, the narrow sense of
“ capital ” is the more convenient for our purpose.
The clearest and only direct right to property is that of the

producer to his product. As land cannot beproduced by man, if
man can own land, it must beby some other kind of right. The
right to land is derived from necessity. “ Necessity,” says Black‑
stone, speaking of land, “begat property.” 1 When men become
numerous, land acquires value in their eyes, and they fight for it,
taking possession of it by occupation, some of some, others of
other, until for the sake of peace they agree to recognise one
another’s ownership of what they occupy and possess. So tribes
as tribes, so families as families, so individuals as individuals.
The purpose of ownership is to give peaceful ssession, and to
secure to the labourer the anticipated fruits 0 his labour. For
this purpose men appropriate land, and land is the only thing,
except occasional waifs and estrays, that can be appropriated
without wrong; for one does not appropriate what he produces
or what is given to him, ashealready owns it, and to appropriate
what another rightfully produces, without his consent, is to do,
him an injury. Thus, while property in one’s product is by
nature, property in land is by convention.
Here arises a difficulty. A man cannot produce the material

of his product. What right, then, has he to own that material?
Thus the question about the ownership of land, whence come all
1 Commented“, i i . 8.

112
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materials (except’the little that comes from the sea, which comes
only by means of instruments obtained from the land), pre‑
cedes the ownership of products: ’ a natural ri ht depends on a
conventional right.8 Were it the other way, an the conventional
right depended on the natural right, there would be no
difficulty. But nature herself fails to provide us with our first
right, and leaves the question to our own decision‐by conten‑
tion first, and by convention afterward.‘
In primitive times, when- land was so abundant relatively to

the people occupying it, that the last appropriation of it, by
individuals, was not yet conceived of, this difficulty did not exist.
Then anybody could take the raw materials supplied by nature,
and whatever he made out of them was his. His natural right
to his own product was preceded by no one else’s prior right.
When the time came that anyone could raise the question who
owned the land, the answer might be: the tribe, ,or community.
But this answer would at first apply only to the tribe’s or com‑
munity’s ownership of its land over against contiguous tribes or
communities. With reference to the landheldby the tribe or com‑
munity, from which any member of the tribe might take what he
pleased, the answer properly was, as long as this condition
lasted, that the land belonged to nobody. But if this condition
came to be consciously permitted by the community, then the
community had appropriated the land even with regard to its
own members, and though every member could still say that he
a’l‘hus Grotius, criticising the jurisconsult Paulns (who had said: “Genera

sessionuin to t aunt. quot et causae adquirendi eius quod nostfuin sitz‘velut . . . sicut
in his quae terra marique vel ex hostibus capimus vel quae ipsi, ut in rerum natura
essent, fecimug," Digest, XLI . ii. 4, 5 21) , says that as we can make only out of_pre‑
existing material, if this is ours, the product is ours: if nobody's, it must be acquired;
if some y else’s the product does not namraliter belong to us, Dr Jars Belii ac
Pam's, I I . i i i . . In fact, the Roman law was much exercised about the ownership of
a product made by one erson out of material belon ' ng to another; see Institutes
I I . i. hf seq., D' a t , X I. i. 7, l 7 seq. "l‘he onl ' original principle is this: “ Quod
gate! niul ius est, i naturali ratione occupant:conce i t u r, Institutes, 11. i. l 12 , Digest,

. . 3. _
3 Accordingly Thiers had to confess that the first act which prope is_ obtained,

is occupation, and labour only a second, D¢_la Pgofin'llgl i i i ‐ u . Arid,Liilhhad.to
abandon his “ foundation" and his "essential principlg,’ and add. that '_this r i n ‑
ciple cannot apply to what is not thePproduce of la ur the raw material 0 ‘ the
earth." [which enters everydproductq: 0mm : Economy, II. i i . l s . But sometimes
this difliculty is no t observe , as b n Faucher in an essay Du D I M nu Travasl,
where, admittin that the right to t epossess ion of land 1! no t natural he nevertheless
says that land ielongs legitimately to him who appropriates it by la ur, and ma i n ‑
mins that labour creates property in land as we as in other thin , in Milan"
d’rconmm'r palih’qus rt do Finance, Paris, 18 6, vol. i i . P-,143- 'L e had tried to
substantiate this claim by the consideration at people m i x their labour with land
(as with other things) 0 Civil Government, ll 2 7 , as, 39- and by the allegation that
mos t of the value of an comes from the labour expen ed upon i t , 5! 37. o. 4 3 ; in
which last he is followed by many liberal economists, as notably by arey andBastiat, but all beside the mark as to that por t ion of the yalue of land (of ten great)
which is not due to the labour expended upon it by either i t s owners or occupants.
4Cf. Pufendorf: “ Proprietas rerum immediate ex conventione hominum, tacles ant

expressa, produxit, Dr J a n N a m st Cosmos, I V. iv. 4 cf. 9 M fine,- fo r the mine
of peace, 6, cf. i t , u, v. 3.
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had asgood a right asanother to the materials he took from the
land, his equal right was not by nature, but by convention. This
conventionality of land-ownership became still plainer with ad‑
vance in density of population, which at last, when all the land
is occupied, leads, for its peaceful possession, to the establishment
of individual ownership; and then plainer also becomes the pos‑
teriority of the natural right to the ownership of one’s own
products. For now no man can own what he produces with‑
out first considering whether he owns the material it is produced
out of ; which ownership is ultimately determined by the owner‑
ship of the land the material was obtained from. Thus the
question of the ownership of land becomes the fundamental ques‑
tion of all property rights; and the natural right to own one’s prod‑
ucts is conditioned by the conventional right to own land.
This difficulty, however, might heescaped, if it could beshown

that although individuals cannot have any natural right to land
separately, they may have a natural right to it collectively. This
course has been entered upon by the two great deniers of the
right to private property in land, Dove and George, who treated
the surplus from land, or rent, in much the same way as Marx
treated the surplus from capital, or profit, as robbery of the
labouring population, if taken by idle owners. Both Dove and
George held that the only right to private property is the natural
right to what one produces; 5and therefore, they said, aswe do
not produce land, we can have no private right to land, and con‑
sequently only a public or common right, all men having by
nature an equal right to the land, or equal ownership of it.‘ A l l
men do not wish to use land equally, some needing more for one
purpose, some less for another. Therefore the possession of
land may be unequal, and this unequal possession of land may be
regulated by convention. But no one must be hindered from
using land, who wishes it, if there be any not so well used as it
may be used by him; yet for all exceptional advantage, or sur‑
plus of produce yielded to the same amount of labour, derivable

as? givi’gflh‘rffifi’m‘iifimfiofiifii’ififgcifffidfi? i325;fl"p;?’?§§,’;3;”=§f:356, ZDSPBIG- Georfii Our and and Land Policy, viii. 5; Progress and PW hlis.
337}. lite er gig-5d15:in $434“; 3.4)le (the references to volumes are to those 0
P6 ovel: “ It '[the eanh1'be‘onfis equally to all the egisting inhabitants,” H u mroirfisswn, 308, cf, 44. 3 1 2 ; A l iv ing men are equalhnuthexr natural right to the
cart ,' Pphhcal Science, 170, cf. 2 256, z 7. George. The broad principle t h eland is n ht l y common property," 571k Lam;Question, i i i . 64. t'f. 106. “ The equal
r i gh t of al men to the use of and " is George's usual expression. P. and P. , l. 336,
Protection or Free Trade, iv. 380 289. Of course others had made similar state‑
ments before, as e.g., Th. Spence, The Meridian Sun of L iber ty ; or the whole Rights
of Man displayed and most accurately defined, London. 1796, p. 6: Colins, Ls P u n
social, 1835; but without drawing out the ful l consequences, or supplying a workable
scheme for doing so.
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from particular spots, he must pay its value to the community,
since he has no more right to it than any one else. This pay
for the use of exceptional land is rent; and the community should
take it, because the ownership of land remains in the community.’
The reasoning of these thinkers is correct enough after the

laying down of a few principles, and if their principles were
rightly laid down, their conclusions would be of necessary con‑
sequence. Unfortunately there is a hitch near the beginning.
That individuals have by nature a private right to land, and

that the community has by nature a common right to the land, are
not contradictory propositions such that, the first being false, the

~second must betrue. For the contradictory of the first is: No in‑
dividuals have by nature a private right to the land; and the prop‑
osition that the community, made up of all individuals, have by
nature a common right to the land, which is the same with saying
that every individual has by nature an equal right to the land, is
another diflerent proposition, a contrary or opposite proposi‑
tion to the first, and one standing on its own feet, and needing
demonstration, if it benot self-evident or axiomatic.
Is it self-evident that the community ‐ and the community only

‐ has the right to the land? Proof that it is not self-evident, is
at hand in the fact that it has very commonly been disregarded
even in theory, as people do not generally disregard in theory
what is self-evident. The other proposition, that everybody has
a natural right to his product (to what in a material thing he has
produced really ashis product‐ i ts new shape), is never disre‑
garded at least in theory; for everybody at once recognises its
truth. But everybody does not at once recognise,or even at length
admit, the truth of the proposition that everybody has a natural
right to the land equally with everybody else. And as clinching
proof of this is the fact that Dove and George themselves did not
always treat this proposition asa self-evident or axiomatic truth,
but proceeded to argue for it, and, as they believed, to demon‑
strate it, by relying on anterior self-evident, demonstrative, or
accepted principles.
Dove did so by appealing to revelation as delivered in Psalm

cxv. 16, which says that “ God ave the earth to the children of
men,” 8 in which case God’s rig t to his own product passes by
gift to mankind.“ This principle of course is authoritative only
1Marx , however, said: " Even a whole society. a nation. or even all societies

together are no t the m e n of the globe. They are only its possess-on." Ca ital, i i i .
o r -a . ‘But this is only one of Marx’s dogmatic absurdities. Dove said 1:e earth
elonged to its Creator Political Science, 243 , as : but then, as we shall see, he
held that its Owner had given it to mankind, to w on , therefore, the title passes.
BHuman Pro version, 187, 376, 297, 298, 308.
oAnd it did not make matter itself in the first place. even God would not
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to those who accept the Bible asa revelation‐ as, to use Dove’s
words, “ the first great condition of true knowledge.” 1° But even
on the supposition that the Bible is a revelation, this statement
does not involve what he derives from i t ; for he treats it as if it
said “ God gave the earth to all the children of men equally,”
which is more than it does say. “ The gift,” Dove asserts, “ i s
general ” and therefore “ to all individuals alike.” ‘1 But a ‑
eral statement is not necessarily a universal statement, from w ich
alone this consequence flows. Men might own the earth un ‑
equally, and with private right, and yet that general statement
would be true.“ Moreover, the Bible also says of certain per‑
sons that God gave the land to them alone.“ And the Hebrews
themselves, who knew best what their book meant, owned only the
land of Canaan, which alone had been given to them; 1‘ and they
owned it unequally, and bought and sold land, thou under cer‑
tain reservations,“ as, without any reservations, braham and
Jacob had done in the first place,“ and Pharaoh, too, under
Joseph’s divinely inspired guidance.“ They were, furthermore,
commanded not to covet one another’s fields any more than one
another's wives, although that, it must be admitted, may refer
only to possession and not necessarily to ownership; 1“ yet Ahab
was punished even more severely for despoiling Naboth of his
vineyard than Davidwas for stealing away his wife fromUriah.“
The meaningof the passage in the Psalms, therefore, on the whole,
seems to be merely that God gave the dominion of all the earth
to men rather than to any other species of animals, in accordance
with Genesis i. 26 (cf ix. 2) ;which is asmuch carried out with the
landunder private aswith it under common ownership.“
have owned it or have had a right to use it. aecordin to some of the ChristianFat’lliers, whence (as one of its arguments) they deduced e doctrine of creation from
no t mg .
10Op. cit. 65, cf. 80.11Politimf Sma r t , 254. ‑
12Likewise such indefinite statements u.those of some Christian Fathers to the

effect that God gave the earth to al l mankind in common, although with their pro‑
fessed indifference to worldly things they sometimes drew another conclusion there‑
from. Thus Basil, accordin to Rufinus's translation of one of his Homthrs: " Terra
communiter omnibus hominigus data est: proprium nemo dicat, quod e communi p l “ . ‑
quam sufficeret sumptum, et violenter obtentum est," 0 era, ii. 725 ( o r in Minds-ed"
i i i . col. I 52). And Ambrose: " In commune omni us dwitibus ntque pauperlbus
terra fun ata est,"' Dc_Nubuth¢ Israelxta, e. 1; but in De Ofics'u, I. 28, he adds:
“ usu rpa t i o us fecxt pnvstum.”

18.701) XV. 58.“Joshua, X I V . 1 3 ; Duct. XXVI . rs (cf . I I . 5 ) ; fer. XXXI I . an.
15Because after all, God retained ownership of i t , according to Levit. XXV. as.
18Gun. XXIII. 8‐18, cf. XL IX . 30 , L . 13, Arts, V I I . r6; Gen. XXXI I I . 19, cf.

Jerk. X X I V. 62.11gin'f‘XL Kauai-z. f L b
18 . xeorge on t on a a or i n . 43-4.
191. K i n :, XXL, 11. Sam. x1.- 11.
20Locke new of Psalm CXV. 16 as well as did Dove and he also knew of Genesis

1. 38 ( the command to subdue the earth, by labour) whence he argued that the first
men were under a command to appropriate the land, Of Civil Government, II 33‐5.
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Dove also had to read still something more into that revelation

than is expressed in it. Forhe had to interpret it asmeaning that
God did not at some time once and for all give the earth to its
then inhabitants, to be disposed of by them “as they pleased or
found best, as in fact Canaan was disposed of by the Hebrews
after their conquest of i t , that is, aS'they believed, after God
gave it to them; but that God gives it always to its present in‑
habitants, wherever and however numerous they may be; and that
therefore every newcomer, eve child that is born, has an , equal
right to the land with everybo y else already here, especially as
it would require another revelation to establish “ the doctrine that
one individual is born with more rights than another,"" which
he thinks has not been made, in spite of the claim of the éews
to be the chosen peo le of God and the passages in the ible
on which it rests.” onsequently it follows that, though a gen‑
eration of men maygive away their birthright and grant land to
individuals, yet they cannot give awa the birthright of the next
generation: 3“they cannot make a va id grant of land to perpetu‑
ity ; all they, or the state as their agent, can do, is to give posses‑
sion, for the time being." Possession, indeed, must be granted:
land, says Dove, “ must be possessed by individuals for purposes
of cultivation ” “‐ or in general, for occupancy and use: the
land so granted must be used by the grantee, or else he shall
have no title to it against another who desires to use it. Such
private possession is diflerent from private ownership. To per‑
mit the private ownership of land is to permit an individual to
exclude all others from this land, even though he does not use
it himself, and when the state sanctions this, says Dove, it de‑
prives others of their equal right to the use of the land; whereas
in granting possession, the state is only regulating and securing
the use of the land to those who desire to use i t . " Moreover,
when the state supports an owner in the exclusion of others from
land he is not using, it is really introducing a new crime, un ‑
known to nature ‐- the crime of putting unused land to use, con‑
formably to one’s equal right." For crime is by nature, and law
Pufendorf says God gave the earth to mankind generally, but left to them the manner
of disposing of i t , De J u n Not. e! Gena, I V. iv. 4, cf. 9, t o , and 11 . Moreover, this
sort of reasonin would lead to the communism of 31 things. because we have the
daily good reve stion that God “ giveth us richly all things to enjoy," I. Tim. V I . 17,

w ich is even more definite by being in the resent tense.
21Human Pro fees-ion, 399 ; cf. Spencer odal Statics, eh. IX . 5 , also I! 3- 4.
22Also how 3 out Romans, X I I I . r, 7. 1X, a t , I. Cor. X I I . 28‐9?s
_2s Human Progression, 300-1 , 301 , 302 , 0 3 , 305, 306, 309; Political Science: “The
gi f t can only be granted on the consent 0 each member, ’ 354.
24Human Pro fusion, 369.
anop. c i t , 30 .so01). c i t , 371-6.2109. c i t , 273.
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is God-made, andman’s laws should forbid no action that is not a
crime, and they have no validity when they do forbid such ac‑
tions; 2“ wherefore laws regulating men’s actions With regard
to land may be revoked as well as laws regulating their other
actions.” As George reached snnilar conc uSions on a some‑
what similar line of reasoning, critiCismmay be deferred.
George made a different start. He did not content himself

with revelation, but employed natural religion or philosophy.
Even the natural right to own one's product be based on an
earlier right of the indiVidual to himself."0 This right to one’s
product is the only original right an indiVidual can have of
priva property in anything or exclusive ownership of anything.“
Yet 0 land, which no man produces, very indiVidual has an
cqu ' t to the ownership, hunted by equal rights of all
others." How is this further right of common property in land
obtained? George sometimes elliptically derives it directly from
the fact of our being equally the children of God, and there‑
fore “ equally entitled to share his bounty.” ” But his full argu‑
ment involves the following ser ies of rights: Because “ we are
all here by the equal permission of the Creator,” or “ of Na‑
tu re , ” " therefore (1) every one has an equal right to live,“
therefore (2) an equal right to labour and to pro uce, and (311)
to own what one produces,“ and consequently (4) qual r i g t
to the use of the land. Unfortunately, George was often unpre‑
cise in his argumentation. Thus he sometimes treated the so
as a primary right," or, worse yet, identified it with the third;88
and sometimes derived the fourth directly from the alleged fact
laid down at the beginning,” or again from the first right,” or
treated it as self-evident.‘1 Yet the sequence is plain. The sec‑
2 8 0 . c i t . , , s ; s , ; . P l ' fi c l $ ‘ , 6 . I lkew' G e . C

dition gf Lobozu7r7, iii.3_nf 0:23 Psifibkzti', if. ignffii.l1733-7311‐13. we urge os‑
29Human Prozrunon, go 375, 379.
soOur Lipid and Land ofic , viii. 85 P. and P. i. 332, Condition of Labour, i i i .2'- ; also vm . ago, a 7‐8, 313 ‐13 , and A Perplued’ Philosopher, 7. n o , 2 1 3 , 228-9.
If Locke, Of Cit/ll overnmem, 37 , referred to by George in v. 30.
31 George recognised the several secondary rights to property once oduccd. “ That

which a man produces," he says, “ that is his against al l the wo r d. to give or to
keep, to lendhtp sell or to_ bequeath," viii. n o ; to which correqiond in pthers the11.5th of r e c e i v m g , borrowmg, buying. and inheriting. On the transmission of the
i n ] r i gh t to property compare v. 212 .82i."343, i i . 96, v. 27‐30. .

s s v i i i . 289, of. 88, z r .
as i: 336, i i . 36; or with His fiat, by His decree,” viii. 285.
85 i i . 36. For this he often appeals to the Declaration of Independence. but rather

for the urpose of keeping us to consistenc in carrying ou t what is involved therein.
“8.6 “ T e right to live, the r ight to work, e r ight to enjoy the fruits of one's work,"

7113.1 i’i029’75f68‘ 240.
88ii:.__96: and so in the ncipal exposition of his argument, i. 333 ‐5 , 338.
39vm. 85 86..i. 336, he Land Question, iii. 131.40Land Question xii. 36‐7. He here says: “ the new-born infant has an equal

right to life, then as it an equal r igh t to land."
“Protection or Free Trade, iv. 28°. cf. 389.
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0nd right flows from the first because men cannot live without
consuming, and cannot consume without producing. One man
may consume without producing; for hemay consume the produce
of others. But this cannot be universal, and so, as it cannot be
a right equally belonging to all, it is not a natural right. The
third is a natural right not derived from the preceding, but
merely following it because it cannot be exercised ti l l that is
exercised. The fourth is consequent upon the second and third
because a man cannot labour without land to labour on,‘2 and
the equal right to labour and to own one’s produce would be
infringed if any one could own land which he does not use
and exclude others from it unless they consent to pay him for
the use of i t , such private ownership being, in fact, desired for
the very purpose of taking from others a portion of their pro‑
duce.“ A l l these rights are considered inalienable: that is, if
any man or generation should give them up for themselves, they
could not do so for others, and any newcomer into the world
comes into all these rights equally with all the persons already
present.“
From the last of the above rights, the argument now runs, it

directly follows that no one can ”rightly own more land than
others, and consequently either that all persons must have allotted
to them an equal plot (an equally valuable plot) of land, or that
all must own all the land in common. The first of these altema‑
tives is impractical with exactness at any time, and especially so
in our complex civilisation. The second is practicable either di‑
rectly or indirectly‐indirectly by allowing present owners to
retain nominal ownership, but to require them to hand over the
rents they collect, minus only a commission, to the state.“ In
either its direct or indirect application, the second alternative in‑
volves that the actual use of the land is not to be divided equally
among men, and their possession of land may be unequal; but
whatever any one ins above his fellows by possessing more or
better land, either rom his own or another’s labour, he is to lose
again by being required to pay it back in rent to the common fund
for all.“ If a persondoes not do th is , ‐George now vociferously
declares what Dove nearly passed over in silence,"‐he is com‑
42i i . 98-9. Cf. Dove, Political Science, ns-m.n i-JS‘g‘S' i i . 98: 312‐13, viii. 82, 863 213, 260. . _
“ v m . 5 c . 87, a. 337, Land Question, i n . 7, 5 , Condition of Labour, i n . 7.

He quo te l leéemn also to the efiect that “the £3 belongs; in usufruet to the“via," ii. 203, Property in Land, i i i . 48, Goodman of Labour, i n . 7, and fl u . 209-10.
40Cf.4 ain‘tfiiion of Labour, i i i. xf.
47In his first work Dove virtual y treated the matter in the same way, and once

denounced the alienation of the soil from the l ta te as “the grand mast iece ofmischief." Human Progress-ion, 345, cf. 359, 269. But in his second work e came
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mitting robbery on society.“ Sometimes he speaks of it as rob‑
bery of the user of land by the owner of land.“ This is a slip.
The landowner takes only that which the tenant should pay any
way, but which should go to the community.“ But the com‑
munity itself robs many of i ts members when it permits some to
se i ze the birthright of all, to exclude the rest at their pleasure,
and to appropriate the revenue that belongs to no one more than
another, “ ‐ in fact, legalismg this system of robbery of the many
by the few, of the producers by the idlers.” George’s language
is often merely general.“ But he pronounces the Proudhonian

' , u ' ' - n u uphrase restricted. Private property m land is robbery, ‐ a
bold, bare, enormous wrong, like that of chattel slavery,” which
merely does the same thmg more directly.“
Now, in cr1t1c1sm of all this, be it noted that the contention of

right has a very weak staple at the start, and the more weight is
hung on i t , the more fragile it becomes. God’s permission can‑
not be a source of right, smce it is equally a source of wrong.
Men come into the world not by a flat of God, but by an act of
their parents. To be sure, the laws of nature or of God must
co‐operate; but they do the same when one man kills another.
Respons1ble for the newcomer is not God, nor society, but his
parents.” An infant’s right to live is his parents’ duty to rear i t .
If its parents (he, and there be no relatives, 1t 15pure charity ( i f
not an act of policy) on the part of the state to succour it.
George says It would be equally criminal to drown the baby of
a peasant asto drown the baby of a duchess.“ But the right not
to be killed is very different from the right to be supported. The
right to live, equally belonging to all in like Circumstances, is a ‑
out with i t : the labouring classes (including manufacturers), who pay both rent and
taxes, are robbed, Political Science, 384, cf. 295.
48Condition of Labour, i i i . . .
soi. 3 , Property in Land, u_i. 54-5 , Condmon of Labour, i i i . 3 4 , 46, 83.
soCf? audition of Labour, i i i . 9‐40.
51i. 338, i i . 76, Condition of La our, i i i . 7, 17 , 46, v. 67,“vii.i. 249.52i i . 11 0 - 11 , Land “es-titan, i i i . 51, 1.12.41, 49-5o,u62, vin. 248.
68i i . 738, 103, 107, omimon of Labour, i i i . 5, 83, vni. 204.
M . .
asi. 356. He frequently speaks of the " white slaves " of England, i i . 1 0 2 Land
“anion, iii. 61, Property in Land, i i i . 62. and v. 231. Similar Herbert Spencer
ad pronounced the private appropriation 0 land “ an injustice of t e gravest nature,"
Social Static-r, ix. 5 9, a " gi antic injustice," for which “ the civil power is responsible,"
xxi. § 7 . He, too. spoke f the rest being “robbed," ix. l g , xx. 5 3; and made the
comparison with slavery, ix. 59. Dove also harped upon this comparison, Human
Progression, 284-93; and likewise compared the corn-laws with slavery, 109-25.
George, again, also treated our tariff exactions as robbe , v. 205. are. the state
having no right to take the (earned) property of individu s, ib. a c ] , 2 1 2 , Condition
of Labour, i i i . 8, u, 13 52, 88 viii. 313; while he considered pr i va te property 111
land “ the robber that takes all that is l e i ’ i v. 267. . '
soOtherwise there is no truth in these words of Gail Hamilton (Mary Abigail

Dodge : “ To give life to u sentient being, without being1able to make provision to
t u r n Me to_ the best aecount , ‐ to give life careless whet er i t w i l l be bale _or boon
to the recipient,‐ is the sin of sins. Every other sin mars what it finds. This makes
what it mars." Woman’s Wrongs, Boston, 1868, p. 199.
51Land Quantum, hi . 36.
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right to act ion ‐ to defend oneself: a right conditioned upon
one’s ability to exercise i t . “ In an infant, apart from its parents’
duty, it is nil. _
The right to labour in order to support oneself Is no better

founded than the right to live. Like it, it is a right to action, and
is conditioned by one’s ability to exercise it. In a total cripple it
is ni l ; and if he lives, it is either by the duty of his parents or by
the charity of others. In persons who can exercrse i t , it is equal
in the sense that any one would be equally wronged if he were
deprived of it. But it is not required that others should supply
him (any one) with ability to exercise i t . That the state owes it
to him,“ is an unjustified assertion, unless the state has already
voluntarily assumed the charge. Ability is two fo ld ‐ from
within and from without. From within he may be helped by
others if they choose to educate him;but he has no right.to educa‑
tion except from his parents: if the state gives i t , it IS for the
state’s own purposes ‐ for the benefit of others asmuch as of
him. Fromwithout hemay behe] d by others making roomfor
him on the earth’s surface. If t e earth is sparsely occupied,
there will naturally be room for him. If it is fully occupied
(which means, if the others find themselves crowded), it is for
his parents to make and leave room for him. A person brought
into the world by parents that have not means of supportingmore
than themselves, is injured by them, since they have brought him
into existence in spite of their inability to do their duty toward
him. He is like a cripple, and if he survives, his right to labour
is conditioned upon his ability to induce some one else to provide
himwith means to labour. If he is excluded from land, he owes
his exclusmn to his parents, who begot him notwithstanding their
own exclusionjrom it. But land is not the only thing necessary
for keeping him alive. He may labour working up materials
that have been extracted from the landby others, bargainingwith
them for a share in the final products.“o
“ usIt is obviously in this sense. that it is used in the Declaration of Independence.
What is it that we mean by rights? ” asked Spencer, and he answered: Nothing

else than freedom to exercise the faculties," Spcial Statics, XVI . i a, ct. IV..I a.
59Perhaps first asserted by Montesquieu, in the form of the states 0 to all

its ci t izens “assured subsistence,” Esgsi't do: Lois, XX I I I . q, z . The “ oit a_u
t rava i l " was first emphasised b Fourier (who derived it from genesis I I I . 1 ) in
his TMom'de PUmté universe"; 1819. This “ ri ht to have work " is very di erent
from a “r ight to work " “d ra i t due travailler" which body has and which ‘
everybody is Willing enoug to accord to every y el_se. f. Iiéon Puncher. op.giggly-g; $055? Eggever, did not commit this confusion: see i i . 98, Condition of
continua; iiiserted iii the second edition or his Em if; 5 I) a passage which

became famous, but which he had no t the courage to rm ii an sequent ed t‘l :‑
“A man who is born into a world alre possessed if he cannot ge t subsistence ‑
from his parents, on whom he has a just emand, an if the soci does not want
his labour, has no claim of r ight to the smallest portion of food, a in fact. has no ,
business to be where he is. At Nature's mighty feast there is no vacant cover { o r I
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Moreover, an equal right to the land is not a right to an equal

amount of land, any more than the equal right which every one
has to own what is given him is a right to have equal amounts
given him asmay begiven to anybody else. We may all have an
equal right to inherit, without having a right to an equal inheri‑
tance. We may every one haveas good a right as any one else
to live, without havinga right to live aswell asany one else. The
only proper meaning of the assertion that we all have an equal
right to land, is that every one should be able to get it as anybody
else gets i t ‐ b y inheritance or by gift, if his parents or others
bequeath or give any to him, or by purchase if he has the money
to pay the price, or by settling upon or acquiring from the state
unoccupied land, it there is any to be had. In the first two re‑
spects land is like commodities that may beobtained by inheritance
or gift or by purchase; but it differs from them in the last, since
commodities are originally acquired by labour and land by appro‑
priation. But if the whole land of a country, fully occupied, is
forbidden to be sold, or if the policy of the landowners is not to
sell it, and i f , the landowners being few and the applicants many,
the landowners exact exorbitant charges and impose arbitrary
conditions for the use of the land and withhold some of it alto‑
gether, this constitutes a_condition of monopoly of land, and like
monopolies of commodities it is an infringement upon the free‑
dom of the many (which they are foolish to allow), since a few
are put in an exceptional position of advantage. But this is not
a condition inherent in the private ownership of land, any more
than other monopolies are inherent in the private ownership of
capital.
It is to insure the equal right of all to the land that Dove and

George would have the land, so to speak, put up at auction fre‑
quently (though they have said little or nothing about the
periods), not for sale, but to lease; for George’s scheme amounts
him. She tells him to be gone, and will quickly execute her own orders." Society.
to be sure, unless it undertakes to regulate births, has no more 1- 'bil.ity orthis man’s going than for his coming. The responsibility of parents should not be
shirked by shovmg it 05 unto others. Society m y , out of charity, or for a purpose.
assume it to a less or eater extent. To Christians like F. Huet the above passage
seems execrable; but uet, like George, believed that “ I t is God who has com‑
manded the man to come upon the earth," Le Regm social du lm's'tiom'sim Pa
1853, p. a?“ as if it would no t then be God who commanded him to gol Ifuet, by
the way, allowed Dove and. preceded Geo in holdin that all persons have an
equal r i gh t to the earth. who
the r ight to l ive, 2 4 3 - 4 , cf. 364, and no t f rom first occupation, but f rom an equal
r i gh t to occupy, belonging to human beings as such, z s i ‐z . After a first equal division
among all men and women, 259 , 26 i , he would admit all newcomers (except voluntary
immigrants from another country. 253-4 , of. 362) to an equal share by requiring the
patr imony of every deceased person to re tu rn to society and every ear s divssion
of a l l such returns to be.made to those arriving of age, 365‐6. 26g, 273 ‐4 , while
leaving to every one the r ight of b ueathing his ins to his children for one l i fe ,
366, 370‐1 (therefore in trust for t e state the eirs receivi only the income),
every one being obliged to support his own children during their nfancy. 364.

be derived r u i n the qua i t y _of a human being and
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to this in the end; “1 so that those who bidmost can have it , and
the community receives the rent. Then all who want it and are
able, may obtain it in the same way; and their equal right to it,
though they obtain unequal amounts, is respected. The right of
all to an equal amount of i t , however, is respected, by all sharing
equally in the public benefits from the revenue of the state thus
obtained in rent from the land. But here a right is respected that
has not beenproved to exist.”
I f ,besides the equal right with others to compete for the posses‑

sion of land, every one has the right to an equal portion of land
or an equal share in the surplus product, or rent, of land, who
are the “ all ” who share the land thus in common? and what is
the land thus shared? A true principle must be consistent in its
application. This principle cannot be; and the trouble recurs
which we have seen besetting socialism in general in case it were
to be adopted. At one moment George speaks of “ the equal
right of a l l ” to the use of the land,“ which can only mean the
equal right of all persons in the world ‐“ the race ” (so Dove
expressed it “‐ to all the land of the earth. At another, he
speaks of the equal right of all the men in Ireland to the land of
Ireland.“ He even says that every child born in London has as
good a right to the landedestate of the Dukeof Westminster there
lying, as the eldest son of that landlord.“ More usually it is a
vague “ community ” that owns the land it covers," or “ the com‑
monalty,” “3 frequently “ the people,” °° sometimes the still vaguer
“ society,” 7°and occasionally a “ nation” or “ the state.” 71 Here
is much indefiniteness as to the real owners of land. A people
dwelling on a barren tract may live a miserable existence, and an
adjoining re 'on may be fertile, and its people abounding in
wealth. If t two regions formed one country, ruled as George
would have them ruled, the people on the barren tract would share
in the surplus rent from the fertile soil of the other. If they

it out to individual. ' the rent for public and
modes of taxation, flomSe-mcc, 256, 160. gr . 330. e
a t“ med riods," n oand m M m m y m g m - J , v . . .
Sam-$1magi, 1x. 533 5 ’..~ ,, . z.02Geo later introduced the distinction v? _hug..mezehve a joint r ight to rent. v. manila a‘ -_'

e l. 33
04Human Pm onion, 398. . d65Land “arts”, ch. wiggle “a?mallin ' ,_cal. 37- . cf. Land Question, i i i . 58; the v i . ,_
011. 342. '

“ i ‘ Tb man HI. 36-7 106.09 an u
7050 S encer. who use. “ t he '

" mankin at large.” Social Smite, I I . I U.’ " .
11Dove, Hm Promuios, an. a “ ; ‘
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formed two countries, though both were ruled as recommended
b George, the people of the barren land would beexcluded from
tge surplus of the fertile land. Would they, then, have a right
to demand union with the fertile country, in order to share its
advantages? According to the general principle of the equal right
of all men to anequal use of all land, they would have this right,
and the people of the fertile country would have no right to reject
their plea, or to exclude them or any other people, from the
superior advantages of their land." Yet Geor e himself was an
advocate of the exclusion of the Chinese rom California."
In doing this, he was acting only in accordance with a prin‑
ciple that the people already in California have the exclu‑
sive right ,to the land of California; yet the land of Cali~
fomia is a purely artificial division of the surface of the earth,
and it was a pure accident that the white men arrived there
before the yellow men." There is, then, a merely artificial
basis for the application of the natural principle; which again
shows that in this matter of land ar t or man’s contrivance comes
before nature. George treats the subject as though nature, or
nature’s God, already gives an answer to the question: Who
owns the land? Yet he has not himself been able to find a con‑
sistent answer to it. He complains that in Ireland, for instance,
as elsewhere, “ the claim of the landlords to the land rests not on
natural right, but merely on municipal l aw. ” " Yet he cannot
place it on natural right without limiting and hedging this in by
some law or convention of man’s making, which assrgns certain
land to be the land of a certain people. Have the people of the
rest of Ireland, for instance, a better right to the land of Ulster,
than the people of Great Britain to the land of Ireland? In our
country, also, it would be difficult to establish whether the nation
or the States should own the 1and;‐and why the States rather
than the counties in them, or the counties rather than the town‑
ships, or communes. The fact is, therefore, that all ownership of
12If it he said that every people ought to be content with the condition of the land

where God has placed them, it woul equal] be maintainable that every individual
ought to be content With the condition of e land, whether he owns much, little,
or non? where God has placed him.18Li e of_ Henry George, 193‐201; ‘u“ ndiVidual claims to land,” e complains, “ r e s t only on appropriation," viii.
n o , cf. 11. 53: But a people's claim to land rests on nothi else. Appropriation, he
allows, can g i v e some r i g t to possession, as to seats at a anquetLbut n o t to more
than one_needs, to the exclusion of others, i. 342 -3 , 88, v. 28 ‐ 0, viii. 2 1 0 ‐ 11 , 246, cf.
fly or itnmust rest onlJl on the “ r i gh t of strengt ," which e repudiates, Prelim
m Land, ui . 7. But e white men in California seized more than th neede
and as a peope he n to exclude another people. According to Thomas are, we
may remember, the hmese would have had a ri ht to go to war with the Californians
for their land: _see above, p. 64, n. o. _Inde it was on this principle that the Ameri‑
cans tools Californip from the means. at George as s on this suh'ect in
Property as Land, m.___48, is not consistent with his advocacy o excluding the eae.
15Land Question, i n . 39-40.
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land must rest, not indeed on municipal law, but on state or
national law, and on international agreements. It is a misfor‑
tune. It would bemuch nicer if nature determined the question
for us. Only nature does not do so; or her method is to leave
it for us to do it by strife andby convention.
George, therefore, has truly shown (what every jurist has

well known) that the right of property in land is essentially dif‑
ferent from the property in one’s products. The latter, he rightly
says, is “ anterior to the state and superior to its enactments,”
whereas the former is “ from the state, and not from nature,” "
‐posterior to the state, therefore, and therefore inferior to its
enactments." But he goes too far and slips into error when he
says, “ i n the very nature of things, land cannot rightfully be
made individual property; 78for all that hehas succeeded in show‑
ing is that nature (or God) does not establish a right to individual
property in land. Thinking that he has shown that nature (or
God) establishes a right to common property in land, it was logi‑
cal for him to say that private property contravenes that natural
right. But ashe did not prove that right, and only showed that
nature does not provide the right to land, room is left 0 n for the
state, or for the people by agreement, to establish the right of pri‑
vate property in land, or not, as they please. “ There is in
nature no such thing as a fee simple in land,” he ri htly says;
but he is wrong when he immediately adds: “ There 1son earth
no power which can rightly make a grant of exclusive ownership
in land.” 7°
Still, on the whole, George’s error is not so great, or so injur‑

ious, as the error of those who deny the difference between
property in land and property in one’s own products, and who
hold that also private property in land is from nature, anterior to
the state, and superior to the state. The truth was expressed by
Hobbes when, treating of a commonwealth or a kingdom, he
wrote: “ The property which a subject hath in lands, consisteth
in a right to exclude all other subjects from the use of them; and
not to exclude their sovereign, be it an assembly, or amonarch.” '°
The state may lend power enough to an individual to exclude all
other individuals,but it cannot give power enough to an individual
to exclude itself. ‘This reserved right of the sovereign, or of the
state representing the people, to enter and to use all the land ‑
10Condition of Labour ii i . 53, cf. 4, viii. 312. ,
11 “_The permanent right of pro ," any: Bhehme. of permit]! “and fi l l M
232.53?handrarnz‘mmffifimr.an, i n fi r m :“‑
78Land Querto'on, i i i . 52.
79i. 7; cf. his first work, viii. 87.soLeash“, ch. 24.
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within its borders, is observed everywhere in the state’s right of
eminent domain, and in the fact that the state can, and must be
recognised as having the right to, change its laws regulative of
ownership, possession, and use of land, as it can change any of
its other laws regulative of the actions of its citizens. Nothing
human can be absolute. God himself in his omnipotence cannot
create a power greater than himself, or that power would beGod.
The state cannot establish a set of landowners more powerful than
itself; or, if it does, they become the state.
The conclusion, therefore, must be that communities or nations,

themselves formed by compulsion and by convention, own the
territory they occupy and possess, by force and by agreement.
And owning its land, a nationmay do with it what it pleases, pro‑
vided it injures not another nation. It may legislate any land‑
tenure it thinks best. It may make mistakes in choosing a bad
one: that is human. Its clashing interests may commit injustice
upon individuals by individuals, such as George witnessed in
California and his first work describes. But the committing of
injustice is not proved to be inherent in the system of private
property in land either by the fact of its actual commission or
by reason that such property is not sanctioned by nature, since
nature does not sanction any system of land-ownership whatever.
The case is like the question of protection or free trade, which are
opposite methods of treating men’s behaviour in importing foreign
goods, the one leavingthem free to doso, the other abridging their
freedom for analleged common benefit. Importing foreign goods
is not morally wrong; and those who, like Dove and George,
hold that the state has a right to prevent only what is morally
wrong, believe that protection is a system of robbery. Yet the
advocates of protection can reply that every member of a republic
consents even to laws which he voted against, it being the under‑
standing of the republican system of legislation that what the
majority decides is to prevail. Therefore no one is robbed when
the custom-house exacts a duty from him, since robbery is the
takin of one’s property without his consent. And so in a coun‑
t ry li e ours, where the majority have established the system of
private property in land, the exaction of rent by a private owner
is not robbery, since it is consented to by all, even by those who
do not consider this system the best; and when a new-bom babe
comes of age, hewill, in a republic,bein exactly the same position
as all other grown-ups; for he will continue to be subject to pay‑
ing rent to a private party only if his own generation continues to
consent to the system of private property in land."1 The resem‑
uC . S cer: “ T h ' ht of ossession to he menu, in land] only ex‑

ists ”fungi-g] eonsent."esblg'al Statics, I X . I P) petty.
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blance goes further. For just as the state cannot impose a tariff
to last for all time, or in general as it cannot grant a perpetual
monopoly of any kind, because, its power to alter always remain‑
ing, it always retains the right, and even has the duty always
incumbent upon it, to alter what it comes to perceive to be bad,
and to replace it with what it believes to be better; so, when the
state gives away or nominally sells the right of ownership of land
to private individuals, it must do so, and can only do so, under
various restrictions and reservations, since it cannot give any
complete or absolute ownership for the simple reason that it re‑
tains ful l power, and will not, and has not the right to, stand by
and see mischief increasingly done, or danger incurred, in conse‑
quence of its prior act, now proved to have been ill-considered.
To the extent of its capacity for justice, it will use its might, not
to prevent right, but to restore right. There is nothing sacred
about property in land, as it is a human institution."2 Conse‑
quently the state may change, as every state frequently has
changed, the land-tenure formerly adopted, whenever this is
found to lead to evil, or not to besogood asanother.“ The state
that is wisest will adopt the best system of land-tenure; but no
state would show wisdom if it changed its land-system without
good proof of the superiority of the new one, as it would not show
wisdom if it did not when the superiority of a new one is well
demonstrated.
Is,then, the system of private property in land a bad one, neces‑

sarily leading to evils that are curable by making land common
property? This question introduces an entirely different method
of treating the matter from that which has so far been considered.
That tried to prove a priori that private property in land is wrong
in principle; this would try to p r0ve a posteriori that it is bad in
results. To this latter method Dove gave little attention, George
much. We cannot here follow him in detail. Roughly,heargues
that wages, by which he meant every and all earnings of labour,
must rise or fall inversely as rent; “ and as rent rises with the
progress of civilisation, wages must fall and at last reach the star‑
vation point, beyond which they cannot further fall.“5 But we
82Cf. M i l l : " When the ‘sscrediiess of Jfioperty’ is talked of, it should always

be remembered, that any such lacredness oes no t belong in the same degree to
landed propert . No man made the land. . . . I t s appropriation is wholly a ques‑
tion of genera expediency," Political Economy, 11. i i . I 6.
as Cf. Huxley: “ A t present the state protects men in the possession and enjoy‑

ment of their property, _snd defines what that property is. The gustification for its
so dam; is that i t s act ion promotes the good of_ the people. I it can be clearly
proved that the abolition of roper ty would tend stil l more_to.promote the od_of the
Eifipflfi;fifiift‘i‘i'isn‘éi’a’tfi'iiefia‘ami’§5§L’l°s3f‘2§3f°' “ m m “ " m m " " “°"
84 i. 171-3 so : no cf. viii. 79 i i . i 7.85i. pp. ix: i7,'zi3,‘ssi, 303-4 , 346; ii. 103. 145-6, s c i ; iv. 374. Cf. Dove.Human
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find that this applies only to the wages of simple, or agricultural
labour, as in Marx’s case it was simple or manufacturing labour
that was principally considered; and, like Marx, George has no
theory of wages to account for the higher wages of others. We
find also that it is not the system of private property in land
merely, but the system of privately monopolised land, that is
responsible for the evils he complains of. Where there still is
unoccupied and free land, as there was in America in his day,
there ‐ a n d not only there, but all over the world whence labour
has access to that l a n d ‐ the evils are alleviated, and wages may
rise, absolutely speaking, though not relatively, that is, not equally
with the rise of the incomes of landowners,“ the landowners (and
not the capitalists, asMarx maintained) getting most of the bene‑
fits of progress.“ A system of entirely open land, he thinks,
therefore, will completely remedy the evils that spring from land‑
monopolisation ; and this can be obtained by taxing all land up,
or nearly up, to its rental, barring buildings and improvements,
because this will make it unprofitable for any one to hold land
unused. Then, too, all taxes upon industry may be abolished;
and after paying the necessary expenses of administration, the
larger revenue of the state derivable from land may be spent on
public improvements for the benefit of all equally.“ Here comes
in a socialistic element in George’s propaganda, which, added to
the socialistic foundation of the doctrine proclaiming all land to be
common property, has done more harm than good to the cause of
the “ single tax.” His promises were too high: to “ raise wages,
increase the earnings of capital, extirpate pauperism, abolish pov‑
erty, give remunerative employment to whoever wishes it, afl’ord
free scope to human powers, lessen crime, elevate morals and
taste and intelligence, purify government, and carry civilisation to
yet nobler heights,” 8 9 ‐and not temporarily, but permanently,
with indefinite advance, no matter how population may increase;
for he thought heproved Malthusianism, asalso the “ i ron law of
wages,” to be applicable at most to the present régime. People
have hesitated to believe in all these good things, and have ended
Progression, 284-8, Political Science 326. The title of George's great work seems
to mean the progress of wealth on t e one side and of poverty on the other. Huet,
rest ing on Turgot's expression of the " iron l a w " (see above, p. 105), had directly
inferred that profit ( t he income in general of wealth rises with the progress of civilisa‑
tion, while the misery of the labourers remains fixe at the bottom. op. c i t , 291. This
position is no t so s t r ong even as George’s.
86 i. 216, 231 , 232 , 241, 248, cf. 86.
81 i. 348, 350 , 38, i i . 197, v i i i , 317-1'8; cf. Dove, Hyman Progression, 310, 325, 32 .
88George wou take for the states use the entrrejtound rent of all pnvatesy

owned land, mmus commission to the owners for collection I. 405 , 4 11 , 41 , 5, 43
n. 219 , w. 283, 28 , vm. 227, 230 even if the state could no t employ all 0?“ and
had to distribute e surplus equally per capita, vin. 333.
891- 403‐4‑
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by believingin noneof them. Yet Georgewas rightwhen he said:
“ The tax upon land values or rent is in all economic respects the
most perfect of taxes.” °° This is entirely apart from the ques‑
tion whether the land naturally or divinely belongs to the com‑
munity or not. Land values are produced by the community, and
the rent from them forms the properest fund for the state to draw
upon.’u Then, asDove said, land, and not man, i s taxed , ” ‐man
at last is free, even in the state of society.” And if some few of
the other advantages promised by George might, to some extent,
for some time, flow from i t , ‐ ‐that would not detract from its
excellence.
Thus there is much in George’s work that is good, along with

much that is extravagant. The extravagant is mostly socialistic.
What is good, is sound economics and noble, if not provable, juris‑
prudence. In this respect George differs from Marx, whose doc‑
trines are, from the foundation to the roof, false, flagitious, rotten,
and ruinous. Marx’s doctrines are entirely socialistic, aiming at
equality in everything, and caring little or nothing about liberty.
George followed Herbert Spencer in desiring for every individual
the fullest freedom of action, limited only by equal freedom in
others.“ Here in his work is the good element, which is not
socialistic. He wished also to preserve private capital, and feared
not its accumulation, provided justice rules.ms Competition he
likewise believed in, and wished to make it fair.“ The socialistic
element in his work may be cut out, root and branch, and the
truth of the remainderwill beclearer, and its value suflicient.
90Land Question, i i i . 68E of. iv. 388. . _ ' . _91So George himself, Without a p p e a r i n g to p e r c e i v e that it constitutes a new lmeof argumsnt: viii. 106, ms, i. 418‐19, 959, i i . a t ; (up cf. Condition.of Labour, i i i .

15:17, vm. 238, ass‐411239333), fondilhon of Labour, in. t a , t a , 61, I V . 288. v. 2x4 ,

"2.2Elhifi°l>337'effian,'4i,‘§x§,séf.’133mm: Science, 315-16, 318, 3:9.
93 Cf_._ P. and ., i. 440.
3: £112.55” 57, 87. Condition of Labour, i i i . 6}, v: 7_o-r. .
so Condition of Labour, i i i . 61. Sun one of his disciples, L. F. Post: “ I believe

that the Single Ta x would perfect competition. If it didh and at any. rate to the
extent that it did, eve one would get what he earned, The 1‘a t om» of Land
Values, 70. Cf. Georgeriiimself, i. 317, 4x9, i i . a n .



CHAPTER VII I .
MODERN PRACT I C E ‐ THE EVILS AND THE ALLEVIATION

A GREAT evil in modern as in all advanced societies is the exist‑
ence, not of inequality, but of excess i v e inequality of men and
their conditions,‐and the only criterion of excesswe inequality
is that it leads to evil results,or worse results than needbe; which
is what we mean by political injustice.1 For ordinary inequality
man is not responsible. It is due to nature. The mistake of the
socialists is that they Wish, not so much to correct man’s aberra‑
tions from nature, as to correct nature itself. “ If nature,” says
Bebel, “ treats any one in so step-motherly a fashion that With the
best of will he is unable to perform what others perform, society
cannot punish ' himfor the faults of nature. Reversely, if any
one receives from nature faculties that raise him above others,
society is not bound to reward what is not his personal desert.” '
Society has not the function of rewardingor punishing except for
services or for disserVices rendered to soc1ety itself; but society
has no business to interfere With the award of nature in distrib‑
uting more to super io r and less to inferior capaCity. Rather it is
society’s business to see that this award itself be not interfered
with. Society ought t o be just, and Justice requ i r e s that t o each
should beg i v e n his due, which can bemeasured only according to
one’s work, which varies With one’s ability.‘ We know not why
one person is more favoured by nature than another, save that it
would beanentirely different andmuch less interestingworld if it
were not so. There is no use complaining of Nature; she will
only pass onand smile or frown according to meteorological condi‑
tions. And we had better not complain of God; for God’s ways
are not our ways.
1Or the denial of rights: cf. Pearson, Ethic of Fruflwuzht, 346, 355, 416, Chance:

of Death, i. 232.
2 Hi l lqui t uses the same perverted idea: “ Is there any moral ground for punk-Mn

the crip le, the invalid, the decrepit the imbecile, the unfortunate step-children 0
nature, gay reducing their rations of food or c lo th ing?" Socialimi in Theory and
Practice, "6‐17.
8D ie Frau 289.
{ E v e n Mill slipped here, making the strange statement that “ when it [work] de‑
nds on natural difference of stren h or capacity, this principle of remuneration
proportioned to work done] is in i t se f an in'ustice: it is giving to those who have;
assigning most to those who are already most avoured by nature " Political Economy.
I i . 5 4 . ‐ in factb fol lowing Mat. XI 1. i i XXV. 29 Mark IV. 2 Luke V I I I . is .xix, 36. A. sensi le discussion on this subject may he found in enophon’e Cym‑
pudw, H. i i . i8‐28.
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The only equality society ought to guard is the equality of rights

and, as far as feasible, the equality of opportunities. This last is
desirable for the very purpose that it may lead to inequality of
conditions proportioned to deserts. For, aswas insisted upon by
Mr. Kidd, to secure to all men equality of opportunities is to bring
all men into the arena of competition and to raise to its highest
efficiency asa.factor of progress the struggle for existence.“ Bel‑
lamy sneered at this as giving to all “ an equal chance to make
themselves unequal ” ; ° but he merely forgot their original in‑
equality, to which their subsequent inequality should be propor‑
tioned. In actual practice the subsequent inequality is by no
means always proportioned to the original or natural. So far as
this is due to succession, an incapable offspring being lodged on
the advanced position won by his capable father, we ought not to
object, provided this advantage be not misused.’ It is the win‑
ning of advantages not deserved, with injustice to others, and the
misuse of advantages won, with continued practice of injustice
toward others, to which we ought to object. The socialists are
right in doing so, but wrong in going into the other extreme of
objecting to the winning or receivingof any eminent advantages at
all. Even themoderates among them, when they try to avoid this
error, cannot do so, because of their being tied down to the funda- _
mental demand for equality. “ Socialism demands,” says Mr.
Walling, “ that every individualborn into the world begivenequal
opportunity and a function in society corresponding to his native
abilities.” ’ A function in society corresponding to native abilities
means that more will beexacted of the capable man accordin to
his abilities; but nothing is said about any greater returns to im
according to his services.“ Mr. Spargo is still plainer; for though
he denies that the equality of opportunity demanded by socialism
would aim at “ absolute equality or uniformity of income,” yet he,
too, must look upon it as leading to “ approximate equality,” and
he would abolish inheritance of property other than “personal
objects,” in order to prevent “ the exploitation of the spendthrift
by the abstinent ” 21° Most socialists, indeed, leave over an
BSocial Evolution, 153, 154, 177, 199, 342 ‐3, 355. etc.
0 Equality, 5. .
1 To give to one more than his due is unjust if it involves taking from others so

that they receive less than their due, as may happen in the divtsion pf a cornmon
product among its producers. But when more isgiven to one than is his due .(In the
sense of his no t having earned it). Without talgmg from others what 1s their due.mists: the share of a producer is by him g i v e n or left to another, there no

gIs‘g'getlIgmgfcih:gglfa€:lm'ggssthat eogialismyromises ltlhe world. j‘ths fintldaiad
2T1¥o§§“$i%°fiffl’fi‘éfilfifiifi' 1&3‘effl'm32efié’r‘é‘f‘3e‘1'ia‘ref-ffizfif”$393;
but what they have won. except a l i t t le notoriety, he cannot tell u
10Socialism, 387. 312-13, 316.
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equality of opportunity for dilettantism; but “ the economic mo‑
tive,” which one of them, Mr.Ghent, acknowledges to be “ for the
mass of men the strongest of allmotives,” “ would be sadly miss‑
ing.
The evils which socialists point out in modern society may be

mostly conceded, and yet their diagnOSis of the cause need not be
accepted as the true one, nor their remedy be adopted as the
proper one. Much less need their remedy be regardedas the only
pOSSIble one. We are not confronted with the alternative re‑
sented by Kirkup, of either “a new industrial feudalism,” w 'ch
Will control the people,or the control of industry by the people for
the people in the socialist scheme; 1’ the first horn of which has
Since been sarcastically described for us by Mr. Ghent in his work
under the ironical title of Our Benevolent Feudalism,“ but
which Bellamy more directly characterised as “corporate tyr‑
anny ” ; 1‘ while the other horn, if successfully developed, would
for a time be nothing else than trade-union tyranny or labour‑
lcaders’ despotism, andwould before long very likely give way to
the kind of state-socialism described by Mr. Belloc in his Smi le
Stote.“ For the soc1alists’ remedy sacrifices liberty to equality.
These two things are, indeed, incompatible. If we are to have
equality, it must be forced, and we cannot have liberty. If we
have liberty, it is sure to beattended by inequality.“ But so far
is inequality from being undesirable, that i t , too, with liberty,
should bewelcome. UndeSirable is undue inequality‐inequal‑
ity of fortune greater than the inequality of capacity nature has
placed in men, and greater than the fortune that can be ac‑
cumulated by honest thrift. Liberty of itself does not lead to
such inequality: it is brought about by the m i s u s e of their superi‑
ority by the superior ones, and is fostered by the laws they makeor

1M d Cl , .121,12???intoafiocigfism, 168‐9; he was writing, in 1887 especially of American
conditions. Similarl Vai l in 1899: “ T h e question is, who er the public d u l l own
the monopolies, or e monopolies shall own the public." Modern Socs' , 24.
13New York, 1902. In a note on p. 58 he refers to an address on The N o .

Feudalism by B. A. Richmond in 1898. In 1840 Heine prophesied that the new rail‑
road directors would soon also direct the state, Lutetia, N9. L I . ( W e ! 0, Hamburg.
i862, ix. rug; and the year before. C. Pecqueur had wr i t ten : “ A l l the large i n ‑
dustries wi l l e exclusive y mono olised by an industrial feudalism," Du In ten t : dis
Commerce, dz I'Indurtn'e ft dc g’Agriculmn, rt de {a Civilisation en general, rm
I’Iufluence dc: Applications de la Vapour, i i . 101 . Sti l l earlier Fourier proph l
" commercial feudialism”; and later, in 18 8, Garfield admitted its advent, Work-t.
i i . 66. Also C. Frantz: “A capitalistic eudalism has, in fact, grown up . " D"
Untergang dar alien Parisian and die Partcs' def Zukimft, Berlin. 1878, p. 105.
14Look ing Backward, 52. ,
15In which those who do not own the means of production uhall he 1 _1! com‑

pelled to work for those who do, and shall receive in exchange security of ivelihood.
10 So at the founding of our government Hamxlton declared: ' Anineqm

5M property] would exist as long'as liberty existed, and it would unavoidably t
r o n i that very liberty itself,” Elliot’s Debora, v. 344.
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prevail upon the rest to concede "‐ by privileges or private laws,
or what amounts to private laws, devised directly or indirectly for
their advantage.“
Here is the true diagnosis of the cause of the evils of the presen},

asof all previous advanced, civilisatio'ns. It is not the capitalistic
system, or private ownership of capital, that is at fault, requiring
total subversion; but it is the perversion of that system that is at
fault, requiring correction." Nor does the fault lie in a part of
that system only, the private ownership of land, inherently; al‑
though a careless institution of this land system, without safe‑
guards against monopoly, and with permission, at the instigation
of the landlords, of a perverse system of taxation, is one of the
sought-for causes of the evils of advanced and declining civilisa‑
tion. In other words, it is not the injustice of our capitalistic
system, or of our land system, but the injustice in our capitallst
system, and in our land system, or the injustice practised under
them, that is the disintegrating factor, cause of decay. Dove and
George said that progress goes toward liberty and equality Qfi
rights, tending to produce equality of condition.20 The truth 1‘5 '
progress should betoward liberty and toward equality offlgl'f‘sé
indeed, properly understood, but especially toward justice’ w h x o
gives to every one his due; and when liberty and justice are. 03 ‘1’
tained, equality orinequality ofcondition,asGeor el'iirriseliSaL‘:Jog
may take care of itself. Injustice, torepeat, ist e disintegraL‐ljgtc"
factor. If what it disintegrates is only a limb of t h e be“ “ ( r t ‐ “ c f
which can be excised, the rest may recover and thriVe ti“ at V 1 4 6 “
limb become rotten,when the process may be renewQ 6 . B“
11Cf. Euripides: ‑

16h“ 7110.6: n i ne : 0! agaxol vovor- $LJ - 3‑
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the whole body politic has been made uniform, or at most biform,
and the whole becomes putrid with injustice, then decay goes on
til l death. So has it been in the past: successive upper classes have
decayed and been removed by rebellion of other classes, the oper‑
ations constituting revolutions; but at last, when there were left
no more than the two classes of richand of poor, the former decay‑
ing,and the latter beingpowerless through ignorance, the two have
gone festering to their end. Sowill it always be, unless some fun‑
damental change be made. And w e , ‐we who have already
reached the nearly homogeneous state of democracy, and are pass‑
ingbeyond into plutocracy,which tramples on poverty, with injus‑
tice again rearing its head,‐‐we shall follow the same course,
unless we get r i d of the cause. That our civilisation has not
already begun to decline, is only because it has not yet, in the
natural course of events, quite reached its climax. This is so
imminent that it is high time for us to look about for the preven‑
tive of decay,‐or at least for something that may retard it. Evi‑
dently it must be something new. Otherwise we shall go the
same round.

New, of course, would bethe sense of justice, or mora l i ty ‑
altruism, public spirit .‐become universal and supreme. But
government can work only on its own lines ‐ b y law, negatively.
Now, on this line, new will be the abolition of privilege, or of
private laws, or of what amounts to private laws, favouring indi‑
viduals or small classes at the expense of the rest of the com‑
munity. There can be no law favouring the whole community.
The whole community must look out for itself. The only possible
establishment of justice by law is the disestablishment of injustice
b law.
yThe march of civilisation has always tended toward the estab‑

lishment of new privileges after old ones have been abrogated. In .
the early period of its cycle the privileges striven after are those
of p o w e r ‐o f faith, or of force. In the culminating period they
are privileges of wealth, which take various forms of monopoly,
by the use of fraud. It is these that confront us. We should not
only t ry to abolish them, but to keep them abolished, and to keep
others from cropping up in their place. If we succeeded, we
should not do away with poverty; for monopoly is not the only
cause of poverty. But in preventing dishonest wealth we might
get r id of undeserved poverty. Nor would we make our civilisa‑
tion eternal; for it contains other seeds of decay. But we might
considerably prolong it.

The privileges of wealth taking several forms, we should ‐ t o
mention only the principal‐- seek ( I ) to abolish monopoly of the
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land, by imposing the single tax on ground rents; (2) to abolish
monopoly of the market, by introducing free trade, at least with
countries that reciprocate; (3) to abolishmonopoly gained by com‑
bination, by curtailing corporations and rescinding trusts; (4) and
where monopolies are natural (as in railways, telegraphs, tele‑
phones ; municipal supplies‐trolleys, water, lighting; the coun‑
try’s supply of currency; and insurance), to abolish exclusive pri‑
vate ownership, by the state or municipality assuming either com-.
plete ownership or partnership in control; and (5) lastly, for the
purpose of securing the people in their rights, to make justice
gratuitous also in civil cases.
( I ) Thefpresent system of private ownership of land is not an

evil in itsel , yet if it leads to monopoly of land it will bean evil.
Monopoly of land is hard to define, being vague in its boundaries;
but it will exist when all, or almost all, the good land of a country
is owned by asmall number of its populationandmost of its users
are mere tenants. Then the bargaining between landowner and
tenant will beunfair; for the principle of fair competition is that
there must be many ofierers as well as many seekers; but if the
number is reduced on either side, these may combine either openly
or tacitly and act asone, sothat the competition between the many
on the other side will all tend in the one direction,without counter‑
action by competition on the side of the few.” Again, the owner
of a large tract, havingalready enough revenue from a portion of
i t , will not let the rest except at a high rate, and when he obtains
this, he will not re-let to the first tenants except at the same rate,
so that, when the whole land is soowned, not the whole, but only
a part of the land is the land oflered; while the would-be tenants
have no such resource.” Lastly, there will be, as everywhere
hitherto where liberty has existed, and security of property, absen‑
teeism, or the abandonment of the tenants to the tender mercies ot
stewards, and the spending of the revenues elsewhere. Such a
system exists in Great Britain; but its evil has in recent times
been disguised by the existence of open land in other parts of the
world and even within the British empire. When all the land of
the accessible world is monopolised, t en first for our world-em‑
bracingcivilisationwill the full evils of land-monopoly show them‑
selves.
22People sometimes think of competition as the hi l ing of a purchaser with a

seller fo r an article. This is a mistake. Competition is etween several sellers ofiermg
the some kind of article. and between several buyers desiring the same. Fair com‑
petition is douhle competition -‐ competition on botn sides. But it is possible to cut of
competition on one side and then, the competition being left on the other side only.
the whole condition is 0 -sided and unfair. , .
23Cf. Dove. Political cs'encc, 396m, 324. George constantly insists on the hold‑

i n g back of land for speculative purposes, so common in ou r count ry. Also Mm
greats it u a “barrier " or “ obstacle " to production. Capital, i i i . 878. 884. 945. CL 875,
79‑
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Even in England this system is yo . Dove and George cor‑

rectly narrate its history. They descri how upon the last con‑
quest the Norman kings, as representatives of the nation, anted
lands in return for the obligation of military service, whic prac‑
tically was a rent paid to the nation, or a tax, and there was no
other national tax, the royal administration being supported by the
so‐called crown lands, the church by its own lands, and the people
in the parishesalso havingtheir common lands. That was a land‑
system primitive but well-rounded. Then changes took place.
The large grants of baronial land were originally for life only, but
they gradually came to behereditary. The military service grad‑
ually fell into desuetude, as it becamepossible to establish a stand‑
ing army payable in money, when money became more plentiful,
and that which was paid to soldiers could be collected from taxes
imposed upon the new industries that were springing up. Taxes
were likewise granted by the barons and the burghers to the king,
who, in return, granted away the crown lands. The church lands
were confiscated, and likewise sold or given away at nominal rents.
These later grants, made in great abundance by Henry VIII . , were
without the obligation of military service; until at last, under
Charles I I . , parliament, in the hands of landowners, abolished
military tenure altogether, assimilated real to personal property
as subject to sale and testamentary disposition, and thereafter
adopted the policy of taxing labour, especially by means of in‑
direct taxes upon articles of consumption (beginning with an
excise on beer) and even the common lands of the parishes
throughout the country were by authority of the landlords’ par‑
liament sold away and bought up by the old and by new land‑
lords, if not actually inclosed without r i g h t ‐b y downright
stealing; ”4 whereupon the idea has. by the landowners, been
made to prevail, that property in land is like property in other
things, to be used or not used by the owner as he pleases, and
subject to taxation only as other things are. Much like this is
the history of the land-tenure in the rest of Europe, and very
probably like it was the history of land-tenure in antiquity; ”5 for
we know only the latter two-thirds of it, and these closely resem‑
bled the latter half of the modern, except that the land originally
held by the fighting men in antiquity was in smaller allotments."

cfifi?’31§’i£‘f”tp{f'3§§ff§if' £1951ifii‘f‘iiif fmfi’bZ‘SZ-zn’)‘fs'flsfséco‘fasiéif‘Ji
Labour) 41‐2, v. r_797 o, y i n . 1318‐9. _
25 For instance it is evrdent t at when the Romans gave lands on the Anio to theClaudii ( L i v y I i . 16, Suetonius, Tiberius, e. 1 ) , they ex ed in re tu rn the ac‑

qu i s i t i on o f the Claudian fighting force to their armies. the time of the em‑
perors there was no connection between landownership and miritary servxce.

6 he dawn of Greek and Roman history when tradition began to be preserved is
writ ing, discloses the people already possessed of a fully and apparently long-establish
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Land-tenure in America began only when the last stage of its
development was being reached in Europe; and, after a little hesi‑
gztion at first, the modern European system was taken over
dily.
Here, too, this system has been mrried to its limit, land in

our country being fully assimilated to commodities, being salable
and purchasable almost as easily as a bale of cotton and quite as
easily as a steam-boat; which, after all, is best, if land is to be
privately owned. Our federal government became the owner of
the territory west of the original States, and it immediately sold
it off as rapidly as it could. It took, after a time, some precau‑
tions against selling directly to any but settlers in small lots,
but none against their selling out to capitalists, who could buy-in
any tracts of land they pleased; and at last the government even
presentedmillions of acres to railroad companies.” So it is that
in our land system (for the States have acted in the same way)
there is nothing actually favouring, yet nothing guarding against
the concentration of landownership, which is constantly going on
at an accelerating pace, and ma'y, within a century or two, end in
a condition of monopoly. The state, representing the people, has
renounced all control over landownership, makes no regulation of
tenancy, no provision against absenteeism, none against a land‑
lordism prescriptive of conditions that interfere with personal
freedom, none against rack-renting, seizure of improvements,
harsh and even murderous evictions. In short, it leaves for
the future to correct evils full grown, which all past experience
shows will grow, instead of preventing their growth in advance.
It even permits companies and corporations to act like individuals
in deriving income from land as land, wholly without need and
rime or reason. Still further, it allows foreigners ‘ to buy up
our land, contrary to all national policy.28 The true policy, in‑
stinctively observed almost everywhere in the world, at least
ti l l recently," is so sound that every one of our States ought to
adopt it and exclude any but its own citizens from owning the
land within its borders. If any clause in the federal constitution
land system (which is well described by Fustel de Coulanges in his Cité antique), it
being ve ry much as if the history of European land-tenure could begin in France on ly
in the eleventh century or in En land o n ] in the thirteenth.
27How different was the con net of t e more primitive Serbians, who, when they

obtained their independence, distributed among themselves, in small holdings the
arable land, but reserved in the hands of the state al l forest and meadow lands. to
be leased at market rates to al l who would make proper use of them. .
28Our States did this for the purpose of a t t rac t i ng immigrants. The t ime has

passed since immigration needs to be artificially promoted; and also this procedureattaacts ownership without attracting the owners, who stay abroad as absentee land‑
lorztis'Most European countries have also in the course of the nineteenth cen tu ry
abolished their old droit d’aubaifu applied to land. It will be interesting to see
whether some of them will not revive it after this war.
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stands in the way, it is contrary to the idea of our federal system,
which is that each State should have full control of its own afiairs,
and it ought to be repealed. At all events, none but a citizen of
the United States should be permitted to own land within the
United States; and a constitutional amendment is needed, if Con‑
gress has not authority over this.
Such a system of citizen-ownership would go some distance in

preventing monopolization. But it would not be enough. It
would not prevent the ownership of land for the purpose, not of
using it, but of deriving benefit from the use of it by others.
What is worse, it would not prevent the owner or user from
taking to himself the benefit that comes, not from his own labour
upon his own land, but from the industry of others congregated
on the surrounding land. Such benefits consist in the surplus‑
value of the use of certain land, which surplus-value is produced
neither by the owner nor by a single user, for it is due not only
to the superior fertility of the land compared with other land,
but to its situation in a productive neighbourhood, or its prox‑
imity to a market and the facilities of conveyance to and from
that market; and in townsand cities this last is the only source of
land value, being a site-value, due also to all sorts of other
advantages, such as companionship, art, learning, facilities for
commerce, use of well-paved streets, of parks, of schools, of
libraries, of hospitals, of water, of sewerage, of the post, of quick
conveyance, etc., etc., most of which are themselves produced
from taxation. In short, the surplus-value of any one man’s land
is due to other men, to the community; and as this is true of
every one’s land, it is proper that the community should treat the
value of land as the fund it needs for its public purposes.” It
may leave this value, or rent, with the land, to the landowner.
But it would be wise if it took it, without the land, for itself, or
asmuch of it as it needs. The strongest claim the state has upon
property is upon the increment unearned by the individual, but
earned by society,‐and all rent is such an increment. If it
draws upon this, it need not impose other taxes upon its mem‑
bers, need not take from them any portion of their products that
would not be taken from them anyhow by the landowners.
Clearly it is better to take from an owner what he has not pro‑
duced but has exacted from the producers (whom he has not
aided, as by loaning them capital), than to take from an owner
what he has produced, in addition to the landowners’ exactions.
Such a tax, to repeat, is upon the land, and not upon persons,u
so Cf. above, p. rag, n. p l .
81When a p e r l o n buyn land, he discount: the taxes impoeed or likely to be im‑
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and no one has merit, or a return claim upon the state, for hand‑
ing it over, beyond a commission for his trouble. Hence a land‑
tax is much better than any other tax; and as the land-tax will
provide sufficient resources to any state, except possibly in time
of war, it is the only one a state should ordinarily indulge in for
the purpose of revenue.”
This single land-tax is not the only means of preventing land‑

monopoly, since that might behinderedby other regulations. But
these have never succeeded in the past, and there is little prob‑
ability of their success in the future. The single land-tax is the
last resource with any prospect of being effectual. It has, too,
the merit of being one of the few new things that have, in our
civilisation, been discovered in political economy,‐‐ so much so,
that it (the impét unique) was hailed by Mirabeau as one of the
greatest of inventions. It is not absolutely new, like everything
else; for it takes us back somewhat to the land-system that pre‑
vailed in the ascending period of all civilisations, when the land‑
owners alone paid service to the state, except for the stealing
which the landowners, the barons, themselves took from the
burghers and merchants in ransoms and tolls, (whence our
tarifi's I“‘). But it improves upon that land-system, making use
of all the improvements introduced by high civilisation‐money,
rent, taxes, private landownership, public utility from public
revenue.“ And it puts an end to the land and the tax systems
which have in past civilisations existed only in the latter periods
of the civilisation cycle and to which the decline of those civil‑
isations is in part directly traceable, asmost plainly in the Roman.
It thus offers hope, though not certainty, that if it may not prevent
(since there are other causes), it may retard the decay and
decline of our civilisation; for at least its introduction at the top
of a civilisation is an entirely new thing under the sun.” And
posed, and sgactua l ] pays go taxes (as fillsbrgwn in ta: goatslalbeaciltegz.hle
iti°ini§°d$f§$°1e¥ t‘hae’ufnlloznyr032t if if: £212.21flute”. which, as... due to
the state or society, is taken by the state for soc ie t y. _
82Here Th. G. Shesrman, the re-introdueer of the term “ s : e tax." after the

{moat unique of the siocrsts see Life of Henry George, 96n. , is a better guide
than George himself (erythsn Dr, cGl n, the organiser of the Anti-Poverty Society.
See the former’s Natural Taxation. e shows that no t more than half of t e ground
rents would be needed fo r taxes, eh. x. h a . Cf. also The A-E-C of Taxatsogs A
Single Tax Handbook, and A Sin ls Tu Catechmn by C.. B. Fillehrown, President
of the Massachusetts Single Ts x gue. This spciety wrshes the adoption of the
new system to be read over thirty ¥ears. As it 1.- ren t rather than a tax (see
George, i v. 383, 23 , viii. 233), Ch. . Root. follow: W. Saunders (Quoted. by
Geor , iv. 12 , viii. 317). would prefer the slogan “ ot a single tax : see his
psmp let wi this ti e. _ .
asThe term itself is derived from Tania, a nest of pirates on the Strait of Gib‑

ra l t .311er the soundness of private lsndownershlp is proved thereby, as otherwise there
could n o t be such a tax. _ _ _ _
ssVery possiblyitmsyhethesystemstthehetmmnzoithenutcyeleofeivihss»
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there is not one possible objection to it, save the trouble of intro‑
ducing it, which, of course, is magnified by the opposition of the
present beneficiaries, and those who believe themselves to be such,
of the system it would re lace.
(2) On the subject 0 free trade as a corrective of industrial

monopoly, little may here be said. The so-called protective sys‑
tem (as if it protected the whole country, though it does protect
a small part of the people at the expense of the rest) was in‑
vented by the landowners, and carried to its acme by the indus‑
trialists, ti l l the latter discovered, in En land, that in their sit‑
uation it did not pay. But even in Eng d free trade has not
been fully introduced, as the landowners were powerful enough
to prevent puttingback upon the land the support of the state. In
our country the landowners derive no advantage from the tarifi,
beyond that of shifting taxes from land to the producers. And
the producers as a body Only sufier from it, though a few of
them, the largest capitalists, receive benefit from the privilege of
an artificial advantage in our market in certain lines of produc‑
tion. This advantage they have utilised to its ful l extent by the
formation of monopolies. A l l this, of course, they deny, though
we have the testimony of one of them in a huE, that the tarifi
is the mother of the trusts. The subject is too vast here to be
entered upon. But three remarks may bemade.
The first is that the only possible substitute for the revenue

derived from the tariff is the land-tax. Until this is adopted, the
adoption of real free trade is hopeless.” A tariff for revenue
and protection, however, may be replaced by a tariff for revenue
only. This means the levying of duties upon widely consumed ,
articles incompletely produced in our country, such as sugar, like
an excise on spirits, and especially upon widely consumed articles
not produced here, such as coffee and tea. Against this, our
labouring classes protest‐foolishly, as the amount falli on
them individually is too trifiin to mvil a t ; yet our politicians ve
to heed their protest. There ore we have recently passed a con‑
stitutional amendment permitting, as a substitute, the taxing of
incomes‐the most absurd and injurious tax ever invented, with
the sole exception of the tax on legacies, likewise recently adopted
by many of our States. About these two taxes, also, there is no
room here to descant. Attention may merely be again called to
the fact that they are taxes which civilisations have hitherto intro‑
duced only at the moment of their turn toward decline and have
continued during their decline, which has been helped thereby.
tion: (or it does no t look as if our civilisation had vigour enough left in it to make
no rad: an innovation. .
80See George’s Protection or Free Trade.
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They are the cry of despair of men who know not what to do
when they shut their eyes to the one right thing to do.
The second remark is, that there is no more prolific cause of

corruption in politics at home, and abroad of ill-will and hostility '
eventuating in war, than the protective system. At home, it
embodies the principle that everybody should look to the govern‑
ment for protection, or rather or help, and therefore should go
to the governors for i t , ‐and should go to them with money m
their hands, or some equivalent, to pay for it with. The legisla‑
tors have their attention turned from the good of the whole to
the good of individuals, and naturally demand some return. In
foreign relations, the protective system is commercial war, from
which it is only a step to military war. It is national selfishness
avowed and systematised, while free trade admits the truthful
avowal of friendship for all nations; which, after all, is not only
the best morality, but the best policy. The old “ mercantile sys‑
tem" directly led to war for the sake of monopoly of trade.
Protection, which is the atrophied remnant of that system, is less
bold, but war is among its indirect efiects." Our pacifists ought
first of all to be free-traders.
The last remark is, that one.great opposition to free trade, even

in the form of permitting a tarifi for revenue, springs from the
prevalence of the protective system in most other countries. This
ISstupid, as the protective system, as a false system of taxation,
hurts principally the country that adopts it, and there is no reason
why we should hurt ourselves because others hurt themselves.
Yet the prejudice exists. Now, we Americans seem to hold in
our hands the power of compelling almost all other countries at
least to reduce considerably their protectionism. The prejudice
just alluded to has no application against Great Britain, which
already has a goodly amount of “ free trade.” Let us, then, offer
a treaty to the British Empire (including, if possible, all its. colo‑
nies), promising to adopt free trade with it if it will agree with
us to put on duties upon all goods from every other country equal
to the duties upon them in the countries whence they come.
Great Britain has been so near adopting “ fa i r trade ” that this
offer would probably find acceptance. And the existence of so
large a free-trade area would be such a menace to every other
country that in all probability one after another they would seek
to enter it by reducing their duties, ti l l at last those who stayed
out would be a negligible quantity.“
3;gianfvli' 5§"J$’sff$§2‘ifi3°§$flé§fi' Sf’éhfegfffén‘e"wi§?' Perhapl the op

tuni ty i s now past. But i t may r e t u r n . ‐ i t may b e added that what i s here a n i n
favour of free trade does not militate against better regulation of protection to 1m
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(3) The subject of corporations will call for more extended

remarks. A l l CiVilisations have perished to the accompaniment
of corporations. Greece, in i t s dechne, and the Roman empire
were honeycombed With them. Every m i n o r round in the large
cycles has been marked toward i t s end by the rank growth of
corporations, and every revolution has abolished them. The old
imlitary‘corporations of Knights Templars and the like, become
rich, idle, and corrupt, were seized by the state. The Reforma‑
t i on in the Protestant countries got r id of the monasterial cor‑
porations; and in the Latin countries the French revolution swept
away the rest. Since then, industrial corporations have sprung up
and multiplied and fused and augmented enormously, til l they
threaten to rule the state, as the corporation of Saint George
once ruled Genoa.
Our country is their chosen seat. Here, as elsewhere, they

could at first be formed only by special enactment of the legisla‑
ture; but as the favoritism thereby involved was contrary to our
democratic spirit, general laws were passed authorising incor‑
poration to be by executive officials made of any companies that
complied With spec1fic conditions; and by the rivalry of our
States, every one v y i n g With the others to attract or to keep these
aggregates of capital, the conditions were extended ti l l in some
States wholesale grants are given away, in so-called “omnibus
clauses,” permitting the corporations practically to do anything;
and by our constitutional system corporations, when once formed,
are protected by the courts from further legislative interference,
on the mistaken prinCiple, established in the Dartmouth College
case, that their charters are contracts; and lastly, contrary to the
true spirit of our federal system, but deduced from a lax clause
in our federal constitution, something is here done that is done
nowhere else in the world: corporations are instituted in one State
as we continue to hold the rotective stein= Thus rotection should especially be
directed to foster infant in ustries, an particularly t ose which are important for
the country's welfare and from the loss of which it wi l l suffer if suddenly cu t off
from them by war. For example, we in the United. States need what we have no t
had, protection of the dye indus t r y, ‐not that this is of much impo r t ance in itself,
as providing bright colours for our women's gowns, but because it is intimately con‑
nected with the chemical industry. supp] i n g raw materials for other manufactures,
medicine and elements needed for exp osive ammuni t ion , ‐ an industry, therefore,
which islhighly necessary for the national defence. Moreover, if weare to encourage
fair competition between the industries of ou r own coun t r y, we must defend them
against unfair competition at the hands of trusts or kartels abroad, which lower their
rices here on their products the moment a factory enters into competition with them,or the purpose of crushing it out of existence, whereupon their prices are again raised.
The object of free trade is to open up wrde compet i t ion ; wherefore, i f any industry
is controlled by a foreign t rus t nothing is gained by free trade in that industry;
and the only way that trust can he reached by us is in o u r tariff re lations. To-day
especially, we need preparation against the dumping which in severa lines of industry
is sure to take place at the termination of the war in Europe, such as took lace
on an analogous occasion in 1815, and which brought about the belated _tnri of
1816. We ought to show wisdom in advance. especially as we have w a r n i n g from
the lack of i t on that occas ion . »
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that do their business entirely in other States, with the effect that
companies, no matter where they are to operate, choose for incor‑
poration that State which will give them the greatest powers on
the easiest terms. Some corporations, indeed, must operate over
and possess land in several States, such as railways especially, and
it is inconvenient for them to be incorporated in more than one.
Here our federal government is the proper organ for establishing
such corporations; but unfortunately our first constitution-makers
did not foresee this need and did not grant this power to the fed‑
eral government, and though the federal government seized this
power ungranted in the case of banks, it has not ventured to do
so in the case of otherlcorporations outside its Territories, now
extinct, nor have the States been willing to give up to it their
usurped power, except only in the case of banks; for the banks
of each State are confined within its own borders. The result,
outside of banking, is a weltering mass and an inextricable mess.

The danger of excessive corporationism is not difiicult to ex‑
plain. A corporation is an ideal entity created by law and super‑
imposed upon a company of men. This legal entity owns all the
property, possesses all the power, and performs all the acts of
the company. Its officers are not the agents of the men who
compose the company; they are agents of this invisible and intan‑
gible entity, in whose name they act. To this entity the ancients
ascribed a body, and the mediaeval mind attached a personality,
but all are agreed that it has no soul. “Though immaterial,”
some one has said, “ i t certame is not spiritual.” 3° Or if it has
a soul or spirit, this is not in the body: its principle is absenteeism,
as the owners may be anywhere and everywhere, and even the
directors need not be present: everything is done through agents,
or stewards, whose sole merit consists in furthering the interests
of their employer. Its essence is irresponsibility; for it cannot
die and be punished in another world, and in this, though it may
commit criminal acts, it cannot be seized and imprisoned. It
might, indeed, be dissolved into the nothingness whence it came,
by forfeiture of charter; but the power of the state to take this
drastic action seems now to be in abeyance, and all that the
state does do is to impose fines, which are paid out of profits. . Yet
in our country there is a tendency to assign to these fictitious per‑
sons all the personal rights our constitutions secure to real per‑
sons. Thus they are protected like real persons, while their acts
are wholly impersonal; and, no real person being responsible for

soMarcus Morton, in the Mamehuoette Constitutional Convention. 1853, Ofiiu’al
Report of Debates, vol. i i . p. 582. Already then Morton said: “ I consider that oneof the moetathreatening evnll in our country mm from the multiplication of cor‑
porat ions. ”  .
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their acts, they frequently act in ways in which no self-respecting
real person would think of acting, while otherwise self-respecting
real persons, who really are the actors, do such acts because they
are sheltered behind the real impersonality of the corporation, and
excuse themselves by saying they are compelled by duty toward
their fellow members.
Moreover, ascorporations own only what has been conveyed to

them in the first place, while they can make unlimited gain, they
can sufi'er only limited loss. This is the principle of limited
liability, by which the members are shielded from losses beyond
their original subscriptions. Although this is the natural outcome
of the idea of a corporation,‘0 corporations were in the beginning
not so treated, and the members were held liable for the defalca‑
tion of their corporations to the full extent of their own fortunes.
Then they necessarily took a vital interest in the management.
Now the principle of limited liability is almost universally ob‑
served, and the concern of the members for the management is
greatly reduced.
In our country, also, large owners universally have votes in pro‑

portion to their holdings, and they may receive without limit
proxies from the smaller holders, who find it not worth while to
attend meetings in person. Here are two more absolutely false
principles, which permit in many corporations one or a few men,
by controlling fifty-one per cent. of the votes, to run the business
as if they owned the whole.“ Even when this is not quite the
case, there is little supervision by the many owners of the com‑
bined capital over the few managers, of whom questions are sel‑
dom asked, so long as satisfactory dividends are paid. Owners
purposely shut their eyes to what their agents are doin , so that
their conscience may not be troubled. Even those of t em who
are chosen to be directors do so, leaving the full control to the
president they choose, whose conduct they judge by the amount of
dividends he earns for them. Al l states naturally suffer from the
evil that the many cannot control the few who run the govern‑
ment. The system of corporations unnecessarily reproduces and
extends this evil by artificially creating, within the civil state,
innumerable economic states deliberately established on an oligar‑
chic basis.
And among the general powers in our country accorded to
40So in the Roman law: “ Si quid universitati debetur, singulis non debetur: nee,

quod dehet universitae. singuli debent,” Digest, I I I . iv. 7, h. This was the principle,
notice, near the end of the ancient cycle.
41Our financiers have forgotten, or sup ressed. the advice of their nrch~leader,

Hamilton, that in the bank hewas founding e number of votes allowed to indiy'iduall
eléguld progress at a rate much slower than their shares, Works (Lodge's ed.), in. 158,
x . »
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corporations are those permitting one corporation to buy and hold
stock in, or to lease the property of, other corporations, like a state
annexing distant dominions; which still further removes the con‑
trol from the individual stockholders, who hardly know what their
corporation owns, and concentrates control still more in the hands
of a few, by eliminating the directors of the engulfed corporations.
So general has this practice become, that it is done as a matter of
course, even without the special grant of power. Hence by com‑
bination of corporations in the same line of business, competition
may be suppressed and monopolies set up. Corporations, once
successful, grow indefinitely, and rarely decline until they have
destroyed what they feed on.
In all this laxness in the treatment of corporations, both by the

state and by their members‐the great powers granted by the
state to corporations and by their members handed over to their
managers,‐ lies a cause of much of the corruption which now
permeates finance and from it overflows into politics. The theory
of corporation profit is that a company of persons may throw
some of their capital into a common stock of a certain amount,
appoint managers of it, who shall conduct the business, and pay
out the net profits in dividends to the shareholders. The managers
must themselves be shareholders, interested in the profits, and,
like other workers employed by the corporation, they receive
salaries paid out of the gross receipts. The advantages of the
system are that it permits the formation of large“ aggregates of
capital beyond the capacity of individuals for the undertaking of
large enterprises, enabling individuals to share in the exceptional
profits derivable therefrom, and on the part of the organisers, who
generally become the first managers, yielding to them salaries large
in proportion to the size of the business. But in practice the im‑
mense fortunes of latter-day corporation-mongers are not made
in this slow manner. They are made by the managers buying and
selling stocks in the market, taking advantage of their foreknowl‑
edge of the factors that determine the movement of prices, and
manipulating these factors by amplifying their variations, on the
side of the stocks by varying the yield of profit, and on the side
of the currency by varying its supply; by forming subsidiary com‑
panies of their own into which they pour the patronage of.the
larger companies they manage, or taking commissions in va r i o u s
ways from other companies, just as the steward of a large house‑
hold gets fees from the trades-people who supply his master'; by
using the large size of their companies, especially when combined
with others, in unfair competition with smaller rivals, reducm_g
prices in their neighbourhood, compelling dealers to exclude their
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goods, getting rebates from transportation companies (or getting
exclusive custom by granting rebates), cutting off their credit, and
then buying-in the smaller plants for next to nothing after ruining
them; and after in these ways, as also by using the impersonal
powers of an abstract entity to browbeat their workmen, getting
undue profits for their own shareholders, hiding the excessive
amount by issuing watered stock, much of which is deflected into
their own individual receptacles ; or,worst of all, by wreckingsome
large corporation of which they have the control, making money
all the while by selling “ short'” in the first place and then buying
back the stock cheap and setting the corporation on its feet again.
Not long ago a man was reputed to be worth five millions, when
he was made president of one of our railroad companies; he
served five years, when he died and was found to be worth fifty
millions. If a president of the United States should make a
fiftieth of that man’s gains in eight years of hard service, hewould
be eternally disgraced. But that man was honoured by'the erec‑
tion of a bronze statue. If one of our postmasters-general, who
manages the largest business in the country, should make a hun‑
dredth of what was made by a certain manager of telegraph lines,
concerning whom it used to be said that it would bea shame if he
were allowed to die in his bed, hewould be impeached, imprisoned,
disfranchised. But that man not only died in his bed, but his
family are now connected with the French nobility. There is
much petty graft in the clerical conduct of politics, and possibly
very little graft in the clerical conduct of corporational as of pri‑
vate business. A score of years ago aprominent politician,backed
by his party for the presidency of the United States, left the
cabinet of one of our democratic presidents for the greater oppor‑
tunities of gain offered by the presidency of a city street-car com‑
pany. Some political “ bosses,” indeed, outside of office, have
made considerable fortunes, but only by dealingwith businessmen,
and using the methods of businessmen.
Yet such corruption asdoes exist in politics, lamentable as it is,

including even that which comes from the tariff-protected inter‑
ests, has its root in the afiiliation of the government with cor‑
porations. There is no such thing as a completel “ private cor‑
poration ”: the term expresses but a half-truth. very such cor‑
poration is amixture of public power with private functions, while
some corporations perform even public functions, the only thing
private about them being private capital and private control.
Now, the men who form corporations always get special privileges
(limited liability being the type) and often get exclusive powers
(as in railroadandmunicipal franchises) from the menwho com‑
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pose the government; and aslongasthe public sits by and permits
this relationship, there will exist a'temptation for the former to
bribe the latter and for the latter to be bribed by the former, the
bribery beingeffected in many more reputable ways than the hand‑
ing over of money, and being directed first toward the legislature
to pass easy laws, then toward the executive to wink at infrac‑
tions in some cases and to be strict in others, and lastly toward
the judiciary to confirm their powers and to nullify interference.
This is why it is not possible to say that the system of private

property really exists to-day; for it is entangled with government
grants. The government does not do all the public’s business, but
allows private parties to do some of it for it. And individuals do
not do all their own business, but get the government to make
legal entities do it {Or them. Hence the principle of laissez-faire
does not apply, never has beenapplied (andconsequently never has
been disproved), and is not now applied, and cannot be applied;
for to apply to fictitious persons the liberty that- naturally belongs
to real persons would be preposterous, and most dangerous would
it beto leave the same freedom of action to men whose liability is
limited as to men whose liability is unlimited. For instance, the
principles of liberty which Adam Smith applied to banking were
directed toward banks of unlimited liability; yet many of our
false instructors would apply them to our banks, all of which have
limited liability, and they are chagrined that the common sense
of the people has been sound enough to forbid. To let privileged
bodies do what they please is very different from letting unpriv‑
ileged persons do what they please. You can let the unprivileged
alone, but you cannot let the privileged alone, or else, asyou must
sanction their privileges, you are abetting their transgressions.
Their privileges are to besustained only for some avowedly good
public purpose. Therefore you must see to it that they do not
depart from that purpose: you must regulate them, though you
will generally do so unsuccessfully, and much better would it be
not to give them the privileges in the first place. But the privil‑
eges having been given, to adopt laissez-faire now would beto let
things alone as they are, it would be to “ stand pat,” to be con‑
servative, with things that ought not to be. And to leave off
regulating, to cease restricting, would be to march toward such
improper laissez-faire. Even the extreme advocate of personal
freedom, Herbert Spencer, admitted that a former “excess of
restriction ” had swung over, in conformity with his alleged law
of rhythm, into a present “ deficiency of restriction.”"’
The three hundred thousand and more corporations at present
42Principle: of Sociology, I 824, cf. Q 85: end. ‑

fl
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existing in the United States alone, cannot bedestroyed. But the
country ought rather to discourage than to encourage their con‑
tinuance and extension. The sole economic purpose of incor‑
poration is to enable large enterprises to be undertaken by com‑
bined capital. Therefore incorporation should beconfined to new
and to large concerns, and in lines of business in which large con‑
cerns alone are efficient. Small corporations mostly have no rea‑
son for existence good on public grounds. Large corporations in
old lines of business like agriculture are not needed; and large
private concerns already extsting show that they do not require
incorporation, wherefore their conversion into corporations, to
relieve the proprietor’s descendants from care, while capitalising
for them forever their ancestor’s exceptional ability, should not
be permitted. Yet size is relative, and in such business as bank‑
ing, in which private enterprise is almost abandoned, small cor‑
porations in small towns may be tolerated. In general, cor‑
porations should be treated for what they are‐creatures of the
state, fully within the power of their creator; not extendible
beyond its borders; not persons, and not to be treated aspersons;
not possessed of natural rights, but only of what is conceded to
them; for only the persons that compose them have natural rights,
but corporations are distinct from the persons that compose them,
and there is no natural right to form an artificial entity privileged
with unlimited powers, but with limited liability. As they may
act criminally, yet cannot be punished criminally except by legal
death through forfeiture of charter, either there should be
such forfeiture of charter, or their officers (president or directors,
designated for the purpose) should be held criminally liable, {ps0
facto, for their delinquencies. There might be even a simpler
method for makingthem obedient,which would be for the govern‑
ment to refuse liability for the destruction of the property of
any being or body who or which has broken the laws, on the
principle that he who comes into court should come with clean
hands. Their charters should be granted for limited terms, not
longer than the life of a generation, say twenty years, renewable
if well conducted, by plebiscite. Their functions should be
strictly defined, and confined to some specific functions that
naturally hang together, with nullification of all evasions. They
should be circumscribed to some particular locality: a manufac‑
turing corporation, for instance, should be defined as the owner
of a certain factory erected or to beerected on a certain lot ready
to be turned over to it, with power at most to expand later over
contiguous or neighbouring lots in the same town or township;
a railway corporation should beof a particular line between defi‑
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nite points; a mining corporation for the mining of a particular
mine, without any permission to purchase other mines or other
distant mineral lands; and so on. Nor should any corporation
beallowed to own or to lease another corporation of any kind or
description, although loaning corporations (banking, insurance,
etc? must be allowed to own temporarily the property of a de‑
fau ting corporation or bankrupt person on which they have held
a mortgage. Exception is here to bemade only in case of trans‑
portation corporations, where the public weal is promoted by
their union (as when their ends join, not when they are more or
less parallel), to be determined by the state, or preferably by a
popular vote of the people in the region interested. There is
no reason for permitting such coalescence or absorption to cor‑
porations conducted solely for private profit. The very pur‑
pose of instituting corporations is to set them up as distinct
entities. No good pu se is served by combination. The only
proper econom is e ected by large establishments, not by
combination 0 large establishments. Combinations do make
economies, but principally by stifling competition, and thereby
affording opportunity for the proprietors to appropriate the
savings, instead of opening them to the public, which is de‑
frauded of the further advantages that are more likely to come
from competition; which the government, therefore, ought care‑
fully to preserve.
The Carthage that is delenda, the infé‘me that should be écrasé,

the many-tentacled octopus that should be stabbed at the centre,
is monopoly. Monopoly is the arch foe of freedom, of effort, of
the operation of the forces for the survival of the fittest through
natural selection. It thrives not so much by its own excellence,
as by the restraint of others. It is a cheat and a fraud, the
rival of violence, but as inferior to violence as a sneak-thief
to a brigand. Violence defeats violence, but corruption aug‑
ments corruption, and monopoly is the loathsome outcome.
Monopoly may crop up everywhere‐ in government, in religion,
in trade, in manufacture, in finance. It has been driven from
the state and from the church, but is now roosting on in‑
dustry. The socialists would combat it only by extending i t ‑
by substituting for the several monopolies in the hands of
capitalists the single monopoly of the state in the hands of the
labourers. Their scheme is bound to be futile. It is for the
state itself to destroy monopoly wherever monopoly is unnatural,
and to throw the industry open to individuals, or at worst to
distinct corporations too numerous for combination, for the
purpose of preserving competition wherever competition is nat‑
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ural. The doctrine itself must be abandoned, now favoured by
our monopolisers and their dupes, that competition is an ev i l , ‐a
doctrine which plays into the hands of the socialists. So-mlled
“ cut-throat ” competition takes place only where the competitors
have by combinations been reduced to a few; for'then each one
realises that b a supreme effort it may destroy or absorb its
rivals, all of w om it has in sight, and then recoup its losses from
the unchecked gains of monopoly. Where the competitors are
numerous, no such complete slaughter can take place, and though
the weakest perish, it is through their own incompetency, and
their disappearance serves the public good.
(4) Yet certain natural monopolies exist that cannot be ob‑

viated. Such are the means of land-transportation over rails of
persons, of goods, of messages, and of supplies like water, oil, gas,
electricity, through pipes or wires;“ for where one company
has the right of way, another cannot . And not far removed '
from these are the several varieties 0 insurance, which, though
not necessarily to be conduced by single companies, are best
managed by a single company'in every country or state. Be‑
sides the characteristic of acquiring monopoly values for their
services or deliveries, all these transporting businesses possess the
characteristic, distinguishing them from ordinary industries, that
they cannot be entered upon by individuals or corporations with‑
out grants from government: they belong to the public first, and
can by the public’s representative be either given or sold away,
or retained. The state simply acts foolishly if it lets them out
of its hands completely. It should, therefore, either undertake
them itself, or incorporate companies to undertake them under
its own supervision. States have almost everywhere begun,
when these enterprises were extended by new inventions, by
leaving them to companies, often incorporated, with no or little
supervision; and these corporations have everywhere taken to
themselves the monopoly gains, committing the two grave faults
of overcharging the public who lend them the power, and of
domineering over, their employés like irresponsible despots.
States have, therefore, everywhere had to assume supervision
becoming more and more strict, with a tendency, already in some
lines everywhere and in others somewhere exhibited, of taking
the concerns back under their own management. Preliminary
and experimental advance under private initiative is followed
by definitive organisation under governmental management.“
onWireless telegraph removi the l a t condition will, when the patents ex‑

pire, it is to be hoped,yt’alrbeytelegmp‘l‘ngc communication out of the province of ma in !
mono l y. .«333. J. P. Davis. Corporations, 1. 89. a. zoo.
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Governments have successively taken over the management of
roads, of canals, of the post, of metallic money (but not yet
generally of paper currency, for the stabilisation of the measure
of value), and, some of them, of railways, of the telegraph and
telephone, and, ours the last, also of the parcel post; while a.
similar tendency has shown itself in municipalities with r rd
to water, gas, electricity, and tram-car service. Armies ve
at times been privately enrolled and let out to rulers; likewise
companies of nightwatchmen; and colonies have been founded
and governed by corporations: all which are things of the past.
Governmental control almost equivalent to governmental man‑

agement may be suggested as follows : ‐ A s the government
should take by taxation the surplus-value of land in private own‑
ership, so should the government take the surplus profit (all
above, say, twice the prevalent rate of interest) of the corpora‑
tions conducting public utilities; and just as in the government
itself the public’s various interests are represented in the legisla‑
ture, so let it require that in the directorate of such corpora‑
tions the interests not only of the shareholders but of the em‑
ployés and of the public be represented. The directors chosen
by the employés of such corporations, and those chosen by the
ublic which is served by them and which supports them, should
he paid like other directors, but should be forbidden to own ‑
stock, so that their interest should not be on the shareholders’
side. Of course publicity of their accounts will be required of
all companies permitted by the public to do the public’s busi‑
ness.
The query may occur, whether other corporations should not

afterward gradually be subjected to similar treatment, at least
all those which have acquired anything like a monopoly of the
market (say by controlling two-thirds of i t ) in their lines of
production. The state is responsible for these entities, and should
not permit them to mistreat either the public or their employés.
Let i t , then, require them (such monopolies) either to recognise
the unions of their workmen, or to admit representatives of their
workmen among their directors, and also, if possible, representa‑
tives of their customers.“ And let it take to itself in taxation,
for the public benefit, all their inordinategains above the ordinary
rate of profit on the capital actually invested,‐ their monopoly
gains, which are entirely due to the public’s permission. T0 do

,.Where am-eet ie °frammsz°zv°nar at as:a:m oNott etlieyfflft ghzmchtéorationrgans etlhe business: 33 it hylmmaten'sl to the
co oration to whom the state its creator, assigns the management If financiers
sol-gun their own business, let' them confine themselves to private natures-ships.
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this, the government would have to assess all our monster cor‑
porations at their cost value, which includes both the actual cost
of the fixed capital and the amount of floatiniecapital ordinarily
required to run the amount of the fixed. t it then permit
them to earn, say, ten per cent. profit, and take as a tax all
profit in excess of that. In fact, all profit in excess of that is
properly rent for the use of the land or natural resources which
these corporations own and monopolise; and so the tax takin all
this extra profit is only the collection of rent from the lan , in
accordance with the single-tax principle.
If such taxing were adopted of our industrial monopolies, as

of necessary monopolies of public utilities, in imitation of the
proper taxing of land monopoly, the result would be different
from that in the latter case, as capital differs from land.“ The
corporations would have no interest to earn more than ten per
cent. profit, and would soon cease to do so, unless the govern‑
ment required them to makemore for the sake of revenue. They
would, on the one hand, lower their selling prices or the charges
for their services; and, on the other, they would raise their ex‑
penditures. They would be less insistent upon refusing advance
of wages. Their managers would probably like to raise their
own salaries. This would have to be guarded against. The low‑
ering of prices and the better service would tend to increase their
business, and require more capital, enlarging the corporations.
This need no longer be feared, and should beencouraged. Let the
salaries of the managers be regulated in proportion to the gross
business. That would make it their interest both to keep up
the profits to the temper-cent. limit and to enlarge the business;
whence both their workmen and their customers will derive
benefit. As a collateral eflect, the values of shares would be
steadied, and stock-gambling diminished. And ultimately, be‑
cause somewhat hampered and handicapped, limited-liability cor‑
porations would give way to business firms or to unchartered
companies with unlimited liability, which would again come into
fashion, much to the improvement of honesty and self‐res ct.
“ The struggle of men to outvie one another in production,”

said Toynbee, ‘ i s beneficial to the community; their stru gle over
the divison of the joint produce is no t . ” " The one s ould be
given a free field; the other should be suppressed by state
regulation. The trouble with the socialists is that they would do
43This tax, however. would merge with the land-tax on all the land actually used.

and would be sup lemented by the land-tax on unused land held by the corporations.
The land-tax on t e latter should come out of the temper-cent. profits. and leave the
dividends below that figure.
47The Industrial Revolution, 66.
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away with competition in both the departments. The trouble
With their extremest opponents (the old-fashioned liberals) is
that they would give free rein to it in both. The trouble with
their present-day monopolising opponents,‐perhaps the worst of
a l l , ‐ is that they would do away with competition where it ought
to be left, in production, and would leave it where it ought to be
done away with, in distribution. The true position, to repeat, is
exactly the reverse.
' Such views-as are here presented are often themselves de‑
nounced as socialistic. They are socialistic only by a vague ex‑
tension of the term. Socialism is sometimes defined by an acci‑
dent, that it involves an increase of governmental action.“ But
another accident of socialism is that it suppresses competition.
So does the existing 5 stem of unrestrained corporationism at
least in production. T e existing system, then, is as socialistic
as the one offered in its place. If you fear a system that would
restrict corporationism because it is socialistic as increasing gov‑
ernmental management, much more ought you to dread unre‑
stricted corporationism because it is socialistic as suppressing
competition between producers. Really the essence of the social‑
ism that deserves to be condemned, is equalism. Of this there
is nothing in the proposals here made.“
The term “ socialism" has been badly chosen, as any scheme

to improve society has a right to this term. It is only in a very
narrow sense that it can be confined to the scheme that aims at
"the utmost equality. This is the reprehensible socialism. Be‑
yond this, in a wide sense of the term, there may bemany other
kinds of socialism, and among them may be a reasonable social‑
ism; for the present condition of society is far from perfect,
and some scheme therefore may improve it. Such is a scheme
which, while leaving complete freedom of action, compatible with
similar freedom of action in others, to every one that does not ask
state aid for special privileges, does restrict freedom of action of
those who do ask state aid for special privileges, and guards
the interest of the public from being granted away to, or in‑
vaded by, individuals. This scheme would destroy all monopoly
in private hands; and only because nothing can ever destroy all
monopolies, since some are natural, and because we cannot im‑
mediately do away with others that have been permitted an un‑
healthy growth, does it recommend the assumption of the former
by the state (or by the municipality under i t ) , or at least its strict
48C . above, p
“T at munici alisatibn in no t socialism, we have the authori both of the o

ponent of socialism Lecky, Democracy and Liberty, i i . 363 (but c . 396). and of tli:
Hil lquit . Socialism in Them and Practice, 386.
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supervision of them, and certainly its strict supervision over the
latter, in the interest of all, including both the workers and the
consumers. Very different is the unreasonable and reprehensible
socialism now rampant, that of Marx and the Social Democratic
party, which wishes to set up one all-inclusive monopoly, doing
away with all competition and all freedom of action on the part
of individuals, inciting to the seizure by the workingmen of all
the instruments of production, the equal division among them
of all the produce, the reduction of all men to the condition of
industrial workers, and the abolition of class distinctions by the
destruction of all classes above the lowest. This socialism, in‑
deed, which alone claims the name and makes it a misnomer for
equalism, difiers toto coelo from the former. Yet the two are
confounded in such curious ways that what is recommendable in
the one is used as a recommendation of the other, and what is
condemnable in this is used for condemning that. Thus many
persons are advocates of unreasonable socialism because of what
they see commendable in some rational scheme of social im‑
provement; and many oppose any and every rational scheme
of social improvement because of what they see to becondemnable
in that socialism. Yet that narrowly defined socialism is utterly
unrealisable. It has no ground to stand on. There is no sound
argument in its behalf. If it were attempted, it would not suc‑
ceed. It will not beattempted, because the moment its realisation
becomes imminent, those who have urged it only because of the
rational kind of socialism will withdraw their support. The
whole not deserving to be an object of fear, those parts of it
which it has in common with reasonable socialism, are much less
to be feared. Only to be combated are the parts that beyond
reason. The advocates even of these, however, oug t not to
be persecuted, however much we despise them. To imprison
socialists and anarchists because of their views and their ex‑
pression of them, taking advantage of any peccadillo or of any
far-fetched accusation of their possible connection with some.
crime to convict them, is to do them too much honour, at the
same time that it is to commit injustice and to stain still further
our already much too tainted social state. If socialistic and
anarchistic arguments cannot be met bfy arguments, we ought to
give in to them. While anarchism, 0 course, is pure nonsense
till the millennium, the term “ socialistic ” hurled here and there
should beabugaboo to none but the irrational.
(5) We must not forget the last requirement‐that of gra‑

tuitous justice in civil affairs aswell asin criminal. We have the
latter. Wehave not the former. Yet there is asgood reason for
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the one as for the other. It is the state’s function to maintain
justice without discrimination. People are taxed for this pur‑
pose, and if there is any service that the state should render free
of charge to any one who has the misfortune to need it, it"is this
one. I ts introductionwouldgreatly multiply law-suits at first, but
it would soon reduce them to the minimum, because fraud will
not be tempted if there is considerable likelihood of punishment.
Swiftness of justice is also requisite. For this the courts should
always beopen, and plentifully supplied with judges. We need,
in fact, more judges and fewer lawyers. For good administra‑
tion, the first courts applied to should be good enough, and there
should be no appeal to so-called higher courts. It is a false
theory that appeals sift out justice, forgetting that it is not
higher beings that sit in these misnarned courts, but only men
like those in the others. Make the first courts asgood as courts
can be, and there will be no need of second ones. Appeals should
be tolerated only in cases of flagrant injustice, and should be
ordered by the executive, this power taking the place of the exe‑
cutive’s power of pardon, which is altogether unjustifiable. Also
when a first decision is reversed, if not due to subsequent testi‑
mony, it ought to be investigatedand the blame locatedand punish‑
ment inflicted. Such reforms are especially needed for the poor,
and it is surprising that the socialists, who are supposed to have
the interest of the poor so much at heart, have not advocated
this more seriously. Herbert Spencer, who has the merit of
being one of the first to urge the duty of gratuitous justice, well
said: “ The trespasses of the wealthy against the poor would be
rare,were it not that the aggrievedhave practically no remedy.” 5°
It is the trespasses of the wealthy against the poor that to-day are
the cause of oppression; and to the lack of civil justice is privilege
mostly due.
But in everything the golden mean should be the aim, and in

abrogating the trespasses of the wealthy upon the poor, we
should be on our guard not to permit trespasses of the poor upon
the wealthy. Even the newest socialism which, more moderate,
is beginning to oust the Marxian revolutionary socialism,‐‐ the
socialism of social reformers, occupied with the labour move‑
ment, is a dan er threatening in this direction. Its “new and
distinct code 0 ethics,” according to one of its leaders, and as
may be seen in constant practise, extols “ conduct conducive to
the welfare of their class,” “ 1 ‐of the hand-labouring class, only
one class in society, and that, though numerically the largest, in
”Soc ia l Sum, eh. xxi. s s .
51Hillquit, Sacwlim in Thom and Practice, 62.
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efficiency the lowest. The aimshould be the welfare of all-- the
formation and romotion of a wise upper class, of a shrewd
middle class,an of a sound lower class.
We have seen that in the culminating period of civilisation,

wherein we are at present, the prevalent privileges are those of
wealth. We should add that in the descending period of civilisa‑
tion that follows, the rival privileges are those of labour. The
privileges of wealth confront us, and are the evil we should seek
to lessen. But behind them loom up the attempted privileges of
labour. These are the Scylla uponwhich there is danger of shat‑
tering when we escape from the whirl of Charybdis. It may
be that we are fated to make the transition; yet effort, if it may
not attain safety indefinitely, may hasten the deliverance from the
one kindof privileges and retardour approach to the other.



CHAPTER IX.
socmusu I N THE F U T U R E ‐ A N D RELIGION

THE abolition of privilege, or any very radical reform, seems
unlikely any more in our civilisation. It is the nature of civilisa‑
tion that it expends its vital forces about as it reaches its culmina‑
tion. It has raised up successive classes and corrupted them by
prosperity, t i l l there are none left with strength enough to cut
out the gangrene. The case seems especially hopeless in our
country. In other countries the upper classes are divided, and the
lower classes are mostly of one variety; but here we have only
the homogeneous class of the rich over against a heterogeneous
class of poor people assembled from all over the world. Ours is
a country of business men, every one of whom is seeking
privileges for himself, and though the major number of unsuc‑
cessful ones envy the few who do succeed, yet they must admire
them. They cannot loathe those who have only done what they
themselves are trying to do.
The ideal, in fact, which is now taught in university, pulpit,

and press, is of a tame proletariat, an obsequious middle class,
and a self-paying upper class. The first shall labour hard when
they get a job; when not, they shall begrateful for a pittance of
charity; they shall never combine, and always compete. The last
shall never compete and always combine; they shall do service by
ruling the state and givin largesses to the people, to keep them
quiet. The middle ones 5 all carry on the small trades left over
in the interstices of big business; shall conduct the big business,
and even the state, under the direction of the first, and receive
moderate pay. Everything will then work smoothly and nicely.
The poor will be taken care of by the rich, and the rich will
take to themselves as much of the surplus as will be safe, and
will grow richer in spite of all their expenditures. It is an
ideal of peace,of plenty, and of penury.
Al l this is very pretty; but now for the reverse. The rich

will give service ast ey please,and manywill give none: their aim
will be enjoyment. The poor will not becontented, though quiet.
The middle class, losing their independence, will lose that which

157 ’
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distinguishes them from the lowest. The wealth of a smaller and
smaller number of individuals may increase,but that of the whole
will, in time, decline. Yet, attracted by the glitter of the grandees,
the barbarians will at last come to the attack; and there will be
nobody to defend; for the miserable proletariat, already disarmed,
will beworthless, and also indifferent,‐may even side with the
invaders, to share in the loot; the middle class will be unfit for
hard fighting, and also too few; and the rich can only ”command,
but will have no good material to command. England has come
perilously near to this condition. Its “ hooligans ” are its weak
element, and from them a considerable part of its army must be
drawn. But its coast still provides men, who, in the navy, are its
sav1ours .
Just the opposite is our need. We need a strong and violent

proletariat, who will not allow themselves to be trampled on; a
vigorous and intelligent middle class, who will not allow them‑
selves to be imposed upon; and a sensible upper class, who, bold
in enterprise, yet stand in awe of their own good fortune and, be‑
ing made to feel, do feel their responsibility for it. To keep
them in this state of mind, or to bring them back to it when
they have departed from it, there is constant need of reforms and
occasional of revolutions,‐not of futile uprisings, which domore
harm than good, but of hap y renovations, whether by force of
arms or by force of ideas. uch doses are, in the words of Jef‑
ferson, “ a medicine necessary for the sound health of govern‑
ment.” 1 The decay of civilisation takes place when at last there
remains no portion of the population competent to carry through
a revolution. We seem to be approaching this condition now.
Yet we have not reached it. The plutocratic ideal will not attain
its maximum of dominion for yet a little while. There will at
least he attempts at reform or at revolution. May they not col‑
lapse, like those of the Gracchi, which were the turning point in
the development of Rome.
Still, the chances do not appear to be good for any funda‑

mental reformation. There is too much diversity of opinions, too
much dissipation of energy, too many quacks each with his
owndngstrum. The holders of privilege are united, the opponents
divi e .
The great cause of trouble is that Nature provides us with no

clear positive solution, but only with the negative requirement of
abolishing privilege and injustice. She does not decide the ques‑
tion of right for us. In the most important matters there is no
natural norm of justice. What is the amount of profit it is just
1'Works, Washington ed., i i . 105.
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for amerchant or manufacturer to ask? Naturegives noanswer.
What is the w c an employer should give his employés? Nature
sa 3 nothing. hat is the amount 0 rent a tenant should pay?
ere Nature supplies a theoretical solution, but she provides no

way of applying it to particular cases. Competition is her only
method‐ competition on both sides. But competition is conflict,
and the effort to do away with it, by succeeding on] on one side,
cripples competition on the other, and renders e whole un‑
balanced and unfair. Restore competition on both sides, and
you get r id of a oss injustice, but you do not necessarily in‑
troduce justice. gain, what is our right to the soil? Here Na‑
ture is silent, or inconsistent. Has an-individual a right to own
any portion of the earth, to the perpetual exclusion of others?
Nature does not say yes, and if she said no, then what would
she say to a tribe owning a certain district of the earth’s surface,
from which it excludes other tribes? or a city thus owning land?
or a nation? In our modern states is it the nation that should
own all the land in common, or is it the State ( in the United
States), or is it the city, or the township, or a village? Socialists
attempt to answer these questions in one or more ways, individ‑
ualists in another, both appealing to Nature. But Nature makes
no reply. At any rate, man has a right to own what he makes.
Here Nature is decisive, but a in Without precision in applica‑
tion. For what does a man e? He does not make materials.
Then how does he own the materials in what he makes out of
them? Has God or Nature given us the materials equally, or
jointly, or individually? The question is the same as that about
the land over again. And Nature still gives no answer.
Nor does religion. The only thing that Christianity (or at

least the religion of Jesus) says on the subject is, that we should
do unto others as we would they should do unto us. Then sup‑
pose a dispute occurs over the ownership of a field: as each
party wishes the other to give in to him, he ought to give in to
the other: the dispute would be where it was before, only re‑
versed. Or if the one party were a follower of Jesus and the
other not, the latter would always win, and his kind would soon
own the earth. Christianity nomore than Nature tells uswhether
land should beowned by individuals or by men in common, and in
the latter case bywhat bodies of men. Nor does it any more than
Nature tell what rent the landlord should demand, what profit
the manufacturer or merchant should exact, what wages the
employer should give to his labourers. “ Render unto ur
servants that which is j ust," says the apostle.. Butwhat is just?
3001. I V . I. (c f . I ‘ M . XX. 4) .
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Possibly Paul would have been satisfied with ‘a little more than
what was then the usual average wage. Always, indeed, for
philanthropic reformers the alternative seems to be between the
average and a little better. Similarly the Old Testament com‑
mands us not to steal or even to covet another’s property. But
what is another’s property? It does not define.3 Christianity
only tells ‐ a n d Nature tells that too, all morality tells i t ‐ t h a t
we should not cheat one another, and should rather act like friends
than enemies. But friends, when they come to bargain amon
themselves, find the same difficulty to determine the right. An
when some refuse to be friends, others will only be taken in, if
the continue to treat them like friends.

hristianity, therefore, like Nature, has left the decision of
these practical questions to fighting, and to the exhaustion that
comes after fighting, and to the expediency then recognised of
forming agreements»without fighting. But what ought the agree‑
ments to be? This is the province of socialism proper.
For socialism proper is applied sociology. And the true social‑

ism has not yet been discovered: it is a problem still unsolved.
We are only beginning to know some of the constituent problems
themselves, not their solutions. Of these we have as yet in but
few cases hardly a presentiment, though in some cases we know
very well what they cannot be. True socialism cannot beegalitar‑
ianism. It must take natural inequalities into account: i t , must
seek to give unequal reward to unequal merit. Equality of op‑
portunity is the desideratum, but how it is to be efiecte nobod
(except to some extent Henry George) has yet been able to tel
The as yet never attempted task must be achieved of preventing
the incapable from obtaining by inheritance, or at least from
transmitting to still more incapable descendants, the reward of
the capable, and at the same time not take away from the
capable the incentive to provide for their presumably capable
offspring without spoiling them. It must go even further, and
foster the advent into society of the capable and discountenance
that of the incapable. In other words, it must see to it that the
upper and the best classes be rendered as prolific and the lower
or the worst classes assterile as they possibly can bemade. They
cannot be made so directly by law. They can be made so only
indirectly by making the environment such that only the capable
are fit to survive. And this can be done only through new in‑
stitutions or customs; and these new institutions or customs must
8So it forbids us to murder ( f o r this is the meaning of “ ki l l ” in the command‑

ment, since it permits, even eniqins,_ killing in man instances); but it does not de
fine what murder is, or what ki lung is justifiable on what not.
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be such as not to bring with them greater evils than the good
they do ‐no t , for instance, weaken the people by whom they
are adopted, so that it shall fall before other peoples kept strong
by adversity. But who will invent these institutions? What are
they? The problem is only for future solution.
Socialism, moreover, can only be based on a new world‐view,

‐ n e w for our cycle at least; which, in fact, is now being made,
but the adaptation to it is not yet made. The old morality (like
that at the beginning of every civilisation cycle hitherto) had its
basis in another wor ld ‐or rather in the space surrounding this
cosmos of ours (itself very small, in the old view) : above, heaven,
and below, hell. But for us the space of the cosmos itself has
become infinite, and heaven and hell have disappeared. In the
old and primitive morality and religion, the world was created
for a habitation for men. That, too, has gone, and men are now
only an evolved species in the lead of chan ' species on one
tiny sphere, itself little more than an atom in t e molecule of a
solar and planetary system, among the immeasurable mazes that
compose the universe. Ti l l recentl morality was an affair of the
gods, or of God. Now it is an a air only of mankind. Hence
a new morality is needed, and undoubtedly the new morality will
be one that identifies moral action with social action.‘ Of course
there was a similar change in the ancient cycle. The philosophers
invented a new morality basedon natural reason, and offered it in
place of the old morali based on tradition and custom and on
opinion of what the go 5 wanted. But their new morality was
rather individualistic than social, being based more on wisdom
than on justice; and in being more social than individualistic, to
be founded more solidly on justice, the morality of the future
will be an improvement in the progression of the cycles. Yet in
antiquity that newmorality never succeeded in getting itself widely
introduced. And soat present the newmorality cannot becreated
and established in a day. It has been anticipated by another new
morality, which has got the start of i t ‐ t h e new morality of
sentiment (fostered by feminism), amorality of sheer individual‑
ism (thinly disguised behind socialist collectivism), which, be‑
cause it leads to decline, must beousted before the better morality
can be introduced. Probably this cannot be done in a single
cycle: the morality now coming in must first accomplish its work
of disintegration anddestruction. In antiquity the transition from
the many gods to the one god took centuries to accomplish; and
it may take equally long to settle mankind in a sound morality
dependent on no god.
4Cf. Pearson, Ethic of Frat /ought , 309-10.
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Socialism, then, or anything like socialism as a complete em,
we may be sure, will not come in our cycle. We may, an prob‑
ably shall, have particular measures seeking greater equality at
the expense of liberty, that will hamper competition and put a
drag on excellence, and will contribute to the decline of our Civilis‑
ation, as similar measures did to the decline of the Roman. But
socialism, as a whole, is a new kind of civilisation itself, which
cannot besuddenly substituted for the existing one. The “ expro‑
priation of the expropriators” dreamt of by Marx would be a
cataclysm such as the world has never seen, and is incapable of
suffering. As a new kind of civilisation, socialism is a new or‑
ganism of society, and organisms on so large a scale take ages to
develop. It is, too, one that will require a higher development
of our social faculties than mankind has yet attained to, and
which will be unattainable without the new morality which fos‑
ters social altruism. “ It will be long,” says Spencer, “before
social discipline has so far modified human character, that rever‑
ence for law, as rooted in the moral order of things, will serve
in place of reverence for the power which enforces law.” '
But not ti l l then will socialism be possible; for, as Karl Pearson
has well said, “ socialism as a polity can only become sible
when socialism as a morality has become general.“ PPiifther‑
more, it will require a much simpler state of society than that
which now exists for it to be introduced into. It will need
more world-wide uniformity of ideas and customs; and even then
the power of defence must be stronger than the power of attack,
to render it safe for any one country to lead the way.

It may, therefore, perhaps, come at the beginning of a new
cycle of civilisation, and accompany it throughout its develo ment,
as the new principle of the new civilisation. Time will en be
allowed for its development from simplicity to complexity, and
for the adaptation of the people for it in better trainin and disci‑
pline.’ The seeds of the new cycle must beprepared in this; and
wehave them already, not only in idea, but in practice‐ in oo‑

st'gi‘a’c’: $3113???“gr It is remarkable t at t e_doctrin.es_of the individualist Strum rea_lly favour the
V i e w that in the course of t i m e socialism may be ssihle. ouch it is n o t possible
now. Now our system of employment, he sayal is about as good as esgist'lng humannature allows. and it mus t still be tolerated because. for the time being no other
organisation wil l answer as well," Stud of Sociology, ass. The regulation of in‑dust? that now exists, he again says, is cost! because the men to be
are efective. With decrease of their defects w i l come economy of regulation, and
consequently eater shares of profit to themselves." 253. He expects a me o“ higher soe' foreen".when idleness as now lived by the _rieh will be thought dis‑
graceful asp‐(Si. H is ideal agrees with that of some socialistsh" that each anght to

n e i mo reno r l ess thananequ i va len t f o rh i sse rv i ces . 4:0. The n
ess belief." however. of our t-day socialists is “ t h e belief that is

no t u n s o "Ma: .as to¢etontofi tse l fasondnctwh lch
p s o p o s fl s n a t s l y  .
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operative societies. These apply socialistic principles in the only
way they can be applied, without unjust expropriation of capi‑
talists, many of whom have acquired their roperty honestly, and
by voluntary action of those who enter e associations. This
movement has had but a small beginning asyet, and it is slow‐‑
too slow for the hi h-vaultingsocialists. Yet it may bethe leaven
that is leavening e mass; and some day Robert Owen may be
recognised as the greatest socialist of them all, perhaps in com‑
pany with Henry George. We have seen that the progress of
government is from rulership by self-appointing and self-paying
rulers to rulership by the people throng employment of_ agents
whom they choose, direct, and pay. In industry there are signs
of the same phenomenon, only delayed. Industry has progressed
through the comingfto the front and the seizing of the leadership,
of men directing a airs in their own right and paying themselves,
‐ a n d like the old rulers taking the lion’s share. The line of
advance in industry should continue to bethe same as in politics.
That is, the workers should come to guide themselves, appointing
their own directors, and paying them. This is far from meaning
that the present state should take over the competitive industries
that now exist, and run them. On the contrary, it means that
there should be the same development from within the industries
as there has been from within the state. Nothing stands in the
way except the fact that the industrial workers are not yet ripe
for the change, just as a couple of centuries a o the mass of the
people were nowhere ripe for introducing emocracy. When
the workmen in general have learnt the same husbandry of their
resources which marks the beginning of the career of all indus‑
trial leaders, then they. may acquire their own workshops and
machinery, and appoint their directors. And if industries so
democratically organised can successfully compete with industries
aristocratically organised, just aspeoples democratically organised
have successfully competed (for the present war has not dis‑
proved this) with the peoples aristocratically organised, then the
new order of things maybecome permanent.‘i Perhaps some ex‑
hibition of physiml force will be necessa to extend it preva‑
lently, as was necessary at times to conso idate political democ‑
racy; but that force will not succeed if it be employed before the
people are sufficiently advanced to maintain the change. It is

uafidjfit‘f; 81122231151309.3":vii-153i?" ifli‘hfc’éfi gshghbirgglglfi 1:1;
§f°'b3$é¥°§$nyifi'y gfdiox'ifirflfihif 22?'§u£§2§§1,'§pe§ ‘lil‘i’mfi’ii"' ci‘o,
ere wi l l be need of no other. So also, on omnate ly. the people o f Germany ve

not yet proved their prince. to be, for them, superfluous.
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this capacity to maintain the change proposed that is at present
so woefully wanting. '
Meanwhile the extension of the co-operative system, the adop‑

tion of the single ground-rent tax, the abolition of free corpora‑
tionism, and the introduction of gratuitous justice will go a long
way toward preparing the people for a better cycle in the future.
Especially the last, on top of the others, and to some extent even
without them, would bring the true religious idea of the universe
into execution already Within this world, punishing the wrong‑
doers, and leaving to every one the reward his exertions entitle
him to, undiminished b the force or fraud of others. It will
elevate the moral tone 0 the society that adopts it, driving out the
incorrigibly bad, and gradually taking away, with the temptation,
the thought of doing evil. Then, having the exercise of equity,
people will beready to adopt more equitable institutions, knowing
that they may be carried out. Then, if these reforms are not
sufficient to satisfy the most benevolent philanthropists, it may be
possible, little by little, to introduce the more moderate of the
socialist demands. Hardly in any other way.
A New England lady ° has prettily, though somewhat verbosely,

written a work entitled Socialism and Character, in which she
traces the influence the introduction of socialism will supposedly
have on the character of the people living under it. She would
do well if she would supplement it, if not replace it, by a work, to
be entitled “ Character and Socialism,” which should depict the
character necessary in people before they could successfully adopt
and work a socialistic system. In it she might inquire how such
a character is to be produced out of the characters shown by
people‐by the poor aswell asby the rich, by the employés as
Well asby the employers‐to‐day ; which inquiry would perhaps
lead her to the conclusion that it is not time yet to bother our
heads about the effects which not the coming, but the distant
socialism will have. .
But that it may come in time,we neednot despair. For this, the

next cycle will need to be as superior to ours as ours is to the
ancient.“ But why should it not be? Wage-labour may pass
away, as slave-labour passed away, because economic conditions,

, affected by moral views, made it unprofitable. It took slave‑
labour a thousand years to reachthat point, and it may take wage‑
labour nearly as long. In antiquity nobody thought that civilis‑
ation could do without slave-labour, and if any one had dreamed
0Miss Vida D. Seudder.it! It was Rodbertus's o inion that socialism reqll‘iires as great an Idnlffilbegsd our

Christian state as ours s beyond the a ' .t eathen. and that it n cen‑
turies, i n Meyer’s E m u w n k a m p f d a m m “ Stand“, 74, 76.
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of acivilisation greater than theirs without it, hewould have been
laughed at. We have profited by their errors, and can conceive,
and do permit people to dream, of a civilisation higher than
ours without wage-labour; but our mere thought does not make
it realisable. Republicanism was successful in antiquity only in
the hands of the upper classes. In our civilisation it has been
successful in the hands of the middle classes, with the collabora‑
tion of the upper. Perhaps in some future civilisation it will be
successful in the hands of the lower classes, still with collaboration
of the upper and of the middle. For that, it will be necessary for
the hand-workers to havebetter heads than they have at present.
They must know their own interest correctly, for which it will
be necessary to know those of others also. They must be such
that the head-workers will respect them, and mind them. In
antiquity no one would have thought is possible for such a party
asthe modern liberals to exist, intelligent y and nobly representing
the middle classes of the banausoi, who occupy themselves with
making gain from manufacture and commerce. More than a
thousand years were needed before such a party could arise.
Perhaps an equal length of time will be necessary before another
party can with similar moderation and common sense and shrewd‑
ness represent the lower classes. Our democratic and radical
parties have asyet been failures.
Our socialist party, now workin only for “ revised” socialism,

or social reform in the interest of elabouringclasses, m a y l then,
bethe leaven of another civilisation. It will pull down our civil‑
isation, but it may build up another. It has much resemblance
to Christianity in the ancient world. Christianity did not save the
Roman civilisation from its decline and f a l l , ‐ in fact, it con‑
tributed thereto, by weakenin its resistance; but, modified and
adapted to practical affairs, it ore a part in the rebuilding of our
civilisation. Socialism, indeed, is antagonistic to the Christian re‑
ligion to-day, but no more so than Christianity was to the heathen
religion in antiquity; and asthe many varieties of heathenism saw
in Christianity their common enemy, sothe various sects of Chris‑
tianity now see in socialism their mdst dangerous foe. The
heathen religionflattered the great of the world that they were the
favourites of the gods. Christianity taught the opposite, that the
last on this earth should be the first in heaven. Now Christianity
is degenerate, and supports the inequalities of fortune by a doc‑
trine of retribution, which works in appearance only, since it is
perverted by the importance attached to belief. The most miser‑
able proletarian, who has toiled all his life, producing much, but
consuming little, if he does not believe, will be banished to hell;
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while the most luxuriousl living capitalist, who has never done a
stroke of useful labour, i he believes, will be welcome in heaven.
Yet a certain Christian to-day has the face to say that “ i f the
atheistic andmaterialistic theory is true, the demands of socialism
are certainly just -‐ that all the goods and enjoyments of this life
shouldbeequally dividedamongall,” asthough on his own scheme
the present inequality is just because it will beproperly righted.n
On the other hand, the socialists rely too much on the disappear‑
ance of heaven. “ The more does faith in a life to come disappear
from amon the people,” said Bebel, “ the more the people will
clamor for ving their heaven on earth.” 1’ Yet the belief" in a
righteous social state which future generations shall enjoy, but
which wehavemissed, is hardly more satisfying than a belief in a
happy state after death, which we ourselves may enter into; and
the one is as likely as the other. We may, however, strive to
bring about the former, but not the latter, and therein lies the
superiority of the new religion, and only by such striving can we
deserve the promises of the old. Still, if the socialists should
bringon the millenniumwithout miraculous aid of the deity, there
would then be still less need of God. “ We shall then begods,"
says Bellamy." Indeed, if perfect justice be realised on earth,
one of the most appealing arguments for immortality will be de‑
stroyed, and people will live sosurfeited with happiness that they
will die satisfied.
In spite of the irreligious aspect of socialism, there are many

points of analogy between it and Christianity in the ancient
world. Christianity and socialism each arose in a period of cor‑
ruption of the rich, and they both tiraded against pride, luxury,
and hypocrisy. Christianity began with the lowly, and addressed
itself to the poor and the downtrodden as a religion of hopeato
join it, the rich had to bewilling to give away their riches. Such
is the nature of socialism: its supporters from the upper classes
must have the spirit of self-sacrifice, while those who join it from
below have everything to gain. The Christians looked upon the
heathen world as up51de-down, and belonging to the devil. The
socialists look upon the modern world likewrse as topsy-turvy,“
11Cathrein in his Socialism translated by Gettelmann, 334-4. He also says:“ Reason and: revelation teach that the servant should be subieCt to his master, the

inferior t o his s u p e r i o r , the wife-to her husban , and the child t o the parent. andthai‘.‘ fortfitmscience' sake, because it is the wrll of God," 306. A heathen could have
0 en us.”12 In the Reichstag. Feb. 23. 1890; quoted from Cathrein-Gettelmann's Socialiun.nuns cf. Die Frau, i’fl'18Equality, 267. ‘ an must be revealed to man as brother before God could

be revealed to him as father," 368. It used to be thought that the revelation of God
as father would help to jmng about the treatment 0 men as brothers. If men's
brotherhood can be obtained without God’s fatherhood, God's fatherhood will be
unnecessahy.14Cf. arx above. pp. r o t - a .
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as fundamentally wrong, and as given over to mammon. Both
considered, and consider, that they ought not to do what has been
done, and ought to do what has not been done.“ The Christians,
though loving among themselves, acquired the reputation of being
haters of humanity. So the socialists, though teaching the doc‑
trine of all for all, are feared for inciting class against class. The
Christians, by retiring from the world, did nothing to improve it,
until it had gone to pieces, when they were left in command. So
our socialists are doing nothing to improve the world as it is:
working piecemeal they have, until recently at least, despised.
They would purposely allow the evils to grow, that the uprising
may come sooner and bemore thorough. The Christians gave in
to Caesar, the socialists to the trusts. The Christians rejoiced in
the rapid deterioration of the world, till in a cataclysm it should
be replaced by the millennium. So the socialists, expecting good
out of evil, delight in the growth of monopoly and exploitation
toward the point of unendurableness, after which there will be an
overturning of things, an “ expropriation of the expropriators,”
seizure of capital by the labourers, and “ a good time coming.”
Though they differed in thinking that the happy new period was to
be introduced, the ones, by Christ, the others, by man, they both
believed and believe it to be inevitable. Christianity was, conse‑
quently, a salvation religion: so is socialism, with the difference
that the one ofiered personal salvation, and the other offers social
salvation.” Bothwere and are attempts to get rid of the struggle
for existence, by putting an end to strife and competition, and
introducing brotherly love and mutual assistance. Both put
women on a par with men, ascomrades and sisters, and were at a
loss to know what to do with marriage. They both nauseate by
the pictures of overabundant happiness they set up. The Chris‑
tians believed in a speedy end of the world, to be followed, f o r
themselves at least, by an eternal heaven. The socialists believe
in a s edy end of the present order of the world, to be followed,
for a menof goodwill, by aperpetual reignof peace and concord
upon earth‐even with an entire change of human nature, like
Paul’s rise from corruption into incorruption, with a new heaven
anda new earth, “ wherein dwelleth righteousness.” " Jesus said
that one of his hearers would live to see the new time; and Bebel,
15Describing it backward from a future geriod Bellamy says: “The presumption

was, since the interest of kin and classes ad always been cac t i opposed to those
of the people, that whatever e previous governments had done, e people _as rulers
ought not to do, and whatever the prevrous overnments had not done, it would
be presumabl for the interest of the pie to o," Equali ty, so. '
10C . Belfamy: “The Great Revwal [as he calls the_comin¢ revolution] was a

tide o enthusiasm for the social. no t the<personal, salvation. and'for the establish‑
ment in brotherl love of the kingdom of ad on earth, which Christ bade men hope
and work for, ” quality, 3 o.
A” Cf. Bellamy. Looking ackwrd, zoz.
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undismayed, said at the Erfurt convention in 1891: “ I am sure
the realisation of our ultimate purpose is sonear at hand that but
few in this hallwill not live to see the day.” 1‘ The Christians had
to abandon that expectation, when the advance of time disszl‑
pointed it. And so the socialists are already shedding their co ‑
dence. And with this change go others, in both cases. The
Christians compromised with the world as it existed, and so the
socialists are now doin . The Christians hadto renounce some of
their most cherished i eals, asimpracticable,‐e.g., that of non‑
resistance. So the socialists will have to 've up their imprac‑
ticable ideals, such as that of perfect equality. And as a result,
even when Christianity itself became prevalent throughout the
Roman world, the world did not see the improvement expected.
And sowemay anticipate a similar disappointment when socialists
get the upper hand throughout the world: the new world, even the
new civilisation of the next cycle, though better than ours, will
not realise one-tenth of the happy things promised by socialism.
Christianity found that it could not be managed from below: it
needed the upper classes, and a new hierarchy of its own was set
up. So socialism will become a success only when socialist doc‑
trine shall have been accepted by the upper classes of society.
But, for this, its doctrines will needadaptation,whichmay amount
to rversion.

till, one thing is certain: the world will continue to be run by
its strongest and wisest men ‐‐ if not here to-day, yet elsewhere,
and here too to‐morrow. Its fate is in their hands. And they will
form the upper classes. These are the men who at present stand
in most need of improvement. It is they who need a better train‑
ing, discipline, and education,1°‐especially in our country, where
they seem to have but two ideals ‐ of increasing their fortunes by
work at home and of spending them in idleness abroad. Not so
much to overthrow them (for what haveweto set in their place?),
but to reform them, is the cryingneedof the age. If they will not
learn that the management of affairs was entrusted to them not
for their own selfish ends, if they continue to cheat, to grab, and
to exult, the lower classes may again sweep them away, regardless
of consequences, and then try to rear up a new set in their place,
or erect over them a despot, who will be a thorn in their flesh, as
the emperors were in the days of degenerate Rome. This is the
amount of accomplishment in their own behalf the lower classes
is P‘r‘atoko" of the meeting 13.172. Cf. D i : Frau: We have nearly arrived at the

po in t where the t ime i s fuffi led.’ 377.
u Cf. Pearaon: " The education of the ao-ealled upper or wealth-owning clones

Is an imperative necessity. They must be taught a new morality, Ethic of Freahouglu,
346. cf. 3481‑
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have so far been capable of. It is for the upper classes to pro‑
vide something better. They should at least live up to their light,
andnot permit self-interest to obscure the truths of science.
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Sexual gratification, under social‑
ism, free 43and n.,

Shaw, G. B. 19.
ghcannan, TéQG. 13911.
reyés 55m.
Simkhovitch, V. G. 5311, 55n., 57m,
10 , 105n.

Sing e tax, the, upon land, the term
1391»; advised 128, 139 and n.,
,135. 138-40. 140. 164‑
Sismondi 91n.
Slavery 98, 120 and n.
Slaves, as labourers 95, 9611, 108,
164‑

Smith, A. 91n.,.105n., 14 .
Socialism, outgrowth 0 peace and
plenty 3, 12, 37 ; essentially aims
at equality 3, 7, 8 and n., 9, 14, 17,
18. 2 m , 24. 31. 71, 77. 82, 153; to
destroy the present system 133m,
cf. 6; history of 3-6, 52; the term
5 and n., 7; revolutionary 5‐7,
52‐4, 56 and n. ; expectation of
speedy realisation of 5, (50n.), 56
and n.; 168 and n., criticism of
this 57, revision of it 57n., 57-8,
cf. 155; high aims and promises
of 10, 27,cf. 78; disintegrating in‑
fluence of 11, 12, 5; not likely to
be adopted by al nations 11, 28,
50; expects leveling up, more
ikely to level down 12 ; individu‑
alistic nature of 12‐13; object of,
to put all the means of produc‑
tion in the hands of labourers 14‑
15, so defined 14m, what is to be
taken 15 and n., who is to be the
owner 14‐15n., 41, 60, 60-1, diffi‑
culties in this 62-4, 68; vague‑
ness of 15; the world under 15‑
17; government under 16, 66-9,
75, difficulties about 16, 25n., 70 ;
working of 18‐19, 21, 24, 26‐7, 29,
44. 69. 73‐5. 79; question of re ‑
wards and distribution under 19‑
21 ; 25n., 84, difficulties about 21,
60, 69, wrong ideas about 130-1 ;
great productivity under, ex‑
pected 22‐4, with greatly decreas‑
ed labour 22 ‐3 ; regulation of la‑
bour under 22, 40, 71‐2, difliculties
about 21, 25n., 40, 72 ‐3; regula‑
tion of polulation under 34, 63n.;
regulation of migration under 68;
despotism of 68-9 and n., cf. 153;
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danger of, to civilization 27-8:
treatment of marriage: see Mar‑
riage; defined as applied science
48n.; impracticability of 5234 at‑
titude of, toward present evils
52-3. 5 and n. 56. ms. 167. cf.
149; atalism of 54, 56 and n. ;
par ty of, its growth, composition.
and want of strength 59, cf. 154,
little union in it 69; c o m 'on
under 75, cf. 77; deception rorn

; supposed to be demanded
by justice 80, 89; the term mis‑
used 153, reasonable and unreas‑
onable 153-4, the roper 160; re‑
lation of, to mora s 162, 164; not
possible in our cycle 162, perhaps
in the next 162-3, changes neces‑
sary for this 164‐5; comparison
of, with earl Christianity 165-8.

Society, as inalienable owner of the
earth 81-4, 85, 89; as sole pro‑
ducer 82‐3; should not go against
nature 130.

Spar-go, J. 9n., 15n., 19 and n., 20m.
21m, 22n., 38, 41, 43a , 56n., 57,
59m, 65, 6911-- 7311" 10511" 131‑

Spence, T. 90n., 11
Spencer, H. 46n., , 50m, 69m, 90,
117n., 120m, 121m, 123m, 126n.,
129. 147, 155. 162 and n.

Sprague 2011.
Standard of living, variable fi, 102,
103, 105, and fixed 103.

State, the, under socialism 16 and
n., 64‐9, (1; questions about 62-4.

State-socia ism, not treated of here
3on.,.cf. 37m.

Statistics, importance of, under so‑
cialism 22 and n.

Sterilisation of the unfit 48, son.
Stirner, M. 811., 16n., 27m, 48n., 89n.
Strikes, socialism on 55m; a gen‑
eral one 58.

Strong, Dr. 48a.
Struggle for existence, evil of
abandoning 24 ; need of 28‐9; the
tefrm6748; socialists wish to get rid
o 1 .

Sudre, A. on, 25m, 27n., 69m, 76n.,
8on 88n.

Suetonius 136n.
Surplus-value 89; the term 91m;
appearance of 97 ; stolen by the
manufacturer, according to Marx
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98; nothingbut profit 102; treated
as being decreased to the la‑
bourer 103-4; proper division of,
not treated by Marx 107; is pro‑
duced by machinery 108.

Survival of the unfit, encouraged by
socialism 24.

Sybel, H. von 7n.
Talent, not encouraged under so‑
cialism 40, 72.

Tariff, the term 139; treated asrob‑
bery 1aon., incorrectly 126; anal‑
ogy of, with landownership 127;
for revenue 140.

Taxation of incomes and legacies
140‐1.

Taylor, W. C. 5n., 62n.
Tertullian 3311.
Theft: see Robbery.
Thiers 82n., 113n.
Third estate 5. .
Thompson, W. 84n., 9m.
Thornton, W. H. mm. .
Thrift, deprecated by socialists 37n.
Tolstoi gon.
Toynbee, A. 66n., 152.
Tressall, R. 23n.
Trusts, socialists on an; unfavor‑
able to socialism 60; unfair com‑
petition of 142n.

Tscherkesofl‘, W. sn.
Turgot 105m, 128m

Utility, a factor in value 9 2 ; op‑
eration of 94.

Utopians, kinds of 5.

Vail, C.H. 8n., 16m,aon., m, 37n.,
41n., 56n., 68n.

Value, measure of 91 ; cause of 92,
amount of labour 93, 96, as com‑
i ng only from human labour 93,
94, 107, 109, error of this 93-4 ;

INDEX
transference of 96‐7; empty of
content 101; of also at‑
tributed to labour 11311.

Villetard. E. 9n., 61n.
Wages, iron law of 103-5, 105n.;
higher, unexplained by Marx 105‑
7' relation to rent, according to
Giaorge 127-8; may pass away
1

Walker, F. A. 38m, 6m. 106m
Wallace, A. R. 34n., 45-6. 4&1.
Wallace, R. 32.
Walling, W. E. 8n., 131.
Walras, L. on.
War, no more, under socialism 9 m ;
cannot be stopped but by war 11,
not by one's own morality 67;
socialism unsuited for 39 ; rela‑
tion of, to civilisation 11 and n. ;
will not be prevented by socialism
63-4;hprotectionism a cause of
140; t e present 141, 1 4 m , 1 3.

Ward, L. F. 34m. 5011.
Waste, under the present system
22; 23‐4‑

Watts, J. 88n.
Wealth, creation of 37-9; forbid‑
den under socialism 40.

Wells, H. G. 50n., 57-8n.. 62a.
Westermarck, E. 42a.
Women, under socialism, to be
treated like men 17, 31, 41, 44, 65,
167; to be the selectors 45 ; the
ones to be taken care of 73.

Woolsey, T. D. 2311. 33n., 4311.
World, dually constituted 10 ; up‑
side down 101‐2, 166-7; less in‑
teresting, but for inequality 130.

Xenophon 130n.

Young, A. 66n.
Young, E. 13311.
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